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5.-DEEP-SEA EXPLORATION: A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
STEAMER ALBATROSS, HER APPLIANCES AND METHODS.

By Z, L. TANNER, Commander, United States Navy,

INTRODUCTION.

Early in September, 1880, immediately after the return of the U. S. Fish Com
mission steamer Fish Hawk from her initial trip oft' shore, to the region subsequently
known as the Gulf-stream slope, Prof. S. F. Baird was impressed with the necessity of
a larger vessel for deep-sea investigations. The remarkable results of the Fish Hawk's
operations, though limited to depths of a few hundred fathoms, convinced him that his
investigations should be extended into more remote and deeper waters.

In discussing the subject with. the writer he remarked, ill effect, that the profit.
able study of useful sea fishes could not be prosecuted without a knowledge of their
food, the food of their food, their respective friends and foes,the habitat of the sev
eral species, and their means of passing from one region to another in the embryonic
as well as the adult stage; the temperatures, currents, and specific gravity of the
waters of the ocean should be studied in conuection with the migratory habits of
pelagic forms, hence investigations must be extended seaward wherever life exists,
until a complete history of both the economical and contributory species is obtained.
To prosecute these researches a sea-going steamer, specially constructed and equipped
to carryon this work, was an absolute necessity.

Subsequent off-shore trips made by the Fish Hawk further convinced him of the
importance of having a larger ship. The subject was frequently under discussion,
and a few months later he requested the writer to make general plans and estimates for
the construction and equipment of a thoroughly seaworthy steamer, capable of making
extended cruises and working with dredge and trawl in all depths to 3,000 fathoms.

A rough plan was accordingly prepared, showing the type of vessel contemplated,
and distribution of weights and spaces, from which the final designs were made by
the late Charles W. Copeland, an eminent marine. architect and engineer, of New
York. After the usual competitive bids required for Government work, the contract
was awarded to the Pusey & Jones Company, of Wilmington, Del., in March, 1882,
for the sum of $145,800, exclusive of outfit and special equipment, which cost an addi
tional $45,000. She was launched August 19, 1882, was christened the Albatross, and
went into commission on the 11th of the following November.

The writer was ordered to superintend her construction in addition to his duties
as commanding officer of the Fish Hawk. Passed Assistant Engineer George W.
Baird, United States Navy, superintended the construction of machinery and also had
general supervision of all work in the absence of the writer. He rendered efficient
service in devising and perfecting many novel mechanical appliances with which tho
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vessel was provided, and was subsequently ordered as chief engineer, his cruise
extending over the unusual period of five years.

The writer assumed command November 11,1882, and was detached May 1, 1894,
having made a continuous cruise of eleven and a half years.

This publication is essentially a revision and extension of the "J~eport on the
construction and outfit of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 1883," and
was undertaken at the instance of the late Commissioner, Marshall McDonald, who
was desirous that the experience of the writer in deep-sea exploration, extending over a
period of fifteen years, should be made available in a convenient form. It comprises an
account of the important changes in appliances and improvement in methods, treating
the several branches in detail, with a view of furnishing to the beginner such informa
tion as would have been most valuable to the writer when he first took up the work.

Brief historical sketches are given of the development of physical and biological
researches during the last half century leading up through the evolutionary stages to
the present time, and finally illustrating the modern science of deep-sea investigation
as practiced on board the Albatross.

A change in the arrangement of fire-room and coal bunkers followed the installa
tion of new boilers of a different type from those originally in the vessel; the ventilating
apparatus has been much improved; ingeniously constructed counter balances. have
been applied to the main engines; and the maneuvering qualities of the vessel are
much improved by the introduction of pneumatic annunciators which enable the officer
on the bridge to observe the movements of the engines by reference to a conveniently
placed dial and pointer. The old cast-iron propellers have been replaced by new ones
of bronze, having finer pitch and less weight; a Baird evaporator greatly improves the
quality of water distilled for drinking purposes and furnishes fresh feed for the boilers.

The changes and additions to the scientific apparatus will be described in detail.
Acknowledgments are made to the following authorities, who have been freely

quoted:
Sir C. Wyville Thomson, "Depths of the Sea" and "The 'Voyag-e of the

Ohallenger."
Rear-Admiral G. E. Belknap, United States Navy, "Hamersley's Naval Encyclo

pedia" and "Deep-Sea Soundings in the North Pacific."
Commander C. D. Sigsbee, United States Navy, "Deep-Sea Sounding- and

Dredging."
Lieut. Commander Seaton Schroeder, United States Navy, aud Chief Engineer

George W. Baird, United States Navy, "Report on the Construction and Equipment
of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross."

The late J. H. Kidder, M. D., "Report on the thermometers of the United States
Commission of Fish and Fisheries."

Mr. O. H. Tittmann, "United States Coast andGeodetdc Survey Bulletin, No. 18."
The writer would also express his indebtedness to Dr. John Murray, of Edinburgh,

Scotland, for a speciallyprepared paper on the methods of recognizing marine deposits,
and to Prof. C. F. Marvin, United States Weather Bureau, for a paper on the method
of correcting thermometers. /

Special thanks are tendered to Mr. James E. Benedict, the first resident naturalist
of the Albatross, and to Mr. C. H. Townsend, who succeeded Mr. Benedict after a
short interval, and still holds that responsible position, for data kindly furnished for
the chapter on the preparation and preservation of specimens.



PLATE II.
90. Steam heater.
91. Bath-room,
92. Rudder head.
93. \Vater tank.
94. China closet,
95. Linen closet.

Berth deck.
96. Yeoman's store-room.
97. Fore passage.
98. Dredging store-room,
99. Bri~.

100. Cham pipes leading to lookers.
101. Col!lsion bulkhead.
102. Hatch to Ice box.
103. Air port.
10.1. Bag rack.
105. Hatoh to mainhold.
106. Steam heater,
107. Reeling engine.
108. Governor.
109. Steerage.
110. Steerage state-rooms.
111. Berth.
112. Bureau.
113. Washstand.
114. Table.
115. Open pantry.
116. Water·tight iron bulkhead.
117. Lower (or main) laboratory.
118. Lookers with movable trays for

specimens.
119. Ladder to laboratory stere-room,m: ~~~~~~raPher's dark room.

122. Dispensary.
123. Coal-chute.
12.1. Air ports.
125. Coal-bunkers.
126 Boilers.
127. on.tanks.
128. Iron floor grating.
129. Main engines.
130. Dynamoandengine\EdisonsyBtem).
131. Ward-room companion stairs.
132. Ward-room pantry.
la3. State-room,
134. Bureau,
135. Waahstand.
136. Berth.
137. Ward·room.
tgg: ~:.,~;;. a~e~;;::er.tight doors.

140. Lounge.
141. Iron water-tight deck.
142. Uath -room,
143. Cabin store-room.
144. Ouadrant-room,
145. 'V'entilating pipe.
146. Quadrant of rudder.

Holds.
147. Magazine.
148. Magazine passage.
149. Fore peak.
150. Ventilat.lng pipe with branohes,
151. Keelson.
152. Keel.
153. Chain lockers.
154. Collision bulkhead.
155. Ice box.
156. Cold-room.
157. Main hold.
158. Lower hold.
159. Steel-wire hawser and reel.
160. Store-room.
161. Freah-water tanks.
162. Water- tight iron bulkhead,
163. Laboratory store-room.
164. Ballast and sinkers.
165. Water·tight iron bulkhead.
166. Uptake.
167. Boiler leg.
168. F'Ire-room,
169. Lower engine-room.
170. Water.tight iron bulkhead.
171. ",Vard·room, store-room, and shaft

alleys.
172. 'Vater·tigllt iron bulkhead.
17a. PayulRster's store-room.
174. Equipment and navigation store'

room.
175. Propeller sbaft.
176. A-frame for propeller shaft.
177. Pronelk-r,
178. Rudder.
179. Rudder chains,

Poop, hOlUe, and lorecalille decks.
1. Forecasule.
2. Wooden bitts.
8. Fish davit.
4. Steam capstan.
5. Hotehkiss revolving cannon.
6. Iron cleats.
7. Top of pilot-house.
8. Top of deck-house.
9. Brld!l"e.

10. Skylight over chart-room and lab.
oratory.

11. Whaleboat.
12. Ten-oared cutter.
18. Standard compass.
14. Smokestack.
15. Ventilators to fire-room.
It!. Skylight over drum-room and gal-

ley.
17. Steam gig (Herreshofl).
18. Steam cutter (Herreshoff)
19. Englne·room skylight.
20. D1ngey.
21. Poop ladders.
22. Mainmast.
28. Mainhoom.
24. Bridge from poop to deok house
25. Poop deck.
26. Cabin skylight.
27. Iron bitta,
28. Auxiliary steering gear.
29. Sigsbeedeep.seasonndlng.machlne.
80. Tanner sounding.machine.

Main deck.
81. Paint looker.
82. Chain cables.
88. Stopper for chain cables.
34. Oompressor for steel.wire hawser.
85. Steam windlass.
86. Forecaatle pump.
87. Lamp-room.
88. State-room for petty officers.
39. Water-cloaeta,
40. Iron bltts.
41. Fore hatch.
42. Dredging engine.
48. Dredging boom.
44. Dredge rope, rove for use.
45. Foremast.
46. Ship's bell.
47. Pilot-house.
48. Steering gear, hand and steam.
49. Binnacle.
50. Signal locker.
51. Deck lights.
52. Chart-room,
53. Steam heater.
54. Chart table,
55. Chronometer box and lounge.
56. Berth.
57. Bunker plate and coal-chute.
58. Upper Iaboratory.
59. Hatch tolower(ormainllalloratory.
60. Work table for naturalists.
61. Chemical case for preservative

mixturea.
62. Bookcase; scientific library.
63. Sink.
64. Steam heater.
65. Naturalist's state-rooms.
66. Bcrth.
67. Washstand.
68. Bureau.
69. Steam drum.
70. Ash-chute.
71. Halrd's evaporator.
72. Exhaust fans for ventilating the

vessel.
73. Galley.
74. Sink.
75. Baird's distdller.
76. Upper engine-room.
77. Iron bitts.
78. Ward-room companion-way,
79. Ward-room skylight.
80. Commanding officer's cabin.
81. Cabin pantry.
82. Commanding officer's offlee,
ss. State-room,
84. Berth.
85. Bureau.
86. Washstand.
87. Lounge.
88. Sideboard.
89. 'Iuble.
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THE ALBATROSS: HER DIMENSIONS, GENERAL DESIG:N, AND METHOD
OF CONSTRUCTION.

The Albatross is an iron twin-screw steamer 'constructed in accordance with
Lloyd's rules for vessels of her class, except where extra strength and protection were
given her in view of the severe strains and unusual exposure to which she would be
subjected in the prosecution of her special work. She was built by the Pusey & Jones
Company, of Wilmington, Del., launched Angust 19, 1882, and went into commission

. on the 11th of the following November.
Her general dimensions are as follows:

Length over all, 234 feet. Sheer aft, 3 feet.
Length at 12·foot water-Hue, 200 feet. Height of deck. house amidships, 7 feet 3
Breadth of beam, molded, 27 feet 6 inches. inches,
Depth from top of floor to top of deck beams, Displacement on 12-foot water-line, 1,074 tons.

16 feet 9 inches. Registered tonnage (net), 384 tons.
Sheer forward, 5 feet 2 inches.

She is rigged as a brigantine, carrying sail to a foretop-gallant sail. . The spars
are white vine and spruce.

Spars. SUils.
_._----------

Name. }-'eet. Diameter Name. Canvas. S'J'lare
in inches. feet.

---I

st above muin deck ......... 56 20 Mainsail ............................. No.2.... 1,488
-mast above cap ............ 32 O~ GaiT.t0l!sail .......................... No.7 .... 578

st above deck ............... 52 21 Foresml (27.foot drop) ............... No.2.... 1,156
-mast above cap ............ , 30 10~ Fore trysail. ......................... No.2.... 872
rd, length ................... 50 11 Foretop-sail (241l·l'oot hoist) .......... No.4.... 034
-sail yard, leulfth ........... 40 9 Foretop-gallant sall (Hi·foot hoist) .. No.6.... 389

fr~~~~~.:~~~l:. ~~I.~:I~:::::::: 27~ 5~ Fore atnyaail ........................ No.2.... 660
27 7~ Jib .................................. No.5.... 918

om ... ~ ........... ~ ............... 56 12~ Flying ,jib ........................... No.6.... 526
iT ........................... 36 O~ --
g boom ..................... 36 10 Total sail urea ................. ............ ~ .. 7,521

_.~._-_..._---

Mainrnn
Maintop
Forema
Foretop
Foroya
Foretop
Foretop
Fore ga
Main bo
Main ga
Dredgin

F

Bowsprit, 13 inches square, 10 feet outboard to shoulder. Round-top on foremast. Cross-trees on mainmast.
Anchor. and chain.: One 1,900 pounds, 120 fathoms, IH·inch chain; one 1,288 pounds, 120 fathoms, 1ib·inch ohain;

one 1, 030 pounds; one 600 pounds; 250 fathoms Bullivant's elastio steel wire eablo, 3~ inches ciroumferenoe.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Hull: The Albatross has a "bar" keel of the best hammered iron, 8 by 2i
inches, scarfs 25 inches in length. There is one bilge keel on each side, 10£ feet from
center line, parallel thereto, of two angle-irons 4 by 6 by ~ inches, with a t-inch iron
plate, 16 inches deep, riveted between, 80 feet in length, tapering in depth to nothing at
each end.

The stem-post is of the best hammered iron, 71 by 21 inches; and the stem is of
the same material, 7.g. by 2! inches. The frames are of angle-iron ; those under the
engines and boilers 4 by 3 by -l--tr inches; forward and aft of these they are 31 by 3 by
To inches. Frames and :floor spaces, 21-inch centers.

The floors are in one piece, 18 inches deep and -~6- inch thick for three-flfths the
vessel's length amidships, }If inch thick forward and aft. They are on every frame
extending 20 inches above top of floor amidships, molding to size of frames.
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One limber-hole is cut on each side of the center keelson. Enlarged floors with
necessary angle-irons and strengthening plates are provided for the foundations of
the engines and boilers.

Reverse bars: The reverse bars are of angle-iron, 3 by 3 by -p-" inches, one on every
frame extending to the stringer plate and 12 inches above the upper turn of the
bilge alternately. There are double reverse bars on all frames under the engines and
boilers, and also on the line of all keelsons, hold stringers, and bulkheads. Joints are
covered with angle-iron butt-straps, not less than 18 inches long, with three rivets in
each end.

Keelsons: On top of the reverse bars there is a center keelson, 12 by 4~ inches,
beam iron, ~ inch thick for three-fifths the length amidships, and ~ inch thick forward
and aft. On each side, 8 feet 8 inches from the center line, there is a keelson of two
channel bars, 7~ by 2~ by -lL" inches, riveted back to back; and at the bilge on each
side a keelson of two angle-irons, 6 by 3~ by -;; inches, riveted back to back. The
bilge keelsons conform to the shape of the floors, and the side keelsons run parallel to
the center line. There is also a cross keelson for the shaft stuffing.boxes. At a
distance of 4: feet 7 inches from the center line on each side there runs a keelson of
beam iron, 8 by 4Jt by ~ inches, riveted to the reverse bars.

Iniercostal keeleone: Of these there is one of -i!o-iIlCh plate run on the center line,
and one of ~i\-inch plate under each side keelson, extending from keel to top of floors,
well fitted between floors, and connected with them by an angle-iron 22- by 22- by 6l-o
inches. Additional intercostal keelsons are placed under the engines.

Deck beams: For the main deck they are of T bulb-iron, on alternate frames,
7 by 3i; by -i'-" inches for three-fifths the vessel's length amidships; forward and aft
they are 6 by 3!l by ~. inches, except at the capstan and ridiug-bitts forward and
at hatches, where they are 8 by -l-o inches.

Stringers: The main-deck stringers on each side are 38 inches wide by Jt inch in
. thickness at midlength, reduced to 26 inches width at the end. Stringers are con
nected with sheer-strake by angle-irons, 42- by 32- by -1" inches, securely riveted to both
the deck beams and sheer-strake. At the foremast and mainmast there is riveted to
the deck beams a stringer plate 42 inches wide and it inch thick, long enough to cover
two beams forward and aft of the mast, securely riveted to the deck beams; through
this plate a hole for the mast is cut. Similar tie-plates, covering three or four beams,
are riveted in wake of bitts, windlass, capstan, hoisting engine, and reeling engine.

Ties of main decle are run fore and aft from end to end each side of center line, at
such distance from it as to clear all batches. They are of plate iron, 15 by Jt inches,
securely riveted to deck beams and to stringer plates or breast hooks at the end; butts
closely fitted and butt-straps double riveted. The width of these plates is gradually
reduced to 9 inches forward and aft.

Hold stringers are 24 inches wide by Jtinch thick at midlength, gradually reduced
to 18 inches in width at the ends, and are run fore and aft on frames at a height of
10 feet above top of floors, connected to deck beams and reverse bars by angle-irons.
Alongside of the engines and boilers, where there are no hold-beams, these angle-irons
are doubled back to back and riveted through.

Beams of berth deck: Forward and aft of engines and boilers, and between them,
there are hold-beams of channel-iron, 6 by 2k by ~ inches, spaced to every alternate
frame, connected and riveted to hold stringers and frames, and kneed to frames the
same as the main-deck beams.
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Bulkheads: One collision water-tight bulkhead about 25 feet from the stem; one
at the after end of the forehold, connected by deck plates as shown on the plan;
one forward of boilers, connected by iron deck; one between the engines and boilers;
a water-tight compartment abaft the engines between the shafts, the after end
extending to the after collision bulkhead, which is at the forward end of the stern
pipes; it is attached to the cross keelson which sustains the stern pipes, and extends
to the berth deck with a plate-iron covering over the beams 1:'0 as to make the after
compartment entirely water-tight; the other bulkheads extend from the floors to the
main-deck beams. Bulkheads are of -l"o iron butt-jointsj strakes run in one length
from floors to deck beams, 30 inches wide. The lap strips of joints are of T iron, 3~
by 3 by 1liO inches; laps single-riveted with .g rivets. The after collision bulkhead has
recently been extended up to the main deck. Sluice valves are provided; bilge
suction-pipes from the several compartments connect to a manifold in the engine
compartment, and each pipe has a foot valve.

Iron deck-house: The sides of the midship deck-house from the after end of the
house to the bulkhead forward of the funnel, including these two bulkheads, are of
plate iron, No. [) wire gauge; stanchions, of 3 by 3 inches, angle-iron, spaced 24 inches
from center to center. The beams are of angle-iron, 3 by 3 by 1"0 inches,riveted to
stanchion and to stringer and hatch-plate below.

Plating: The plating is run in fair lines, in and out strakes; all horizontal seams
are lapped and all vertical seams, including bulwarks, are butted; spaces between
outer strakes and frames are filled with liners of proper width and thickness.

The garboard-atrake is H inch thick for three-fifths its length amidships, gradually
reduced to l-o inch at the ends, and is 32 inches wide.

Sheer-strakes are fayed next to frames, H inch thick for one-half the length
amidships, gradually reduced to _/io inch at the ends, and 38 inches wide. The upper
edge extends 31 inches above top of plank-sheer to connect bulwark plates.

Bulwark plates from sheer-strake to rail are -h inch thick, well riveted to
sheer-strake and frames. Along the whole length of the upper edge of the bulwark
plates, on the outside, is run an angle-iron , 31 by 3~ by ~ inches, well riveted to
bulwark plates, with proper lap-strips at the butts. To this angle-iron the rail is
fastened.

The side-strake next below the sheer-strake is t inch thick at midship length,
gradually reduced to -fLo inch forward and aft. The remaining side plating is l"o inch
thick, except the strakes around the shaft-pipe, wbich are of -fLo inch and are doubled,
and th~ bilge-strake, which is !-o inch tbick for two-thirds the length amidships,
gradually reduced forward and aft to -flo inch.

The bottom between bilge and garboard strakes is t inch thick for three-flfths the
length amidships, then gradually reduced to -{J-u inch forward and aft.

All butts of plating, keelsons, and stringers are double chain riveted, and the
longitudinal seams lapped and single riveted. All plates are loug enough to cover
at least six frame spaces, except short plates at the ends; and there are at least
two strakes between butts faIling between same frames. All edges and butts are
planed.

Butts of garboard strakes are at least two frame spaces apart, as also are those
of sheer strakes and deck stringers. All butts of plating are properly shifted.

Rail: The rail is of white oak, 10~ by 3~ inches, let down to a fair bearing on th~

bulwark angle-iron, hook-scarfed and edge-bolted through scarfs.
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MAIN DECK (PLATE II).

Oabin (plate III): Of the structures which rise above the main rail the poop
cabin extends 30 feet forward from the stern-post, is the whole width of the vessel,
and 7 feet 3 inches high from deck to deck. It contains two state-rooms, an office,
pantry, and bath-room, besides lockers, etc., and is supplied with light and air from
eleven ,air.ports (five on each side and one in the stern), two windows, and three doors
opening forward, and one skylight 6 by 5 feet overhead.

Deck-house: Forward of the cabin there is a clear space of 16 feet containing the
ward-room skylight, and from which the iangway ladders lead over the side. Next
comes the deck-house, 83 feet in length, 13 feet 6 inches in width, and 7 feet 3 inches
in height. It is built of iron from the funnel aft, sheathed inside and out with wood,
and fitted with iron storm-doors. From the funnel forward it is of wood, all fastenings,
nails, screws, etc., being of galvanized iron. Beginning aft, it is divided into the
following apartments:

(1) Entrance to ward-room : Six feet in length and the whole width of the house.
One window on each side furnishes light and air, and two doors opening aft give
access to the stairway leading to the ward-room below.

(2) Upper engine-room : This is 10 feet 6 inches in length and the full width of the
house. It has one door and one window on each side, a skylight 5 by 5 feet overhead,
and a stairway leading to the engine-room below. The inside wooden doors of this
room, as well as those of the kitchen and drum-room next forward, are fitted in halves,
upper and lower, so that in had weather the lower halves may be closed to keep out
the water, while the upper are open for ventilation.

(3) Kitchen: In length 8 feet, the whole width of the house, with one door and one
window on each side, and a skylight 4 by 5 feet overhead. It is furnished with a
table, fuel-boxes, lockers, dish-racks, and a lead- lined sink fitted with a pump, drawing
water from the tanks in the hold.

(4) Drum-room: This is also the entrance to the fire-room, is 20 feet in length, and
the width of the house. It is fitted with doors and windows like those of the engine
room, has a skylight 5 by 10 feet overhead, and communicates by a stairway with the
fire-room below. As its name implies, "this room contains the steam drum, which is so
designedthat the funnel passes up through it, thus utilizing the heat of the escaping
products of combustion to superheat the steam. It also contains the ventilating
apparatus and Baird evaporator.

(5) State-rooms . Forward of the drum-room the wooden part of the deck-house
commences with two state-rooms, one on each side, for the members of the scientific
corps. Each room is 6 feet 6 inches in length, half the width of the house, and has a
door and window with blind shutters, a berth 30 inches in width, a writing-desk,
washstand, drawers, lockers, etc. Additional ventilation is secured by lattice-work
openings, outboard, and also between the rooms.

(6) Upper laboratory (plate IV): This is 14 feet in length and the whole width of
the house. It is supplied with light and air by two windows and a door on each side
and askylight 6 by 3 feet overhead. In the center is a conveniently arranged work
table, square in shape, around which four persons can seat themselves, each having
at his right hand a tier of drawers which form the legs of the table. There are also
two hing-ed side tables, a sink with alcohol and water tanks attached, wall cases for
books and apparatus, and in one corner a ehemical case.
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(7) Chart-room (plate Y): Immediately forward of the laboratory is the chart
room, 8 feet 6 inches in length, the full width of the house. It has one door and
window on each side and a skylight 3 by 3 feet above, drawers for charts, ete., a berth,
washstand, lockers, bookshelves, and a transom sofa, which is also used as a chronom
eter chest. .A: door ill the forward bulkhead gives access to the pilot-house.

(8) Pilot-house: This is the next and last division of the deck-house. It is 8 feet
in length, the full width of the house, and has one door on each side. The front is
elliptical, with glass windows balanced by weights; and protected in bad weather by
strong wooden shutters hung in the same manner as the windows and fitted with
8-inch bull's-eyea in the center.

CUT I.-Interior of prlot-house, steam steering engine.

The pilot-house is raised about 3 feet above the main deck and projects the same
distance above the top of the house, with which it communicates by two windows.
Suitable bell pulls and speaking tubes furnish the. neoessary means of communication
with the engine-room, and instead of the ordinary ship's wheel a Higginson's steam
quartermaster is used.

Topgallltnt forecastle: Th$3 topgallant forecastle is 44 feet in length and 6 feet 3
inches in height between decks. On it are stowed the anchors, which are handled by
a single fish-davit amidships and lit capstan which can be worked by hand or by the
steam windlass directly underneath, and just abaft the capstan is a 37 mm. Hotchkiss
revolving-cannon, mounted on a tripod.
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Scale k=ft.
CUT 2.-Ice-boxes and cold-room.
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Underneath the forecastle are water-closets for officers and men, petty officers'
room, lamp-room, paint locker, steam windlass, and carpenter's bench. Two scuttles
give access, one to the store-rooms, magazine, etc., forward of the collision bulkhead,
and the other to the berth deck.

Berth deck: This includes the space 40 feet aft from the collision bulkhead, and
is 7Jeet 10 inches between decks. It is supplied with light and air by the fore hatch,
fore scuttle, and by eight 8-inch air ports, four on each side. Racks for stowing bags
and hammocks are fitted along the sides; the space abaft the fore hatch is occupied
by the reeling engine, and near the forward bulkhead are two scuttles opening into
the ice boxes. _

Ice-boxes: These occupy the space in the hold 7 feet aft from the collision bulk
head, the whole width of the ship. A strong fore and aft bulkhead amidships divides

this space into two compartments;
the sides and ends are fitted double
with an intervening air space of 4
inches, which is filled with proper
nonconducting material. The in
side is lined throughout with gal
vanized iron, and, at the after
outboard corners, lead pipes with
suitable traps drain the water into
the bilge. The capacity of the ice
boxes is about 3 tons each, 6 tons
in all.

Gold-room: The after part of
the spaces in the ice-boxes A for
2 feet is partitioned oft' by an
athwartship bulkhead to form the
cold-rooms or refrigerators B, to
which access is gained by doors
which open into the forehold. Six
inch openings e, at the top and
bottom of the cold-rooms, com
municate with the ice-lockers A,
and a circulation of air is induced
as the warmer air of the former
rising passes above into the latter,

becomes cooled by the ice, falls and reenters the cold-rooms by the lower openings, to
become warmer again and rise as before. Rack shelves o to hold whatever is desired
are fitted against the bulkheads d.

Store-rooms, magazine, brig, etc.: Forward of the berth-deck, and separated from
it by the collision bulkhead, is a fore-and-aft passageway to which access is gained
by a scuttle and stairs underneath the top-gallant forecastle.

This passage opens forward into the yeoman's store-room, to the right into the
brig, lighted and ventilated by an 8-inch air-port, and to the left into the dredging
store-room, similarly furnished with light and air.

Through this passage, also, the chain pipes pass down and aft, taking the chain
from the windlass to the lockers below, and from the forward end of the passage a
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scuttle and stairs lead down to the mag-azine passage and magazine, and to the fore
peak below them,

. Mainlwld: Below the berth-deck the space from the cold-room aft is taken up by
the mainhold, steerage store-room, engineer's store-room, bread-room, sail-room, and
water-tanks. Access is gained by a hatch directly under the fore hatch.

Steerage: Opening from tbe after end of tbe berth deck is the steerage, containing
four double-berth state-rooms, 6 feet 6 inches in length, two on each side, and a mess
room 13 feet in length between. It is lighted and ventilated by an 8·inch air-port in
each room, a 12-inch ventilator cnt through the deck just abaft the foremast, and the
door-opening from the berth deck. Each room has an upper and lower berth 30 inches
wide, a bureau, washstand, toilet racks, drawers, shelves, etc. On the forward bulk
head of the mess-room is an open pantry.

Lower or main laboratory!p1ates VI andvn): Abaft the steerage, but separated
from it by a water-tight iron bulkhead, is the lower laboratory immediately below the
upper laboratory, through which only can It .be entered. This room exte~ds quite
across the ship, is 20 feet fore and aft, 7 feet 10 inches between decks, and is furnished
witb light and air by six 8-inch air-ports, two 12-inch deck-lights, and tb~ hatch
leading above.

Ample and convenient storage cases and lockers are provided for alcohol tanks,
jars, and specimens in bottles of all sizes; work tables are fitted along each side; in
the port after-corner is a photographic dark-room with a lead-lined sink and running
water; on the opposite side is a medical dispensary, and along the bulkhead between
the two is tile chemical laboratory. Between the beams overhead are slings and
hooks for stowing dip nets, scoop nets, harpoons, spears, lances, and other fishing
appliances.

Labm'atm'Y store-room: A hatch and stairs lead to the store-room below, a closed
iron box, 20 feet in length and the whole width of the vessel, capable of being isolated
from the rest of the ship and filled with steam at short notice in case of fire. Here
are stowed alcohol in tanks, nets, sieves, etc., for which suitable lockers have been
provided. Below tbis store-room is a small space next the skin of the ship where the
sinkers used in sounding are stored.

Engine-room, fire-room, and bunker space: The engineer's department is abaft tbe
laboratories, and occupies 57 feet 8 inches in the bold, 47 feet 8 inches on the berth
deck, and 20 feet in the deck-house.

Ward-t'oom (plate VIII): The whole space from the laboratories aft to the ward
room is occupied by the engines, boilers, bunkers, etc. The ward-room is 38 feet in
length, the full width of the ship, and 7 feet 10 inches in height from deck to deck.
It is lighted and ventilated by seven 8-inch air-ports on each side, a skyligbt G by 5
feet overhead, and the stairway leading to tbe deck above.

The space on either side of the stairway is occupied by the pantry on one side,
and the chief engineer's room on the other; the latter communicating by a door with
the engine-room immediately forward. Abaft these rooms a space 13 feet in length
and the whole width of the ship is reserved for an athwartship extension table, seat
ing, at most, twelve persons. Along the sides of this 'space are fitted cushioned sofa
transoms.

There are four rooms on each side, the starboard after one being furnished as a
bath-room, the others containing a berth, bureau, washstand, drawers, lockers, etc.
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Two iron doors, with water-tight joints, in the ward-room floor, give access to the pay
master's, navigator's, and equipment storerooms below, which are in a water-tight
compartment. A scuttle in the pantry floor leads to the ward-room store-room, also
a water-tight compartment. A door opens into a locker under the stairs.

The vessel is lighted throughout by electricity; and artificial ventilation is pro
duced by means of. exhaust fans and conduit pipes to every compartment below the
main deck..

The rudder and steering gear: The Albatross was designed to perform much of
her work stern to wind and sea, making it necessary to give unusual attention to the
rudder and. its appointments. The several parts are much heavier and stronger than
usual in vessels of her size, and the appliances for controlling its movements are
more powerful than will be found in steamers of twice her tonnage.

Rudder attachments: There is a yoke, or quadrant, on the rudderstock a little
below th~ main-deck beams, carrying the chains to which the steel-wire tiller ropes
are connected; au iron tiller on the poop deck, and a yoke for a powerful screw
steering gear on the upper extremity of the stock, also on the poop deck. Projecting
from the rudder a little above the water line is a short tiller, to which are attached the
rudder chains ordinarily carried by steamers.

STEAM STEERING GEAR.

The steam steering gear, known as Higginson & CO.'s "steam quartermaster,"
was built by the Pusey & Jones Company according to the patents and design of Mr.
Andrew Higginson, of Liverpool, England. The machine may be shifted from steam
to hand power by the motion of a clutch, and the same wheel is used for steering by
steam as by hand. Like other improved steam steerers, the valve is arranged to
reverse the engine by changing the ports, and an automatic arrangement is provided
to bring the valve to its middle position (and stop the engine) by gearing from the
engine itself.

There are three half- trunk, oscillating, single-acting steam cylinders arranged at
angles of 120 degrees from each other, all acting on the same crank pin, after the
"brotherhood" system. The cylinders are 4£ inches diameter and. 5 inches stroke of
piston. On the crank shaft is a toothed pillion which gears into a spur-Wheel; on the
shaft of the spur-wheel is keyed a second pinion-wheel which gears into a second
spur-wheel, making the ratio of gearing nearly 36. The second pinion and the second
spur-wheel are keyed to hollow east-iron shafts, through which the other two shafts,
respectively, work.

Motion is communicated to the tiller chains by a chain holder (or "wild-cat")
similar to those used on patent windlasses. On the extended portion of the upper
shaft there is a screw thread on which a large nut works; this nut is clutched to one
of the pinions; on the forward end of the same shaft·is placed the steering wheel, 5
feet 4 inches in diameter. The motion of the steering wheel communicates like
motion to the clutch-nut, which, in turn, imparts motion to the slide-valve of the
engines; and the motion of the engines, transmitted. through the gearing described,
revolves the clutch-nut upon its thread in the opposite direction, and brings the valve
back to its central position. By this contrivance the engine ceases its motion 'directly
the helmsman brings his wheel to rest. The slide-valve is common to the three
cylinders; it is circular in form, and revolves upon its center by gearing from the'
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steering wheel; its partitions or ribs divide it into three valves (one for each cylinder),
though it is one casting. The exhaust is delivered into the steam-tight box which
incloses the engine, and all the oil which the erauk-piu and crank-shaft journals ever
receive must come with the steam worked through the cylinders. The mechanical
performance of the machine is all that can be desired. The engine starts the moment
the wheel is moved and stops with equal promptness; the power of the machine is
ample and it is comparatively light and compact.

A uxiliary steering-gear: This powerful screw gear is used when it is thought
necessary to put the vessel stern to a heavy sea" as in sounding, and is designed to
hold the rudder rigidly, thus relieving the ordinary steeriug-gear from unusual
strains. It locks the rudder securely, and is also an efficient steering-gear which can
be connected iu a moment, and as quickly disconnected. A compass is conveniently
placed in the cabin skylight to steer by when the after-wheel is used. Out 3 is a
longitudinal elevation, and cut 4 a plan view of the apparatus. The yoke c is keyed

l

CU'!' 3.-Longitudinal elevation of auxiliary steering gear.

to the upper end of the rudder-stockf, and the arms d, which have a screw-thread at
.one extremity working on the right and left hand screw-shaft i, and a hole iu the
opposite extremity tor the reception of the pins a, are the means of connection between
the yoke 0, the screw-shaft l, and the steering-wbeell.

The arms d are held in a horizontal position by the guide-rod e, which is
supported by the adjustable bearings k; which also carry the screw-shaft,

To disconnect the gear, remove the pins a from the arms d and the slots b, when
the rudder will move freely.

Spare taler: Out 3 shows the spare tiller g keyed to the rudder-stock j. The
eyebolts h for the relieving tackles slide along the whole length of the tiller, and are
usually carried at the forward end for convenience in hooking in case of accident to
the steering.gear.

Rudder chains: The rudder chains are shackled to the short tiller projecting
from the rudder, seized to an eyebolt in the stern, and carried along the quarters in
the usual manner.
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The tiller ropes are conducted forward through tubes and carriers, depending
from the main-deck beams, which protect them from injury in the coal bunkers, do
away with the annoyance and unsightly appearance of exposed tiller ropes in officers'
quarters, and cause them to work silently.

p-_..;.j.l......-,-__

CUT 4-.-Plan view of l.mxili~ry steering gear.

The tiller ropes are elastic steel wire, served with marliue, which is thoroughly
tarred. They are connected to the yoke, or quadrant, by chains spliced to the ropes
and secured to the yoke by adjustable screw bolts, by means of which their tension
can be regulated at will. From the yoke they are carried to the ship's side, thence

o 0

o 0

OUT 6. CUT 7.

Iron tubes and carriers for the tiller ropes.

CUT 8.

directly forward, under the main-deck beams, and spliced to the ends of a chain,
which, being bronght amidship through appropriate sheaves, is carried up and over
the" wild-cat" of the steam steerer designed to take the links and prevent slipping.
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B OATS.

Th e A lbatroe« carries eight boat s, as follows:
H erreslioff steam» mater: Th e Herreshoff steam cutter is 26 feet Ginches in length,

7 feet b eam, and 3 feet 10 iu ches in depth, wi th square, t ubulous boil er and com
pound engine, cylinders Giu ches and 31 inches in diameter and 7-inch stroke, develop
ing 16 horsepo wer with 100 pounds of steam. It has a keel cond enser, and carries an
average of 26 inche s vacuum. The bunkers hold 1,100 pounds of coal, and t he fresh
water t ank, which is placed directly underneath t he boiler , has a capacity of 42 gallons,
sufficient for t hree days' steaming. The hull and engine are of the best materi al and
work mauship. Water -tight compartments at bow aud stern h ave sufficient buoyancy
to prevent sinking- ill case the boat is filled with water. Twelve person s can be seated
comfortabl y in t he stern. sheets. I u addition to steam power, the boat is provided
with sliding gunter masts and sails , schooner rigged, and makes good spee d under
sail alon e. It is cut te r build, with square ste r n,
copp er ed bot tom, weigh s 6,124 pounds, including
coal and water, and has a speed of 8 kno t '.

Steamigig: Built also by the H erreshoff Manu
facturin g Oompany . Twenty-five feet in length,
5 feet 2 inches beam, 3 feet 31 inches depth. •
A square, t ubulous boiler, compound eng ine, 4t
inches aud 21 in ches di ameter of cylinders, and
5-inch stroke, developing 71 horsepower with 100
pounds of steam." It has the general form of a
whalebo at, is double planked, spruce in side run 
nin g diagon ally, and maho gany outsid e running
fore and aft. Both layer s are bound together by
brass screws a t short intervals, making th e struc
t ure uuusu ally st rong and light. Th er e are water
t ight compar tments a t bow and stern of sufficient
capacity to float boa t and cre w in case it is filled
wi th water . Th e to tal weight, including coal and
water, is 2,907 pounds .

-The bunkers hold 450 pounds of coal, and the
fr esh -water t ank under the boiler carries 15 gal-
lon~ , enough for t~~o days' steaming. The ordinary ~_~

comfortabl y in th e ste rn sheets. I n addition to steam power, the boat is provided
with sliding gunter masts and sails, schooner rigged, and mak es good speed under
sail alone. It is cutter build, with square ste rn,
coppered bottom, weigh s 6,124 pound s, including
coal and water, and h as a speed of 8 knots.

Steam gig : Built also by the H erreshoff Manu
facturing Company . Twent y-five feet in length,
5 feet 2 inches beam, 3 feet 31 inches depth. •
A square, t ubulous boile r, compound en gine, 4t
inches aud 21 in che s diameter of cyliuders , and
5-inch stroke, develop ing 7~ horsepower with 100
pounds of s team." It has the general form of a
whaleboat, is double plan ked, spruce in side r un
uing diagonally, and mahogany outside running
fore and aft. Both layers are bouud together by
brass screw s a t short intervals, making the struc
t ure unusu ally st rong an d light. There are water
ti ght compaa- tments a t bow and stern of sufficient
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Outter : This boat is 26 feet in length , navy pattern, pulls 10 oars, is schooner 
rigged with sliding gunter masts; she pulls an d sails well, and is a good carrier.

W hale-boat: A navy-built boat , 26 feet in length, pnlls 6 oars, an d, lik e the cutter,
is schooner-rigged with sliding gunter masts.

. .r .. .,--- .

, ".\

....._.,..._.~...-
,-

CUT lO.-H erresh off s te am cutter.

A small whitehall , clinker-built, centerboard boat for special
It has t wo pairs of scull s and one mast with spri tsail,

Dingey: An I S-foot navy-buil t boat , pulls t hree pairs
and spli t lug sail.

N at~lralist's boat:
use of the naturalists.

of sculls, has one mast

>,..,...-•...
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CUT lO.-H erreshoff s te am cutter .

A small whitehall , clin ker-built , centerboard boat for special
It has t wo pairs of scull s and one mast with spritsail,

Dingey: An I S-foot navy-built boat , pulls t hree pairs
and spli t lug sail.

N aturalist's boat:
use of the naturalists.

of sculls, has one mast
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Principal dimenaioll8 oj the boats and maohinery.

Cuttor. Gig.

3.500
2.667
3.067

1.(17
1. 417
1. 417

25.083
24.083
5
4.833

.208

.458

.375

6.216
86.67
09.76
46.86

8
6.75

3
26

16 Ib
1 1".
I! 1
Ii 11

4.333
3.417
3.677 '

1.667
1. 625
1.583

10
8.75

6
31

26.500
24.500
6.750
6.400

~t6
44

28
48.72

5
4

0.49
3.69

45

.25

.625
1.000

7.27
101. 65
116.25
89.29

3,300 1; 700-1
010 470

1,394 550 II

520 182

6,124 2,002

= 3~ 1=2~ '1
20! I 236
30i 22i

6.7 3.4

Length from forward odgo of stem to after edge of "torn Iect ..
l ..enuth at t,hu load water-Iine h __ do ..
(}routest hearn _ _ 110 ..
Beam ut the 10Ullwater-hue ' do .

Depth from top edge of gunwalo to lower edge of rabbet of)",el:
Forward " _ _'" (10 ..

±f~l.l~~~l:~~.::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::: ::::: :a~.::
Draft of water, exclusive of keel:

Por-wartl _" flo ..

±ft~~~~I~~~.:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::',~~:::,
Depth of kooI: .

Forward , do ..

±f~~(~~~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}~:::
~;~: ~f. f~~\~8a\~:.).i]i~~S~~ .t~~~~~':~~~~. ~~~~i.O.l~::::::::::::::::::::: :~:~~~~~{r~~~:
Aggrogat6 area of the wetted Bl1,l't'ltl\CS Uh •••• : .<1.0' ..
Dlapfueement Itt t.he 10al1 water 11110 cubic loot.

'Velght of hull aud tittings pounds.

~~~l~ln~:: ~~~le:';d',;';;t~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :~~:::
\Veight of en gino, inoluding screw do .••

1----,1--·--
Wolght of tho boat complete do ..

N umber of boilers .
Diameter of casin, of boiler H. , "0 _ ~ •.. .. .. . . .. . . . . . u inchea,

~t~~~~~:rl~of~'~:;~ac~~~I.o~.~:(~~~ .~s.~?:~:~~.~:'~~.~~'.~:'~~~O:~".i~'.~:::::::::::::::l~:::
Area of grate surface square feet;

Diauretor of smoke-plpc Inches ,
Height of smoke-pipe above grate bars feot.
Diameter of separator inolrcs ,
Hoight of' separator do .

Steam eyllnders: '~ numher.
Diameter of hlgh-preesure cylinder , inchea.
Diametor of low-pressure cyllmler <10•••
Stroke of' pistons ,10 .
Dlumetor of tho piston rods. , do ..

Diumeter of the air pUlIlp (aiugle-acting) , ••.........•....•........•••.<10 •••
Stroke of air ]lulUl) .' ~ _ do .
Diameter of olrcu utillg pump-plunger <10 •••
Dtumeter of feed pump-plunger do .
Stroke of pumps do .

Length of coudenalng 11ipOS feet.
Oondenslng surface. u u square feet.
Main jourrials _ 'O'O uumbor ,
Diameter of" main journals inches ,
Length of main journnls , do .

Crank-pin journnls , , ••......• number,
Diameter of crauk-pln journala :

f~~~~!;~~:~;:'~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .: :.: ::::.::: :::.: :::::: :j.l~d~~~:
Lonifil~~~;,~~:::.~{;tl~ .j.o.~~~~:~.' , , ..• do .

Low-preasure do .

Spaceoccupied by tho engino:
J"ongth lore .ind aft <lo... 21
Width 110... 18
Height du.; , 26

Diameter of' the "erow propellor ..........•..•. , do... 166
Plt,~h of the screw propullcr (uniform) .. " ; do... 30 I'

Projeetod longth of the screw on Iine of Its nxis do,.. '3 ,
lllades uf the screw ······· ······ .. ···· number. 2 i
li'rietloJl of the pitch usod , _. _. . ... I 0 .J

H<ilieoi<llllarea of' thesorew blades , square loot. 6
Weight, or the screw :~~~.:~p_o_u_n_d_s_.__. .1. __6__

]j'. C. B. 1896-18
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BOA.T·DE1.'ACHING A.PPA.RATUS.

The whale-boat and dingey are kept hanging at the davits ready foremerg encies,
nud are provided with a unique detaching apparatus (plate IX), the invention of Lieut.
William Maxwell Wood, U. S. N.

The object of a detaching apparatus is to disengage both ends of a boat from the
tackles at the same time, the operation being under the control of one man. '1.'0
accomplish this Mr. Wood has provided a pair of links, L, figs. 3 and 4, which oscillate
freely about a center of motion. The form of this link is such as to permit the spherical
toggle T to pass between its sides: now, if the link is pulled down by the chains rr',
and the ends of the chains connected by the slip hook li, the toggle will slide up in the
link and be locked in the narrow space between its sides, as shown in full lines in figs.
1,3, and 4. If, however, the slip hook Ii is tripped by pulling the lanyard a, figs. 1
and 2, both chains rr'will be slacked, and the links L released to fly up into the posi
tions Shown by the dotted lines in fig. 1, releasing the toggles and thus detaching the
boat. The locks g are provided as a measure of safety to prevent the toggles from
slipping out of the links in case one end of the boat is hoisted faster than the other,
or a fall is accidentally let go; in fact, they prevent either end from being detached
until the links are released by pulling the lanyard a.

This simple apparatus has been in constant use, at sea and in port, under all
conditions of wind and weather, and has answered its purpose admirably without
a single failure or accident.

STEAM MACHINERY AND ITS ACCESSORIES.

There is a two-cylinder compound engine for each of the two propellers; the
engines are independent and are provided with steam reversing gears; they are
upright, but not vertical, the cylinders inclining toward each other to give more room
on the working-platform. There is one condenser, common to both engines, which is
mounted on a bed-plate, and which forms the framing and cross-head guides for the
engines; the single bed-plate supports the pillow-blocks of both engines. The eon
denser is of the type known as "surface condenser," and is arranged in three nests of
horizontal tubes, the water passing successively through each nest, and the steam is
condensed on the outside of the tubes.

There are two plunger air-pumps, placed horizontally forward of the main engines,
one plunger being worked from a concentric on the forward end of each crank-shaft,
Both pumps are in one casting. The feed-pumps are worked from rods extending from
the air-pump plungers.

The valves of the high-pressure cylinders arc locomotive slides, over which gridiron
cut-off valves are placed, while the low-pressure valves are double ported and arc
without cut-offs.. All these valves are actuated -by eccentrics and Stephenson links,
in the usual manner.

The engines are provided with a system of valves by which they may be converted
from compound to single expansion or simple engines. There are two outboard deliv
eries, one for the circulating water and one for the air-pump or fresh water.

The circulating pump is a Davidson light-service pump, No. 26 (cut 19).
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836

4,098
257
063

1,030
101

48,017
1,100

!DO
250
260
260

3

2

2

60

20

14

16

3.5

4.,';

1.75

13.5

13.5

3.75

3.599

214.7

152.3

2
18
3

250.93
.5

47.25
3

13. ,';
.875

35.437,';
34

3.5
903.11

30
.5

199.49
14

1:1.308
2,394

.625
66

2,142
3
7

8.,';
8.5
8.5
16

13.5
Ft. In.

5!
7i
7t
9
3
4t
3t
,';
8

9 4
15 n
12 u

Principal dimensiona of the engines.

Number of cylinders to each engine .
Diameter of high-pressure cylinders. .inches..
Diameter of I!i;f,h-pressure pi~toll-rods do .
Net area of hig -pressure cylinders do .
Clearance of high-pressure piston do .
~ngth of steam-port of high-pressure cylinder,

Inches .
Breadth of steam-port of high-pressure cyllnder.

Inches .
A~ea of steam-port of high-pressure cylinder,

Inches .... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 23.62,';
Length of exhaust-port of high-pressure cylinder,

inches ..
B~eadth of exhaust-port of high-~rcssure cylinder,

inches .
Area of exhaust-port of high pressure cylinder,

inches .
Number of ports in cut-off valve.... . .
Length of ports in cut-off valve inches..
Breadth of ports in cut-off valve.... . . .. . . . do ....
i5f.gregate area of cut-off valve-ports ..sq. inches ..
D ameter of low-pressure cylinder inches ..
Diameter of low-pressure piston-r?d do .
Net area of each low-pressure cylinder do .
Stroke of alI pistons : do .
Cle~rance of low-pressure pistons do .
Length of steam-ports of low-pressure cylinders,

inches ..
Breadth of two steam-ports of low-pressure cylin

ders .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. ...... .. inches ..
Area of donble steam-port of low-pressure cylin-

ders inches ..
Ratio of volume of displacement of low-pressure

piston to that of high-pressure piston, per stroke.
Length of pistons, on line of axIs, at circumference,

inches ..
Thickness of metal in alI cylinders inches ..
Length of packing-rings on high-pressure pistons,

inches .
Length of packing-rings 011 low-pressure pistons,

inches .
Diameter of each (single-acting) air-pump plunger,

inches ,...... 16
Stroke of air-pump plungers inches.. 13.5
Displacement of each air-pump plung-er, per stroke,

cubic inches............... . 2,814.84
Diameter of each feed-pump plunger inches. . 4.5
Stroke of each feed-pump plunger do.... 13.,';
Displacement of each feed-pump plunger, per stroke

cubic inches .
Diameter of steam cylinder of the circulating-

DFa~u.:~r"c;f 'ste~;~ pi~tO~-~oci 'of 'cir"ctiiaii~;~~~:P;
inches .

Net area of steam piston of circulating-pump, cubic
inches .

Diameter of water piston of circulating-pump,
inches .

Diameter of water piston-rod of circulating-pump,
inches "" .

Net area of water piston of circulating-pump,
square inches .

Stroke of pistons of circulating-pump inches ..
Ratio of area of steam piston to that of water piston
Number of brass tubes in condenser .
Outside diameter of condenser tubes .Ineh ..
Exposed length of condenser tubes inches ..
Condensing" surface of tubes... . sq. feet ..
Number of crank-shaft journals to each engine ....
Diameter of forward journal inches ..
Diameter of middle journal. do ..
Diameter of after journal. do ..
Length of forward jOUMllll. do .
Length of middle journal do .
Length of after journal... . . do .

Diameter of !'igh-pressure crank-flins .
Length of lugh-pressure crank-pins .
Diameter of low-pressure crank-pins .
Length of low-pressure crank-pins .
Diameter of high-pressure crosshend pins .
L~ngth of hig-h-pressure crosshead pin.s .
DIameter of low-pressur e erosshsad pms .
L'.mgth of low-pressure erosshead pins .
Diameter of line shafts (wrought iron)..... . .
Length in vessel occupied by engines .
Breadth in vessel occupied by engines .
Height of engines above center line of shafts .

19,043
5,430
2,266

654
7,680

990
764
590
786

1,071
731
843

1,202
1,104

295
1,877

Total. . .. .. 203,284

List of the ••eighta of the main enginea.
Cast iron: Pounds.

2 condenser covers 2,738
1 condenser . 12,010
4 cylinders. . . . . . .. 14,S20
1 bed-plate .; . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 15,412
2 "pinch-wheels" (couplings). .... 3,210
2 "crank-wheels" (couplings)..... 3,270
4 slide-valves.... 1,568
1 double air-pump and bed.... 2,750
4 steam-chests _.. .. . . 2,520
4 steam-chest covers...... . . . . 2,084
10 eccentrics. .. . . . .. .. .... 1,188
4 pistons , .. .. 1,586
4 line-shaft couplings............. 2,130
12 thrust-colIars........... .... 2,260
4 cylinder-heawL . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . 2,509
2 stern-hearings.... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 4,897
2 thrust-hearings. . .. . .. 2,655
2 throttle-valve chambers......... 448
2 screw propellers. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 8,076
2 stern-pipes. 1,376

Bronze castings:
4 tube sheets (condenser) .
2 stern-bushings .
2 shaft bushings .
2 air-pump plungers.... .. . .
6 link-blocks. . . .. . .

Phosphor bronze castings:
6 lower boxes for crank-shaft.....

Iron forgings:
2shafts .
4hangers .
4 connecting-rods , .. , .

::-:£~-~:~~::.~ ~~~~ ..:.::.::.: ..
4 crank-pins .
4 coupling-pins .
6 valve-stems .
5links .
Air-pump connections .
~!ers and arms. .. . . . . . . . .. ..
12w des .
4 ~~ntrlCrods .
L: V 'nder braces" (struts) .

S
mlf connections - .

tee orgtngs. 4 piston-rods .
Brass tuDes: 2,400 drawn-brass con-

denser-tubes. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. 4,972
Copper pipe: Steam, feed, and blow

pIpes. .. . . . .. . 3,458
Reversing gear: 2 steam cylinders,

valves, guides, rods. arms, etc.... 2,276
Circulating-pump: 1 Davidson light-

service pump, No. 26.............. 2,600
Additional weights:

Floor-plates, tJanges, cast-iron ex
haust-pipes, bolts, nuts, etc., used
in fitting- up. . .. . . .. . .

No.5 Davidson pump .
No.5 Davidson light-service pump,
No.2 Davidson high-pressure pump
No.1 Da vidson high-pressure pump
No.1 Davidson high-pressurepump

COMPOUND TWIN-SCREW ENGINES.
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There is a flexible coupling: connecting each crank shaft to its line shaft, and the
thrust bearings are on the line shafts.

The screw propellers are right and left, with four blades each.
The shaft brackets are of wrought iron; one is placed near the hub of the screw

and the other halfway between this and the hull. The journals of the brackets are
lined with bronze and lignum-vitro, and the shaft in these journals is covered by a
bronze jacket in the usual way.

The stern pipes are of cast iron, the after floors being bored to receive them, and
the frames bent round them. The stern bearings are likewise of cast iron, with
flanges fitting the hull; they are 3 feet 4 inches in length, are lined with lignum-vitro
staves, and are recessed to receive the stern pipes; the usual stuffing boxes are
provided.

The sea valves' are of bronze with bronze stems, scats, and glands, with cast
iron chambers, and have outside threads.

There are two escape pipes, one for each boiler, and a steam whistle forward
of the smokestack. The exhaust from steam radiators and all auxiliary machinery
is carried to the main condenser, the hot well, or to the atmosphere through the
escape pipes, as preferred.

Engine signals are made by ordinary 0011 pulls on the bridge and in the pilot
house, connections being made to gongs on the engiue-room platform by means of
wires and bell cranks.

'I'here are three gongs, the large or main one in the center, a small one on the
port side, and another ofthe same size, but of different tone, on the starboard side of
it, all inclosed within a brass hood which is connected with a return sounding tube
to the pilot house. Verbal orders are transmitted through a speaking tube having
branches to the bridge, the pilot house, and sounding machine.

The following are the engine signals in regular sequence, both engines being at
a stand, and to be worked together as one:

1. .Iinglo bell.-Cautionary. Stations for working the eugines.
2. One bell, main (goug).-Ahead slow.
3.•Jingle bell.-Fullspeed.
4. One bell, main.-Half speed.
5. One boll, main.-stop.
6. 'I'wo bolls, main.-Back, ordinary full speed.
7..Jingle belL-Back hard, open throttle.
8. One bell, main.-Stop. One bell always stops a backing engine.
9. Jingle bell, with engines at a stand.-Have finished with the engines.

The foregoing signals apply also to the starboard and port engines when they are
worked iudependently, their respective gongs being used,

Illustrati1.'(} example.-The vessel being underway and both engines at a stand, to
turn sharp to starboard:

1. One bell port, two bells etarboard---Helm hard aport; engines working alike at half speed.
2. Jingle bcll.e--Full speed j port ahead, starboard back.
3. One bell, main.-Slow port, stop starboard.
4. Ono bell port, -Stop port engine.

Modifications of speed other than half or full power are effected through the speak
ing tube.
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SVEDBERG'S MA.RINE GOVE"RNOR.

In a heavy seaway a ship, from excessive pitching, will sometimes throw the
screw out of water sufficiently to relieve it of the resistance of the water; at such
times the screw and engine, thus released, will spin around very rapidly, endangering
the machinery. To prevent this it was formerly the custom to station a man at the
throttle, who would close it when the engine began to speed up (to "race"), and open
the valve when the engine slowed down. 'l'his operation was never satisfactory, and
gave birth to the invention of many marine governors, the majority of which were
centrifugal in principle, and consequently depended on the speeding of the engine to
close the throttle, or, in other words, to slow the engine after the racing had com
menced. The object of the Svedberg governor is to anticipate the racing and to close
the throttle valve before it commences.

To accomplish this au air-chamber A is placed at the stern of the ship, as low down
as it can be fixed; the top of this air-chamber is connected to the top of a mercury
cup by a pipe; this mercury-cup B, is made on the principle of a Wolf jar, and besides

CUT 12.-Svedberg's marine governor.

mercury it contains a wooden float on the lower end of the rod c, which passes through
the oblique cylinder d to the surface of the mercury; the cylinder, though in the same
casting with the mercury-cup, has its lower rim immersed in the mercury. Any
elevation of the stern of the ship, or any rise or fall of the water under the stern of
the ship, will increase or diminish the pressure in the air-chamber A, which pressure
is promptly communicated to the mercury-cup B, and depresses or lifts the surface of
the mercury in the cup; but as the lower rim of the oblique cylinder d is immersed
in the mercury, any rise in B will depress the mercury in d, and will cause the float
(and rod c) to fall or rise accordingly; and this rise or fall is directly proportional to the
pressure at the stern of the ship. The pressure exerted by the float is necessarily
small, while the power required to move the throttle-valve is sometimes considerable,
and for this reason a steam-engine is interposed, the float moving the valve of the
little engine, while the pressure of steam in the little cylinder moves the throttle. In
this engine the piston and rod are fixed, while the cylinder moves upon the piston; the
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valve chest and cylinder are cast in one, and the steam and exhaust pipes slide through
stuffing-boxes; the cylinder is connected by the rod e to the throttle-valve lever.

The action of the machine is as follows: The water, rolling from underneath the
stern, causes a diminution of the pressure in the air-chamber, which is transferred to the
mercury-cup, lifts the float and rod 0, and, through the levers, communicates a definite
amount of motion to the valve; steam is thus admitted to the cylinder and moves it to
the right until its motion <has equaled that of the valve, when the ports are thus
automatically closed and the cylinder and throttle-valve come to rest. By changing
the quantity of mercury in the cup, adjusting the length of the rods or throw of the
levers, the throttle-valve can be made to come to rest at any desired position, or to
work between desired limits. In practice the machine works admirably.

BAIRD'S PNEUMATIO INDIOATOR.

<It is well known that the inertia of a steam vessel in motion is considerable, and
that it requires some little time to change her direction even after the engines are
reversed, and it often occurs in sounding and dredging that opposing winds and

CUT 13. CUT 14. CUT 15.

currents carry the ship from the desired position with reference to sounding wire, or
dredge rope; hence it becomes imperative for the officer in charge to know promptly
wbether the engines are runuing in the right direction. The object of the indicator
is to give him this information, also to show whether they are going fast or slow, or
standing still.

There is an indicator for each shaft, and, baving twin screws, the Albatross bas
two. Out 13 is a seotional view of the back, cut 14 of the side, and cut 15 is a view
of the face; cut 16 is a sectional view of the side, and cut 17 the end of the blower
for the iudicators; cut 18 is a general view of the indicator and its connections.
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CUT 17.CUT 16.

Theindicators are of brass with steel shafts and spindles and glass faces: they
are secured with their backs to the after bulkhead of the pilot-house, as seen in cut 14
with a circular hole in the wood large enough for the index arm to move ill; the arrows

on the faces of the indicators
are visible from the deck, or
bridge, those on the backs
from the interior of the pilot
house.

The index arms revolve
in the direction in which
their arrows point when the
engines are working ahead;
upon reversing them the mo
tion of the arrows is also
reversed. The index arms
are mounted upon each end

of a horizontal shaft carrying a toothed wheel, cut 14, which is turned by the revolu
tion of a fan or propeller on a vertical spindle that has a worm or endless screw, the
threads of which mesh with the teeth of the wheel.

The propellers are rapidly revolved by an air current when the engines move,
transmitting motion through the spiral gearing to the index arms, the movement of
which is moderate, but the speed is variable with the speed of the engines and

Iniluator. incidentally affords a means of esti-

<f
-mating by the eye their speed as
~ wen as .the direction in which they

are moving,
The air current is derived from

small rotary blowers, cuts 16 and 17,

-I
placed near the main shafts and
belted to them, as shown in cut 18.
When the engines are moving aheadfPl-_D . . the blowers draw. the air in and force
it through the pipes to the propellers
in the indicator case, thence it escapes
to the atmosphere.

When the engines are backing,
the air is drawn in at the top of the
case, reverses the propellers, and, after

'JJlowen traversing the connecting pipes and
CUT 18. blowers, it is exhausted into the atmos-

phere as before. The connecting pipes are of drawn brass of commercial pattern.
The 'indicators were installed early in 1886., They are simple and effective, and

have greatly improved the maneuvering qualities of the vessel.

BOILERS.

There are two single-ended, horizontal return tubular boilers of the Scotch type,
constructed of American charcoal flangeiron and placed fore and aft on the midship
line, with the fire-room athwartships between them. An annular steam drum is placed
vertically over the fire-room, between the boilers, supported by wrought-iron girders
which rest upon the latter, and is connected with an uptake common to both boilers.
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There is a single smokestack, 10 feet of its base being formed by the steam
drum, which acts as a superheater. The grate bars are double and in two lengths,

The following are the general dimensions of the two boilers and accessories:

Number, 2.
Length, 10 feet 3 Inchea.
Diameter, 12 feet.
Number of furnaces each, 3; type, plain cylin

drical, 3 sections, Adamson's rings.
Length of furnaces, 7 fect; diameter, 3 feet.
Grate surface, 21 square feet for furnace, 63 square

fcet for boiler; total grate surface, 126 sq. ft.
Heating surface, 1,467 square feet; total heating

surface, 2,93'1 square feet.
Ratio of heating surface to grate surface, 23.3 to 1.
Number of tubes in each boilcr, 197; material,

brass; length, 7 feet 4 inches; diameter, ex
ternal, 3 inches; thickness, No. 12 wire gaugc.

Thickness of shell, t inch; of heads, l u" inch; of
tube sheets, i/; inch; of furnaces, i inch; of COIl-

nection sheets, t iuch, .
Weight of each boiler, exclnstvo of grate bars,

62,333 pounds.
Weight of water in each boiler (6 inches ahovo

tubes), 31,833 pounds. .
Weight of grato bars, each boilor, 4,000 pounds.
Total woight of hoth bollers, with water and grato

bars, 196,332 pouuds. .

Working pressure above atmosphere, 80 pounds.
Steam drum:

Material, American charcoal iron.
Length, 10 feet.
Diameter, 7 feet 4, inches.
Diameter of flue, 4 feet 4 inches.
Capacity, 256 cubic feet.

Smokestack:
'I'otul Ienuth above the grate hal'S, nO feet.
Diameter, ,1 feet 4 inches.
Weight, 3,600 pounds.

Propellers:
Numher,2.
Type, d-bladod, twin-screw, right and left.
Material, compoaition, 88 cu. 10 su. 2 zu,
Pitch: Port, 13 feet 11 inches; sturbonrd, 14

feet l~j inch.
Diametcr: Port, 8 feet 111 inches; starboard,

9 feet t inch. '
Helicoidal aren.: Port, 30 square feet; stur

board, 30 square feet.
'Veight: Port, 3,277 pounds; starboard, 3,223

pounds.

STEAM l'UMPS.

'I'he Albatross is provided with six Davidson steam pnmps, as follows:
No. 1. The circulating pump is piped to take water from the sea or from the bilge,

and to discharge into the condenser. Its speed may be varied from 1 to nearly 200
strokes per minute.

CUT Hl.-Cirl'lIln.ting llllJllp.

No.2. The boiler feed and .flre pump has sea and bilge connections, and delivers
to the boilers, to the hydrant pipe, engine-room, fire-room, ash-chute, and overboard at
pleasure. It is designed to work under great pressure. The hydrant pipe runs fore
and aft under the main-deck beams and has connections at convenient intervals on
both sides of the deek-house for fire and general purposes.
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No.3. The hydrant pump is piped to take water from the sea or the bilge, and
delivers to the boilers, hydrant pipe, ash chute, or overboard. It iR used for the
general purposes of the ship and can be worked ill connection with No.2 in case of
flre or leak. The bilges are pumped through a manifold system which is common to
both of these pumps.

CUT 20.-DoiIer feed and fire pump.

No.4. The auxiliary boiler feed is a vertical bulkhead pump, piped to take water
from the sea, hot well, and drain tank, and delivers to boilers, ash-chute, and fire-room.

No.5. The evaporator feed pump takes water from the sea or from the discharge
pipe of the distiller and delivers it to the evaporator.

No.6. The aquarium pump has a sea connection, and delivers water to the
aquaria ami bath tubs.

Table hhowing the size and POWeI' of steam pumps.

2.000
J,100

000
250
200
200

Gallone.
2,01l4

224
204

39
15
15

-----_.--~'.----'

Strokes,
172
21)0
240
300
,,00
300

Capacity per min,.' W 'gJ 1,.1
ute BOYero -scrv-I ~J l• .)Jl
Ice, In. case of pOl I tIs
omergollcy. I I I

Gallons,
1,047

112
J02
lU~

7~i

7!1

Strokes.
86

100
120
150
150
150

12.18
1.12
•R5
.13
.05
.05

r

-: hil"S ~~:;:~ h~il;'~~' D~a~n~:;-I-~::~~-~I~c~::-·-~all(=-I~~~)t~itKr~·/~~n~
nurn- number sure.. L. at.cum w!,ter stroke per eed ordinary
ber, on srze. S. =1I"ht cylinder. cylinder. .' stroke. aI' i~ )

service. I i aery e.I~. ... __. _

I 1 2ul L. s.. 1 14 i 16 14
2 5 H, l' 9 I 55! 12

I
3 5 L. S..... 7 I 10
4 2IILp 4! 2~ 6
5 i t a.r- Hl' 24
o 1 ll. l' oo.. a~i 2 4

-- - ---- .~----~-_.._~_.__._----

Approximate (lata of best four hours run (;June 27, 1893).

76
106
30.15
12
1,074

Hours and minutes '" .
Mean speed " '" .
Steam pressure _ ..
Receiver pressure _ .
Revolutions _
Vacuum .
Thrortle, holes- _
Cut-off, in decimals of at,roke _ '" .
Temperature:

On deck degrees ..
In engine-room do ..
Injection water do ..

8
11.r.2
71
24.
87.6
25
8

.12

50
106
47

'I'empemture-e-conti nned.
Disehnrge water degret·s ..
Feed water do ..

Barometer .
Meau draft of water feet , ,
Displacement ill t'OIlS, ••.•.•.• , ••• , • tons ..
Pounds of coal consn merl pI't' hour (]\UII-

aimo) 1,740
Square feet of grate surf/we III nse.... 126
Square feet of beating' surface ill nse.,.... 2,984
Ratio of heatiug surface to grate surface. 23.3 to 1
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MIDSHIP SECTION OF THE ALBATROSS, SHOWING BAIRD'S ASH ELEVATOR AND CHUTE.

a. Conl hunkers.
b. 11~OrWal'11 boiler, aoet.ionul view.
c. Steam drum.
d. l'moke stack.

e. Forward venrilntur«.
.f. Drl1111 room.
g. Baird's ash-hoisting eugine.

It, Ash chute mul hopper.
i. Vertical tube for ash bucket,
k: Ash bucket.
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BAIRD'S ASH ELl<JVATOl~ AND CHU1'E•

.A. midship section of the vessel is, shown through line of fire-room, and Baird's
ash-hoisting apparatus, including hoisting engine and chute, is seen on the port, or loft
side. The object of this machinery is to hoist the ashes and dump them overboard
with the least manual labor and to avoid carrying them across the deck. 'I'he vertical
chute through the ship's bottom has been tried and abandoned, as the ashes soon
scoured through the bottom plates of the ship, in the wake of the chute. The steam
electors, tried ill the Navy were abandoned for the reason that the ashes, blown at
such a high velocity, very quickly scoured through a 2-inch-thick cast-iron pipe; Ohief
Engineer George "T. Baird, U. S. N., designed the diagonal tube h (a 10-inch wrought-

CUT 21.-Baird's nsh-holstdng engine.

iron boiler flue), surmounted by a hopper, and the engine {I referred to. .A. stream of
water (l! inches in diameter) is projected into the hopper while ashes are being dumped,
and the velocity of the descending cinders, though not great, is sufficient to project
them quite clear of the ship's side. The hopper and elbow are of cast iron.

Out 21 shows several views and sections of the hoisting engine. .
The principle of the engine is very old, it belonging to that class which is reversed

by "changing the ports," i, e., by having an arrangement by which the steam and
exhaust ports are changed, the one for the other. For simplicity and fewness of parts
the crank shaft and hotsting drum are one and the same piece of cast iron; the cylin
ders are oscillating, their ports being on trunnions, the motion of the cylinders opening'
and closing the ports; the steam ehest between the two cylinders is common to both,
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and has at its center a piston valve; steam enters through the end of the piston
valve, and by moving this valve the steam goes to one side of the chest only; by
moving the valve in the opposite direction the steam would go to the other side of
the valve chest, which latter is divided, by a longitudinal diaphragm, into two com
partments; the exhaust is through one side of the piston valve. By this arrangement
it will be seen that when this piston valve is in its middle position no steam can pass
into or out of the engine, which, of course, stops it; it is also manifest th at a movement
of the valve in one direction will cause the engine to run in one direction, and the
opposite motion of the valve will reverse the engine. The piston valve is moved by
a lever which has a long slot in it (a" cut 21) through which the hoisting rope
passes; on the rope there are two stops (knots), so situated that one will press and
move the lever when the bucket k is up, and the other when the bucket is down.
To operate the machine two men are employed; the first one fills the bucket and the
second one moves the lever, the bucket rises to its stop and is brought to rest; the
second man dumps the bucket into the chute, and pulls the lever, when the bucket
descends to the floor and is again automatically stopped. The machine is noiseless
and rapid in its action, works with certainty, and requires but little attention.

COAL BUNKERS.

The boilers are fore and aft on the midship line, and wing bunkers extend the
whole length of the boiler space, 40 feet in the hold and 32 feet above the berth deck,
011 both sides, from the floor to the main deck. The forward and after sections are
connected hy arches over the boilers. The capacity. of the wing bunkers is 125 tons.

The forward bunker lies between the boiler space and laboratory store-room; it
extends from floor to berth deck and across the whole beam of the vessel, with a
capacity of 40 tons, a total bunker capacity of 175 tons of bituminous coal. There
are 8 coaling scuttles, 4 on each side, at convenient intervals on the main deck.

An auxiliary bunker has been improvised upon several occasions from the labora
tory store-room by removiug from it everything except the inclosed lockers, which
were protected by rough boarding, leaving stowage room for 45 tons, in bags; and a
gain of 15 tons could be effected by removing the lockers. Coal carried in this space
is passed through the laboratory hatch. A deck load of 25 tons may be safely carried
in bags, giving a total coal capacity as follows:

Win/t bunkers __ ""'. tons .. 125
Forward bunker _ do... 40
Auxiliary bunker, bagged __ "' do... 45
Deck 10110<1, bugged __ __ ....••....... do. .. 25

'rotal coal capacity. __ __ do 235

The auxiliary bunker can be utilized only by landing a portion of the scientific
outfit. The steaming radius, with 235 tons of good bituminous coal, It fairly clean
bottom, and good weather, is 4,500 miles at an 8·kilOt speed, which can be maintained
on a consumption of 10 tons of coal per day.

nAIRD's FRESH·WATElt DISTILLING APPARATUS.

The distiller (cut 22) is patented by the inventor, Chief Engineer George W.
Baird, U. S. N., and is the form generally used' on board American steamships.

The object of the apparatus is to distill drinking water. There are three block-tin
coils placed inside an annular cast-iron cylinder, the coils terminating in manifolds
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which pass through stuffing-boxes in the heads of the cylinder. To the top of the
coils is screwed an air- injector a, which is supplied with steam at b and air at e,
the velocity of the steam inducing the air current; the steam and air thus entering,
molecule to molecule, are thoroughly mixed before condensation.. The current of sea
water, forced into the condenser at d, passing out at c, keeps the surfaces of the
coils cool, condensing the steam within. 'I'he fresh water and air rush out of the
coils at .f and into a filter of animal charcoal, fro~l which it is delivered to the ship's

,","",If--· -30"---

CUT 22.-Bair<1'1l fresh-water dilltilling npparatu». CUT 23.-Baircl'll evaporator, No. 3, T~Tlle C.

tanks through the opening fl. The fresh water will absorb (dissolve) only a small
portion of all' (less than 29 per cent of the volume under pressure of the atmosphere),
but the large excess of air injected into the steam serves to oxidize organic matter
which is brought over by it, and this especial filter is to remove those oxides. The
object of the annular jet of steam is to bring a larger surface of steam-jet in contact
with the air, and the object of the annular condenser is to compel the circulating
water to flow over the condensing surface. The filtering material requires to be
renewed about once in two years. The oommercial size of the machine is No.4, and
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its capacity is 2,000 gallons per day; the daily consumption of water on board is
about 250 gallons. A ton of coal \vill distill about six tons of water, so there is a
saving of weight and space by employing the distiller 011 board ship. The quality of
the distilled water is always the same, and I quote the words of an eminent medical
director of the Navy in saying that "diarrhea has diminished 50 per cent on board
our ships since the introduction of distilled water." 1'11e water is clear and; being
well aerated, tastes quite us good us hydrant water; in fact it is difficult to detect it
as the product of distillation, particularly since the evaporator came into use in
connection with this apparatus.

BAIRD'S EVAPORATOR.

This valuable adjunct to the condensing apparatus has greatly improved the
quality of the drinking water, besides providing fresh feed for the boilers. Out 23
shows a sectional elevation of the Albatross's evaporator, known as No.3, Type O. It
lias a cylindrical shell of' steel 2 feet G inches in diameter and 7 feet in height. On
one side is a cast-iron door and frame, the former containing a steam chest in which the

. ends of the copper tubes terminate. But one joint need be broken in order to remove
the tubes for cleaning. They are shown partially withdrawn.

The method of operation is as follows: Sea water is pumped into the evaporator
until the tubes are covered; live steam from the boilers enters at the. top of the steam
chest, the lower end draining to the hot well. As steam forms from 'the sea water it
ascends through the baffle plate to the steam pipe, and thence to the distiller, or
main condenser, according as it is to be used for drinkiug purposes or for boiler feed.
Excellent results have been obtained from its use on board the Albatross.

THE STEAM WINDLASS AND CAPSTAN.

This machine is commercially known as the" No.4, Providence capstan windlass,"
and was built by the American Ship Windlass Oompany. It is situated under the
forecastle on the main deck. The windlass portion consists of a horizontal wrought
iron shaft, mounted in journals on cast-iron frames, and carries two gypsy heads, a a,
two cam-clutch wheels, d d, a bevel gear-wheel, and a spiral gear-wheel, which are
keyed to the shaft; it also carries a pair of wildcats, b b, and friction-brakes, c e,
which are not keyed to the shaft. The bevel gear communicates motion to or from
the capstan, and may be uncoupled by unkeying the pinion; the spiral gear is for
commnnicating the motion of the engine to the Windlass. By revolving the cam
wheels d d a fraction of a revolution they are coupled to the wildcats b b, by which
means the wildcats may be made to revolve with the shaft at pleasure, and by this
means the chain may be veered to one anchor while the other is hoisted; both may be
hoisted or both veered while the engine is in motion. The capstan is on the"forecastle
deck and is keyed to the shaft or spindle f This capstan, which is revolved through
the bevel gears, is used for catting and fishing the anchors, for hauling upon hawsers,
hoisting boats, etc. (See plate xrr.)

The engines are placed horizontally beneath the forecastle deck. They rotate in
the same plane, are placed at an angle of 90°, and act upon the same crank-pin. They
have locomotive slide valves actuated by "loose" eccentrics, by which means the
engines are reversible. 1'11e cylinders and their respective cross-head guides are in
one casting, while the outer cylinder heads only are movable. The cylinders are
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STEAM WINDLASS AND CAPSTAN.

31'\1
1~0

120
14,7'45
II "M'l
2:760
1,!l50

28,737
ll.OOO

Diameter of windlass shaft , inches ..
Smallest diameter of gypsy heads. . __ .. £10 .
Largest (inboard) diameter of gypsy heads do .
End (outboard) diameter of gypsy heads do .
Length of gypsy heads.; do .
Number of whelps on Wild cats . .
Size of starboard chain (diameter of iron! inches . .
Size of port chain (diameter of iron do .
Chain pel' revolution of starboard wild cat. fathoms ..
Chain pel' revoluttou of port wildcat £10 .
Di uneter of frictioa-brakes........ . inches ..
Width of face of friction-brakes do .
Total length of wi!"lIass shaft do .
Number of teeth in bevel spur-wheel .
Number of teeth in bevel pmion. . . .. .
Number of teeth in spiral gear-w' eel .
Number of convolutions of H worm vscrew thread ..
Outer diameter of worm ~crew. . .. inches ..
Radial length of worm-screw threads.. . 110 .
Pitcb of spiral gear .... , .. . do .
Diameter of capstan spindle .. do .
Smallest diameter- over capstan Whelps. . .do .
Projected height of capstan drum. . . . . . . ... do .

Number of steam cylinders 2
Diameter of steam cylinders. . . . . . . . inches.. 8
Htroke of pistons... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. do.. .. 8
liiumeter of piston rods.................. . .do.,.. 1~

l ilameter of connecting' rods at neck do.... H
Diameter of crall k pin . . . . . . . do. . . . 21
Length of crank-pin journal uo.... G
Diameter of cross-head pins , .. . do. . . . 2
Length of cross-head pin jOUl'nuh.. . do. . . . 2
Ordinary speed of eng He, ill revoiutlous, Vel' minute. 300
Hate of heaving in stai'bourd anchor, III f'athoms, per

minute 4
Hate of henvinj.( iJJ pru-t nnchor, ill f'atnou.s, per min-

ute..... . .
Length of starboard chutn.. . f'nthoms ..
Leng-th of port c-hain. . do .
'\Veight of stm-hourr I chain. . " pounds ..
Weight of port chni". . . . <10 . .
Weight of st,nl'1lolu'" anchor and stock £10.
"'eight of port nnchoi- and stock " do.
Total weig-ht of both nnchors and chains do ..
Weight of' st.eum capstan windlass, complete .. <10 ..
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sufficiently large to hoist both anchors at ordinary depths of water, with 10 or 12
pounds of steam per square inch of piston, and for this reason 11 pressure-regulating.
valve (cut 24) is placed in the steam-pipe; by tightening or slacking the screw the
steam is adjusted in the cylinders to any pressure inside the limit of the boiler pressure.

.The engine takes its steam from the main boilers, and exhausts into the main
condenser or into the atmosphere, as desired.

CUT 24.-PreBBure-regulatillg valve.

The engine makes from 275 to 325 revolutions per minute; at 300 revolutions the
velocity of the starboard chain would be 4 fathoms per minute and the port chain
3.4 fathoms per minute.

LIGHTING.

The Albatross has an electric plant for both internal and external lighting; also a
complete outfit of oil lamps for burning mineral sperm. She was the first United
States Government vessel to receive an electric installation for internal illumination.
The original Edison electric plant furnished the vessel in 1882 consisted of a Z
dynamo having a B circuit of 51 volts, driven by an Armington & Sims 8~ by 10
inch engine, which, at 350 revolutions, drove the dynamo 1,700 turns per minute and
furnished ample power and uniform speed.

There were 120 8-candle incandescent lamps in circuit, also a powerful arc lamp,
which was run on the same circuit and used when a concentration of light was
required at the table sieve to facilitate the work of the naturalists. The dynamo was
rated at 1,200 candles by the makers, but was capable of developing much greater
power. A new electric plant was installed in 1887, which represented the improve
ments of five years. It consists of a No.3 dynamo, with an A circuit. of 110 volts,
driven by an Armington & Sims 02 by8 inch engine (cut 25), which at 300 revolutions
drives the dynamo 1,200 turns per minute.

The dynamo was rated by the makers at 1,200 candles, yet it develops nearly twice
that power without visible evidences of distress. There are at the present time 152
16·candle incandescent lamps in circuit, besides several portable hand lamps, which
are connected as occasion requires. Of course, the lamps are never all in use at the
same time, seldom more than half of them, the installation furnishing all the current
needed. -

The governor of this engine is fixed to the fly wheel, which is keyed to the shaft,
and consists of two eccentrics, one within the other, each moving independently upon
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its axis, two weights pivoted to the arms of the fly wheel with their centers of motion
opposite, and two spiral springs. The weights are each connected to one of the eccen
trics by an arm or rod, their centrifugal force being controlled by the spiral springs in
such a manner that the motion imparted to them by the revolution of the fly wheel
throws one eccentric ahead and the other back, thus diminishing their throw and
effecting a shorter cut- off without changing the lead of the valve.

The governor maintains a uniform speed under all the varying conditions of
service, and the uniformity of current supplied to lamps in use is preserved by an
adjustable resistance box and switch placed in the field circuit.

lVi,-ing: The original wires, all copper between Nos. 10 and 20, were insulated
with woven cotton and white lead, extra covering of rubber being used where they
passed through damp places; hard rubber tubes encased them where they led through
bulkheads, and in hot places, such as the engine and fire rooms, they were drawn

CUT 25.-Edison No. B dynamo and Armington & Sims engine.

through lead pipes; the wires were covered by battens in exposed places but they
were led out of sight wherever possible, a practice which was soon abandoned. There
were two main circuits.

The vessel was rewired ill 1893 by the Pacific Electric Storage Company, of San
Francisco, Cal. The highest grade rubber-covered, moisture-proof B. & S. wire of
Nos. 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 was used, all run in water-tight white-pine moldings,
painted before and after the wires were run. 'I'he moldings are all in plain view and
easy to get at. Extra protection is given to wires passing through bulkheads.

Oircuits: There are eight circuits, as follows, all controlled by a switch board
placed near the dynamo:

No.!. Cabin and ward-room, port side.
No.2. Cabin and ward-room, starboard side.
No.3. 'Deck-house, outside.
No.4., Drum-room, galley, deck-house rooms.
No.5. Laboratory and chart-room, starboard side.

No.6. Laboratory and chart-room, port Ilide.
No.7. Steerage, main deck, forecustle starboard

side.
No.8. Steerage, main deck, forecastle port side.
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Portable electric lights: There are two small reels carrying 50 feet each of
insulated flexible cable, to which 50-candle incandescent lamps are attached; one
reel is in the pilot-house, the other under the forecastle, and both can be concen
trated upon the table sieve, where a bright light is required for collecting' and
assorting specimens at night. These lamps have replaced the arc lights used for the
same purpose during the first cruise of the Albatross. They are more easily managed
and answer the purpose equally well. .

Submarine electric lamps are improvised on board the Albatross by connecting an
ordinary 16 or 50-candle lamp to one end of an insulated cable, carefully wrapping
the joint to make it water-tight; a plug on the other end forms a convenient connection
wherever a lamp socket is found. They are especially useful in collecting at or near
the surface, lighting up the sounding machine, dredging gear, or any part of the deck
remote from fixed lamps.

LAMP FIXTURES.

There are combination elcctroliers in the cabin and ward-room arranged to bnrn
either mineral sperm oil or electricity or both. The bracket fixtures are designed to
be suspended above and cast unobstructed rays of light downward; they are band
somely made of brass with porcelain shades, three kinds being' used, called brackets,
swing brackets, and double swing brackets, as shown in figs. 1, 2, and 3 (plate XIII).

The wires are run through the tubes of these brackets, but in the joints of the
swinging brackets the current is transmitted through insulated hinges, to which the
wires are fixed by binding screws, as shown at a in fig. 4, by which arrangement
the wires are not twisted in swinging the bracket. The wires are brought to the
binding posts in the lamp socket, fig. 5, between their binding screws and brass con
ductors; one of these brass conductors is soldered to the thin-spun brass socket into
which the lamp is screwed, while the other is connected, through the key, to a brass
disk placed centrally ill the bottom of the socket, against which one pole of the lamp
presses when screwed in place. The key is mounted on a screw thread of such pitch
that one-fourth of a revolution will give it sufficient axial motion to open or close the
circuit.

The lamps are of thin glass, pear-shaped, containing a thread of bamboo carbon
about as thick as a horsehair. The small end of the lamp (fig. 6) contains glass of
sufficieut thickness to make a tight joint on the platinum wire conductors which
carry the current to the carbon. 'I'he atmosphere is exhausted by Edison's modifi
cation of the Sprengel pump, through a tube at the lower end of the lamp, and the
tube is then fused and broken oft'. Platinum wire is used because its index of expan
sion is the same as that of glass, thus preventing any breakage or leakage from the
heat. The bamboo carbon and platinum wire are soldered together by electrically
deposited copper. One wire, passing through the glass, is soldered to a small brass
disk which is centered Oll the top of the lamp (fig. 6), while the other wire is soldered
to the spun-brass screw thread which surrounds the cylindrical part at the top of the
lamp, and when the lamp is screwed into the socket (fig. 7) the circuit is completed
or broken by the switch or key already described.

When the circuit is closed the carbon thread becomes heated to incandescence
from its high resistance-and continues to glow, in vacuum, without burning, so long
as the current continues to flow. mg. 8 shows a lamp screwed into its socket.

By varying' the length, and also the sectional area of the carbon thread, keeping
the electro-motive force constant, Edison has varied the candlepower of his lamps.
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Sixteen candlepower lamps are in general use on board the Albatross. The copper
wires, being of high conductivity and of ample size, carry the current with but little
warming, notwithstanding the white heat of the carbons in the circuit ; by varying
the size of the wires it will be found they follow the same law as to resistance and
heating as the carbons.

Let H, = the resistance of aco;nductor; S = its sectional area; L = its length;
a = constant depending on material of which the conductor is made; then S R = a L,
and from this simple equation the relative sizes of the wires and carbons have been
determined.

The "lifetime" of these lamps is warranted to be 600 burning hours.

SAFETY CATCHES.

In event of a "short circuit" (an accidental connecting of the + and - wires)
by a good conductor there would instantly be generated sufficient heat in the wires
to melt them and to set fire to the adjacent woodwork, and possibly melt the armature
also. To prevent this, Mr. Edison has devised his cut-out blocks and safety plugs,
shown in figs. 9 and 10 (plate XIII). 'I'he wires of the circuit connect to the binding
screws in the blocks, while the plugs screw into the sockets of the blocks when the
circuit is completed through the plugs, after the manner of the lamps; but the wire
which connects the two poles of the plug is made of a fusible alloy, which melts at about
400 degrees, and the melting of this wire breaks the circuit. When this happens all
the lamps fed through that plug will go out. These safety catches are placed on the
main wires near the dynamo and on every branch circuit near the point where the
mains are tapped.

VENTILATING.

Natural ventilation is provided by large air- ports and skylights which, under ordi
nary conditions, afford sufficient circulation to insure normal hygienic conditions, but,
to guard against the discomforts of closed ports and skylights in stormy weather, and
to insure the safety of the laboratories where large quantities of inflammable material
and volatile liquids are carried, the vessel is provided with a simple system of artificial
ventilation capable of supplying over 7,000 cubic feet of air per minute.

'I'he plant consists of a pair of Sturtevant No.5 Monogram exhaust fans, driven
by an upright engine belted to them. The conduits are of Hoot's spiral galvanized
iron pipe. Those leading forward are u inches and those leading aft 7 inches ill diame
ter, both diminishing in size to 3 inches in diameter at the extremities of the ship.
They run fore and aft on both sides just under the lodger plates of the berth deck,
and branch pipes 3 inches in diameter are carried up through the deck to the
apartments to be ventilated.

Each pipe terminates in a polished brass register, easily worked by hand, and air
and water tight when closed; sliding gates in the conduits control the volume of
air exhausted from different compartments and shut oft' communication in case of fire.
The air is rapidly changed by running the fans even at a moderate speed, when there
follows a notable absence of odors peculiar to .ships, of stuffiness in the sleeping
apartments, of headache and nausea on waking in the morning, and of dangerous
aeoumulationa of gas in the laboratories.
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WARMING.

The Albatross is warmed by the simplest form of steam radiators, 1 square foot of
radiator surface being allowed for every cubic foot of space to be heated. The dis
charge is trapped and the water conveyed to the hot well. Much trouble was expert
euced with the traps from lack of suffleient head until Chief Engineer Baird devised
one (cut 26) which performed its work satisfactorily.

The wheels A and B are used only when the valve J becomes clogged or sticks.
TIle operation of tile trap is as follows: Wilen the steam and water enter it at 0

and rise to the floating points of the ball the water lifts it and opens the valve J
enough to bring the port holes in it opposite the holes ill. the cylindrical case in which
it works, and discharges the water at I into the hot well.

t-:::::::::::::;··""j.............. Ie.....-.- ~ ..
A. Valve wheel !Jy which the lever F is raised.

thus opening tho trap !Jy hand.
13. Valvo wheel by which tho lover F is lowered,

closing tho vnlve by hand,
C. Inlet to recoi ve the dlschargu from the radia

tors.
D. Copper hall, or float. heuvy, and brazed at tho

joints so thnt it can not oollupao or leak,
E. Guido ill which tho lever works.
F. Lever operating tho float and valve.
G. Oonnectdng rod between tho lever l!' and pis-

ton valvo J'.
H. Stud supporting lever]' and tloat D.
I. On tlol; or discharge.
J. Pistou valve,

CUT 26.-Baird's Automatic Steam Trap.

Baird's trap has the following ad vuutages:
1. It has a perfectly balanced valve, which operates equally well with high or low

pressures.
2. TIle area of the openings in the valve are equal to the inlet and discharge

pipes, which prevents the trap from being flooded.
3.. It has a drain pipe through which all water or sediment can be blown out

from the bottom, or, being left open, keeps the trap dry when the radiators are not
in use.

]" C. 13. 18UO-l0
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEEP-SEA SOUNDING.

The ordinary lead and line sufficed for navigational and other purposes until near
the middle of the present century, when the needs of deep sea investigation and
submarine cable surveys called for improved methods. A device for detaching the
weight was recorded in the seventeenth century, showing that attention was attracted
in that direction at an early day. Among the earliest recorded soundings of consid
erable depth maybe mentioned that of Ellis, in 1749,off' the west coast of Africa, where
he reached bottom ·in 891 fathoms.

In 1819 Sir John Ross sounded in 1,000 fathoms, bringing up a satisfactory bottom
specimen in the" deep-sea clamm" designed by him the previous year, and described
as follows:

A large pair of forceps, kept apart by a bolt, and the instrument was so contrived that on the
bolt striking .the ground a heavy irou weight slipped down a spindle and closed the forceps, which
retained within them a considerable quantity of the bottom, whether sand, mud, or small stones.

Officers of the United States Navy and Ooast Survey were particularly active in
their intelligent and systematic efforts to reach a reliable and accurate method of
deep-sea sounding, but the results were meager so long as they retained the rope of
large cross-section and nondetachable sinkers of insufficient weight.

'I'he causes for the many failures are made sufiicientlyobvious by reference to
Professor Trowbridge's. remarks regardu.g the resistance of rope in sounding:

The resistance of the line varies. first, as the square of the velocity; second, as the diameter of
the line; third, as the length of the line immersed.

With the above rule in mind, and the fact that a hemp line in sea water is only
one-fourth its weight in air, and that its naturally large cross-section is increased by
saturation, it will be seen that even in moderate depth's the continued action of resist
ance and the deflective force of currents may approximate to the weight of the lead,
and the line, left to sink slowly by its own weight, will continue to run' out indefinitely,
giving no warning when bottom is reached.

The following reports of soundings made in the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of
Mexico by United States and British naval officers serve to illustrate the primitive
appliances and methods of the time and accentuate the great importance of later
experience and inventive genius.

Lieut. M. P. Maury, United States Navy, who was always foremost in every
effort at advancement, advocated the use of a small line of great strength, made of
the finest flax, and a largely increased 'weight of sinker. The new line weighed less
than 10 pounds to the nautical mile, and was measured, waxed, and carefully wound
on reels of convenient size when issued for use. Naval vessels were furnished with it
about 1850, and some notable successes were achieved by ~ts use, showing that it
was a move in the right direction; yet frequent failures and discouragements were
encountered,

Lieut. William Rogers Taylor, of the U. S. S. Albany, introduced the systematic
use of the time interval, which was an important improvement and continued to be a
marked feature in deep-sea sounding until the successful introduction of wire, when
its importance greatly diminished; indeed, it was of no service as far as the sounding
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N01Jt.enclaturf'.
a-. Hinkel'.
b. Soundingl·,,,l.
c. Quills. .
d. Circulating vulve.
e. Detacher.
/. Pill.
g. Llnk.
h: Slinge,

THE BROOKE DEEP·SEA SOUNDING APPARATUS.

FIG. 1. Hod Iuserted in the sinker and tho Iatter suspended to the detncher ready for aouudlng.
l!,lG.~. Sectional view of the dutucher ill position for releasing the slings; it shows abo the lower part of tbe

specnuen eu p III secttou,
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itself was concerned, but was and is still recorded to show comparative results
under the varying conditions of actual practice.

The explorations of the U. S. S. Dolphis» from 1851 to 1853, under Lieutenants
Lee and Berryman, were accorded a prominent place among' the notable achievements
of the day. They used the apparatus just described, introducing from time to time
such improvements as experience suggested, and under their hands the science of
deep-sea sounding rapidly approached a practical. basis. They sounded from boats,
which were held in position by the use of the oars, operations being confined to .
smooth or moderate weather. They used waxed twine, observed time intervals, and,
the sinker having reached the bottom, the sounding liue was cut, no effort being made
to recover the weight. Submarine telegraphy was assuming great importance ill the
public mind at that time, stimulating invention in everything pertaining to the
development of ocean depths.

BROOKE'S DEEP-SEA SOUNDING APPARATUS.

In 1854 Passed Midshipman John M. Brooke, United States Navy, devised a simple
and effective method of detaching the sinker and bringing up t1 specimen of bottom soil.
This timely invention (plate XIV) marked the beginning of an entire revolution in the
appliances and methods of deep-sea sounding and remains the acknowledged progeni
tor of all the various forms of sounding rods and detachers that have been Iutroduced
to the present time. It is no lou gel' used in its original form, yet a brief description
will be given to showhow completely the principle of his apparatus is retained ill all
subsequent modifications, which are little more than successive refinements of his
simple mechanism.

The sinker is a spherical shot cast with a hole through it and shallow grooves on
opposite sides to guide and steady the slings. .A. number of goose quills are shown in
the lower end of the specimen cup, held in place by their own elasticity, intended to
act as collectors and foot valve. .A. leather circulating valve opens outward from the
upper end of the cup, which allows free circulation of water through it during its
descent, but closes and protects the contents while it is going up.

The rod and detacher are so designed tlJat the former retains a vertical position
during the descent of the sinker. When it reaches the bottom its weight is removed
from the detacher and the latter falls by its OWIl gravity, thus releasing the slings
and freeing the sinker from the rod after it has performed its function of carryiug
the latter rapidly to its destination and pressing it into the bottom soil to secure the
desired specimen.

In 1856 the U. S. S. Arctic, Lieutenant Berryman, made .11 cable survey from
Newfoundland to the coast of Ireland, which may be considered the first deep-sea
sounding expedition in which an approach to modern appliances and methods was
successfully used. The line was of flax, 1 inch in circumference, wound Oil a steam
reel arranged to work from the bow of the vessel. The Brooks apparatus was used .
with sinkers about 150 pounds in weight, and the depths were checked by a Massey
self-registering' sounding machine.

The results of the survey, although accurate for the time, were at first somewhat
discredited from their having discarded the time interval, but in the light of modern
experience it is evident that the officers of the Arctic, who were certainly the best
judges, considered their methods and results reliable without its use. The secret of
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CUT 27.-Sanus cup, side and sectional views.

their success is attributable to the Massey machine. combined with a comparatively
heavy detachable sinker, controlled in its descent by au intelligent application of the
friction brake, which stopped the reel promptly when bottom was reached... The
line weighed about 200 pounds to the nautical mile and would have carried a sinker
of 500 pounds with safety, thus materially increasing the rapidity and accuracy of
the work.

The Stellwagen and the Sands cup leads, with nondetachable weights, were among
. the many devices brought forward for sounding. They were both excellent for use in
shallow water, or moderate depths where the lead can be recovered.

Belknap describes the
Sands cup as follows: I

A key, a, holds the tenon b
into the bottom of the deep-sea
lead, into which tenon is screwed
the tube 0 (which is conical at
the lower end for penetrating the
bottom), over which moves a
cylindrical sliding valve d, with
flange e, which, resting on the
bottom when the lead reaches it,
is pushed up above the elliptical
holej', in the side of the tube for
the admission of the specimen,
and closed by the spiral spring U
(w hen the lead is free from the
bottom), which keeps it firmly
down on the rest-pin 11, prevent
ing tho washing out of the speei
men in' the jerking motion of
hauling ill the line by hand. The
tube is unscrewed from the tenon,
and tho specimen emptied out at
the upper end.

The material of the specimen cup is brass; it is easily attached to an ordinary
deep- sea lead, and may be used to advantage in moderate depths. Sands subsequently
added to his' cup a detachable sinker composed of two hemispheres of cast iron with
suitable grooves on their flat surfaces to take the rod where they were held in place by
appropriate studs and springs, which also released them on contact with the bottom.

British naval officers were also active in deep-sea sounding and did much toward
its advancement; the "bull dog" apparatus, a modification of Ross's "deep-sea
clamm," was introduced in 1860. The forceps are retained but the weight is
detachable. The Fitzgerald and Hydra, both having detachable weights, were
brought out in 1868, and the latter was successfully used on the Porcupine during-her
scientific cruise, where with a line 0.8 inch in circumference, weighing 125 pounds to
the nautical mile, and detachable sinker of 336 pounds, they reached bottom at a
depth of 2,435 fathoms at the mean rate of 72 fathoms per minute, about seven-tenths
of the best modern practice with wira»

This was evidently an exceptional sounding, made under the most favorable
conditions,Rnd can not be accepted as average work, yet it shows marked improvement,
the result of increased weight of sinker.
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CUT 28.-Baillie sounding

machine.

It is represented in perfection in the position in which it is let
go in A, and in section iueame position at B. The tube A is about
5 feet 6 inches in length by 2t inches in diameter. Tho bore is 2
inches, so that the wall is one-fourth inch thick. The principal part
of' the tube is of iron. It is bored near its upper end with a number of
boles to let ont tbe water; it unscrews into two at e, ana at its lower
end, I, there is a pair of butterfly-valves workiug inward. A strong
brass cylinder, h, with a diameter equal to that of the tube, is firmly
attached to the upper end ; a heavy piece of iron, c, works iu the brass
cylinder like a piston to the extent of the length of the slots, d, ill the
sldcs of the cylinder, in which it is retained by a stroug square bolt.
The piston iron is flattened, and it is provided at c with a projectiug
shoulder, which, when the piston if!drawn out-the bolt being at the
top of the slot as in the figure-is well above the top of the cylinder;
but when the piston is drawn down, and the bolt at the bottom of
the slot, the shoulder is just within the upper parf of the cylinder.
The wall of the upper part of the cylinder is beveled awuy to a long
rounded slope.

When to be used, the instrnment is hung by the ring' to the
sounding line, a sufficient number of weights are suspended on an
iron wire sling, ns in the Hydra machine, the tube passing through
the middle of them, and the sling hooking upon the shoulder uf the
piston iron. When the tube and weights touch the bottom, thebmss cylinder is pushed upward the
length of the slots, and the sling is slipped off the shoulder of the piston iron by the upper rim of
the cylinder and alIowed to slide down over its beveled upper end. This is Ii very simple plan, and the
doing away with the steel spring of the Hydra is an advantage. The larger tube also brings up a
better aud fulIer sample of the bottom.

In the spring of 1873, a few months after the departure of the Ohallenger, the
U. S. S. Tuscarora Capt. George E. Belknap, United States Navy, was fitted out for
the purp~se of sounding a submarine cable route from California to Japan. She was

H. B. M. S. OhnUenger sailed on her celebrated scientific voyage around the world
in December, 1872, six months after the introduction of Sir William Thomson's machine
for sounding with wire, and at the instance of the inventor one of his machines was
placed on board, but was relegated to the storeroom, where it remained during the
entire cruise notwithstanding the remarkable success attending its introduction into
the United States Navy and Coast Survey.

The successful operations of the Porcupine in. sounding with rope naturally influ
enced its retention on the Ohallenqer, which was amply q

. supplied with the best Italian hemp No.1 line, 1 inch in
circumference, weighing about 200 pounds per nautical
mile. The Baillie sounding machine, a modification of the
Hydra, was adopted, and it was unquestionably the best
device yet introduced for sounding with rope. It differed
from the Hydra principally. in the detacher, which was
much improved; the rod remained practically the same,
and the disk weights l"ere retained. A. further increase
in the weight of sinkers to 400 pounds and upward in deep
water, enabled them to obtain good results, although at
the expense of much time and labor.

The Baillie sounding machine is described as follows
by Sir O. Wyville Thomson:
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supplied with a large quantity of rope, steam reel, and other appurtenances, and, in
addition, oue of Sir William Thomson's machines for sounding with wire. It was
furnished by order of Commodore Ammen, chief of the Bureau of Navigation, who
rightly appreciated the great value of Sir William's invention, in spite of the crude
and imperfect form of the original machine and the cold reception given it by the
Oltalleriger. He was familiar with Thomson's experiments, thoroughly understood
the preeminent qualities of pianoforte wire for deep-sea sounding, and wisely trusted
to Belknap's enterprise and inventive genius to supply any deficiencies that experi
ence might develop in existing appliances.

Brooke's apparatus was designed for use with rope, as were all devices known at
the time, and the production of a simple form of sounding rod and detacher fulfilling
modern requirements was one of the first and most important problems Belknap had
to solve. He retained the Brooke principle, modified the detaeher very 'slightly to
better adapt it for use with wire, increased the capacity of the cup or cylinder in
order to bring up a larger bottom specimen, substituted a metal poppet-valve in place
of the goose quills, provided for a free circulation of water through the cylinder
during its descent, and protected the bottom specimen from wash dnring the ascent,
It was introduced by the inventor as the Belknap deep-sea sounding cylinder No.2,
was successfully used throughout the extended cruise of the Tuscarora; and became the
standard sounding cylinder for deep-sea work in the United States Navy and the Coast
Survey.

THE BELKNAP DEEP-SEA SOUNDING CYLINDER NO..2,

The cylinder, casting, valves, and valve seats are brass, the rod and detaeher of
wrought iron or steel (plate xv). The detaeher is so proportioned that thelip receives
the wire bail and carries the weight of the sinker in exact prolongation of the axis of
the cylinder, thereby maintaining it in a vertical position until the tension is removed
bythe sinker resting on the bottom; the wire is then slackened, allowing the detacher
to fall by its OW]] gravity, slipping the wire bail and releasing the weight, which has·
carried the cylinder swiftly down and pressed it into the bottom soil to receive its
specimen.

The cylindrical casting has a screw at its npper extremity by which the rod is
attached. The upper cylinder head and valve seat are formed by an expansion of the
casting near its center, and a small shoulder a few inches beneath it holds the lower
valve seat in place. The spiral spring and poppet-valve stem are contained within a
cylindrical chamber which serves as guide for both.

The upper and lower valves have free vertical movement; they are faced with
leather to insure their being tight, and the valve seats are provided with apertures
for the free circulation of 'water during the descent, when the valves are all kept open
by the upward rush of water through the cylinder, and promptly dosed hy reverse
action when the upward movement hegins, thereby preventing the wash of' the bottom
specimen in the barrel of the cylinder.

The spiral spring is delicately adjusted to retain the poppet valve on its seat
without undue resistance to external pressure, and the adjustable screw stud proiecting
below the cylinder is intended to facilitate the opening of the poppet valve, and is of
service only on hard, sandy bottom. The bottom specimen is removed by unscrewing
the cylinder from the casting at c.
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THE SIGSBEE SOUNDING ROD.

FIG. 1. Longitudiual sectional elevation of the Sigsbee sounding rod.
FIG. 2. Side view, with the sinker suspended from the detacher by the wire bail.
FIG. 3. Plan view of the cylinder and a longitudinal sectional elevation of the detacher.
"FIG. "'. Back view of the detaeher.
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Nomenclature.
a. Cylinder.
b. Screw joint.
c. Upper and lower guide

stem.
d. Cylindrical ring.
e. Valve seat.

t: ~~rSee;t~:.Ye.
1.. Spiral valve spring.
i. Hollow cone.
j. Perforated plate.
k. Swivel,
I. Pawl.

m. Tumbler.
n. Spring.
p. Apertures for escape

of water.
q. Sinker.
r, Iron wire bail.
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THE SIGSBEE SOUNDING-ROD.

The next marked improvement was made by Lieut. Commander C. D. Sigsbee,
U. S. N., while in command of the United States Coast ~urvey steamer Blake from 1874
to 1879. Following in the footsteps of Belknap and conversant with his work on the
Tuscarora, he was in a particularly favorable position to take up tho general subject
of improved appliances and methods in deep-sea souuding.

The Blake had a Thomson machine for sounding with wire, which Sigsbee used
with great success in his extended examination of the Gulf of Mexico. The first of
his many improvements in deep-sea apparatus was a detacher which he used in con
nection with Belknap's cylinder No.3, followed by a design of his own, a modification
of Belknap's No.2, which after much experience he considered superior to the former for
deep-sea work. Regarding this, Sigsbee says (Deep-Sea Sounding and Dredging):

The results of my experiments showed that a simple cylindrical pipe, open at both ends, could
be plnnged fill' into the sand, which, however, resisted the blunter forms to a «egree thnt precluded
their adoption. Here was a suggestiou-to shape the specimen cup as nearly as possible like an open
cylindrical pipe; to drive it into the bottom material, and to retain the inclosed specimen. Bel
knap's sounding cylinder No.2 seemed to answer the demands bettor than anything- else, the pOllpet
vulve being, to my mind, preferable to the butterfly-valve which is sometimes used. Accordingly,
cylinder No.2 was modified by me in some respects, and fitted with the Sigsbce dotacher, after which it
was brought into service on board the Blake. The sprlug, the cone top, mill the fittings for: permitting
the escape of water are changed somewhat from Captain Belknap's plan, but their operation is, in
effect, about the same. It is not intended that this rod shall get a specimen of bottom water.

He enumerates the requirements for a perfect sounding-rod, as follows:
1. Certainty of not detaching the sinker during the descent.
2. Certainty of detaching on striking any eharaeter of bottom.
3. Certainty of not rehooking or of fouling with the sinker, iu any way, after the same has once

been tripped.
4. Adaptability to getting a specimen from the various kinds of bottom material.
5. Certainty of not grappling irretrievably with the bottom.
6. Certainty of retaining the specimen against thc wash of water ill the ascent.
7. Handiness for extracting the specimen and for cleaning tho parts.
8. Freedom from changing its form under tho severe pressure in deep water.
9. Strength, simplicity, cheapness, light weight, and freedom from corrosion.

In general there are two ways of detaching 11 sinker from its rod: (1) By actual
or partial slacking of the sounding wire Or rope. (2) Directly by the impact of the
rod against the bottom. The former method is regarded as safer, but sometimes both
are involved in one detaching apparatus, The detacher which depends for tripping
solely on the resistance of the bottom material is usually more sensitive on hard than
on soft bottom; also, should the sinker glance on the side of a rock 01' ledge the trigger
or other appliance might not be presented fairly to the blow necessary to upset the
connection which holds the sinker in place. .

.The action of the original detacher by Brooke was based on the elimination of the.
tension on the line. This is the principle applied ill the Sigsbee detaeher, and, indeed,
in almost all others approved by persons of experience in deep-sea sounding.

Remarking upon the construction of the sounding-rod, he says:
.1. The pawl and tumbler are made to fit each other in such a manner that, when connected and

under strain, they are held undeviatingly as shown in flgs, 1 and 2-that is, the wire is ill the pro
longation of the axis of the rod. If this be not observed the relation of the Ievcruges of the pawl
nud tumbler will be desf.royed and the detucher may be too soustttve, besides whioh the rod may
incline to a degree that will act somewhat against a vertieal descent.
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2. That part of the lip of the tumbler on which the bn.il of the shot rests should have the edges
beveled or rounded, otherwiso the edges may be broken up and spread, thus preventing the tumbler
from being thrown back between the side pieces. Thin washers put on either side of the tumbler and
pawl would probably be an improvement.

3. All parts should work freely.
4. The bottom of the specimen cup should have the proper bevel; if too sharp it may retain but

a small specimen, and if too blunt the rod may not penetrate firm material.
5. Tho spiral spring h should not be so strong as to prevent soft bottom material entering the

cup; its strength should be sufficicnt, when the rod is lying' flat, to force the valvo BllIart1J' to its
seat when the valve is pushed inward awl released, and yet not strong enough to sent it IJy about 1
inch, when the rod ifl held bottom upwards.. The springs for the Blake's rods are of No. 17 American,
or No. 18 Stnbb's gauge spring-brass wire; they arc 3 inches in length when not under compression,
and have twelve coils each. Auy spring fhus made could easily be adapted to the requirements.

6. If desired, the rod might be made considerably lighter for very deep work, thn present size of
the detacher being retained. On tho scale of plate XVI, the rod and detacher arc stroug and handy,
weighing 5,t pounds. The size of the specimen sought should have much inllnence in determining
the size of the rod. If only an indication of the bottom material were wanted, 110 specimen 'for
careful examination being needed, a rod weighing only 2 or 3 pounds would suffice.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUO'I.'ION.

The cylinder a, fig. 1, plate XVI, is a brass tube of commercial pattern, 2! inches
outsidediameter and 10 inches in length, rigidly secured to the perforated plate jby
small brass screws, and the valve seat c is soldered to the other extremity of the
cylinder which has its cutting edge sharply beveled as shown in fig-. 1. ' The poppet
valvej" is of cast brass secured by a drift-pin to its hollow stem, a thin brass tube,
which impinges on the spiral spring ti, both traversing the stem freely. The upper and
lower guide stem is a brass casting enlarged near its center to form the perforated
plate j. The hollow cone i is a brass casting' having apertures, P, for the escape of
water; the cylindrical ring d is soldered to its base.

The detacher is composed of the tumbler 1n, pawl I, swivel k; and spring 1t; all
movable parts working on loose brass pins which are held in place hy small split keys
of spring brass. The spring is of No. 14 American gauge brass spring wire. The
detacher frame is riveted to the flattened end of the guide stem, in prolongation of it,
and there is a screw joint, at b, on the cylinder, by which the two parts are separated
for convenience in securing its contents.

TO USE THE ·SOUNDING-ROD.

To sound and bring up a specimen of the bottom, attach the stray line, which
should always intervene between the wire and sounding rod, to the swivel ring k; pass
the rod through the hole in the sinker, hook the wire bail r over the lip of the tumbler
1n, lock the pawl and tumbler and suspend the .rod from the swivel ring k, when it will
promptly assume a vertical position. .The cone i remains unseated during its descent
by contact with the shot (fig. 1), and the valve] Is raised by the upward pressure of
the water, which then circulates freely through the cylinder, reducing its resistance
and increasing its rate of descent.

When the sinker strikes the bottom the tension on the line is relieved and it
becomes more or less slackened, the pawl assumes a horizontal position by its own
weight, releasing the tumbler, which is thrown out of action by the spring 1t, assisted
by excess of weight at the lip, and thus the sinker is released.

The combined weight of shot, sounding-rod, small lead, and thermometer, alto
gether about 70 pounds, descending at the rate of 8 to 10 feet per second, forces the
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rod well into ordinary soils, lifts the valve j', and fills the cylinder to a greater or less
extent with a bottom specimen. The reverse motion, when the ascent begins, promptly
closes the valves and protects the contents from wash, to which it would otherwise be
subjected. The specimen is readily removed by disconnecting the cylinder at the
screw joint b, which also facilitates the cleansing of the cup.

Fa,ilure to detach the sin7cer.-The Sigsbee sounding-rod has been used exclusively
on the Albatros« since 1882, except during the cable survey between Oalifornia and the
Hawaiian Islands, when a few No.2 Belknap cylinders were received and successfully
used from time to time, altliough .the Sigsbee rod was preferred in deep water.

Several thousand soundings have been made with the latter on board the
Albatross without a single failure to detach the shot and bring up a bottom specimen
through any fault of the inatrument itself. Failures from the following causes have

. occurred, however, at rare intervals:
1. The wire bail was too short and brought sufficient tension on the lip of the tumbler to sustain

the weight of the pawl by friction of the latch surfaces, a rare occurrence, possible only through the
determined effort of a muscular man.

2. It has fai led to detach in deep water and very soft bottom, from the rod having been carelessly
sent down with the spring n out of action.

3. The rod ,jammed in the shot by a pebble becoming detached from the scale in the hole, which
had not been properly cleaned. The bail was free.

4. Partially disintegrated volcanic rock was driven into the space between rod and sinker so firmly
that the shot was brought back although the bail was free.

5. The rod struck hard rock with sutflclcnt force to bruise and distort t.he bottom to such an extent
that it would not go through the hole in the sinker although the bail WIIS free.

6. Once during It gale of wind, with heavy broaking sea, the descent of the stern of the vessel
from crest to trough was so violent that it slackened the wire and detachcd the shot: It is reruurkuble
that this should have been the only instance of the kind, for the Albatross sounded from the stern in
all conditions of wind anrl weather.

7. An officer uuuecustomed to sounding with wire allowed the reel to "run wild" until slack
turns of wire were seen, and, supposing bottom had been reached, hove in the wire, bringing the sinker
hack from the few hundred fathoms, that had run onto '

Failures of the rod from any cause were so rare as to provoke comment when
they did occur, and it was seldom those mentioned above happened more than once.

The Belknap cylinder, No. 2 failed to detach its shot 011 a few occasions:

1. In deep water and very soft bottom it sometimes failed to detach promptly, but it was usnally
aeeompfished after repeated efforts, although on a few occasions the shot WlIoS brought back.

2. The rod and detaeher unscrewed from the oylinder on one occasion and the latter was lost:
3. The shot was brought back with the bail over the detacher, which hacl fallen the wrong way

when the wire sluckened, It was caused doubtless by the shot landing on rough bottom aud capsizing
before it was detached.

The failures mentioned in connection with the Belknap cylinder No.2 did not
happen with the Sigsbee rod, but such as occurred with the latter are equally liable
to happen with either.

IMPROVISED SOUNDING-RODS.

It may be desirable at times to have a cheaper and lighter sounding-rod, in very
deep water for instance, where small specimens are required, sufficient only to indicate
that bottom has been reached, or the supply of rods may be exhausted by unexpected
losses while at sea engaged in important work which would suffer from the delay
incident to an immediate return to port. Hence any device, however crude, would be
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of great value providing it insured uninterrupted continuance of operations, and it is
hardly reasonable to suppose that a vessel conducting extensive deep-sea sounding
would be without the necessary materials with which to construct some simple and
fairly effective form of rod.

THE SIGSBEE GAS-PIPE SOUNDING·ROD.

In the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico, where large bottom specimens were not
required, Sigsbee 11sed a sounding-rod or one-half-inch tothree-fourtha-incu gas pipe,
20 inches ill length, with a, Sigsbee detacher screwed into one end, and in the other a
metal ball valve to retain a small bottom specimen; an arming of tallow may be used,

but the valve is preferable. Additional' length is given the
cylinder to insure prompt action of the detaeher when the
shot reaches' the bottom. A ball of lead or other metal
inserted in the pipe with one-eighth-iuch clearance and the
lower end of the latter upset sufficiently to form a valve seat
will answer the purpose; there should be a couple of small
holes in the pipe near the upper end for the escape of air and
water. This rod being inexpensive, light, and offering little
resistance when reeling in, may be used to advantage under
the exceptional circumstances, before mentioned.

EMERGENCY SOUNDING-RODS.

Sounding-rods of this description would be used only
when the regular supply became exhausted, and, being hur
riedly improvised, perfect action or thorough reliability could
not be expected. They may be made of iron or brass pipes,
spare condenser tubes, iron rods, or flat bars, providing they
have the necessary rigidity. The gas-pipe rod has been
described, and if the facilities are at hand for making the
Sigsbee detaeher an effective sounding-rod is assured, other
wise there is left a choice between the two forms of Brooke
apparatus, the donble and single arm detachers.

THE BROOKE DOUBLE-ARMED DETACHER.

While this form is not as readily operated or as reliable
CI;T 29.-'1'he Brooke double- as the single arm subsequently introduced by Brooke and

urru detaeher. generally adopted, it is the most readily improvised with the
facilities usually found on shipboard, and deserves a short description.

It is composed of two flat arms, alike in every respect, each having a hole through
its lower end for a pin upon which they work, a hole through their upper extremities
to which the bridle is attached, and lips on their outer edges from which to suspend
the sinker during its descent and release it when it strikes bottom.

The single arm detacher has already been described with the Brooke deep-sea
sounding apparatus. Belknap adopted it, and next to the Sigsbee it is the most
reliable.· Its construction is comparatively simple, providing the points of suspension
are maintained in prolongation of the axis of the rod, as shown in the description of
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the Brooke apparatus, and it would probably be the form usually adopted. To insure
proper action the relative proportions of the detacher would be determined by
experiment, and if it be -made to release the weight at a tension of 10 pounds and
hold on to it under greater strain it can not be far wrong. The Sigsbee detacher trips
at 8 ponnds, but it wonld not be advisable to give an improvised tumbler so small a
margin of safety.

IMPROVISED BROOKE SOUNDING-ROD.

Sigsbee's gas-pipe rod with Brooke's single detacher is the simplest and most
effective, providing suitable pipe is at band; if not, an iron rod may be substituted, the
upper end split, to aamit the detacher, and a short piece of pipe attached to the lower
end for a specimen cup, substituting the ball valve for the goose quills of Brooke's
rod. If pipe can not be had, a small chamber can be formed by drilling, in which an
indication of bottom may be obtained by coating the interior with white paint.

THE BAR SOUNDING-ROD.

In the absence of other material a serviceable 'sounding-rod may be improvised
by taking two pieces of flat bar-iron, from 1 inch to 1~ inches wide and 2 feet long,
and inserting between them three filling' pieces cut from the same bar, placed at
irregular intervals as follows: One at the bottom, one 4 inches above it, and the other
6 inches below the detacher; drill or punch corresponding holes through bars aud
filling pieces and rivet them together; smooth the outer sli~faces to insure free
passage through the hole in the sinker and adjust the detacher, the bars having been
shaped for the purpose, The interior space between the lower filling pieces, being
coated witl1 thick white paintt will serve as a specimen cup.

LEADS AND OTHER WEIGHTS FOR SOUNDING.

The time-honored lead, so familiar to all mariners as the medium of communi
cation between the surface and bottom by sounding, retains its place to a great extent
in shoal water, and even in moderate depths, but has been superseded for deep-sea
work by modern appliances.

Hand leads, weighing 7 to 14 pounds, are used in shoal water and cast by one man.
OOflisting leads vary in weight (rom 25 to 50 pounds. They are used in depths

beyond the reach of the lighter hand lead, and usually when the vessel is under way;
they are now frequently used in combination with wire and pneumatic sounders for
navigational purposes, and depths of 50 to 100 fathoms are readily reached while the
vessel is at full speed. The general introduction of wire for deep-sea sounding has
increased its range and it is common practice to use it in depths not exceeding 1,000
fathoms where large bottom specimens are not required. A 35-pound lead is used for
this purpose on board the Albatrose.

Deep-sea leads range from 75 to 120 pounds in weight and are used for sounding
in moderate depths, with rope; they are no longer in use 011 board vessels provided
with wire for sounding.

The a1t.viliary lead, weighing about 4 pounds, is attached to the stray line whenever
'wire is used in sounding to prevent its kinking when the weight of sinker is suddenly
removed by its striking the bottom.
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The shape of leads is practically the same for all sizes; they are octagonal in
cross section, larg-est at the base, 'tapering gradually to the upper end, which is flat
tened and pierced with a hole through which the lead line is seeured j and a
roughened, irregular cup-shaped cavity is formed in the base for the reception of
arming, which is usually of tallow, or a mixture of tallow and white Iead.

jl{echanical attachments, such as the SteUwagen and Sands cups, have been applied
to coasting and deep-sea leads, and under favorable conditions bring up satisfactory
bottom specimens, but their range being confined to depths within 1,000 fathoms,
where liability to injury from contact with rocky or coral bottom is greatest, they
have not come into general use,

DETACHABLE SINKERS.

The 60-pound spherical shot is the standard sinker in general use on board United
States vessels for deep. sea work. It is about 8 inches in diameter, has a 2~-inch hole
through its center, and small eyes or lugs of No.5 American gauge iron wire are
cast upon opposite sides of its upper exterior surface, to which the ends of the bail are
secured. Sinkers of greater weight have been recommended, and, while the necessity
for increased weights has not been felt on board the Albatross, where the GO-pound shot
has been in constant use, under all conditions of service, up to depths exceeding 4,000
fathoms, it is possible that in exceptionally deep water, where the weight of wire
largely exceeds that of the standard sinker, or when from any cause the wire can not
be 'maintained in a vertical position, a 75 or even an 80 pound weight may be used to
advantage. It must be considered, however, that the wear and tear and liability to
accident increases with the size of the sinker.

In sounding with rope of large cross-Election, which is peculiarly susceptible to
the deflective force of currents, the preponderance of weight should be largely on the
side of the sinker, while the expert sounder with wire cares little on which side it is.

Experience 011 the Albatross led to the adoption of a lighter detachable sinker,
which has been used to all vantage between 1,000 and 2,000f\1thoms, and occasionally
in still greater depths; once, at least, a sounding was taken with it in over 3,000
fathoms.

The 35.pound sinker is of cast iron, elliptical in form, 8 inches in length, oil inches
in diameter, with a 2~-inch hole through the center , the wire lugs described in
connection with the GO-pound shot are common to both.

The advantages attending the use of the lighter sinker within prescribed limits
are the facility of manipulation, the minimum of wear and tear 011 sounding machine
and wire, and economy of material. The disadvantages are nominal when operating
in smooth water, but in a heavy sea the loss of time becomes apparent and frequently
of sufficient moment to warrant the use of the heavy weight.

Sinkers are usually made of scrap iron, and cost from 2k to 3 cents per pound.

IMPROVISED DETACHABLE SINKERS.

Sinkers of the ordinary type are oomparatively inexpensive and easily stowed on
board ship, hence a sufficient supply is usually carried to meet all possible eontiu
gencies; yet it has been found necessary to resort to makeshifts rather than suffer
the loss of time and extra expense of an immediate return to port. Sigsbee sounded
successfully in tile Gulf of Mexico with a gas-pipe sounding rod anrl old grate bars,
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an old ash buoket filled with fire brick, etc., and the list of available material may
be largely extended.

If old lead can be had, it would be very easy to cast disks weighing from 10 to :30
pounds, which may qe used in series, as on the Baillie machine. In the absence of
better facilities they may be cast in open molds of ordinary deck sand; a little
molasses and flour should be added to give greater consistency, wood or metal being
used for a core.

Cast-iron ballast is readily transformed into sinkers; shot, shell, and canister are
equally available; and small chain or wire rigging made up in suitable coils, chain
shackles, and pins, links of chain cable, pieces of condemned machinery, and even sand
in tin cans or canvas bags may be utilized. Wire is preferable to hemp or manila for
binding fragments together to form a well-balanced sinker, and it is best for bails also.

LUGS AND OTHER DEVICES FOR SUSPENDING DETACHABLE SINKERS.

The lugs on detachable sinkers reached their present form through a process of'
evolution. Brooke suspended the shot by, sling's and washer, as shown with his
apparatus, and Belknap used the same until repeated fouling of washer and cylinder
induced him to substitute wire slings, which consisted of two rings surrounding the
upper and lower quarters of the shot held in place by cross- seizings and two wire
Ianyards, one end secured to the lower ring on the sinker, and on the other end small
iron rings to receive the IIp of the tumbler and insure prompt clearance when it
tripped. This arrangement prevented fouling, but was found to be rather cumbersome
and required too much time to prepare the sinker for use.

Oast-iron lugs on the upper exterior surface of the shot were soon adopted, and
proved to be a long stride III the directiou of simplicity, certainty of action, and
immunity from fouling. A single wire bail was used, the ends being secured to the
lugs with large eyes, which permitted it to move freely and even fall away from
the disengaged tumbler by Its own weight. The sole disadvantage attending the
introduction of cast-iron lug's was the frequent breakages caused by the brrttloness of
the material

Bail holes were introduced by Sigsbee, who found cast- iron lugs too unreliable.
They were cast III the same relati ve positions on the surface of the sinker, which insured
convenient and secure attachments for the bail but did not allow the same freedom of
movement.

Iron wire lttgs, cast with the shot, were subsequently introduced and are still in
general use. They are in the form of wire staples, cast into the surface of the sinker
parallel with the axis of the central hole, and project above the surface only far
enough to afford convenient attachment and free movement of the bail. They are
seldom broken by rough handling, as the wire becomes thoroughly annealed in the
precess of casting and subsequent cooling, and they can be bent flatly to the surface
of the shot without injury.

The wire bails now used with detachable sinkers are of annealed iron wire, No.8,
American WIre gauge, and may be conveniently fitted by first cutting them from the
coil in uniform lengths and bending them over a form to insure a free and uniform seat
for the lip of the tumbler.

Sinkers should not be bailed until they are required for use, and when the
requisite number have been placed in the racks, proceed first to examine the lugs and
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see them properly straightened, then pass the sonnding rod hack and forth through
the hole, and when satisfied that it moves freely let it remain in the sinker with its
weight resting on the base of the hollow cone; pass the ends of the bail through the
lugs, put the bight over the tumbler, which for convenience bas been placed in action
and secured by a seizing of twine, then bend the ends up and take a couple of turns.
around their standing parts, leaving sufficient slack to unhook the bail without
displacing the tumbler. This will insure the proper length of bail, which should
suspend the shot just high enough to lift the hollow cone offits seat without bringing
its apex in contact with the shoulder at the upper end of its stem. It is not absolutely
necessary to hold the hollow cone oft' its seat during the descent, but by doing' so the
sinking of the shot is accelerated in proportion to the power required to lift it by the
ascending column of water in the sounding rod.

Oaution should be observed when fitting the bails that no projecting scraps of iron
are left in or at either end of the hole and that all scale is removed from its walls, for
it expands and becomes softened when it is wet; at the same time the material of the

.CUT 30.-Rack for holdiug sinkers.

sinker shrinks under low temperatures near the bottom, both tending to crack and
disengage the scale, which is liable to jam the sounding rod irretrievably.

Racks for sinkers are necessary on board of vessels engaged in extensive deep-sea
exploration, not only for convenience in bailing' and final preparation, but to have a
suffleient number at hand for present use, and also to avoid the necessity of bringing
them on deck and fitting. them at night. They should be placed near the sounding
machine and be capable of holding a dozen sinkers at least.

A serviceable rack can be made from two boards 1 inch thick and 12 inches wide,
placed one above the other, 4 inches apart, and secured by suitable end and transverse
pieces. The upper board has a series of circular holes that receive the sinkers and
allow them to rest on the lower board, which is pierced with 3-inch holes, directly
under the larger ones, to allow for the passage of the sounding rods, and, in order that
they may be passed their whole length through the sinker, the rack should be 10 inches
in height.
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THE USE OF WIRE FOR SOUNDING.

The first recorded instance of wire having been used for deep-seasounding was by
the Wilkes Exploring Expedition, 1838-42. In 1841), Oaptain Barnett, H. B. M. S.

. Tlumderer, experimented with it, and during the same year Lieut. J. C. Walsh, United
States schooner Taney, attempted to sound with it in the vicinity of the Bermudas.
It failed in every instance from practically th~ same causes, although Wilkes was
unfortunate in the selection of copper wire which was of such low tensile strength
that little margin of safety remained. Barnett used iron wire of large size and
sufficient strength, while Walsh was supplied with three sizes of steel wire, either of
which would have proved successful under proper treatment.

The principal causes of failure were due to insufficient weight of sinkers and lack
of proper control over the reel when paying out, as evidenced by such time intervals
as were recorded, which show a more rapid rate of descent than obtains in the best
modern practice with perfected appliances and a proper relation of weight between
the sinker and submerged wire. These repeated failures brought wire into such dis
repute that no further attempts were made to sound with it until Sir William Thomson
commenced his experiments in June, 1872, which resulted in totally revolutionizing the
art of deep-sea sounding. Commander (now Hear-Admiral) George E. Belknap, U. S. S.
Tuscarora, used pianoforte wire successfully in 1873-74. Commander (now Commodore)
J. C. Howell, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Steamer Blake, adopted it later
in the same year, and Lieut. Commander (now Commander) C. D. Sigsbee, succeeding
to the command, used it with great success from 1874 to 1878, by which time it bad
passed the experimental stage and been generally adopted for deep-sea work.

Wire was first used by the United States Fish Oounnission on board the lFish
Hawk,Lieut. Z. L. Tanner, U. S. N., on the 6th of August, 1880; then on board the
Albatross, Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner, which made her fir'st sounding with wire
on March 22, 1883, and it has since been in constant and successful use on board
vessels of the Fish Commission.

Sir William Thomson used pianoforte wire of No. 22 Birmingham wire gauge in
his experiments and that size, or sizes closely approximating' to it, have been univer
sally adopted for deep-sea sounding.

'I'he wire ill general use for that purpose on board the Albatross is made by the
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company, of Worcester, Mass., and called by them
No. 11 music. It iii 0.028 of an inch in diameter, weighs 13 pounds per nautical mile
of 1,000 fathoms in air, 11.3 pounds in sea water, and approximates to No. 21 American
gauge and No. 22 Birmingham wire gauge. Its tensile strength is remarkably uniform,
the mean of many tests g-iving 207 pounds as the breaking strain; it is highly polished
and resists rust unusually well when in use. It is furnished by the manufacturers
in sealed tin cans, containing 50 pounds, or about 3,850 fathoms, ill six coils 8k inches
in diameter, each coil being- composed of two pieces of wire. It will be fumished in
any desired length, however, on special order.

The coils are doubled for packing, one being laid on top of the other and carefully
wrapped with the best oiled paper, a liberal sprinkling of whiting, slacked lime, or
other absorbent being inclosed with the wire as a preservative against oxidation.
The packages are placed one above the other in the can, a quantity of whiting- .
between them, and sealed air-tight; the wire is practically indestructible so long as
it remains in the sealed can, and, if stored in a dry place, will keep quite well in its
paper wrappings after the can has been opened.
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The Albatross has never lost a fathom of American wire from rust in the coil.
English wire, No. 22 Birmingham gauge, has been used occasionally. Its tensile
strength was 214 "pounds, practically the same as No.n music, but it was not as highly
polished as the American wire, and its only protection was an insufficieut wrapping of
oiled paper, which was liable to be torn in handling, thus exposing it to the action of
sea air or other moisture, which soon caused it to rust, Losses from this cause were
quite serious and tended to counteract the advantages derived from its cheapness at
first cost. It was received from the makers, Messrs. Webster & Horsfall, Birmingham,
England, in IS-inch coils, made up of pieces from 100 to 400 fathoms in length, the coils
weighing about 60 pounds each.

An excellent quality of American wire, No. 21 gauge, was furnished to the United
States Navy in 1SH2 by the John S. Roebling's SOIlS Oo., of 'I'reuton, New Jersey.
Its tensile strength ranged from 245 to 255 pounds, and it was fairly well polished,
It was slightly larger in cross-section than No. 11 music, which accounts in part for
its greater strength.

PRESERVATION OF SOUNDING WIRE.

It should be received on board ill sealed tin cans, which may be advantageously
coated with paint before they are placed in the storeroom. Broken packages are liable

CUT 31.-Spare Bounding 'wire, reel box, and copper tank.

to rust, hence as few as possible should be kept on hand, They may be stored for a
short time with comparative safety, providing the wrapping is intact and the store-room
perfectly dry. A safer plan is to submerge all broken packages in sperm oil.

The following method was finally adopted on board the Albatross: There were
available two service reels, one temperature reel, and one storage reel, each holding
nearly 6,000 fathoms of wire. Both service reels were kept ready for use, with
about 5,000 fathoms of wire and stray lilies attached. When unmounted they were
submerged in sperm oil in suitable galvanized-iron tanks with tight covers. When
mounted, but not actually employed in sounding, the lower part of the reel was
submerged ill sperm oil contained in a semicircular copper tank (cut 31) placed
temporarily beneath it, and the oil was distributed over the surface of the wire by
slowly revolving the reel a few turns once a day. '

When actually engaged in sounding, the surface of the wire on the reel was
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constantly oiled with rag or sponge while reeling in, and it was wiped with an oily rag
when the intervals between casts exceeded twelve hours,

The temperature reel, with its special wire of large size, and the storage reel, filled
with its sounding wire in readiness to be transferred to the service drums, were
suspended upon their bearings in wooden reel boxes (cut 31) containing semicircular
copper tanks, like that above described, with snfficient oil to submerge thelower por
tion of the reels, distribution of oil over the surface of the wire being effected by a
few turns of the reels daily as before. The boxes have semicircular covers for the
further protection of reels and wire. ,

Lime water has been successfully used as a preservative, but it is inferior to sperm
oil for the purpose, and has the further disadvantage of irritating the eyes and aggra
vating any sores the sonnding crew may have on tueir hands or faces, although this
objection is hardly worthy of serious consideration except when sounding continuously.

Large, strong wire, No. 21 music, approximating to No. 18~ Birmingham gauge or
No. 17 American gauge, is used on the Tanner machine, and little or no attention is
given to its protection, except that new wire is imbedded in melted tallow when it
is wound 011 the reel, and once or twice a year it is reeled off, cleaned with emery
paper, replaced upon the reel, and again imbedded in melted tallow. The life of the
wire under this treatment is about two years.

METHODS OF SPLICING WIRE.

Sir William Thomson describes his method in 1872 as follows:
A splice 2 feet long I have fouud II uite sufficient, but 3 feet may be safer. The two pieces of wire

are first prepared by warming them slightly and melting on a coating of marine glne to promote surface
friction. About 3 feet of the ends so prepared are laid together aud held between the finger and
thumb at the middle of the portions thus overlapping. Then the free foot and a half of wire on one
side is bent close around the other in u long spiral, with a lay of about oue turn per inch, and the same
is done for the free foot and a half on the other side. The ends are then served round firmly with
twine, and the spllce is complete.

. This splice is no longer used, and is given here simply as a matter of interest ill
connection with Sir William's successful experhneuts in souuding with wire.

BELKNA.P'S SPLICE.

Commander George E. Belknap, U. S. N., adopted the following splice ill 1873:
A long-jawed twist, 2 feet in length, soldered at the ends and at two or three intermediate places,

and served with flue.waxed twine.
HOWELL'S SPLIOE.

Oonnuander J. C. Howell, U. S. N., used .the following splice in 1874:
A short-jawed t wist, total length of splice 3 inches. After the first cross the turns are close

together around standing part, the whole covered with solder, surface smoothed, and ends tapered,

This splice was' successfully used by Sigsbee during his extended exploration of
the Gulf of' Mexico from 1874 to lH78.

'l'HE ALBA.'l'IWSS SPLIOE.

This splice was reliable when new, but was liable to strip after extended weal'.
It was named from its having been the one adopted on board the Albatroes in 1883,
and is as follows:

The ends of the wire, being first cleanedfor 3 feet or more, are lapped and twisted together with
eight long-jawed turns. The ends and two intermediate points are wound with a few turns of fine
annealed iron wire, the whole covered with solder, ends tapered, and surface carefully smoothed.

If. U. n, 1896-20
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MAY'S SPLICE.

Lieut. Sidney H. May, U. S. N., had charge of the Albatross's sounding apparatus
during the first year of the cruise, and among many useful suggestions was the
following wire splice (plate XVIl), which proved so simple and effective that it was
finally adopted in preference to all others. It is from 6 to 7 inches in length, will
not strip, is quite flexible, and practically indestructible. The following describes
the process:

Grasp the wire in a hand vice, lay the end on the soldering board or other convenient place, and
taper it to a fine point with a three-cornered saw file; prepare the other end in the same way, lap
them, put on the first annealed wire seizing, leaving the tapered end free; then take four turns with
the free end and clap on the other seizing; pass the tapered ends snugly around their respective
standing parts, using the pliers for the purpose.

Now apply the soldering fluid and cover the splice with solder by drawing it back and forth
through molten solder contained in the grooved soldering board; then taper the ends and trim the
surface with knife, file, and sandpaper.

IMPLEMENTS REQUIRED.

The following implements are required for splicing wire:
1 tinman's furnace.
2 soldering irons.
1 pair cutting pliers.
1 pair small flat pliers.
1 small hand vise for holdlng wire.
1 spool of fine annealed iron wire.
1 box of soft solder.

1 bottle soldering fluid.
I soldering board.
1 small bottle of oil.
I small box of tallow.
1 canvas pocket.
1 soldering lamp.

The splicing board is of hard wood, 1 inch thick, 6 inches wide, and 2 feet in
length; a groove is cut across its surface, near one end, large enough to hold sufficient
molten solder for one splice.
. The canvas pocket is the most convenient receptacle for the splicing tools; it is

provided with suitable compartments for each
. article, and is rolled up snugly and lashed when

not in use.
The soldering lamp will be found convenient

in calm, smooth weather; it is an ordinary alcohol
lamp, with a larg-e, round wick and an adjustable
semicircular cup supported above the flame, in
which the solder is placed and kept in a molten
state as long as required. The wire, having been
prepared as directed, is drawn back and forth
through the solder until a sufficient quantity
adheres to the splice, when it is trimmed and
smoothed in the usual manner.

. The soldering irons may be heated in the fire
room or galley range in case a single splice is to
be made, and one iron will suffice in the hands of
an expert, yet any delay, however small, will make
it necessary to use a second one. Almost any

CUT 32.-Soldering lamp.· form of soldering iron will answer equally well
when used with the soldering board, and it is not necessary that the points of the
iron should be tinned.
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Soldering fluid, for use with soft solder, after Haswell's receipt, has been success
fully used on board the Albatross, and is considered the best preparation for wire
soldering. It is as follows:

To two fluid ounces of muriatic acid, add small piecos of zinc until bubbles cease to rise. Add
half a teaspoonfull of'sal ammoniac and two fluid ounces of water.

Pulverized resin may be used in the absence of soldering fluid, but greater care
will be required in making the splice, and the results are liable to be unsatisfactory,
particularly when splicing old wire.

ME1'HOD OF SPLICING WII~E 1'0 S1'RAY LINE.

In sounding with wireit is customary to splice about 5 fathoms of slack-laid cod
line to its working end to take up the slack that occurs when the sinker strikes
bottom, and as a convenience for attaching the sounding rod, deep-sea thermometers,
and auxiliary lead. This cord is known as the stray line and is attached to the wire
in the following manner:

At a point about 5 inches from one end of the stray line stick the wire twice
against the la'Yl fig. 5, then pasa it with the lay from 4 to G iuches, and again stick it
twice against the lay. Out the wire to the proper length, clap a seizing of waxed
twine over the places where it was stuck against the lay, carefully covering the end
of the wire to prevent its catching when reeling in. It now remains to complete
the end of the splice: Put wire and stray line under moderate tension, lay the wire
in the center of the line by passing the free end of the latter around it, put on a
temporary seizing, trim the strands down to a point and serve over the taper with
waxed twine. This makes a neat and secure splice which outlasts the stray line and
reels in without danger of catching on guards or fairleader.

Tanner's link was devised by the writer as a simple method
of quickly attaching wire and stray line in case either should
break while sounding, thereby saving the time required to make
the regular splice. It consists of a small brass link, through the
socket of which the stray line is drawn and is held in place by a
single wall knot, leaving the opposite end free for attaching the
wire. A stray line fitted in this manner is adjusted in a moment
by taking three turns of the wire around the link, and passing
the end closely' around its standing part half a dozen times.
Attention will be required in reeling in to guard against the link
fouling wheu it reaches the machine, but with ordinary care it
may be used until such time as a regular splice can be made
without lOBS of time.

THE MEASURING REEL.

The service reel being 22.89 inches in diameter, the initial
layer of wire, 0.028 inch in diameter, equals one fathom to the
turn, the next layer a trifle more, and so on, until with a full reel

CUT 33.·-The Tannerthe error would be about 10 inches to the turn; and as the link.
register indicates the turns only, a correction must be applied
to its reading. In order to determine the amount of error, the wire is measured as it
is wound on the service reel by means of the measuring reel (cut 34), which is made
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of cast iron, is 22.80 inches in diameter, and mounted in a cast-steel frame bolted to a
heavy oak bed plate. On the reel shaft between the reel and frame is a worm wheel
which actuates the register.

THE BIJADE.

,The blade is used in counection with the measuring reel for transferring wire from

CUT 34.-11easuring reel.

the commercial coil to 'the service reel of the sounding machine. Cut 35 is a sectional
elevation, and Cut 36 a general view of the blade used with American wire. It is

CUT 35. CUT 36.

made of oak, has an iron screw and washer at the top of the spindle to hold the reel
in place, a galvanized-iron disk that slips over the reel above the coil of wire to prevent
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slack turns from flying off, and a galvanized-iron base rim around the reel to retain
slack turns that slip down from the coil.

Out 37 is a general view of the blade used with English wire, which is put up in
larger coils than the American. It is constrncted entirely of oak or other hard
wood, and is adjustable by means of a series of holes through the disk into which
pegs are set, The transfer of wire will be greatly facilitated by securing the blade
to the deck during the operation by the means' of screws, socket bolts, or other
convenient method.

~I'RANSFERRING AND MEASURING WIRE.

The service reel is mounted on its machine, its face cleaned and oiled, hand cranks
and register are shipped, and the latter carefully oiled and examined to see that it
works properly. .

The measuring reel is placed directly in the rear of the sounding machine, and
the blade in the rear of the reel and in line with both. The sealed tin can in which
the wire is received is opened, a coil taken out, removed from the paper, and placed
on the blade; the wire stops are cut, the free end of the wire led out, and, three turns
taken around the measuring reel in such a manner that the register will count ahead
during the transfer. The end is then taken to the service reel, and clinched through

Adjustlthlo blade. Measuring rool.

CUT 37.-Meusuring and transferring wire.

Worklng reel,

the hole provided for this purpose. The two men at the blade reel back the slack
wire, the recorder sets both registers at zero, and takes his station for reading the one
on the measuring reel, the officer in charge watching that on the service reel. The
cranks are manned and the transfer begins, the reel being turned at any desired speed.
One of the men at the blade puts a tension on the wire by pressing his hand against
the side of the blade.

The recorder calls out "mark!" at every 50 fathoms registered by the measuring
reel, the officer in charge reads the register on the service reel at the same instant,
and this being recorded the difference between the two readings shows the error at
that point. This process being carried on untfl the reel is filled, furnishes data from
which a correction table is made, by which soundings can be corrected readily by
inspection.

A correction table is always available for the same reel or any other of like
dimensions, provided the wire is the same size and the amount does not exceed that
for which the table was constructed.

The necessary data having been obtained as above described, it is advisable to
construct a correctiou curve, frame it under glass, and hang it ill some convenient
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place to serve as a check on the table that is nsually copied into the record book for
daily use at the sounding machine; it will also furnish a graphic method of detecting
errors in the computation and application of corrections taken from the table. The
following figu-es are taken from the original record of the measuring and transfer
of 4,577 fathoms of wire from the commercial coil to the service reel of the Sigsbee
sounding machine on board the Albatross, and demonstrates, through the regular
increase in the column of differences, the remarkable accuracy attainable by an
expert in guiding wire evenly upon the reel, besides furnishing complete data for the
construction of correction curve or table.

[Correction table, Navy steel reel, No.2. Wire, No. 11 muslc.]
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50 50 0 50 1,160 10 50 2,205 ~ 45 50 B,45

100 100 0 1,200 1,211 11 2,300 2, B47 47 3,400 3,50

50 50 0 50 1,262 12 50 2,399 49 50 3,55

200 200 0 1,300 1. B13 13 2,400 2,451 51 B,500 3,611

50 50 0 50 1,364 14 50 2,503 53 50 3,664

300 301 1 1,400 1,415 15 2,500 2,555 55 3,600 3,71

50 351 I 50 1,466 16 50 2,607 57 50 3,77

400 401 1 1,500 1,517 17 2,600 2,650 59 B,700 3,82

50 451 1 50 1,568 18 50 2,711 61 50 3,87

500 502 2 1,600 1,619 19 2,700 2,763 63 3,800 3,929

50 552 2 50 1,671 21 50 2,816 66 50 3,983

600 602 2 1,700 1,723 23 2,800 2,869 69 3,000 4,037

50 652 2 50 1.775 25 50 2,022 72 50 4,091

700 703 3 1,800 1,827 27 2,000 2,975 ' 75 4,000 4,14

50 753 3 50 1,879 29 50 3,028 78 50 4,109

800 804 4 1,900 1,931 31 3,006 3,081 81 4,100 4,253

50 854 4 50 1,98B 33 50 3,134 84 50 4,307

900 905 5 2,000 2,OB5 35 3,100 B,187 87 4,200 4,361

50 956 6 50 ' 2,087 37 50 3,240 90 50 4,415

1,000 1,007 7 2,100 2,139 39 3,200 3,29B 93 4,300 4,469

50 1,058 8 50 2,191 41 50 3,346 96 50 4,52B

1,100 1,109 9 2,200 2,243 43 3,300 3,399 99 4,400 4,577

Splices occur at the following intervals, in fathoms: 100 295 630 880 1210
1625 1970 2170 2475 2970 3275 3560 3670 3770 4230.

Example: A sounding is made, the register -reading 3,050 turns. What is the
depth in fathoms T

Number of turns on the ree1. 0 4,400 cor. + 177
Nurnbel' of turns registered .. __ . _. __ . -- -- - - . .. 3, 050
Turns remaining on reel. .. 1,350 cor. - 14
Correction for 3,050 turns _ __ " _ _ - + 163
Number of turns registered _... 3,050
Depth ill fa thorns ~ , __ __ " -- . . . . . . .. 3, 213
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[Correction table. Tanner reel. Wire No. 21. Music No. 17, A. W. G.]

thoms I Oorreo- Turns on Fathoms Corree-by .. Tanner by tion, ineasur- tlOD 1 In measur-
g reel. fatboms. reel. Ing reel. fathoms.

~----- --------
227 2 25 432 7
252 2 50 458 8

278 3 75 484 9

303 3 500 510 10
'320 4 25 536 11
354 4 50 562

-~
380 5
406 6

'--"-~-'- '- .."--'-"-

50
75

400

25

25
50

75
300

urns on Fa

::el;r In
in

Turns on F'athoma Correo- T
Tanner by tion, in T

reel. measur- fathoms.ing reel.

-----~~--
25 25 0

50 50 0

75 75 0

100 101 1

25 126 1

50 151 1

75 170 1

200 202 2

---l~
The wire is in one piece, without splices, having been made to order by Washburn &

Moen.
Example: A sounding is made, the register reading 425 turns. What is the depth

in fathoms I
Number of turns on tho roel.. _ _.. _ _.. _.. _ 550 cor. + 12
Number of turns registered .. , _.. , 0 _ 0 _ 0 425 ,

Turns remaining on reel. . 0 _ _ ..' 0 .. _ _ _ 125 cor.,..... 1

Correction for 425 turns .. 0 0 • _ 0 0 • _ 0 " _ __ 0 + 11
Number of turns registered. 0" _ .. 0 .. 0 _ .. 0 _ .. _.0_ 00 .. 0.... 425

Depth in fathoms 0" 0 __ _ 0 _ _ .. _ 0 436

,
SIR WILLIAM THOMSON'S MACHINE FOR SOUNDING WITH WIRE.

Plate XVIII showing the Thomson machine as it was used on board the Blake
for one season and the description of its operation, the latter in the words of the
inventor, are taken from Sigsbee's Deep-Sea Sounding and Dredging (page 54). It is
shown here not only as the first successful apparatus for sounding with wire, but as a
type of the simplest and most easily constructed sounding machine. Sir William
describes the machine and its action as follows :

The wire is ooiled on It largo wheel (of very thin sheet-iron galvanized) which is made as light as
possible, so that when the weight reaches the bottom the inertia of the wheel may not shoot the wire
out so far as to let it coil on the bottom. The avoidance of such coiling of the wire on the bottom is
the chief condition requisite to provide against the possibility of kinks, and for this reason a short
piece of hemp line, about five fathoms ill length, is interposed between the wire and the sounding
weight, so that, although a little of the hemp line may coil ou the bottom, the wire may be quite
prevented from reaching the bottom,

A galvanized-iron ring of about half a pound weight is attached to the lower end of the
wire, so as to form the coupling on the junction between tho wire and the hemp line, and to keep the
wire tight when the lead is on the bottom and the hemp line is slaekencd. The art of deep-sea souuding
Is to put such a resistance on the wheel as shall secure that the moment the weight reaches the bottom
the wheel will stop. By the" moment" I mean within one second of time. Lightness of the wheel is
necessary for this.

A measured resistance is applied systematically to the wheel, always more than enough to balance
the weight of wire onto The only failure in deep-sea soundings with pianoforte wire hitherto made
has been owing to neglect of this essential condition. The rule adopted in practice is to apply
resistence, always exceeding by 10 pounds the weight of the wire out. ,'rhen the sinker being 34
pounds, we have 24 pounds weight left for It moving force, That, I have found, is amply sUffic~ent to
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give avery rapid descent-a descent so rapid that in the courso of half an hour or fifty minutes the
bottom will be reached at a depth of 2,00001' 3,000 fathoms. The person in charge watches a counter,
and for every 250 fathoms (that is, every 250 turns of the wheel) he adds such weight to the break-cord
as shall arld 3 pounds to the force with which the sonnding wheel resists the egress of the wire.
That makes 12 pouuds added to the break resistance for every 1,000 fathoms of wire rnn out. The
weight of every 1,000 fathoms of the wire in the air is 14t pounds, In water, therefore, the weight is
about 12 pounds ; so that if thc weight is added at the rate I have indicated the rule stated will be
fulfilled. So it is arranged that when the 34-pound weight reaches the bottom, instead of there being
a pull or a moving force of 24 pounds 011 the wire tending to draw it through the water, there will
suddenly come to be a resistance of 10 pounds against its motion. A slight running on of the wheel
one turn at the most-and the motion is stopped.

The sounding was made without a hitch of any kind, but the reel showed signs of
weakness soon after he began reeling in the wire and the 34.pound weight of sinker,
which is referred to by Sir William as follows:

After about 1,000 fathoms of wire had been got in thc wheel began to show signs of distress. I
then perceived for the first time (and I felt much nshnmcd that I had not perceived it sooner) that
every turn of wire under a pull of 50 pounds mu·st pross the wheel on the two sides of any diameter
with opposing forces of 100 pounds, and that, therefore, 2,240 turns, with an average pull on the wire
of 50 pounds, must press the wheel together with a force of 100 tons or else something must give way.
In fact, the wheel did give way, and its yielrling went on to such an extent that when 500 fathoms of
wire were still out the endless cord which had been used for han ling would no louger work on its
groove.

Sir William realized the necessity for improvement and encouraged iuveutors to
take it in hand. Captain Belknap, U. S. N., was tl.e first touse it, practically, and
he SOOI1 remedied its greatest fault by devising a reel capable of withstanding the
enormous crushing strains incident to actual service. He was very careful at first
about increasing the weight of reel, lest its greater inertia should destroy its useful
ness, but he soon found that a few pounds more or less was a matter of indifference
to the practiced marine surveyor. Improvements have been introduced from time to
time in this and other countries, but the principle of the Thomson machine is invari
ably retained.

THE SIGSBEE MACHINE FOR SOUNDING WITH WIRE, AND ITS ACCESSORIES,
AS USED ON BOARD THE ALBATROSS.

This admirable machine was constructed by Mr. D. Ballauf, Washington, D. C.,
under the personal supervision of the inventor, Commander C. D. Sigsbee, U. S. N.,
and is still in good condition after constant service of fourteen years. A few improve
ments have been added from time to time, yet it remains essentially the same as when
received from the hands of the maker.

The aim of the inventor was to design a machine that should be light, strong,
simple in structure, easily manipulated, and aocessible in all its parts, yet compact
and susceptible of snug stowage when not in use'; hence steel was used whenever
practicable, and brass was utilized for the minor parts where immunity from oxidation
was of more importance than great strength.

It is secured to an iron bedplate by the clamps f and compressor g (plate XIX),

and projects over the stern e sufficiently to allow the wire a clear passage from the
machine to the water when rigged out for service, and is entirely withiu the line of the
stern when rigged in. The wooden frame d surrounds the Sigsbee maehine and
supports the working platform and the 'I'anner machine. 'I'he platform consists of
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Nomenclature.

a. Bed plate, cast steel.
b. ned plate, oak.
c. ned plate, iron.
d. Wooden frame surrounding the Sigshee

machine and supporttng the Tanner ma
chine and gratings.

e. Stern of vessel.
f. Clamp, iron.
.q. Compressor, brass.
h. Hinged frame, cast steel.
i. Guide frames or accumulator tubes, steel.
j. Reel frames, cast steel.
k, Cap, copper.
l, Accnmulator pulley, brass.

m. l"airleaderandswivelpulley, steelaud brass.
n. Brace, iron.
o, Guys, flexible steel-wire rope.
p. Reel, cast steel.
q. \Vire clamp, lignum vitro.
r, Wire guard, brass faced with leather.
8. Brake. steel faced with wood.
t. Register, brass.

u. Reelingenj!'ine, cast-Iron frame andcylinder.
v. Driving pulley, cast iron.

w. Steam connection, iron pipe•
.,. Belt, ratline stuff.
y. Tightening pulley, brass.
z, Belt-ttgbtener, brass and steel.

Scale 1
I

THE SIGSBEE AND TANNER SOUNDING MACHINES, AS INSTALLED AT THE STERN OF THE ALBATROSS.

N ome1lclature.

a. Spindle, iron.
b. Frame, brass.
c. Arm, iron.
d. Reel, brass.
e. Guide pulley. brass.
f. Fatrloador, steel.
g. Cranks, iron.
h. Register, brass.
i. Pin, iron.
i- Reel-tackle block.
k, Accumulator spring j

phosphor bronze.
I. Stray line, COlI liue, cot

ton.
m. Friction rope, ratl! ne

stuff, served.
n. Acoumulator rope, cod

liuel cotton.
o, Eye lor stunding part

of friction rope.
p. Socketforspindle,brass.
'l» Set screw to hold ina-

chino in position.
r, Wire ~nide, brass.
8. Lead, w"ight~8poundR.
t, Clamp for Ief'tcrank,

u. Brace, iron rod,
11. Rail, iron pipe.

PLATE XIX.

l

s
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gratings on either side and abaft the swivel pulley, the after one hinged to turn up
when desired, as in taking serial temperatures.

The cast-steel bedplate a is secnrely bolted to the oak bedplate b for the double
purpose of protecting the former from accidental strains and providing a convenient
fastening for the machine.

The cast-steel framesj, which carry the reel p, are light and strong, and securely
bolted to the frame a.

The .quide frames or accumulator tubes i are steel pipes of commercial pattern.
They are secured rigidly to the forward end of the hinged frame h, their upper ends
terminating in a tie frame of cast steel, which carries two grooved pulleys on its upper
surface designed to lead the accumulator rope from the springs to the pulley.

Hinged joints of cast steel are introduced near the middle length of the tubes i
for convenience in attaching or adjnsting the accumulator rope and compactness in _
stowing. They can be turned in either direction by removing a screw-bolt, An adjust
able scale of brass, distinctly marked up to 80 pounds, is secured upon the upper after
Hide of the right-hand tube i, where it is at all times nnder the direct observation of
the man attending the friction rope and the engineer at the throttle of the reeling
engine. The hinged frame h, of cast steel, is pivoted at its inboard end to the frame
0, and extends outboard beyond the frames a and bj it is supported by the latter
in prolongation of the frame a" and carries the guide frame i, the fair-leader, swivel
pulley, and spur butler. The frame moves freely from its horizontal position when
rigged for service, to the vertical when folded for security, economy of space, or for
transportation.

The accumulator rope may be of any material at hand, but ordinary coasting
lead line has been successfully used on board the Albatross. To reeve a new rope,
lower the upper section of the frame i to a horizontal position over the machine and
remove the cap k, pull the end of the spring up to the joint with a chain hook or
other convenient implement, bend one end of the rope to it, then run the other end
up through the tube over its pulley, under the roller on the frame of the accumulator
pulley, thence up over its pulley and down through its tube to the joint where it is
bent to the spring which has been pulled up with a hook as before. The tension on
the springs is determined by experiment in the following manner:

Elevate the frame i to a vertical position, reeve the stray line or other cord over
the pulley and carry the standing part under the reel and make it fast, suspend a
known weight to the hauling part, or, what is better, use au ordinary spring scale
graduated to 150 or 200 ponnds, which will be found very useful about the machine,
putting on any desired strain until, by lengthening or shortening one end of the
rope, the weight actually applied corresponds to that shown 011 the scale, the upper
crosshead of the pulley frame being the indicator. Small adjustments may be readily
made by easing the screws and moving the scale up or down on the tube.

It is ad visable to verify the scale occasionally, especially after renewing the rope.
The accumulator springs are spiral, made of No.4 steel wire (American gauge).

They are 28~ inches in length, 2~ inches outside diameter, and have an elastic limit
of about 4 feet, which gives the wire a cushioning of about 8 feet before it can be
subjected to a violent jerking strain; and, what is even more important in modern
practice, where the machine is located at the stern and the work of sounding carried
on under all conditions of weather, the springs absorb an equal amount of slack wire
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when, the stern being high in the air on the crest of a wave, it snddenly descends to
the hollow of the sea with a velocity little inferior a~ times to the sinking of a
sounding shot. This violent motion, under exceptional circumstances, is the only
disadvantage of moment in placing the sounding- machine at the stern, but with the
Sigsbee machine it assumes little importance in comparison with the superior
advantages of the location.

The accumulator springs, in connection with the scale, indicate the rapidly varying
strains on the sounding wire during the descent of the sinker, and apprise the
operator of the instant it strikes the bottom.

The cap k is a neatly fitted, water-tight, copper cover protecting the interior
surfaces of the accumulator tubes, springs, rope, and pulleys from the weather. It
is held in place by thumbscrews which are readily removed.

The accumulator pulley L is lightly constructed of brass, has a deep groove for
the wire, and is mounted in such a manner that it can be readily removed from its
bearings without displacing the frame. Guards of sheet brass are hinged to the frame
above the pulley and carefully shaped to its surface, where they are held in place by
delicate spiral springs to prevent the wire from jumping out of the groove in case it
is suddenly slackened from any cause.

The cast-steel frame within which the pulley l is suspended is lightly constructed
also in order to reduce its inertia to the lowest limit. The cross heads traverse freely
on steel guides which are secured to the inner surfaces of the tubes i, along their
whole length, giving to the pulley a. vertical motion equal to the elastic limit of the
accumulator springs, which is about 4 feet. Shoulders project from the pulley frame
which impinge upon the spur buffer below, or springs above, to gnard it from violent
shock in case either the sounding wire or accumulator rope should break under heavy
strain.

The spur buffer stands in a vertical position on the forward end of the frame h
directly under the projecting shoulder of the frame which carries the pulley l; It
consists of a steel tube containing a spiral compression spring, upon which a steel
piston rests, its upper end projecting 2 inches above the tube, thus providing a safe
cushioning for the accumulator pnlley and frame in case the springs or accumulator
rope should give way under tension.

The spring buffer» are V-shaped steel springs on the middle lower snrface of the
tie-frame, each side of the accumulator rope. They are intended as a cushioning for

, the frame and pulley l in the event of the sounding wire parting under a heavy strain.
The fair-leader and swivel pulley m guide the sounding wire to the accumulator
pulley, the former when the wire is nearly vertical, and the latter when the angle
is great, as would be the case wheu the 'vessel was drifting, turning, or steaming
ahead.

The jair-leader is a cylinder of tempered steel, .with rounded ends, bolted to the
outboard end of the frame i,'with its center directly beneath the outer score of the
accumulator pulley. The swivel pulley has a deep groove for the wire, is of brass and
very light; its steel frame is bolted to a collar that turns freely on the outer surface
of the fair-leader in snch a manner that the bottom of the groove on the inner periphery
of .the pulley m retains its position at ail times directly beneath the outer score of the
pulley t and center of the fair-leader.

The swivel pulley is indispensable when reeling in the sounding wire with the
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vessel under headway, as is customary in modern practice. It is swung to one side
out of the way when not required for use, and when taking serial temperatures fair
leader and pulley are removed from the machine. A steel rod, or handle, projects
from the frame over the pulley m for convenience in swinging it back and forth to the
desired angle.

The brace n is an iron rod connected to the head of the tubes i and to a strut of
cast steel on the inboard end of the frame aj it is.operated by a turn-buckle, through
which its length is increased, thus forcing the head of the tubes forward and pressing
the frame h down firmly on the oak bedplate b, where they are held in position when
the machine is rigged for service.

The guys 0 are of flexible wire rope, with sister hooks in their upper ends
which hook into eyes on the tie-frame, and screwbolts at the opposite ends, passing
through holes at the outer extremities of a pair of outriggers of cast steel, which pivot
on the end of the frame h. The guys being properly set up, support the accumulator
laterally.

The reel p is of cast steel and known as the "navy reel," It is cast in one piece
with 12 light-ribbed spokes; the drum is 22.89 inches in diameter, equal to a fathom in
circumference, less 0.028 of an inch, the diameter of sounding wire, hence the initial
turns are a fathom each; the face of the drum is 3! inches wide and the reel will carry
about 6,000 fathoms of wire. The weight 'Of the navy reel is about 160 pounds. The
V-shaped friction groove, common to all sounding reels, projects from the right flange
and is cast with it; the drum, flanges, and friction groove, are lathe-finished.

The shaft, or axle, is of steel; the ends are squared for the reception' of cranks
and the reel is held in place by a key, which can be readily backed ont; there is a
ratchet wheel on the left of the reel, and a worm wheel on its right, into which the
register t is geared. Both the ratchet and worm wheels are keyed on the shaft.

The navy reel is the only one that has been thoroughly reliable under all condi
tions of service on board United States vessels, and is to be preferred on that account,
notwithstanding its great weight, which is really of little moment when used with
the carefully adjusted accumulator of the Sigsbee machine. A little closer attention
to the friction rope is all that is required on the part of the operator to overcome the
effect of increased inertia.

Experiments were made on board the Albatross with ingeniously devised and
carefully constructed built-up reels, under the impression that it was vitally necessary
to keep the weight down; weaknesses were developed when working in great depths
and the parts strengthened until the reel increased from 90 to 150 pounds in weight;
it failed even then under a crushing strain of about 300 tons.

The friction rope is of 18·thread manila, 2 fathoms in length, with an eye spliced
in the standing part. To reeve it for sounding, slip the eye over its cleat on the bed
plate a, lead the hauling part under the reel, then over it and through the V friction
groove; the operator stands forward of the machine, facing it, with the friction line in
one hand, and with the other steadying himself in rough weather, which he can do
without distracting his attention or interfering with the delicate manipulation of the
friction rope, upon which successful sounding so largely depends. He can stop the
reel promptly by a moderate pull ou the line with one hand, and a further advantage
gained by this direct method of running it is that the accumulator is left entirely free
to indicate the rapidly varying tension on the sounding wire, which it does with marked
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CUT 38.-Ratchet crank, front and side
views.

precision under all conditions of service; bence the actual resistance imposed upon the
reel by tbe friction line becomes a matter of indifference.

The wire guard r is a T-sbaped brass plate hinged to the bedplate a. Its bead
is faced with sole leather and covers the width of the reel between the flanges. The
leather rests fairly on the wire when it is in action and a gentle pressure is maintained
by a spiral spring attached to the middle of the upright part of the T and to the
bed-plate a under light tension. The contact of guard and wire takes place at
the forward lower quarter of the reel and is intended to supplement the action of
the friction line by supporting the slack turns of wire and causing them to be seen
more quickly on the upper surface, also to prevent their flying off from the lower part
of the reel before they are apparent to the eye of the attendant.

While the relief afforded by the guard is momentary only, it serves to give
timely warning to the vigilant operator who is speeding his work by veering wire to
the utmost limit of safety.

The brake s is practically indispensable when, from the breaking of a belt or
friction line, the reel becomes unmanageable and can not be safely stopped by throwing
the pawl into action.

The register t is of brass and has three dials marked for units, hundreds, and
thousands; its gearing engages the worm wheel on the axle of the reel, and can be

quickly thrown into or out of action, or removed
from the machine. It registers the number of
turns of wire paid out, the corresponding num
bel' of fathoms being found by reference to a
correction curve or table prepared for each
reel.

The reeling engine u is a Copeland &
Bacon half trunk, designed for the purpose,
6~-illch cylinder and G-Iuch stroke; it has a
Iight-irou frame, cast in one piece, and is bolted
securely upon the inboard end of the bedplate a-.
The driving pulley v has a V-groove correspond
ing to that on the reelp, over which the belt x
is run; the steam connection w is on the right
side of the cylinder, and the exhaust valve and
steam chest are on its left side.

Flexible hose, or rigid steam and exhaust
pipes, may be used, and where the machine rigs out and in it may be advisable to have
a pipe connection on the deck near it and a flexible attachment admitting of the
necessary movement.

The ratchet crank ships on the squared end of the crank shaft of the reeling engine
and is used to work water out of the cylinder, also to assist in starting the engine
slowly to avoid sudden and undue strain on the sounding wire; it can be unshipped
after the engiue has been started or left hanging in place, where it will remain iu a
vertical position, the ratchet preventing its revolving with the shaft. Cut 38 shows
front view and side view of the ratchet crank. It was devised by the writer and
constructed by Ohief Engineer Baird of the Albatross.

The belt x is of 18 or 21 thread ratline stuff', made in the form of a grommet strap,
with small sewed seizings covering the ends ill the splice, to prevent their working
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out as the belt becomes stretched. Experiments were made with leather, gutta
percha, manila, etc., for belts, but we found nothing to compare with ratline stuff,
which is quickly fitted on board ship, performs its work well, and is fairly durable.

The tightening pulley y, deeply scored to receive the belt, revolves on a stud or
axle projecting from the side of a movable collar that traverses freely on a vertical
standard erected from the bedplate a between the engine and reel.

The belt-tightener z consists of a small steel rod having a screw thread on its
whole length, a swivel joint and pin on its lower end, and a small hand wheel on its
upper extremity. Its frame is of brass, cylindrical in form, and has a slot running
nearly its whole length, in which the rod and swivel joint work. A round hole in the
lower end of the frame allows it to slip over the end of the tightening-pulley standard,
and there is a screw thread in the other end which engages the thread Oil the rod.

To operate the belt-tightener, put the belt Oil the reel and driving pulley, place
the tightening pulley on the upper part of the belt, slip the belt-tightener over the
end of the standard, and pass the pin through a hole in the swivel joint; then, by
revolving the hand-wheel, screw the base of the frame down upon the collar until
the desired tension is obtained, which is easily' and quickly done with one hand.
Should the belt stretch so much that it can not be set taut ------..
with the belt-tighteuer it is only necessary to slip a few
washers, or a piece of pipe 3 or 4 inches long, on the standard
between the belt-tightener and movable collar.

It was formerly the practice on the Albatross to put a
tension on the belt by pressing the pulley down by hand and
retaining a uniform strain by the elastic pressure of' a spiral
spring. It required the united efforts of two or three men
to get the belt suffieieutly tight. Even then it would slip at
times when working in deep water; hence the necessity for a
mechanical belt-tightener, which has proved to be simple and
effective, Cut 39 shows a general view of the belt-tightener
and a side view of the swivel joint and pin.

The Sigsbee wire cla,mp (cut 40) is composed of' two
pieces of lignum.vitae, semi-circular ill form, with right and
left hand screws for operating it. It is used for holding the
sounding wire in case it becomes necessary to slacken it CUT 39.-Belt.tig-htenor.

between the reel and swivel pulley; for instance, if it flies off the reel, or a defective
splice, kink, or slack turns are discovered.

To use the clamp, slip the wire between tIle flat surfaces of tho jaws, as shown at
d, set them firmly against it by means of' the right and left hand screws, and lower it
into the fair-leader. To suspend tho submerged wire and sinker by the accumulator,
put the clamp on between the pulley and reel, lashing it well down, below the elastic
limit of the springs; but this will seldom be necessary or desirable in practice. The
clamp is carried in a socket inside of the bedplate a, on the left side, between reel
and accumulator frame, where it is available for immediate use. It is held in its
socket by expanding the jaws through the reverse action of the right and left hand,
screws.

The wire guide is used to lead the sounding wire fairly upon the reel. It is a round
piece of wood, 9 inches in length and 12- inches in diameter, covered with heavy pump
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c. Gulde bolts, brass.
d. Sounding wire.

CUT 4-1.

a. Lignum-vltae jaws,
b. 8pindle, with right and left hand screws.

CUT 40.

leather for half of its length, the leather being nailed OIl with headless copper tacks,
to avoid the possibility of catching tbe wire. There is a becket througha bole near
the end of the handle.

To protect the leather from unnecessary wear, it should be kept well oiled. It
will usually receive au ample supply from contact with the wire.

To use the wire guide, take it in tbe rigbt hand, slip the becket over the wrist,
grasp the brace of the sounding machine with the left hand for support, if there is
much motion on the vessel, then press tbe leather-covered surface lightly against the
wire with sufficient force to guide it evenly upon the reel. It should he made an inva
riable rule to use the guide, even thongh a few fathoms only have been run off, in
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CUT 4-2.

CUT 40.-Side view of the Sigsbee wire clamp, showing jaws a and right and left hand screws by which
they are opened and closed ; also gnide bolts 0, which are rigidly set into right jaw and slide freely
in the left.

CUT 41.-Top view, showing ends of jaws a, between which are gripped two pieces of sounding wire d.
CUT 42.-Frollt view, showing manner of clamping the wire.

CUT 43.-T~e wire guide.
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order to guard against the exasperating occurrence of slack turns of wire on the
reel. Tbe guide is very useful, also, in the hands of an expert, for detecting kinks or
defective splices, which are rarely discernible by sight 011 rapidly running wire.

The dynamometer staff and spring were devised by the writer in 1891 for the pur
pose of facilitating the guiding of the sounding wire upon tbe reel with the least
possible friction 011 the splices, reducing the manual exertion required to guide it,
and avoiding the danger and annoyance resulting from slack turns.

In sounding with the Sigsbee
machine, the accumulator pulley,
over which the wire leads, has a
vertical motion nearly the entire
'length of the tubes within which
its controlling springs are in
closed, and a scale on the right
tube indicates the tension on the

wire, as well as the moment the sinker strikes bottom. Nothing better can be desired
during the paying out, but the greater strain brought upon the wire while reeling
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CUT 44.-Guide for temperature wire.

in tends to draw the pnlley down so near the reel that it is difficnlt and at times
impossible to guide it evenly upon the drum; hence the necessity for a simple method
of suspending the pulley at the top of the frame, at the same time retaining the
dynamometer, or adopting another by which the strain on the wire may be noted.

The dynamometer staff is a brass tube of commercial pattern, cut to the desired
length, and an eye of cast brass secured in its upper end. At the lower extremity is
a spiral compression spring of phosphor bronze, -Ii inches in diameter and 8 inches
long, held in place by a small shoulder and drift pin.

To use it, the sinker having been detached, place the spiral spring over the top of
the spur buffer, lift the pulley to the top of the frame, and secure the eye of the staff
in the socket at the lower extremity of the crosshead frame by a loose pin provided
for the purpose. With the pulley in this position, the wire is guided upon the reel
with the minimum of exertion and friction, and the elastic limit of the spring, about4
inches, being divided off as a scale on the left accumulator tube, the strain put upon
the wire is under the constant observation of the operator.

The scale is marked from 100 to 130 pounds, the tension being obtained by clapping
a spring scale on the end of the stray line, and with a piece of chalk marking the lines
as desired; it is the work of a moment and preferred to a permanent scale, which would
require frequent verification. Either arm of the crosshead may be used as a pointer,
but the lower one, being nearly on a level with the eye, is preferable.

The adoption of the staff interfered with the use of the main accumulator while
reeling in, but the machine being located at the stern and the vessel steaming ahead
there was no fear of fouling, and the danger from jerking strains in a seaway bein g
much reduced by the trend of the wire astern no inconvenience was suffered from
the new arrangement. The speed of the reel was governed entirely by the strain
upon the wire; 110 pounds
was considered thoroughly
safe practice, 120 pounds
was the ordinary working
strain, and 130 pounds the
extreme. limit of safety,
which was not exceeded under any cireumstances. With the introduction of the
dynamometer staff the speed of the reeling engine was increased, the danger from
slack turns on the drum disappeared, and a noticeable decrease was observed in losses
from defective splices.

The guide for the temperature wire, as improvised by the writer in 1891 and first
used aboard the Albatross on the cable survey between California and the Sandwich
Islands, has an oak frame in which is a long slot carrying a pair of brass rollers,
lashings being provided at each end for convenience in securing it in place. To
prepare it for use, remove the fair-leader and swivel pulley from the sounding machine,
ship the dynamometer staff, lash one end of the guide to it just below the accumulator
pulley, securing the other wherever most convenient; then, having mounted the reel
containing the temperature wire, run the stray line over the pulley and between the
rollers on the guide and bend on the sinker.

With this arrangement of guide, thermometers and water bottles are fastened to
the wire and removed from it at a convenient height above the grating, which is a
convenience at all times, and particularly so in heavy weather.
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THE TANNER SOUNDING MACHINE.

This machine was devised by the writer in l~80, for use on board the United States
Fish Commission steamer Fish Hawk, which was provided with deep- sea apparatus
designed to operate in depths within 500 fathoms. It is a hand machine for sounding
with wire, and can be operated by one man, but two will work more rapidly, and, if
sounding in 200 fathoms or more, time will be saved by having a relief at the cranks.
Soundings in 800 fathoms have been made with the machine, and the reel has even a
greater capacity, but it is lightly constructed and Hot intended to bear the crushing
strain imposed upon it by working In greater depths.

It is mounted at the stern of the Albatross abaft the Sigsbee machine, carries
about 500 fathoms of No. 21 music (Washburn & Moen) wire, with which an ordinary
28-pound lead is used; it is kept in readiness for navigational purposeawhenever the
vessel is underway, and soundings within its capacity are quickly and accurately
made by stopping and getting an up-and-down cast, while from 70 to 100 fathoms may
be readily reached without checking the speed by attaching a Bassnett atmospheric
sounder or Sir William Thomson's tube to the stray line.

The Tanner macmine is used also in deep-sea exploration in depths within 200 or
300 fathoms, and while the.Sigsbee machine is preferred in deeper water the former is
occasionally used even in 500 fathoms.

It is necessary to keep the wire taut when sounding with this machine as well as
with others, for slack wire is liable to fly off the reel or .kink, and the latter is usually
followed by a break.

The spindle a is made of iron, turned slightly tapering, screwed firmly into the
base of the frame b, and inclosed within a brass tube. There is a brass bearing on
the rail throu gh which the spindle passes, the lower end resting in the socket p. The
set screw q holds the machine in any desired position.

The frame above mentioned is of brass, cast in one piece, is bored to receive the
reel shaft, and bas appropriate lugs for the pawl and register. The reel d is of cast
brass, 22.89 inches in diameter; the initial turns of wire equall fathom, increasing as
the score is filled, its capacity being about 2,000 fathoms of No. 11 music.

The V friction groove, common to all sounding reels, is on the right flange, and is
part of the same casting.

The ·cranks g, by which the reel is turned, have conical friction surfaces, which
are brought into contact with similar surfaces on the ends of the reel shaft by moving
the right .crank one-half a revolution ahead, the left one remaining clamped at t, or
held firmly in the hand. The reverse motion releases the reel, allowing it to revolve
freely without moving the cranks. On the left side, between the frame and crank, is
a worm wheel which operates the register h. The ratchet and pawl are shown on the
right, between the frame and crank.

The arm e, which supports the guide pulley e, is of iron, hinged between lugs on
the frame, and held in position by the pin i; The small metal reel- tackle block i,
projecting from the arm, is part of a tackle for suspending the reel when mounting or
dismounting.

The g1tide pulley eis of brass, with a V groove, the upper portion being covered
with a guard to prevent the wire from flying off. The pulley is hung on a frame,
having a spindle extending into the metalcasing above, the small arm k being confined
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to its upper end by a nut. A spiral accumulator spring surrounds the spindle, and is
compressed by the weight of the lead 8, giving' the guide pulley e a vertical play of
about 3 inches. The fair-leader f swings freely in and out, but is rigid laterally, and
guides the wire fairly into the score of the pulley. 1'he aperture through which the
wire passes is lined with highly tempered steel. .

The standing part of the friction rope 1n is spliced into the eye 0 in the frame,
carried around the reel in the V groove, and the free end secured to the bight of the
accumulator rope n at 1n, one end of the latter being hooked to the small arm k; aud
the other made fast to the arm c, for the purpose of supporting the friction rope when
it is slack and preventing its flying out of the V groove, Tbe guide r leads the wire
fairly 011 the reel. The machine revolves freely, its weight being sustained by the
socket p. The set screw q holds it in position. ,

To take a sounding, the wire being on the reel uud the latter mounted, haul the
friction rope hand-taut before the lead is attached and while the guide pulley is up
in place. In this position it requires a strong man to move the reel, bnt the lead
being bent and suspended, it compresses the accumulator spring and drags the pulley
down sufficiently to slack the friction rope and allow the reel to revolve with comparative
freedom. 'I'he instant the lead strikes the bottom, however, or the weight is removed
from any cause, the pulley flies up, putting a tension on the friction rope, which checks
the reel.

The friction rope being properly adjusted, reeve the stray line over the guide
pulley and bend on the lead. Throw the pawl out of action, attend tho friction rope,
and lower the lead to the water; set the register at zero, and take the cast, governing
the speed of descent by means of the friction rope, which is grasped by the rigllt
hand at?n. As soon as the lead reaches bottom, bring the cranks into action by
turning the right one a half tum ahead, read the register, unolamp the left crank at
t, throw the pawl into action, and heave in. When the lead is up, clamp the left crank
at t, move the right one a half turn back, thus throwing them out of action, and the
machine is ready for another cast. .

If' there is much sea running it is necessary to use a light lead attached to the
upper end of the stray Iine to prevent kinking the wire when slackened by the vessel's
pitching.

To dismount the reel, reeve the tacklej and take the weight oft' the shaft; remove
the nut from the left end of the shaft, grasp the ratchet wheel with both hands, and
withdraw the shaft and right crank, leaving the left crank and worm wheel ill position,
swing the reel clear of the frame and lower it to the deck, returning the shaft and
crank to their places. If the frame is to remain on the rail, remove the register' and
lower the arm c by withdrawing the pin i, ease up the set screw q, swing the arm
inboard, then tighten it to hold the machine in position.

To wholly dismount the machine for transportation or storage, remove the reel,
cranks, and register, disconnect the arm (J at i, and unscrew the spindle a from the
base of the frame b. The total weight of the machine is 135 pounds.

If the ordinary sounding wire (No. 11 music) is used, it is necessary to protect it
from oxidation by keeping it oiled when mounted, and ill a reel tank when not in use,
But with a view of having it ready for service at all times without the necessity of
giving' special care to the wire No. ~1 music is used and allowed to remain on the
reel without other protection than occasional oiling. It rusts, as a matter of course,

l!" c. D, 1896-21
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but it is serviceab le for a year, at least , ana sometimes las ts two years. This 11eav,y
wire is re commended foe usc in depths not exceeding 500 fat homs ,

Th e 'fanner muclriues recently made have been simplified in constr uction by dts
pen sing with the in ner a nd outer shaft s and con ical friction snrfaocs for engaging t he
cranks a nd s ubsti t utiug t herefor a single cyli ndrical sha ft winh its ends squared for
t he reception of sleeves which form cylindrical bear ings for the cr anks, both being held
in place by washers and set screws in t he ends of t he sh aft . The cranks are thrown
into and out of action by spring-controlled locki ug-bolts, carried on their r ea r sur
fac es, which pass through holes i n hubs of cranks fwd int o the sleeves. 'I'he worm
wheel and ratchet are carried on the cylindr ical body of the shaft, between t he slee ves
and t he frame, and arc held with set screws. The reel is also secured in th e same
manner.

'l'HE 'l'A NNER S OU NDI NG MACHINE FOR BOA'l' SERVICE.

It is fre que ntly desirable to extend lines of soundings from one 01' t\VO to
several hundred fathoms, with the Same vessel and appara tus , and the 'I'annor
machine bei ng well adapted for boat work , was in stalled at the ster n of the A lbatross'
steam cutter, with fittin gs similar to those on board ship, and h as performed excellent
service.

CUT45.-The Tanner Bounding mnchin o mounted in t he ste am cutter.

W hen a sounding is abou t to 1 0 taken t he cutter is stopped as quickly as prac
ticable, maneuvering to keep the wire vertical during its descent, and as soon as the
lead strikes bot tom she st eams ahead again at Iull sp eed, the wire being reeled in
while sh e is under headway. Short base lin es are quickly measured by making the
stray line fast, setting t he register at zero , and ste aming di rectly for the opposite end,
a ttaching as many floats en ro ute as are necessary to sup port t he wire at the surface.
The reading of the register is corrected as i ll sounding. The same method 'will apply
OIL a smoot h stret ch of la ud by moori ng th e boat and walking away with t he wire.

'I'hia is not a rigidly accurate method, b ut, for slror t lines, the r esult s will be
found to compare favorably with those ob tained with the surveyor's chain,
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Thermometers were procured 'from various manufacturers during 'the earlier
operations of "the Fish Oommisaiou and issued for service without previous comparison
with a standard. Only the best instruments of reputable makers were used, and
observations were confined to air temperatures, surface, shoal water, and moderate

. depths, hence they did not suffer materially until the scope of temperature observa
tions enlarged in the direction of the deep sea, when instrumental errors became of
sufficient frequency to cast discredit upon them.

Systematic and successful efforts were made by the officers of the Commission to
improve this branch of the service; greatercare was exercised in the selection of instru
ments; makers were informed of weak points developed in service and encouraged to
remedy them; all thermometers were rigidly compared by an officer of the Commission
and were accompanied by tables of corrections when issued for service. The accom
panying description will include only the thermometers of the Albatross, as they
represent the types in use on board the vessels of the Commission.

Thermometers for air temperatures are made by J. & H. J. Green, New York. The
tubes are 10 inches in length, made extra strong, well seasoned, and graduated on the
stems to 10 F ... They rate with remarkable uniformity, with a maximum error of 0.3°,
minimum of 0;00, and mean of 0.1°. They are mounted in extra heavy copper cases,
open in front, with a cup in the bottom perforated with a central hole.

Wet-bttlb thermometers are the same as those above described and are prepared
for their special function by having their bulbs enveloped in lamp wick, which being
immersed in a suitable cup of fresh water placed beneath the suspended instrument.
saturates the fibers surrounding the bulb by capillary attraction.

Thermometers for surface temperatures are the same as before described for air,
and are prepared for use by inserting a. cork into the central hole in the bottom of the
frame.

The Tagliabue thermometers attached to the Hilgard ocean salinometers are simple
tubes, with ronnd bulbs, protected by perforated brass cages and fitted to slide into
the front of the salinometer cup, The older make, graduated on the stems to 10 F.,
range from 30° to 1000, while later forms are graduated to 10 centigrade, and range
from-10oto + 500.

THE NEGRETTI & ZAMBRA DEEP-SEA THERMOMETER.

The following description is copied in part frOID the catalogue of Negretti & Zam
bra. The construction of the thermometer will be understood by reference to fig. 2,
plate xx, and its shield is shown in fig. 2, plate XXI, in a vertical sectional elevation
of the Tanner deep-sea thermometer case.

The thermornetrical fluid is mercury j the bulb containing it is cylindrical, contracted in a
peculiar manner at the nook a j and upon tho shape and futruess of thill contraotiou the success of the
instrument mainly depends. Boyond a the tube is bent and a small catch reservoir at b is formed for
a purpose to be presently explained. At the end of the tube a small receptaole 0 is provided. When
the bulb is downward the glass contains sufficient mercury to fill tho bulb, tube, and a part of the
receptacle 0, leaviug, if the temperature ill high, sufficient space in o, Whon the thermometer is held
bulb upward, the mercury breaks at a, and by its own weight flows down the tube lllling 0 and a
portion of the tube above 0, depending upon the existing temperature. The scale is accordingly made
to be read upward from e,
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obliteration. The part of the stem which forms the background to the graduations is enameled white
to gi ve distinctness to the mercury.

To make this instrument nvailnble for deep-sea use it is necessary to provide some reliable method
of turning the bulb upward lit the proper time; also, to prevent it from turniug dOWIl again before
the surface is reached and the temperature read,

Plate xx shows a metal frame devised by Commander Magnaghi of the
Italian navy. It is described as follows in an advertisement of Messrs. Negretti &
Zambra:

Negl'etti <S' Zambra's patent imprOl'edframe eiaiulard deep-sea thel'mometws.-A is a metallic frame in
which the ease 13, eontaining the thermometer, is pivoted upon an axis H, b;lt not balanced npon it. C
is a screw fan attached to a spindle, ouo cud of which works in a socket D, and on the other e11(1 is
formed the thread of a screw E, about half an inch long, uud just above it is a small pin or BtOP F,
on the spindle. G is a aliding top-piece, against which the pin F impinges when the thermometer
is adjusted for use. The screw E works into the end of the case B, the length of play to which it is
adjusted. The number of tnrns of the screw into the case is regulated b..". meuns of the pin nnd stop
piece. The thermometer iu its case is held in position l.y the screw E and descends into the sea in this
position (fig. 1), the fan p not acting during the descent because it is checked by the stop P. When
the ascent commences the fan revolves, raises the screw E, and releases the thermometer, which then
turns over and registers the temperature of that spot, owing to the axis II being below the center of
gravity of the case B as adjusted for the descent. Each .rovolution of the fun represents abont 2 feet
of movement through the water, so that the whole play of the screw requires 70 or 80 feet ascent;
therefore, the space through which the thormorneter should pass before turning over must be regulated
at starting. If the instrument ascends a few feet by reason of a stoppage of the line while attaching
other thermometers, or through the heave of the sea, or uny cause whatever, the subsequent descent
will cause the fan to carry back the stop to its initial position, and such stoppages may occnr any
number of times provided the line is not made to ascend throngh the space necessary to cause the
fan to release the thermometer.

When the hauling in has caused the turn-over of the thermometer the lateral spring K forces the
spring L into a slot in the case B and damps it (fig. 3) until it is received on board, so that 110 change
of position ean occur in the rest of the ascent from any cause. .

The case B is cut open to expose the scale of the thennomotor, and is also perforated to allow
free entry of the water."

The Magnaghi frame above described is a great improvement on the wooden cases
formerly furnished .by the makers, but even this did uot prove entirely satisfactory
in all respects, inasmuch as it could not be secured to sounding wire, and could not,
therefore, be used in series. The fan failed to act occasionally, and the spring's K and
I~ were apt to hold the case B in a vertical position by friction, thus preventing the
turn over at the proper time. \

This thermometer was first used by the Fish Oommission in 1877, when it was
mounted in a wooden case about 13 inches ill length, secured to the lead line by a
lanyard at the bulb end, A cylindrical cavity contained a quantity of shot, movable
from end to end, sufficient to nearly overcome its buoyancy in sea water. On sending
the case down the friction of the water, aided by the buoyancy of the case, tended to
keep it upright and bulb down in the water, the shot rolling promptly to the lower
end of the cavity. Reversing the motion and hauling in the line the case was capsized
and the shot run to the other end, tending to keep it down and the bulb uppermost.

This arrangement answered its purpose at moderate depths in smooth water
where veering and hauling of the lead line could be made continuous, but the motion
of the vessel in a moderate seaway was sufficient to capsize it' again and again, and
the case lost its buoyancy in about 600 fathoms, the wood becoming waterlogged.
Many attempts were made, both in this country and in Europe, to improve the ease,
and in September, 1880, the writer attached a spring latch to the end opposite the
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bulb, which, grasping the wire, held the thermometer iu a vertical position during its
descent and, when ready to haul up, the latch was disengaged by the impact of a
metallic messenger sent down on the wire, and the thermometer promptly capsized by
the preponderance of weight, the shot haviug been blocked in the free end of the case.

The next improvement, introduced a few days later, was simply a brass tube,
seven-eighths inch in diameter, in which the thermometer was placed and held in
position by rubber rings. The bulb end was secured to the sounding line by a lan
yard and the other end carried a pair of slip hooks, which, encircling the line, insured
a vertical position, bulb down, during its descent. It was reversed by impact of a
messenger, as before, and, having no buoyancy, it retained its position, bulb up, even if
the reeling in was interrupted or the vessel was laboring in a seaway. The messenger
was of brass, cylindrical in form, with rounded ends, and weighed from 3 to 4 ounces.

This device became known as the Tanner case and proved' efficient in the mod
erate depths sought by the Fish Hawk, but, in anticipation of more extended explora
tions on board the Albatross, then under construction, I considered it necessary to
devise some method of registering in deep water without the loss of time incident to
the descent of a messenger. The propeller of the Sigsbee water bottle suggested a
simple and reliable method of reversing at any desired depth and permitting the use
of any number of instruments in series.

The attention of Passed Assistant Engineer William L. Baillie, U., S. N., being
called to the matter, he devised the propeller attachment which screwed to the upper
end of the Tanner case, the slip hooks being removed for the purpose. The action
of the propeller is practically the same as in the Magnaghi frame, received later in
the same year. The device became known as the Baillie-Tanner case. It operated
perfectly, so far as the prompt and unfailing overturning of the thermometer was
concerned, but the weight, bulk, and general form of the free end was such that it
subjected the delicate instrument to undue jarring on the way up, frequently shaking
the mercury down from the bulb or catch reservoir into the tube and vitiating the
observation. It was used in common with. the Magnaghi frame, each having its
merits, but both were lacking in some essential qualities and were superseded late in
the season of 1~83 by the device described below.

THE TANNER IMPROVED THERMOMETER CASE AND SIGSBEE CLAMP, USED
WITH THE NEGRETTI & ZAMBRA DEEP-SEA THERMOMETER.

Frg. 1, plate XXI, shows the apparatus complete, and fig. 2 a vertical sectional
elevation of the metal case containing the thermometer. The frame is of brass, cast
in one piece, as light as .is consistent with the required strength.

The case f is a brass tube of commercial pattern, 1 inch in diameter. It has a
piece of metal soldered in its lower end to support the spiral spring It, and pivots to the
frame at j. The cap i is screwed upon the upper end of the case, and is pierced with a
central hole for the reception of 'the spindle o,carrying the propeller n, which is
secured to it by a through drift pin. The upper part of the spindle has a screw thread,
which works in a thread ill the head of the frame. Its lower part has a plain surface,
with rounded end, and revolves freely in its bearing and in the hole in the cap i, The
set screwp regulatesthe distance the thermometer must be drawn up through the
water before it is overturned and the temperature registered: The range is from 3 to
25 fathoms. The clamp q is the Bigsbee clamp used by him on water bottles and the
Miller-Casella deep-sea thermometer. It is of phosphor bronze and performs its work
admirably either on the stray line or sounding wire. When clamping to the latter,
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however, the bight of wire between the two jaws of the clamp should be drawn back
over the head of the clamp screw 1", to prevent slipping. The guard 1n is intended
for the protection of the propeller against aceidental contact with the sounding
machine or ship's side.

The method of mounting and protecting the thermometer in its case will be readily
understood by reference to fig. 2, where, securely inclosed in its glass shield, it is ever
resting in rubber-lined thimbles, which move freely along tlJeinner surface of the case
and guard it laterally, while the delicate spiral springs of phosphor bronze protect it
longitudinally from the jarring caused by the rapid motion of the reeling engine, which,
with the old methods of mounting, sometimes affected the reliability of observations
by shaking the mercury down into the tube. The temperature is read through the
slot k by means of a reading lens. The case is pivoted at j in such a manner that it
swings freely after it is capsized but can not strike the wire while reeling in.

To take a temperature set the spindle 0 into the 1101e in the cap i by screwing it
down until the propeller blades strike the set screw p;then,by means of the Bigsbee
clamp q, secure it to the temperature rope. The bulb will thCll-be down and the
mercury in the tube connected with it, the position required to take the temperature.
The water acting OIL the propeller during the descent will keep it in position resting
against the set screw p, but as soon as th13 reeling in begins the propeller is-set in
motion, bringing the screw on the upper end of the spindle into action, gradually
raising the propeller until the lower end of the spindle is withdrawn from the hole in
the cap i, when the thermometer promptly turns over and registers the temperature
by breaking the column of mercury at tue poiut a" the column then falling to the
bottom of the tube. The scale can' be read at any time, providing the thermometer
has been kept bulb up, as changes of temperature do not affect the reading after the
column is once broken.

READING LENS FOR l'HE l'ANNER THERJ\WMETER OASE.

It. is a difficult thing to hold a thermometer vertically and exactly opposite the
eye, some observers tipping it forward a little, and some backward, with a conseqnent
change in the apparent relative positions of the top of the
mercury column and of the scale behind it. Dr. Kidder
tested a number of different observers and found that the
probable parallax error in reading, by those who use the
thermometers in practice, is not far from 0.3°. While
this error is of little moment in the ordinary temperature
observations in air or at the surface, it assumes greater
importance in the deep sea, where variations ill tempera
ture are slight, and, to eliminate errors of parallax as far
as possible, he introduced a reading lens made by Mr .
•Joseph Zentmayer, of Philadelphia, which he describes as
follows: '

. The lens is about 3 inches foeal Iength, fitted at right
angles to the center of a brass saddle adapted to the con- CUT 47.-Readillg Ieus for Tan-
vex surface of the thermometer case~ and provided with nor thermometer coso.

a short draw tube for focusing. The eyepiece opening is made smaller than the pupil
of the eye, and there is therefore no variation in the reading, whatever may be the
inelination to the perpendicular at which the scale is viewed. The mnguifying power
of the lens makes it much easier than formerly to read the temperature to fractious of
It degree.
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THE MILLER-CASELLA DEEP-S~A THERMOMETER.

for deep- sea work;
The magnet seen

Plate XXII shows this thermometer in the copper case used
also partially dismounted to show the form of eonstruetion.
between the two instruments is used to adjust the indices.

The following description is from Sigsbee's Deep-sea Sounding and Dredging,
page 108:

A glass tube bent in the form of U is fastened to the vulcanite frame, ana to the latter are
secured white glass plates containing the graduated scales. Each limb of the tube termiuates in It

bulb. A column of mercury ocouples the bend and a part of the capillary tube of each limb.
The large bulb and its corresponding limb above the mercury are wholly filled with a mixture of

creosote and water; the opposite limb above the mercury is partially filled "'ith the same mixture,
the remaining space therein bcing occupied by compressed air. In the mixture, on each Bide,;s
a steel index having a horsehair tied around it near the npper extremity. The cuds of the elastic
horaehairybeing held in a pendant position by the inner walls of the tube,.exert enough pressure
to oppose a frictional resistance to a movement of the index in elevation or depression. As thus
described, the instrument is a self-registering maximum and minimum thermometer for ordinary
use. The indications are given by the expansion and contraction of the creosote and water mixture
in the large full bulb.

The Instrument is set by bringing the lower end of the indices in contact with the mercury by.
means of a maguet provided for the pnrpose. Then, when the instrument is submitted to a higher
temperature, the expansion of the mixture in the large bulb depresses the COlUDlIl of mercury 011 that
side and correspondingly elevates it on the other side. A decrease of temperature, contracts the
mixture in the large bulb, and by the elastic force of the compressed air in the smaller bulb a
transference of the column of mercury takes place in precisely the reverse manner to that which
occurs on a rising temperature. Thus the mercury rises in the left limb for a lower and in the rigllt
limb for a higher temperature. The greater the change of temperature the higher the point reached
in the respective limbs; hence the scale on the left is gradnated from the top downward, and that on
the right from the bottom upward. The rising of the mercury in either limb carries with it the
index of that limb, and on the retreat of the mercury the index remains at the highest point attained.
The bottom of the index, being the part which has been in contact with the mercury, gives the point
at which to take th~ reading.

The large bulb of this thermometer is now protected from pressure by a glass
shield which surrounds it; the space between the shield and bulb is nearly filled with
alcohol, which acts as a transmitting medium for temperature, performing the same
function as the mercury in the shield of the Negretti & Zambra thermometer. The
shield above mentioned has added much to the value of the instrnment, as it has
practically eliminated errors arising from varying pressures.

This thermometer has been considered the standard for deep-sea work, and when
several were to be sent down to great depths on the same line it was unrivaled until the
present improvements in the methods of capsizing the Negretti & Zambra thermometers
were introduced. It is not as sensitive as the Negretti & Zambra, but under the above
conditions a delay of a few minutes is not of great importance.

The movable indices are a fruitful source of annoyance and vexatious delay. An
index may, withont apparent cause, absolutely refuse to move in the tube; coaxing
with the magnet is followed by lightly tapping the frame in the hand or swinging it
rapidly about the head, and if this fails more vigorous tapping is apt to follow with
various active measures, none of which tend to improve the general condition of the
instrument. The indices are also liable to move if the instrument is subjected to rough
treatment, although this is not of frequent occurrence with careful handling.

Most of the minor easualties to which the instrument is liable are apparent to the
eye and are readily adjusted.
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KIDDER'S THERMOMETER COMPARISONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Surgeon J. H. Kidder, U. S. N., had charge of the thermometers of the United
States Fish Commission from 1883 to 1885, during which time he compared every
instrument before it was issued for service. Since thel'l they have been corrected
by the United States Weather Bureau. Kidder's methods' and appliances were
sufficiently simple and effective to 'serve as a guide for the preparation of similar
apparatus on shipboard. The substance of the 'following is taken from his report
Oil the thermometers of the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, 1885.
He used two Fahrenheit standards, made by J. Hicks, London, and verified at the
Kew Observatory. They were pointed to fifths of a degree, and a good reading could
be made to tenths of It degree; they ranged from 100 to 1200 F.

A small comparing jar was first used, in which the instruments to be corrected
were immersed with the standard. A ring stirrer was provided, and the jar had a
wooden cover perforated with suitable holes to allow
the instruments to pass through and hold them in
place. By agitating the stirrer up and down, the water
contained in the vessel was thoroughly mixed and a
uniform temperature obtained. This simple contriv
ance answered very well for ordinary thermometers with
bulbs exposed directly to the water, but admitted only
two or three instruments at a time, owing to the com
paratively small volume of water which it contained.
A larger jar with a capacity of 22 gallons was subse-
quently used. •

For the" zero point," or 3~0 P., the thermometers
to be tested were immersed in finely-broken ice (,OIl

tained in a large glass percolator, 12 inches wid, by
12 inches deep, with a small opening at the bottom for
the escape of water as fast as the ice melted. This
percolator is supported upon. a suitable iron tripod and
holds 8 thermometers without crowding.

For deep-sea thermometers, which are protected CUT 48.-SJDall comparing jar.

against water pressure by double glass bulbs and which are therefore slow and require
exposure to a, constant temperature for at least 10 minutes, Prof. T. Russel's comparing
jar was used, a sectional elevation of which is shown in cut 49.

'I'he outer can A is of galvanized iron, 13~ inches high by 11 inches in diameter;
B is an earthenware jar, 11 inches high by 8 inches ill diameter; C is a tinned copper
pot, fitting pretty closely into B and suspended by a flange at the top. Inside of 0
is a eopper frame, movable about a central spindle, to which the thermometers are
attached. A ring stirrer moves ill the space between A and B, and another between
o and the thermometer frame. When the temperatures to be observed are below that
of the air, the spaces between A ana B and within C are filled with water, that in the
outer space being from 50 to 100 colder than that in contact with the thermometers.
It is advised that t,hey should be immersed for a time in water near the temperature
sought before transferring them to the comparing jar.

By agitating both bodies of water briskly with the stirrers and observing the
standard thermometer in the inner' jar from time to time, a sensibly constant tempera
ture will at length be reached, at which the gain in temperature of' the water ill the
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inner jar by contact with the warmer air at its surface is very satisfactorily compensated
by its loss through the air space between Band 0 and the badly conducting walls of
B. For temperatures higher than that of the air the water in the outer jar must be
warmer than that ill the inner. No positive rules for differences in the temperatures
of the water in the inner an outer jars can be established, yet it may. be said, in

general terms, that the greater the difference
between the temperature of the air and that
desired for comparison the greater should be
the difference between the temperatures of
water in the outer and inner jars.

To a void parallax error in reading, the jars
were leveled and readings taken by aid of a hand
lens, with the eye and top of the mercury column
at the level of the top of the outer jar, across the
two sides of which the reading is sighted, the
thermometer being held in contact with one of
the walls of the jar and parallel wi th the central
spindle of the frame to insure its perpeudicu
larity. Oomparisons of readings taken ill this
simple way with readings taken by the cathe
tometer, the thermometer being secured in a
perpendicular position, show no perceptible
error. When issued, each thermometer was
accompanied by a printed blank correspondiug
to a stub slip in the rating book and filled out
for each point at which a comparison was made.

The following admirable article (pp. 830-336)
upon the methods of thermometer correction
is kindly contributed by O. F.Mal'vin, professor
of meteorolog-y United States Weather Bureau,
and affords valuableInformation regarding the

-----,.----.--- physical principles involved as well as their
CUT 49.-Comparing jar for deep-sea practical application in the comparison and cor-

thermometers; rection of thermometers.

NOTES UPON THERMOMETERS AND HOW TO DETERMINE THEIR ERRORS.

A clear understanding of the methods employed in determining the errors of .
thermometers can not be obtained without a correct conception of the physical prin-,
ciples involved intbe measurement of temperature and the action of thermometers
in general. The following remarks will therefore preface a description of the methods
employed at the United States Weather Bureau for comparison of thermometers:

TIle several scales of units employed in the measurement of temperatures are
all based upon two definite temperatures at which certain simple and easily reproduced
physical phenomena invariably occur. The melting of ice formed from pure water
furnishes one of these temperatures, called, generally, the freezing point. The second
definite point in the scale of temperatures, namely, the boiling point, is established
in the temperature of the steam from pure boiling- water.
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To accurately reproduce a standard boiliug-point temperature it is necessary that
the escaping steam be subjected to a pressure 'equivalent to the pressure of a vertical
column of pure mercury 760 millimeters high, when its temperature is at the freezing
point, and under a gravity equal to that at sea level and at latitude 450.

The temperature interval between the freezing and boiling points on any thermo
metric scale is, therefore, established by two definite physical phenomena. The
subdivision of the interval into small and conve-nient units is purely arbitrary and
need not be considered here.

The errors to which the ordinary mercury in glass thermometers are subject are
the result of three wholly different causes. The sources of errors are:

(1) The inequalities in the diameter of the bore of the thermometer from point to
point along the stem. Tubes can not be produced of absolutely uniform diameter, and
where the diameter is large, unless compensated for in the graduations, the tempera
ture Indicated will tend to be too low, and too high where the bore is narrow. We may
include in this source of error any accidental irregularity in the scale of graduations.

(2) The second source of error is found in the character of the expansion of the
mercury itself. The amount of increase in volume for a small increase in temperature
is not exactly the same at low and high temperatures, and the error due to this cause
is further;modified by the irregular expansion of the glass envelope. No two kinds
of glass will expand in quite the same way.

(3) A third source of error arises from a small, protracted, and gradual shrinkage
of the glass in the bulb of the thermometer. Different varieties of glass exhibit
marked differences of behavior in this respect. A thermometer heated to the boiling
or other high temperature to-day, and which registers correctly when tested at the
freezing point 'Yill, a month hence, when again tested at the freezing point, often be
found to indicate one or two tenths of a degree too high.

It results from the second source of errol' mentioned above, _that, even if a
mercury in glass thermometer be constructed with the greatest care, its freezing and
boiling points fixed with extreme precision, and its scale of graduations adapted to
perfectly compensate for inequalttles in the bore, the instrument will yet fail to
indicate temperatures correctly, because of the variable rate of expansion of mercury
combined with the unknown and more or less irregular behavior of the glass envelope.

It is necessary to have recourse to some other standard for comparison. For
tnnately, the expansion of dry air, when free from carbonic acid, or better, of pure,
dry hydrogen, is found to be almost perfectly regular over a very wide range of
temperatures and is, therefore, capable of being a true index of temperature. The air
thermometer, then, is the standard instrument commonly adopted for the measurement
of temperature. Its use, however, being a matter of considerable complication, the
errors of suitable high-grade mercurial thermometers are determined once for all
with great care by extended comparisons with the air thermometer, whereupon the
mercurials are available for convenient and frequent use as working substandards
representing the air-thermometer scale.

The difference between temperatures on the air thermometer scale and a normal
mercury in glass thermometer may amount to nearly two-tenths of a degree at ordinary
temperatures and is much greater at temperatures above the boiling point.

It is advisable in all cases that the graduations of mercurial and other similar
thermometers be etched on the stem and 110t engraved on a separate strip of wood or
metal, as is often the case.
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COMPARISON OF THERMOMETERS.

We determine the error of a thermometer at the temperature of the freezing point
by completely covering the bulb and that portion of the stem containing mercury with
clean ice shaved up into fine fragments by a jack-plane. This test must be made ill a
place where the air temperature at the time is above the freezing point, so that the
ice will melt steadily. After being exposed to this condition for five or six minutes a
~eading of the thermometer shows whether 01' not it is correctly graduated and the
amount of allY error that- may exist.

For any other temperature 'than freezing, except the boiling temperature, the
thermometer to be tested and a standard are placed in a bath of water, if the

-temperature is above freezing, or of alcohol if below freezing. The liquid being
thoroughly stirred so us to render the temperature uniform throughout, a quickly
made reading of the two thermometers shows the amount of error in the graduations
of the one under test.

When a large number of instruments are to be compared with standards, as is the
case at the Weather Bureau, the thermometers are collected together in bunches of
12 each. Only the glass tubes are placed in the bunches, the metal backs of the
thermometers being removed during comparison, not only to avoid bulkiness but to
prevent the injurious effects and slight corrosion of the metal caused by the water
and alcohol baths. The bunches are formed upon flat metal frames adapted to
receive six thermometers on each face, front and back, the thermometers being held
by rubber bands.

For the freezing-point test a small wooden box 5 inches wide, 4 inches deep, and
18 inches long is employed. To permit the water from the melting ice to escape, the
bottom is pierced with irregularly distributed holes 1 inch in diameter and about 2rr
inches apart. This box is nearly filled with clean, shaved ice, bunch after bunch of
thermometers are placed therein and new ice added and packed closely around each
thermometer and piled up above the sides of the box until the bunches are Wholly
covered, being supported by the ice.

The readings of the thermometers are then made and recorded, the ice being
scraped away so as to expose the stems in the vicinity of the ends of the mercurial
columns. A small eye-lens is always employed to assist the vision and to insure tbat
the line of sight is exactly at rigbt angles to the stem of the thermometer.

This reading glass consists of a small lens having a focal length of about 1;)
inches, It is set in a brass tube t inch in diameter and 3 inches long. The lens is
about Ii inches from one end of tbe tube and the opposite end is,,closed by a metal
cap having a small hole in the center, about one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter. In
reading a thermometer the open end of the brass tube is set squarely against the
g-lass stem while the eye sights through the small hole in tbe cap. The eyc estimates
fractions of a degree to the nearest tenth, or, if the grad uations are halves or fifths of
degrees, then the estimation is to the nearest hundredth of a degree.

The tests at the freezing' temperature are followed by tests at temperatures 420,
520, and so on, for every ten degrees up to 1020 or 112°. The apparatus employed
consists of two cylindrical copper cans, one within the other. The outer can is 12
inches in diameter, the inner 8.5, and each is 13 "inches high. Three feet upon the
bottom of the inner can make a space of three-quarters of an inch between the bottoms
of the two vessels. Tbe inside vessel is fitted with a light metal frame in the form of
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a square, with one side removed and having three prongs or arms with notches at the
ends that fit over the rim of the can. The frame is thus supported over the center of
the vessel and on a level with its top. Two bunches of thermometers may be placed
within the open squareythe sides of which are provided, in addition, with several holes
three-eighths of an inch in diameter, through one of which is placed the working
substandard, as may be most convenient for URe during comparisons. A short fragment
of small rubber tubing slipped over the stem of the substandard prevents it from
passing entirely through the relatively large hole in the frame and permits placing
the bnlb of the substandard at the same depth in the can as those of the bunched
thermometers. These latter are submerged to within about one-half inch of the top
of the stern.

The two cylindrical vessels are not fastened, the one to the other. The smaller
sets loosely but about centrally within the other. Each is fitted with a dasher for
effectually stirring the water, with which both vessels are filled brimming full. These
dashers consist of annular brass plates fitted with an upright rod of brass attached at
one side and reaching just above the top edge of the vessels, respectively, where a
large thumbscrew head is attached that facilitates grasping the dasher. The dasher
in the outer vessel traverses the annular spacebetween the two; that within the smaller
vessel encircles the bunched thermometers hanging in the center. The comparator is
placed within a shallow tray of the photographer's type, to retain the water which may
accidentally slop over.

The comparisons require the services of two persons-the observer and the recordcr.
The numbers of the twelve thermometers constituting a bunch are recorded in the

record book of observations in two groups of six numbers each, representing the six
thermometers on one face of the bunch. An additional space in each group contains
the number of the substandard used in the comparison, and the two groups are classed
together under a number corresponding to that stamped on the metal plate of the
bunch; the side bearing the number is the front, the other is the back.

The comparisons, for example at 42°, are made as follows: Two bunches of ther-,
mometers and the substandard are placed in the bath. Ice in small fragments is
added to the water until the temperature is less than half a degree above or below
420. A slight excess of ice is allowed to remain, and if the room in which the compar
ison is made is comfortably warm the temperature of the water in the outside vessel
is regulated to be 1° or ~o lower than that of the inside vessel, in order to lessen the
tendency of the temperature of the baths to rise.

The water is stirred actively by hand, and when the temperature, by a few prelim
inary readings of the substandard, is seen to change very little the stirring is suspended,
a careful reading of the substandard is made and recorded, and immediately followed
by recording the readings of the six thermometers on the face of' the first bunch, which
is lifted in the water a little so as to expose the tops of the columns. The bunch is
turned back to the front, the water thoroughly stirred, the substandard and the six
thermometers Oil the back of the bunch read and recorded. The bunch is removed
from the water, which is again stirred, and readings of the second bunch are made
and recorded in precisely the same manuel'.

When special accuracy is to be attained the readings at each temperature are
.repeated aR many times as may be desired.

The temperature of the water baths is increased by replacing a portion of their
contents, withdrawn by a siphon, with hot water.
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When comparisons are made at temperatures below freexing, the low-temperature
comparator has been found to answer all requirements in a most admirable manner,
and has been used to produce temperatures as low as 65° F. below zero. Still lower
temperatures, it seems, are easily obtained, though up to this time no occasion to go
to lower temperatures has arisen.

The annular iron flask A is made of the best iron boiler-flue tubing, strongly fitted
with the headpieces b b', The outside diameter of the two tubes is, respectively, (i
and 9 inches, the flask being 9 inches high and containing about 1 gallon. The whole
stands within a copper can, itself placed within a larger wooden jacket, the interspace
being filled with cotton. A top plate of metal, c c, partly covers the can, to which it
is tightly screwed, leaving a circular opening at the center of about the same diameter
as the inside of the flask A. 'I'he whole is again covered, except the opening, by a
loosely flttlugwoodeu plate, 'W 'W. The alcohol with which the can'is filled can be
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CUT 50.-Low-temperaturo comparator.

stirred in a most thorough manner by means of a disk dasher, S, moving near the
bottom of the can and within the iron flask. This passes the alcohol in a rapid
manner from the inner portion to the outside around the iron flask and vice versa, with
the most satisfactory results.

The iron flask, by means of the screw-threaded outlet of its valve, can be joined
by a very short piece of pipe to a flask of ammonia, which, in this case, must always
be upside down in order to run off the liquid. If the flask A contains air, generally
only a small quantity of liquid ammonia will enter, and this is best effected by opening
the valves quite promptly. To further charge the flask it is first necessary to drive
out the air, for which the stock ammonia flask is disconnected and a rubber tube or
other outlet attached. The ammonia in the gaseous state, when permitted to escape
from A,' carries with it the air also. The temperature of the alcohol is gradually
lowered, and if an additional supply of ammonia is needed any quantity may be
drawn from the supply flask out of which the ammonia will DOW be strongly forced by
its greater vapor pressure, due to the difference of temperature of the two flasks.
The ammonia gas is best disposed of by passing it into a bottle or other vessel of
water, which is thus, in time, converted into excellent aqua ammonia.
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One can judge of the quantity drawn off only by the sound and such circum
stances. A note, however, is always kept of the weights of the stock flask, giving
not only how much has been withdrawn, but its present contents as well. Between
4 and 5 pounds of ammonia are sufficient to lower the temperature to -650 and work
at various intermediate temperatures for several hours. 'I'he temperature can be
readily lowered to any point down to -200 F., simply using the rubber tube and
water vessel. At this point, however, the escape. of the ammonia gas is slow, owing
to its diminished pressure. The pump shown at P is then brought into requisition.
'I'he diameter of the barrel is nearly 3 inches and the construction is somewhat
peculiar, there being but one valve. Oonnection with the flask A is made at the top
of the pump, the communication with the inside being through the small holes near
the top of the cylinder. The piston when in its highest position is above these holes.
At the bottom of the cylinder is a large, flat valve, closing upward with gentle
pressure. From the valve way the passages to the outside are seen in the side view
of this portion of the pump. The valve itself is pierced with a small hole of only
about one-sixteenth inch diameter, and the whole pump is securely fastened inside a
bucket or similar vessel nearly filled with water, which makes its way into the pump
through the small hole in the valve; in some cases of low inside pressure quite a
fountain-like jet of water is formed. With the piston in its highest position the
ammonia has free communication to the pump cylinder and is rapidly absorbed by
the water which· is readily renewed by emptying the cylinder with a stroke of the
piston. The absorption of the ammonia by the water is very vigorous generally,
and the number of strokes of the pump necessary to dispose of a comparatively large
volume of gas is correspondingly small.

The pump is remarkably effective, though when not in action the piston must
be secured in a lowered positiou in order to prevent the rise of heated water into the
tube and possibly the flask A, though the valve of the latter is geuerally kept closed
when the gas is not being drawn off. During the escape of the gas the flask and its
contents are always noticeably colder than the alcohol, so that it is easy to secure
very nearly a stationary temperature of the latter for several minutes, shortly after
the valve is closed.

Except as otherwise specially mentioned all measurements of the differences in
level of the mercurial columns were made with a most excellent and substantial
cathetometer made some years since by the Societe Genevois. The vertical bar is a
cylinder supported on sharp cones at both top and bottom; The two telescopes are
each fitted with excellent micrometer eyepieces. Only one of these was used, and its
micrometer screw was examined for errors, which were found so small as to be quite
unimportant, and no correction for this was necessary. Except in the very first
work the distance of the manometer tubes from the objective was 359 mm., and the
micrometer reticule was 349 mm, from the objective, The image, therefore, is about
the same size as the object.

Many determinations of the value of one division of the micrometer were made
during the progress of the work, with only very slightly different results. One
division corresponded almost exactly to 0.005 mm., and this could be subdivided to
tenths by estimation.

The value of one division of the telescope level was nearly three seconds. The
level was at all times carefully watched and sometimes recorded, but corrections for
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errors of this kind were always unnecessary, as the cathetometer in this respect, as
in all others, has proved to be a most perfect instrument.

The comparisons of special forms of thermometers require slight modifications of
the processes that have been described.

Alcohol thermometers are much slower in changing temperature than mercurial
thermometers, both on account of the less conductivity of the liquid and because of
the adhesion of liquid to the walls of the stem. Time must be allowed for the liquid
to drain down when observations are made under conditions of falling- temperature.

Maximum thermometers are not as a rule compared below freezing, and require
a special apparatus for whirling them while packed in ice. The temperature of the
water baths should be allowed or caused to gradually increase while comparing maxi
mum thermometers.

.The upsetting deep-sea thermometers, owing to the peculiar construction of the
bulb, require prolonged exposure in ice; about a half hour is allowed, to make sure
that the bulb is at a true freezing temperature. The bunches of these thermometers
contain only six instruments, three 011 a side. The bunch is upset while still packed
with ice, wbichis then partially removed for reading. At otbertemperatures only.
one large vessel of water is used. After about five minutes exposure to a stationary
temperature, the water being thoroughly stirred, the substandard is read, the bunch
upset in the water, and readings made and recorded.

REDUCTION OF OBSERVATIONS.

Each substandard, after comparison with the air thermometer, is provided with
a table of normal corrections, but these for con venience are computed on the supposition
that the correction at the freezing point is 0.0°, for the reason that, as already pointed
out under "A third source of error," on page 331, the correction at the freezing point
is apt to change from time to time, especially after the substandard has been used at
some high temperature, say 130° F., or more. When any doubt exists as to what
corrections to apply to the indications of the substandard, it should be tested at the
freezing point.. Suppose we find the thermometer reads 0.23 of a degree too high,
the true correction at the freezing point is therefore ~0.23°, and this amount must
be algebraically added to each correction given in the table of normals.

The recorded readings of the substandard being corrected by the application of
the corrections found in the above manner, we have the true temperature of the water
according to the air-thermometer scale during the several comparisons. 'rhe correction
of a thermometer at the temperature of one of these observations is the quantity
which must be algebraically added to its reading in order to make the reading indicate
the true temperature of the water, that is, to make the reading agree with the corrected
reading of the substandard.

Thermometers require recomparison from time to time, but only at the freezing
point. Whatever change in the correction is found necessary at this point must also
be made in each of the other corrections found in the original comparisons. This is
explained in the remarks about the corrections to be used with the substandard.

When a greater or less portion of the mercurial column in the stem of the. ther
mometer is exposed to a different' temperature than the bulb, the indications are
slightly in error and a correction should be applied. Tllis is sometimes necessary in
the use of long substandards. It is to be avoided as far as possible.
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The density of sea water in different latitudes and at different depths is an ele
ment of so great importance in the study of ocean physics as to have caused a great
deal of attention to be paid lately to its determination. The instruments employed
tor the purpose have been, almost without exception, areometers of various forms.
'I'he differences of density as arising from saltness are so small that it is necessary to
have a very sensitive instrument. As the density of' ocean water at the temperature
of 15° C. only varies between the limits 1.0~3 and 1.028 it is necessary, in order to
determine differences to the hundredth part, that we should be able to observe
accurately the half of a unit in the fourth decimal place. This gives a great exten
sion to the scale and involves the use of a series of floats if the scale starts from fresh
water, or else the instrument assumes dimensions which make it unfit for use on
board sh Ip,

With a view to the convenient adaptation to practical use, a salinometer (plate
XXJII) was devised for the Coast Survey by Prof. J. E. Hilgard, which was subsequently
adopted for use on board the vessels of the United States Fish Commission. Fahren
heit thermometers were used, and the densities given by the graduation of the hydrom
eter were referred to pure water at 60° F. The centigrade scale was adopted by the
Coast and Geodetic Survey and by the United Statee Fish Commission in 1890, and
all hydrometer observatious since then are referred to that scale, the densities being
reduced to the temperature of 150 C. referred to pure water at 40 C.

Hilgard's ocean salinometer is composed of a series of cylindrical glass floats num
bered 1,2, and 3, respectively, their bodies 4~ inches in length by 11 inches in diame
tel', the stems 4~ inches in leugth and -l"o inch in diameter, the scales being marked on
the interior of the stems. Tbe range of No.1 is from 1000, or fresh water, to 101l;
No.2 from 1010 to 1021, and No.3 from 1020 to 1031, which gives sufficient range from
fresh water to salt, including the effect of temperature. Each unit in the third place,
or thousands of the density of fresh water, is represented by a length on the stem of
0.3 of an inch, which is subdivided into five parts, admitting of an accurate reading
of a unit in the fourth place of decimals by estimation.

The vessel for holding the specimen of water is of copper, cylindrical in form, 9i
inches in length and 1k inches in diameter, with a base of 3i inches. The water cup
itself is 8k inches long and 1* inches in diameter. The attached thermometer is
inclosed within a water-tight, glass-faced frame, secured to the cylindrical body of
the cup, a section of the latter being removed to allow free circulation of water
between its interior and the thermometer. The temperatures are read through the
glazed front, The floats are packed separately ill 1~ by lOi inch tubes or cylinders of
tin, in which they are protected by cotton, and the stems have additional protection.
of hollow, cotton-lined, wooden sleeves, which envelop them, slip inside of the tin
tubes, and impinge upon balls of cotton, with which their covers are liued,

A working set of three floats and a cup, the former iu their tubes of tin, are
packed ill neatly fitting woolen-lined apertures in a handy wooden box 11 inches long,
10 inches wide, and 4 inches high, inside measurement. Spare floats are also provided
with ti~ tubes, ill which they are always packed, either for transportation or stowage.

l!', o.B. 1896-22
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To observe the specific gravity of a specimen of sea water, fill the cup, clean and
dry the float, lower it carefully into the water, causing it to overflow from the top of
the cup, and, when the float has come to a rest, read off the scale at the surface of the
water, not from the water immediately surrounding the stem, where it is slightly
elevated by the effects of capillary attraction; note temperature of water by attached
thermometer,and correct observed density by means of subjoined table.

As before stated, the variation in specific gravity of sea water is so small that the
greatest accuracy is required to give value to observations, and experience alone will
teach the observer how difficult it is to obtain satisfactory results on shipboard when
the vessel is under way, particularly if there is much motion. In order to avoid this
fruitful source of error, a supply of the best quality of glass bottles, with ground-glass
stoppers, were procured from the manufacturers, C. Dorflinger & Sons, who describe
the material as follows:

This grade of glass is what is called "lead glass" and has been made espccia.lly for the work of
the United States Fish Commission and the National Museum. It is a glass that is very suitable for
making specimen jars and work of this character, and is composed of sand, red lead, pearl ash, nitre,
arsenic, and manganese. The quantity of arsenic is so small that it burns out in the melting and
there is no trace of it in the glass, neither is there anything in it that sea water will affect.

The water specimens are carefully sealed in" these bottles until calm, smooth
weather, or till the vessel reaches port, when the temperature of the specimens is
brought as nearly to the required standard of 15° C. as convenient and the densities
carefully observed. It has been said that the stoppers might not be tight, foreign
substances might be accidentally introduced into the bottles, or that the sea water
might attack the material of the glass itself, thereby changing the specific gravity,
all of which might have happened had not proper precautions been taken.

In the first place, the quality of glass is proof against the action of sea water,
at least for the short space of time the specimens 'are exposed; the bottles are carefully
cleansed and dried before using, and they are sealed with as much care as though they
contained volatile matter. The water specimens are retained no longer than necessary,
usually from a day to a week, never more than two weeks,and the densities are
observed with great care, under the most favorable conditions.

Bear-Admiral Makaroff, Imperial Russian navy, author of 1-1e Vitiaz et l'Ocean
Pacifique, St. Petersburg, 1894, and one of the highest authorities ou the specific
gravity of sea water, thonght the salinometer cup was too small, but his opinion was
based upon a casual inspection only, as he had never seen it in operation. Its adoption
by the United States Coast Survey and Fish Commission was upon the approval of
the most eminent physicists in the United States, and it has been in constant service
for many years without eliciting unfavorable comment in a single instance; on the
contrary, it has been commended in the highest terms as the most simple and thoroughly
practical appliance ever introduced for the purpose. ,

The table for the reduction of observed densities to 15° C. is taken from Dittmar,
Physics and Chemistry, Challenger Expedition, vol. 1, after applying to his densities
one-half of the correction given by him for reducing them ,to Thorpe and Rucker's
results; The temperature at which' the density of standard water is 1.02600 has been
shifted froIll15.560 to 150 C. for the sake of getting an integer number. The table has
been rearranged so as to give the densities of the standard water multiplied by 1000, for
whole degrees and tenths from-u> to 30.90 C. on one page. The values given should
have the figures 10 prefixed; these are omitted for brevity's sake. Thus in the table
the density for 2.50 is printed 27.92, but this must be understood to mean 102"1.92.
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The ratio designated rp (t) by Dittmar is omitted, and only its reciprocal is given
in the column headed m. The values there given appertain to the temperatures on
the same horizontal lines given in the first column. 'I'he use of this function is

'illustrated in the examples in which it appears as a multiplier for the purpose of
allowing for the different rates of expansion between standard water and the water
the density of which is being determined.

The last column has been added to this table for convenience, and gives the
correction for change in the volume of the hydrometer itself. The values given have
been computed for the mean reading 1026, and with the assumed coefficient of cubical
expansion for glass a=.000025.

Table for rcducing dcnBiticB of Bca wat6l' to 15° O.
-"
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28.03 28. 03 . 951 +0. 38

27.97 27.97 .955 .35

.89 .88 .960 .33

.RO .79 .963 .30

.69 .68 .967 .27

.58 .57 .970 .25

.46 .44 .973 .23

.31 .30 .976 .20

.16 .15 .980 .17

.00 26.98 .983 .15

26.83 .81 .986 .13

.65 .62 .989 .10

.45 .43 .992 .08

.25 .23 .995 .05
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25.82 25.79 1. 000 .00

.59 .56 1. 003 -0.02

.35 .33 1.005 .05

.09 .07 1. 007 .08

24.83 24.80 1. 009 .10
I

.57 .54 1.011 .13

.30 .28 1.01:1 .15

.02 23.99 1.015 .17

23.73 •. 70 1.018 .20

.43 .40 1.020 .23

.14 .11 1. 022 .25

22.84 22.81 1. 024 .2;

.53 .50 1. 026 .30

.20 .16 1.027 .33

21. 87 21. 84 1. 029 .35

.54 .50 1.031 .38

.7

28.04

27.98
.90
.81

.70

.59
-.47

.32

.17

.02
26.84

.66

.47

.27

.06

25.84

.61

.38

.12

24.86

.60

.33

.05
23.76

.47

.17

22.87

.56

.23

21. 90

.57

-~" -----~_..~---._--------- -_..._---

.2 .3 .4 .0 .0 1

---- --""- -""--~--
28.07 28.06 28.06 28.05 28.04

.01 .00 .00 27.99 27.99

27.95 27.94 27.92 .92 .91

.86 .85 .84 .83 .82

.76 .75 .74 .72 .71

.65 .64 .63 .01 .60

.53 .52 .51 .50 .48

.40 .38 .37 .35 .34

.25 .23 .22 .20 .19

.10 .08 .07 .05 .03

26.93 26.92 26.90 26.88 26. t6

.75 .74 .72 .70 .68

.57 .55 .53 .51 .49

.37 .35 .33 .31 .29

.17 .15 .13 .10 .08

25.95 25.93 25.91 25.88 25.86

.72 .70 .68 .65 .63

.49 .47 .45 .4~ .40

.25 .22 .20 .17 .14

24.99 24.96 24.94 24.91 24.88

.73 .70 .68 .65 .62

.47 .44 .41 .39 .36

.19 .16 .13 .10 .08

3.90 23.87 23.84 23.82 23.79

.61 .58 .55 ;53 .50

.32 .29 .26 .23 .20

.03 23.00 22.97 22.93 22.90

2.72 22.68 .65 .62 .59

.ao .36 .33 .29 .26

.06 .03 .00 21. 96 21. 93

1.73 21. 70 21. 67 .63 .60

.1

.08 28.07

.02 .01

.96 27.96

.87 .87

.78 .77

.67 .66

.56 .55

.43 .41

.28 .26

.13 .11
97 26.95

79 .77
61 .59

41 .39

21 .19

00 25.98

~: I :~~
30 .27

04 .01

78 24.75

52 .49
25 .22
96 23.93 2

67 .64

38 .35
09 .06

78 22.75 2
46 .43

13 .10

~O 21. 77

o0

-- -
0 28

1

2 27

3

4

5

II
7

8

9
10 26.

11
12

13

14
10
10 25.

17

18

19

20 24.

21

22
23 23.

24

25
20

27 22.

28

29
30 21.

The following directions are given to facilitate the use of the table: The observed
specific gravity having been taken, record the actual reading of the hydrometer and
thermometer, and apply the correction to the latter to get the true temperature t, To
the reading of the hydrometer apply the correction a, for expansion of hydrometer,
according to its sign, which will give the observed density at t = OD. The density of
standard sea water at t= SD, and the difference between observed density and density
of standard water at t = OD - SD, being multiplied by the tabular multiplier m, and
the quotient applied to standard sea water at 15° 0., according to its sign, gives the
corrected density of the sample water at 15° O.
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EXAMPLE 1. EXAMPLE II.

o °

+ 2. 46 m (OD-SD).
1026.00 standard water at 15° C.

+2.49 OD-SD.
.987 '/It, tabular multiplier.

obs. temp.
corr. to thermometer.

10.5
-.2

10.3
1029.29

+.12

corrected temp. = t,
observed hydro reading.
eorr, for expansion of hydro = a.
eorr. for hydrometer constant.

1029.41 observed density at t= OD.
1026. 92 density of standard water at t = ~D.

23.0
-0.1

22.9
1021. 00
-0.20

1020.80
1023.99

-3.19
1. 018

-3.25
1026.00

1022.75 1028.46 corrected density nt.15°.

For observations which have been reduced to 60° l<'., made with the old hydrometers indicating
densities referred to pure water at 600 F., it will suffice to subtract the constant 0.82 from the result
in order to convert the latter into absolute densities at 15~ C.

Example: Given 1024.00, the density of salt water at 600 F. referred to pure water at 600 ;F.,
1024.00-0.82=1023.18, its density at 15° C.

. The above plan of decimal notation in Examples I and II, also in the table, is
adopted for the sake of simplicity and convenience. The corrected' densities will,
however, be recorded in the customary mannervas follows: 1.02275 -1.02846,

The remarks on reduction of observed densities, the illustrative examples, and
table for reducing densities of sea water to 150 C. are taken from Bulletin No. 18,
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

SIGSBEE'S WATER-SPECIMEN CUP.

The Bigsbee water- specimen cup (platexxrv) or water bottle is designed to bring
a specimen of water from any desired depth for the purpose of analysis or to determine
its specific gravity. The valves are closed mechanically and can not be opened again,
except by hand. Therefore these cups may be used in series, any desired number
being sent down on the same line. The water bottle is made of brass, except such
parts as are mentioned as being made of other metals. The following remarks upon
its working are taken from Sigsbee's Deep-sea Sounding and Dredging, page 93.

To adjust the valves hold the upper valve firmly, and unseat the lower valve by screwing it
upward, the key (fig.5) being applied to the lower end of the valve stem f for the purpose. Then
maintaining the upper valve on its seat with the finger, or, better, by turning the screw cap down
UIJOU it, reseat the lower valve gently. In general it will. be necessary to adjust the valve only after
the cup has been taken apart for cleaning or other purposes.

The cup when in use comes to the surface filled with water, the screw cap pressing upon the upper
valve, thus securing both valves, and the propeller resting upon the screw cap. To remove the speci
men from the Clip first lift the propeller, and by giving it a few turns cause its threads to engage the
screw threads on the shaft; then turn up the screw cap until it uncouples. With the cap in this
condition the valves may be lifted and the water discharged. When the screw cap is pressing upon the
upper valve, the threads inside the former are engaged with' the threads of the shaft, but on screwing
up the cap, when its lower thread clears the upper thread of the corresponding series on the shaft,
the cap is uncoupled, which prevents any mistake being made at this point by the person handling the
cup; afterwards the screw cap may be turned in the same direction indefinitely without jamming or
changing its position on the shaft,
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PLATE XXIV.

a a
Fig. 4.

e

b Fig. 1.

~J&Jigs
THE SIGSBEE WATER SPECIMEN CUP.

Nomenclat'ltre.

a

b

FLg.2.

a. 01linder.
b. Lower valve seat.
c. Detachable upper valve seat.
d. Up!!er poppet valve.
e. Lower POPIJ<lt vnlve,
t- Valve atem,
g. German silver compression

spring.
h. The frnme,
i. German stlver rernovable eleeve.

t R~~:a~I~ilver shaft,
I. Screw thread (44 to the inoh),

7". Screw thread (44 to the inch.)
'/I. German silver propeller.
0. Huh.
p. Inside screw thread (44 to the

inch).
q. Guide cap.
r, Beveled lugs.

s. German silver hushing.
t. German ~ilver screw cap with

milled hend.
u. Beveled s1018.
v. 11I8hle screw thread,
70. Clamp lugs.
a':. Clamp pivot. screw.
y. Phosphor hronze elmnp wire.
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With the screw cap up and the propeller in any position, the cup is automatic, and may, if
desired, be lowered into the water with no other preparation; yet it is a good practice first to screw
up the propeller by hand to observe if the threads arc in perfect working order. Assuming the
propeller is to be low down on the shaft, or even resting upon the screw cap, the action of the water
is as follows:

As it descends, the valves are lifted and-held up by the resistance of the water; by the same
agency the propeller is revolved and carried upward until, like the screw cap, it is uncoupled, after
which it revolves freely on the shaft, impinging against th~ German-silver sleeve i. If the propeller
hub is allowed to come in contact with the sleeve while the screw threads are still engaged, it may
remain impacted during the subsequent ascent. To insure uncoupling at the proper time the guide
cap, which fits over the top of the hub, must be set well home in its position, when the propeller is
fltted to its shaft. It will be noticed that the blades of the propeller are bent along their upper
edges. With the blades thus bent, and all parts of the propeller made very light in weight, it has
beep. found experimentally that the alternating movement of translation imparted to the submerged
cup by the vessel's motion in a seaway will cause the propeller, when engaged with the threads on the
shaft, gradually to screw up rather than down. This shows that stoppages in the descent, whether to
attach additional cups to the rope or wire, or for any purpose whatever, may be made with safety it'
the vessel is kept idle in the water, that is, without headway or steruboard. Were the blades not bent
it is evident that the propeller would gradually screw down by the same alternating movement,
since its weight would assist its action i:u screwing down, but resist the opposite motion. Even thus
experiments have shown that with the alternating movement continued for a longer time than
would probably be occupied by any stoppage, the propeller would screw down on the shaft only a small
proportion of the distance to the screw cap. It is plain that in the-event of such action the propeller
would rise and uncouple each time the descent was continued. However, the bending of the blades
insures safety, and the valves are left free to open during the whole descent. At auy stoppage in
the descent each cup contains within its cylinder a specimen of the water from its localtty at the time
being, allowing a margin of 1 or 2 feet ..

As soon as the ascent is begun, the valves of each cup are pressed firmly on their seats by the
resistance of the water, and each propeller begins to screw down along its shaft under the same
influence. Whei; the upper thread inside the hub of the propeller clears the lower corresponding _
thread on the shaft, the propeller uncouples and drops upon the screw cap, which it clutches. The
screw call is then carried down until it comes in contact with the upper valve, from which position it
can not be removed by the action of the water or of the propeller. Both valves being thus locked,
stoppages may be made thereafter during the ascent without risking the identity of the inclosed
specimen of water.

The distance through which the cup must pass, in order that the propeller may traverse the shaft
and lock the valves, may be varied by altering the pitch of the propeller. As shown in tho drawing,
the propeller would probably not perform its work short of 50 fathoms. I settled on about 25 fathoms
as the distance most convenient. With this distance it would not be prudent to require the nppermost
cup to bring a specimen from nearer the surface than 50 fathoms. If the propellers were arranged to
lock the valve in an ascent of about 25 fathoms, and the uppermost cup were lowered only to a depth
of 10 fathoms, for instance, obviously when that cup had arrived at the height of the vessel's deck
the submerged cups, having passed through a distance of only about 12 fathoms, would not have
become locked. Each cup, as soon as discharged, should be thoroughly rinsed in fresh water.

We have found these bottles to work satisfactorily for the purpose of collecting
water specimens for specific-gravity determinations; but they will not retain the gases,
and are therefore not available for collecting specimens for chemical analysis.

Experience has taught that it is advisable to reset the valves whenever the
bottles are to be used, as their adjustment is liable to be impaired in releasing the
screw cap from contact with the upper valve. Although Sigsbee states in the remarks
quoted that the upper valve seat is detachable for purposes of cleaning, we find in
practice that the accumulation of verdignis on the screw threads makes its safe removal
impracticable. The valves and valve seats can be readily cleaned, however, without
detaching the upper valve seat.
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THE KIDDER-FLINT WATER BOTTLE.

The Kidder-Flint water bottle (plate xxv) is designed to bring up a specimen
of water from any desired depth, retaining the free gases for the purpose of analysis.
The valves close mechanically when the ascent is begun, and can not be opened again
except by hand. Therefore it may be used in series.

All parts of this water bottle are brass, except the propeller blades, which are
of German silver. The cylinder is a tube of commercial pattern; the frames, valves,
valve seats, etc., are cast brass.

51. 52. 53. 54. 55. 56.

58.

CUTS 51 and 52~-Sideand bottom view
of outer arms of propeller frame.

CUTS 53 and 54.-Side and bottom view
of inner arms of propeller frame.

CUT 55.-Side view of frame h, show
. ing clamp c.

CUT 56.-I<'ront viewof frame h, clamp
0, and clamp It.

CUT 57.-Side view of frame b, clamp
u, and pin v.

CUT 58.-Side view ofsleeve i and front
view of beveled slots k k,

CUT 59.-Side view of propeller, show
ing beveled lugs.

CUT 60.-Bottom view of propeller.
57. 59. 60.

Preparation for use.-Oleanse the inside of the cylinder from all foreign sub
stances, particularly verdigris, oil, or red lead, which is sometimes used for making
joints. Olean the valve faces and valve seats with a soft cloth, avoiding brick dust,
emery paper, or other scouring substances, as the valves are very carefully ground
in, and any scratch on their faces renders them liable to leak. The valve seats should
be removed for cleaning and replaced again, using spanners in the holes 0 p for the
purpose, and to insure tight joints without undue strain a little red lead may be used
on the shoulder between m and n. In cleaning the cyliuder particular attention
should be given to the cock e and expansion chamber d. .

The propellers should be examined to see that they work freely on the sleeves
and the supporting screws on their outer extremities., The shafts should be run up
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Fig. 1.
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PLATE XXV.

a

Fig. 2.

a. Cylindllr.
b. Framll.
c. Clamps to secure apparatus 1,0

temperature rope.
d. Expansion chamber.
e. Cook.
I. Guards.
g. Propellers.

THE KIDDER-FLINT WATER BOTTLE.

Nomenclature.

h. Shafts.
i. Sleevea.
.i, Lugs.
k. Slots.
I. Valves.

111. Valve seats.
n. End pieces.
o, Spanner holes,

p. Spanner holes.
q. Set screws.
r. Stay 1'0(18 .
B. Inrier lI!'IlIS of propeller frames.
t, Outer arms of' propeller frames,
u. Cylinder clump.
e. rill for cylinder clamp.
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and down by means of the milled heads at k; to ascertain if the screw threads work
freely andthe shafts move on their bearings without undue friction.

The propellers should then be moved outward until they clear the supporting
screws, where they will revolve freely during the descent without moving the shafts or
in any way affecting the valves. The shafts should then be screwed inward a little to
allow free connection with the valve stems l;

'The cylinder may now be placed in the frame'b, the valve stems l connected with
the shafts h, and the cylinder secured in place by the clamps u and the pins v. The
valves should then be opened inward to their full extent by means of the milled head
at k. Secure the bottle to the rope by the clamps e, with the expansion chamber
pointing upward, and it will be in readiness for use.

To obtain a specimen of water, the dredge rope is used, having' a sinker weighing
150 pounds. The apparatus being clamped to the rope a few fathoms above the
sinker, lower away as rapidly as desired to th~ intended depth, and in case of
temperature instruments not having been sent down, reel in at once.

The propellers now being brought into action soon close the valves.
The internal pressure which takes place as the apparatus ascends is relieved by

the expansion chamber d. As soon as the bottle reaches the surface the valves are
keyed to their seats through slots in the valve stems l, The cylinder is then removed
from the frame and stowed in some cool place in a vertical position until such time as
it can be delivered to the laboratory.

A vertical position is recommended in order to retain water on both sides of the
piston in the expansion chamber to avoid possible drying and shrinkage of the packing.

Taking care of the bottle.-The water specimen having been procured and the
cylinder removed, rinse the frame in fresh water and wipe it dry. Remove the set
screws q and the shafts li, wipe them dry, and put a little oil on the screw threads.

Unscrew the sleeves i from the hubs of the propellers, wipe them dry inside and
out, and oil them; wipe the propellers dry also and oil the inside of the hubs. Oil
should be used sparingly, taking care that it does not drip into the cylinder.

Having cleaned and oiled the parts, put them together and stow the frame in its
packing box, which should be kept in adry place.

As soon as the specimen has been removed from the bottle the latter should be
rinsed in fresh water, the valve seats unscrewed, and the cylinder with its attachments
carefully cleaned-and dried as directed in its preparation for USI:'. After the parts are
put together clamp the bottle in the frame. Oil should never be used on the cylinder
or its attachments.

This water bottle was devised by Dr. J. H. Kidder, of the United States Fis~

Commission; Surgeon J. M. Flint, U. S. N., attached to the Albatross, and the writer. It
is an elaboration of the Sigsbee water-specimen cup, carefully and st~ongly.constrU:cted,
and, while it has successfully withstood an internal pressure of 150 pounds per square
inch, there are still some mechanical imperfections to be remedied before it will be
considered entirely satisfactory. It was first used on board the Albairos« in 1884.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEEP·SEA EXPLORATION.

The systematic exploration of the deep sea has been confined almost entirely to
the second half of the nineteenth century, and may be said to have commenced with
the general introduction of steam, which not only furnished power to hoist the dredge,
but brought the vessel under sufficient control for snccessfully working the apparatus.
A sailing vessel, even under favorable conditions, was not well adapted for the work
of deep.sea exploration; there were no means of preventing her drifting to leeward
when hove to,and this made the preliminary operation of sounding, even in a few
hundred fathoms, a difficult matter with the old-fashioned deep-sea lead line, which
was slow to sink, and with its great and uncertain angle left the actual depth requisite
to the successful operation of the dredge still in doubt. Hemp dredge rope, used
prior to 1877, was another serious obstacle to the extension of deep-sea exploration-s
its size increasing- with the depth, and the weights required to sink it to the bottom, .
in spite of the rapid drift of the vessel, increasing the load beyond the lifting capacity
of appliances then found onshipboard.

MUller, one of the first recorded investigators, used a small dredge on the Danish
and Norwegian coasts as early as 1779, but 30 fathoms was his greatest depth. Sir
John Ross brought up specimens of animal-life about 1819 with Iris "deep-sea clamm"
from 1,000 fathoms, which caused much comment, as 300 fathoms had been generally
considered the limit beyond which no life existed in the waters of the sea.

Prof. Louis Agassiz commenced his explorations of the coast waters of the United
States in 1847, and Verrill and Stimpson followed in 1859, all confined to depths
within 50 fathoms. in 1860 Dr. Wallich reported starfish from 1,200 fathoms, brought
up ~n the sounding line.

Prom 1866 to 1869 Pourtales made an extended series of dredgings on board the
Coast Survey steamer Ooruiin, Acting Master Robert Platt, U. S. N. He made a
successful haul in 800 fathoms between Key West and Havana, and reached the
unprecedented depth of 1,125 fathoms in the Yucatan Ohanuel,

In 1868 Wyville Thomson and Dr. Carpenter, on board the Lightning, dredged in
600 fathoms between Scotland and the Faroe Islands, where they found au abundance
of marine life, and, extending their explorations to 1869-70, on board the Porcupine,
they made a successful haul of the dredge ill 2,435 fathoms, which was a great triumph,
considering the crude appliances of the day.

The United States Fish Commission commenced dredging operations in 1871, using
hemp rope, as their predecessors had done, and, working from small vessels having
limited space, with imperfect appliances of a temporary nature, they were restricted to
depths not exceeding 150 fathoms.

H. B. M. S. Ghallengm', a spar-decked sloop of war of 2,000 tons and 1,200 horse.
power, an unusually commodious vessel, was fitted out for deep-sea exploration and
sailed on her memorable scientific cruise around the world in December, 1872. Her
equipment included large quantities of hemp dredge rope which, when wet, was heavy
and bulky, requiring much labor to properly attend and care for it, yether large and
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DREDGING ENGINE: AFT, LOOKING FORWARD.

DimmlBions.

Greatest diameter of' large gypsy hcml. Inches..
Least dlameter of large typs.\' hend do .
Length oflargo gyps.V head on line of Its axis do .
J)lameter ot'inuoa"d end of small gypsy heads do ..
Diameter of: o(!thoard. end oj' smell gypsy hentls do ..
Diameter of middle of small gypsy heads do .
Lenp;th of stnall gy/,sy heads on line of their axe" do .
'J'otallength over t iree gypoy heads do ..
Diameter of main shaft do .
Diameter of spur wheel at pitch line do .
Pltch of tooth of gearlnp; do ..
Width of face of p;earing do .
Width of fuee of frietlon brake do .
N"uluber of journals on main ahnft. -- _ - -- .. __ .
Diameter o!ljollrnalo ou main shuft. inches ..
Length of journals on main shaft do .
Diameter of pinion on pitch line do .

36~

22H
24
21~

11!
8~

12~
113~

4!
40
2}.
6
4
2
4

13
9

Number of steam cyllndors .
Diameter of steam cylinders inches ..
Width of piston trllliks fore and aft do .
Wi<Uh of piston trunks athwartship ;.<10.••.
Area of croes-aection of each trunk squnre Inches ..
Not area or steam phttons,oo,01l __ do .
Stroke of pistons Inches ..
N trm ber of journals on orauk shaft __ __ u.

Diameter of crnuk-ahnfb journnls inches ..
Length of crank-shnf't .jonrnals do .
Diameter of crank pins do .
Length oforank pins do .
Length of engine base fore ltIIIlaft .....................•10 .
Width of engino base athwart.shlp (10 ..
Height of engfne do .•..
\Velght of engine pounds ..

2
10!

9
21

23!
74.84
10

2
31
6
~1i

60
96
536

6,500
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DREDGING ENGINE: FORWARD, LOOKING AFT
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trained crew were able to handle it with alacrity, coiling it upon specially prepared
pins as it was hove up or throw it oft' as rapidly as required for veering. The dredge
and trawl were hoisted by steam power, a donkey engine being provided for the
purpose. It had an ordinary gypsy head, around which several turns were taken
with the rope, which was then attended by hand. The Ohallenget· was the largest
and best-appointed vessel ever employed ill deep-sea exploration, and her subsequent
achievements, including a successful haul of the beam trawl in 2,650 fathoms and a
dredge haul in 3,875 fathoms, are sufficient proof of her efficiency.

The introduction of steel-wire dredge rope on board the United States Coast
Survey steamer Blake in 1877 effected a revolution in deep-sea dredging as complete
as the use of pianoforte wire accomplished in the methods of sounding.

The earlier investigations of the United States Fish Oommissiou were conducted
on board small vessels loaned by the Navy Department and temporarily equipped for
deep-sea exploration. Hemp line was used for sounding, also for dredging and
trawling, an ordinary engine with a single gypsy head being employed for hoisting.

A marked advance was made in the equipment of the Fish Hawk by the
introduction of pianoforte wire for sounding and steel-wire rope for dredging.

All the later improvements bearing upon the work of the Albatross were embodied
in her equipment, which also included many novel appliances.

DREDGING ENGINE.

Plates XXVI and XXVII represent the dredging engine, the principal use of which
is to hoist the trawls and dredges, but it is provided with additional gypsy heads
for hoistiug boats, etc, It was built by Oopeland & Bacon, of New York, according
to their patents. It has three gypsy heads (the large one of steel) mounted on the
same horizontal shaft, and driven by a double-cylinder half-trunk steam engine
through the intervention of toothed gearing and a modification of Mason's friction
clutch. The engines have locomotive valves, which are actuated by Stephenson's
links and eccentrics; the cranks are cast-iron disks; each pair of eccentrics is cast in
one; the cut-off is effected by the lap 'on the valves. The machine has a friction
brake to regulate the paying out of the dredge rope, and also a roller guide, with
treadle motion, to press the rope aside and prevent the turns from riding. The
engine is placed on ..the main-deck, forward of the foremast; it takes its steam from
the main boilers, and may be exhausted either into the main condenser or into the
atmosphere. ~

POWER OF THE DREDGING ENGINE.

The wire rope from the dredge passes over the dredging block at the end of the
dredging' boom, then under a sheave in the heel of the boom, then upward and over a
block suspended from the accumulator, and then te the central (or large) gypsy
head of the dredging engine.

The accumulator (plate XXXI), which is a series of rubber "buffers" moving
freely 011 their longitudinal axes by the tensiou on the dredge rope, becomes a good
dynamometer. By taking a large number 'of dynamometer readings simultaneously
with indicator diagrams from the dredging engines, noting at the same time the actual
velocity of the rope as it is measured by the register on the b00111 sheave and also the
speed of the engines" and by taking the mean of these quantities we shall approach
very closely to the true conditions.
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The gypsy head, by which the wire rope is wound, is curved, and the rope comes
in, consequently, on a varying diameter; as the mean velocity of the wire is less than
that due to velocity of the center line of the wire wrapped on the smallest diameter
of the head, it is evident there is a slip. The tendency of the rope, winding on the
head, is to eoil into a helix, but the inclination of the surface causes the wire to surge
toward the central part of the head, with some jar, slipping back at the same time.
The loss of power due to this slip, plus the power required to overcome the stiffness
of the rope in bending it on the head, will be found by taking the difference between
the net power applied to the revolution of the gypsy head and the power indicated
by the dynamometer.

The diameter of the smallest part of the gypsy head is 22tl\- inches, and the diam
eter of the wire rope is three-eighths of an inch; consequently the velocity of the rope,
per revolution of the head, supposing there were no slip nor creeping, should

be 7t (221{2+ i)=6.104 feet," but from the reading of the register it is only 5.924 feet.

The following record is from the mean of a number of observations:

Velocity of the rope indicated by the register, in feet per minute __ u. 148.600
Velocity of the rope due to the smallest diameter of the gypsy head _. 153.100
Tension OIl the wire, in pounds.dndioated by the dynamometer. .. _u. 2,737.5
Revolutions of the gypsy head per minute .. _u __ •• _. 25. 083
Revolutdons of the engine per minute. u __ _ __ u • u _.. ' 107. 500
Indicated horsepower developed by the engine........•..•.•... _. __ .. . 15.563
Indicated horsepower required to work the engine _.•• _...•..•........ _ 1. 453
Horsepower absorbed by the friction of the load u'" _ u u' • u u' 1. 167
Net horsepower applied to the tension on the rope .. _ u. 12.943
Horsepower accounted for by the dynamometer ....••.. __ __ . _. _ _.. 12.327
Horsepower absorbed by slipping and bending of the rope on gypsy head. . .616

The 15.563 horsepower indicated by the engine is divided as follows:
Per cent.

For pulling in the rope _ __ . . 79.207
For working the' engines u ••• h u __ •• _ _ _ 9.335
For overcoming the friction of the load _u. _ _ u _ •• _... 7.500
For overcoming the slip.and bending of the rope. ...••. ...•. ... 3.958

100.000

REELING ENGINE.

The reeling engine was built by Oopeland & Bacon, of New York, and is of the
same character of design as the dredging engine. Its object is to stow the wire rope
and to keep a limited tension on that rope when in motion. It is essentially a
wrought-iron, built-up drum mounted on a horizontal axis driven by a double
cylinder half-trunk steam engine throngh the intervention of toothed gearing and a
friction clutch. It has a friction brake to regulate the paying out.

It is provided with a traveling guide, mounted in front of the drnm, for guiding
the rope smoothly and uniformly upon it. The guide is actuated by a double screw,
with equal right and left pitches, similar to that employed on the distributing roller
of the Adams printing press. This screw reverses the direction of the guide when it
reaches the end of the thread, and the pitch of that thread is equal to the diameter of
the rope. It is geared to the drum by toothed gears of equal pitch diameters, one
of which has a clutch coupling for disengaging. When paying out rope, the guide is

* This is Oil the USSIlIU])tioIl that the rope travels on a radius due to that of the gYIls~' head plus its
own radius, which has been proved by the passage of the same wire over our register sheave.
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REELING ENGINE AND GOVERNOR.

Principal dimension» and 'Weight 0/ reel'ing engine and 10ire rope.

Dlameter of drum ·· .. inohoa., 16

{Vid~flhoff~I~~~I'~t',~'::::::::::::.::::::::.i:':':.: :::::::::::::::I~:::: i~
Ratio of gearin!: 4J1,:1
Number of atoam cylinder ···· .. ··· 2
Dlamoter of' stemn (i.ylhulers .. _ _ inches. - 7i
Stroke of I'IRt.OIlR , do. . . . 8
Lougt.h of n.inch dlumeter wire 1'0]10 reel wllllwhl. fatholllR .. 4,500
Weight of reelmg oll;.!:ine _ - - .puunds .. a,500
W(~ight of' 4,500 fathoms of wire ropo - --. _.. do. - -. 5,940
Total weight of eiurlne and wire 1'01'0 do 9,440
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disengaged, not only from the toothed gears, but also from the double screw, which
leaves it free to travel by the pressure of the wire rope upon its sides.

The engine receives steam from the main boilers and exhausts it into the main
condenser or into the atmosphere, as desired.

THE GOVERNOR.

The hoisting engine being located on the main deck and the reeling engine on the
deck below, entirely hidden from view, it became necessary to have some automatic
device by which the movements of the former would govern those of the latter. For
this purpose the governor (plate XXIX) was devised by the writer. It maintains a
practically uniform tension on the dredge rope between the hoisting and reeling
engines by causing the speed of the latter to conform to that of the former.

CUT 61.-Watson &. McDaniel pressure-regnlatlng valve.

The reeling engine was located on the berth deck to lower its weight in the ship
and to protect it and its appurtenances from the weather. ,

The govm'nm' consists of the sheave a, within the iron frame b, which moves freely
on horizontal axes fore and aft, allowing the sheave to revolve in any plane in
conformity with the angle of the dredge rope. The forward motion of the frame b is
checked and governed by the spring I, which is adjusted by the nut e and screwbolt g.
On the after end of the frame b is a connection to an arm of a bell crank d, which,
through the connecting rod h, actuates a pressure-regulating valve (cut 61) on the
steam pipe between the throttle valve and reeling engine. .

This valve was introduced at the suggestion of Ohief Engineer Baird, U. S. N., as
more effective than the original plan of attaching the bell crank directly to the throttle
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valve. It acts quickly, is not liable to derangement, and is easily adjusted by pinning
the connecting rod h throngh a hole in the lever, which gives the valve the desired lift.

A leading block n, 13 feet forward of the drum, may be considered a part of the
governor, although detached from it. A spiral spring in its stem gives it a horizontal
motion of abont 6 inches, for the purpose of taking up a portion of the slack rope
when it surges on the hoisting drum, thus reducing the jar and aiding in the main
tenance of a uniform tension.

To adjust the governor, unwind a fathom or two of dredge rope from the reel and
attach. a scale to the bight, between the reel and leading block n; close the pressure
valve and open the throttle wide; then by adjusting the nut 0, screwbolt g, and con
necting rod h. admit steam to the reeling engine until the desired tension say, 300
pounds, is shown on the scale. It is advisable to verify it occasionally until the
attendant becomes familiar with his duties, when he will readily make the necessary
adjustment while the engines are in operation, by first shutting oft' steam through
the pressure valve until the dredge rope is seen to slip on the hoisting drum, then
gradually admitting it again until the rope is properly wound on the reel without
unneoessary tension.

The friction oluteh. on the drum of the reeling engine is adjusted bya lever, so
that the reelslips and ceases to turn when the prescribed limit of tension is exceeded,
as happens if the pressure valve fails to act, or if. the hoisting engine is snddenly .
reversed, in an emergency, for the immediate veering of rope.

The action of the governor is as follows: When tension is applied to the dredge
rope, the pressure on the sheave a forces the frame b forward until it is arrested
by the increasing compression of the spiral spriug j'; the forward movement actuating
the bell crank (l and connecting rod h causes the pressure valve to close .and shut off
steam in proportion to the movement, finally stopping the engine when the limit has
been reached. 'I'he reverse movement, resulting from diminished tension on the rope,
gradually admits steam through the pressure valve and starts the engine.

\ ,
LEAD OF THE DREDGE ROPE.

The rope having been wound on the drum lof the reeling engine (plate XXIX) is
first led through the automatic guide m, then under and over the leading block n, under
and over the governor sheave a, thence to the hoisting drum 0 of the dredging engine,
around which five turns are taken from forward aft and from starboard to port. The
end is then carried aloft and rove, from forward aft, through the block at the lower.
end of the accumulator q, which is suspended from the mast, then under the register
sheave t in the heel of the dredging boom, and finally over and under' the dredging
block w at the boom end.

The dredging boom 8 is of spruce, 36 feet in length and 10 inches in diameter.
Its outer end is inclosed in a heavy brass cap' and band, which has four eyebolts
at equal intervals on its periphery, one each for the topping lift r and dredging
block u; also one each on the forward and after sides for the boom guys. A capped
sleeve of brass incases its heel. It is about 2 feet in length, mortised to receive the
register pulley t, and enlarged on its sides to form bearings for its shaft. The heel of
the boom is supported by a hinged socket bolt which passes through a 110le in a heavy
composition band 011 the foremast, upon which it pivots and turns freely and is pre
vented from unshipping by a nut and washer,
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Nomenclature of dredgillll appli
ances.

I. Reeling engine.
m. Automatdo guide.
n. Leading bloek.
e. Hoisting engine.
p. Masthead, collar nnd band.
q. Aooumulator.
r. 'ropping 11ft.
8. Dredging boom.
t, Register sheave.
1t. Dredging block.

Nomenclature of governor.

a. Sheave of governor, brass.
b. Frame of governor, iron.
c. Hangers, cast iron.
d. nsncrank.
e. Nut.
f: ~:~~b~I)[~ng, steel.
~. Connecting rod.
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k, Pressure valve.
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a. Frame.
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Nomenelnture,

d. Shackle bolt.
e. Shackle,
/. Shackle pin.

f{: ~~~(1~1.
i. Bushings.
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The function of the boom is to lead the dredge rope clear of the ship's side.
When rigged for service, elevated at an angle of 500, it gives a clearance of about
10 feet. When not in use, it is lowered to a horizontal position with its forward end
resting upon the topgallant forecastle.

The register pull~y t in the heel of the boom is of brass with a deep, narrow
groove, and serves to lead the dredge rope from the accumulator g to the lower side of 
the dredging boom, besides performing its function of registering pulley. The register
is attached to the left side of the sleeve at the heel of the dredging' boom, is actuated
by a worm wheel carried on the shaft of the register pulley, and records the number of
fathoms of dredge rope out.

The boom. topping lift r is a twofold purchase of 3~-inch manila rope, its hauling
part shackles to a link in the masthead band p j the lower block is shackled to the
upper end of -an accumulator which, iu turn, shackles to au eyebolt at the boom end.
Shackles are used on the topping lift to prevent unhooking in case the dredge rope
should part under heavy tension. An accumulator is attached to the topping lift to
supplement the action of the main accumulator.

The boom guys, one forward and one aft, are twofold purchases of 2~-inch manila
rope, heavier than required for simply holding the boom, but they are used at times in
hoisting an overloaded trawl over the rail. -

The bOO1n purchase is a twofold tackle with 2~-inch manila rope used for hoisting
the trawl on board; it hooks to one leg of a short pendant, the other leg carrying the
after boom guy.

The dredging blocks (plate xxx) two in number, used on the lower end of the
accumulator and at the outer end of the dredging boom, are leads for the dredge rope;
fig. 1 is a sectional elevation, and fig. 2 a side view.

The frame a is composed of two pieces of bar iron 5~ inches wide at one end,
4~ at the other, 3~ in the center, and l~, inch thick; they are secured by riveted
bolts to a block of wrought iron 5~ inches in length, 2~ in width, and 2~ in depth,
having through its center a I-a·inch hole for the shackle bolt d. Tile sheave b is of com.
position 21! inches total diameter, 18 inches diameter at the bottom of the score, and
21 inches in width. It has three antifriction bushings iii, the outer one of steel,
fitted rigidly in place, the middle one of phosphor bronze, and the inner one of iron,
The two latter move freely, and they are furnished with oil grooves on both inner and
outer surfaces. The pin ots of cast steel, 11inches in diameter. It has a shoulder at
one end, which acts as a spreader for the frame and is held in place by a screw thread
and nut.

The shackle bolt d, the shackle c, and the pin f are of the best American iron. The
former is held in place by a nut and washer, which allow it to turn freely and act as a
swivel. The guard g is of wrought iron and is intended to prevent the dredge rope
from flying out oftbe sheave. The hood h acts as a guard and assists in turning the
block 'in line with the rope so that it will lead fairly into the score of the sheave. It
is a bronze casting. The nuts on the block are secured with drift pins; the guard and
hood are used only on the block-at the boom end:

. The masthead. collar and band (plate XXIX) are placed 13 inches below the futtock
band on the foremast, and the accumulator and topping lift are shackled to eyes in the
band. Th~ collar is fitted in the following manner: A strong wrought-iron band,
flanged on its lower edge, is secured to the mast by wood screws; the band, also of
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wrought iron, is in two parts with jaws on each side, through which Ii-inch bolts are
passed and set up with nuts. When properly adjusted, there remain intervals of 2
inches between the jaws, and in these spaces, supported by the bolts, hang two links,
one on each side, to which the topping lift shackles. Au eye in the forward part of
the band supports the accumulator, which is sb:"ckled to it.

THE ACCUMULATOR.

The accumu1ator(plate XXXI) performs the several functions of relieving the dredge
rope from jerking strains brought upon it by motion of the vessel in a seaway, insuring
a more uniform action of the hoisting engine and giving the first warning of increased
tension on the rope in case the trawl fouls or buries in the soft bottom when working
in deep water. It also acts as a dynamometer, indicating through a graduated scale
the strain to which the rope is subjected.

The guide rods c are made of' a single length of round mild steel 1 inch in diame
ter, bent at e and 1,with screw threads and lock nuts at h. The tension rod is of mild
steel, round in section, It inches in diameter, and 9 feet 9 inches net length-that is,
measured inside the erosshead i and yoke k, It holds 39 buffers without compression,
and usually carries 44 in service. It has a swivel link at the lower end, to which the
accumulator block shackles, and a screw thread and lock nuts 9 at the other extremity.
The total length of the accumulator, iucluding the links at each end, is'12 feet 1 inch.

The crosshead i, yoke k; and tie-plate 1 are of wrought iron; the former move
freely on the guide rods o, the upper one receiving the ends of the tension rod' d' and
scales m, while the lower ones support the guide rods and scale bars. A front view
of the tie-plate 1 is shown in fig. 3, the two upper crossheads i in fig. 4, while fig. 7
shows the lower crosshead i with slots in each end through which the scales slide.
The slots are made wider in the middle section to protect the painted marks on the
scale bars. There is a brass washer b between each rubber buffer, as seen in fig. 2,
where they are shown in section; they are 6g inches in diameter, l1l0 inch thick, with
a hole 1 1

5
6 inch diameter in the center. Hubs one-half inch in length extend from

each side of the washers (figs. 5 and 6), except those in contact with the yoke and
orossheads, which have no hub on that side. The buffers were furnished by the
New York Rubber Belting Company, and are composed of their No. 23 compound;
they are 5~ inches in diameter, 3 inches thick, and have a hole If6" inch diameter
through the center. They weigh 4 pounds 3 ounces each and cost 67 cents per pound.

The scales m are composed of two fiat bars of iron, 11 inches wide and 1 inch
thick, attached to the sides of the accumulator, as shown in fig. 2. The upper ends
are round, and carry screw threads and nuts, by which they are secured rigidly to

. the upper eroashead ; thence they pass down through holes in the upper middle
erosshead and through slots in the lower crosshead and yoke. The scale bars are
graduated from the lower ends by putting gradually increasing strains on the dredge
rope, rove through its blocks as for service, and to avoid accident under the higher
tensions it is customary on board the Albatross to Jay accumulator and blocks on deck
or on a Wharf and to use new rope; the divisions are made by-painting white marks
of different widths across the bars, the narrow ones representing 500 and the wide
ones 1,000 pounds. The graduations once made, adjustments, incident to long service
or climatic influence upon the material of the buffers, may be effected by the nuts at
the upper ends of the scale bars.
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The action of the accumulator as a dynamometer is as follows: Tension on the
dredge rope compresses the buffers, causing the scale bars to project beneath the
yoke, when the degree of strain is read from the bars at their point of contact with its
lower face. The marks are the same on both scale bars and on both sides of the bars,
so that they can be read from forward or aft, or from either side of the deck.

The hubs on the brass washers, which prevent the buffers from coming in contact
with the tension rod, were devised by Lieut. Commander Sigsbee, U. S. N., on board
of the United States Ooast Survey steamer Blake. Previous to their introduction the
butlers were liable to grip the tension rod while they were compressed, making the
apparatus sluggish in its action, a fault that no longer exists. It is, on the contrary,
exceedingly prompt in expansion after being relieved of its load, and retains its
elasticity under all conditions of service and temperature.

The illustration shows 39 buffers mounted without compression; hence the 500
pound mark on the scale is some distance above the yoke; while in actual practice,
with 44 buffers under compression, it would be lowered nearly to it.,

STEEL-WIRE DREDGE ROPE.

Steel-wire dredge rope'was suggested by Prof. Alexander Agassiz, and first used
on board the Ooast Survey steamer Blake in 1877, when its superiority over all other
material was so conclusively demonstrated that it henceforth became the standard
for deep-sea exploration. The Blake's rope was made by the John A. Roebling's
Son's Company, Trenton, N. J. It was composed of 42 galvanized steel wires, No. 19
American gauge, in 6 strands of 7 wires each, laid around a hemp heart. It was
1.125 inch in circumference, weighed 1.14 pound per fathom in air, about 1 pound in
sea water, and its ultimate strength was 8,750 pounds. A kink reduced its breaking
strain to 4,500 pounds.

Steel wire dredge rope was first used by the U. S. Fish Oommissionon board the
Fish Hawk in I88? It was identical with the Blake's rope -except that it had no hemp
heart.

The Albatross's rope of 1882 was made by the Hazard Manufacturing Company,
Wilkesbarre, Pa, It was composed of 42 galvanized steel wires of the company's
special gauge, approximating to No. 18 American gauge, with 6 strands of 7 wires
each, and had a hemp heart. It was 1.18 inch iu circumference, weighed 1.32 pound
per fathom in air, about 1.2 pound in sea water, and its breaking strain was 12,850
pounds. A kink reduced its strength about 50 per cent. It was made of the best
crucible steel and developed great tensile strength, but it was stiff and unpliable,
kinked badly, and usually broke without warning, like tempered steel. It was used,
however, until 1886, when an effort was made to procure a more pliable rope without
sacrificing strength or materially increasing its size.

A quantity of English rope was procured through the agency of J. W. Mason &
00., New York, which was made of the best English mild extra plow steel, composed
of 42 galvanized steel wires, No. 189- B. W. G., approximating to No. 17 American
gauge, with 6 strands of 7 wires each, around a hemp heart. It is 1.184 inch in cir
cumference, weighs 1.31 pound per fathom in air, 1.09 pound in sea water, and its
breaking strain is 14,000 pounds. It is more pliable than crucible steel rope, less
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liable to kink, and consequently more durable. The loss of strength resulting from
a kink is about 40 per cent.

A long splice; from 20 to 25 feet, is used to join two pieces of dredge rope, and its
general features are the same as a long splice in hemp or manila, due regard being
had for the difference in material. It requires close observation to detect a well-made
splice, and it is as strong- as any other part of -the rope; at least it was found by
experience on board the Albatross that it parted away from the splices quite as often
as at them.

To turn in a thimble on the working end of the dredge rope, make an ordinary eye
splice over a large oblong thimble, sticking the ends three times, tapering them as
is usual with hemp or manila rope, and if a neat job is required serve the splice with
annealed wire or marline.

A swivel shackle is used to attach the trawl to the dredge rope. Its utility is a
mooted question, for the swivel will not work under tension, yet it turns freely the
moment the strain is removed from the rope after a long or heavy lift, and this relief
may be of service in lessening the liability to kink while lowering the trawl for a sub
sequent cast.

The preservation of galvanized steel-wire dredge rope from rust is of little
moment while it is new, but as the zinc wears off and the steel is exposed its life may
be materially lengthened by the systematic application of a suitable preservative.
It rarely happens in service that more than one-half of the rope is paid out, and
when it is reeled in it is always wet with salt water, which percolates from layer to
layer through the rope remaining on the reel, keeping it constantly wet during the
working season. It is to the action of sea water thus confined that we trace one
of the main causes of oxidation.

It has been the custom on board the Albatross to run the rope off from its reel
twice a year, winding it directly upon the steam capstan, which is furnished with
suitable wooden heads for the purpose. It is carefully wiped as it leaves the reel,
the splices and nips or partial kinks are examined, and the nec1essary repairs made;
and a clear day having been selected for the transfer, the rope reaches the capstan
quite dry.

The service reel having been examined and painted, the rope is replaced upon It,
and during its transit it is again wiped and given a coat of linseed oil, as many men
as can work to advantage being stationed between the capstan l111d reeling engine for
this purpose; oil is freely distributed over the rope after it has reached the reel, and
by constant dripping from layer to layer during the process of winding it penetrates
the interstices of wires and strands, and by the time the rope is all upon the reel it
has become thoroughly coated.

The fluidity of the oil may be greatly increased, and its application facilitated by
warming it; this may be done by keeping it in a bucket of hot water while it is
being applied,

Spare rope on wooden reels requires no attention, providing the storeroom is dry
and secure against occasional leakage; otherwise it will be well to see that the reel
heads are tight and give the surface of the rope two or three coats of lead-colored paint.

The proper lengths in which dredge rope should be ordered will be governed by
circumstances. It can be procured from the manufacturers in any desired length,
delivered on wooden reels in convenient form for transfer to the service reel, or fot
storage. If large storerooms are available and facilities are at band for handling
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heavy weights, or if it is practicable to carry the reel mounted upon an axle in readi
ness for running off wire without changing its position, a single length of 5,000
fathoms would seem to be best for the spare rope.

If the worktng reel is empty and is to be filled, a sufficient quantityshould be
ordered in one length. On board vessels of ordinary capacity, carrying, as the Alba
tross usually does, 4,000 fathoms of spare rope, there should be one reel containing a
single length of 2,000 fathoms, one of 1,000 fathoms, and two with 500 fathoms each.
The same wooden axle will answer for all of the reels.

The transfer of dredge rope from a wooden transporting reel to the service reel
is a simple operation, providing the former is firmly secured in place and a strong
uniform tension is maintained upon the rope. The transporting reel may be placed on
deck, in the hold or storeroom or on a wharf, and the rope led through ordinary
blocks to the dredging-boom end; thence to the service reel it should be led through
its regular chan nels. The reading of the register should be noted in order that the
exact amount of rope upon the reel may be known; in fact, it is good practice, strictly
followed Oil board the Albatross, to note the register whenever rope is wound upon or
veered from the service reel, either in large or small quantities, entering expenditures
or IOBseR from any cause in the record book, also noting the amount remaining in its
appropriate place in the correction table; otherwise errors are sure to creep into the
applied corrections.

BEAM-TRAWL FRAME.

The beam-trawl frame shown in cut 62 was in general use on board the Alba
tross during the first year of her cruise for both shoal and deep water work, and
while it was satisfactory under ordinary conditions it was not considered the best
form under all circumstances. Its dimensions are as follows:

Beam: Iron pipe; length, 11 feet; diameter, outside, 2! inches; tbtokness of metal, -Ar inch.
Collars: Cast brass; length of flange, 9! inches; width, 4 inches; thickness of metal, ! inch.
Bolts: Iron; length, 2! inches; diameter,! inch.
Runners: Flat bar iron, 4 inches wide, ! inch thiok; length, 5 feet; height, 2 feet 5 inches + 4

inches for the beam; total, 2 feef 9 inches.
Weight of frame, 365 pounds.

CUT·62.-Beam-trawl frame.

'The several parts are interchangeable; the net with its appendages is identically
the same as that used with the Tanner beam trawl No.1 and will be described in
connection with it.

THE TANNER BEAM-l'RAWL FRAME.

The trawl frame shown in cut 63 Is a modification of the form just described.
The beam and collars remain the same and are interchangeable; the runners are the
same length and height but their form is different, both top and bottom being made

F. c. B. 1890-23
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the same shape, thus doing away with all sharp angles and equalizing the strain
over the various parts of the head of the net, besides carrying it higher in rear of
the beam, giving the mouth a wider opening and greatly increasing its strength and
efficiency. It is better balanced also and less liable to capsize in lowering or to catch
on foul bottom; it is more simple in construction, and lighter by about 100 pounds,
which is an advantage in handling it in a seaway. The jackstays and guard nets
sometimes attached to the inner surfaces of the rnnners are nseful in shoal water and
in moderate depths, where swift-moving forms are mostly encountered.

The frame is composed of an iron beam having a brass collar screwed on each
end and held rigidly in place by set screws. Each collar has two holes, through which
square-headed bolts, with nuts, are passed for the purpose of securing it to its runner,
the bolts being habitually carried in their respective holes ready for use,

CUT 63.-Tanner beam-trawl frame.

Eyebolts, to which the bridles are seized, are secured to the forward ends of' the
runners by nuts. Beams and runners are interchangeable.

THE 'fANNER BEAM TRAWL No. I.

The trawl is here represented completely mounted (plate XXXII), ready for service,
showing the method of attaching trawl net, bridles, wing nets, and mud bag, and,
as it has become the standard on board the Albatross for general work, it will be
described in detail.

To assemble the Tanner beam trawl, place the runners b and beam a in position,
pass the bolts through holes in the collars p and runners b, and set the nuts tight
with a wrench; place the head cringles or eyes of the trawl net over the heads of the
beam set screws, middle a piece. of g-thread manila, and, commencing with the bight
at the center of the beam, lace both ways to the beam ends, thence down the backs of
the runners, securing the apron in the same manner, and, if there is end to spare, wrap
it around the rear beuds above the lead-rope hitches. Bend the free ends of the lead
rope to the rear extremities of the runners, as low down as practicable, with a clove
hitch, taking jamming turns above, if necessary, to prevent its slipping up; if there
are spare ends, stop them along the back of the runners. Adjust the drawstring at
the bottom of the pocket d, seize the bridle stops 0, gather in the tail of the net and the
bridle legs, pass the lashing h., and hitch the mud bag i to the eyes of the bridle legs.

The wing nets 1are kept slnng to the arms k, and to attach them to the trawl
loosen the beam set-screws and slip them into the ends of the beam about 6 inches and
hold them in place by again tightening the set-screw. Trawl weights are used to
facilitate the sinking of the net, and ordinarily a single weight of 28 pounds is
attached to each runner by a long tail rope, and one to the end of the net by a short
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one. The long tails are used on the runners in order that they may be released from
their weight as soon as the trawl frame reaches bottom, where its tendency is to sink
into the mud or ooze, and the short lashing at the end of the net is to prevent the
weight from interfering with the mud bag. The float q is seized to the back- of the
net a little forward of the lead rope, and its purpose is to enlarge its entrance.

The bridle is of 3·illCh manila rope, 14 fathoms in length, and is fitted by turning a
thimble into the bight, taking an overhand knot in both legs about 8 feet from the
thimble, and splicing eyes in the ends, longer or shorter, as required to make the legs
hang a little slack when the net is loaded.

The bridle stops are of marline; they are used to seize the bridle legs to the eyebolts
in the forward end of the runners; the number of turns is determined by experiment,
the intention being that they shall break before a dangerous strain is put. upon the
dredge rope. A Duckham weighing machine is used on board the Albatross for
determining the strength of the stops, and with the ordinary quality of marline nine
turns break with a load of 5,000 to 6,000 pounds, the limit allowed with new rope.

The bridle and bridle stops are practically the same for all of the trawls described
except the Tanner No.3, the only difference being in the length of the legs; those for
the beam trawl and the Tanner No.1 are the same; the Blake trawl requires them
about 3 feet longer, and the Tauner No.2 as much shorter.

Trawl weights are attached to frame and net in sufficient numbers to insure the
prompt sinking of the trawl. They are square in cross section, 11 inches in length, 4
inches in diameter at the base, and 3 'at the upper end, which is flattened and pierced
with a hole for the tail. Manila rope, 15·thread, and 1 fathom in length, is used for
the purpose. The apparently awkward shape was adopted to prevent the weights
from rolling about the decks in heavy weather. They will stand upright ordinarily,
and will not roll under any circumstances. They weigh from 28 to 30 pounds. ,

Ta.il lashings for trawl nets are of 15-thread manila rope, about 3 fathoms in
length. Soft, pliable rope is preferred.

Floats for trawl nets were formerly made of cork, which answered the purpose
in moderate depths, but became water-logged and worthless under the pressures
encountered in deep-sea work; 'hence Norwegian glass floats were introduced. They
are spherical in form, 6 to 7 inches in diameter, thickness of glass i to ll- inch, and they
are inclosed within hand-made netting, having small eyes worked on opposite sides,
through which their lashings are secured. Floats are attached to the upper part of
the trawl net in rear of the beam, and it is their function to keep it elevated as
much as possible, thus increasing the area of the opening or mouth. They have, with
few exceptions, withstood the pressure even in depths approaching 3,000 fathoms,
and they are seldom broken, owing to their secure position on the trawl net and the
protection given them by their covering of netting.

Wing nets were introduced by Capt. H. C. Chester and first used on board the
Fi.~h Hawk in 1880. Nets of various forms have been used for intermediate collecting,
but they were attached to the dredge rope. The present form is a modification of the
Ohester net, and was devised by the writer in 1884, since when they have been in
constant nse on board the Albatross. They are made of cheese-cloth in the following
manner: The material is laid on deck and folded once, a pattern placed upon it, and
the two halves cut from the piece at the same time; the side seams are then sewed
up, the ends hemmed, and one extremity turned inward over a galvanized iron ring,
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thus forming the pocket. The double bridle is seized to the ring through the net and
serves to hold it in place. The tail lashing is sewed to the end of the net to prevent
its being lost when cast adrift. There is a drawstring in the end of the pocket and
a cord, with a knot in its lower end, is secured to the pocket and allowed to hang
down far enough to be gathered in with the end of the net, and secured with the
lashing to prevent its turning inside out when the trawl first takes the water. The
arms are of wood, with deep scores for the reception of the bridles.

The mud bag is simply a boat dredge minus its net; the lower end of its canvas
shield is closed for the purpose of bringing up an unwashed specimen of bottom soil.
A detailed description will be found under the title of "boat dredge."

THE TANNER BEAM TRAWL NO.2.

This trawl is a duplicate of No.1, except that it is smaller and lighter, being
especially designed for use in heavy weather when No.1 can not be safely operated,
or on doubtful or foul ground where the apparatus is liable to be sacrificed. It; is
much used also for rapid towing in shallow water in the examination of fishing banks.

Its dimensions are as follows:
Beam: Iron pipe, length, 7 feet 6 inches; outside diameter, 2t inches; thickness of metal, rtf inch.
Collars, brass; width, 2 inches; thickness, ! inch; length of flanges, 7 inches; diameter of bolts,

t inch.
Runners: Length,4 feet; height, 2 feet 3 inches +3 inches for height of beam; total, 2 feet 6

inches; width, 2 inches; thickness of metal, t inch.
Weight of trawl frame, 140 pounds.
Rope for bridle, 2! inches; manila.
Rope for lead rope, 2 inches; manila.
Rope for head rope, It inches ; manila.
Trawl net: Length, 17 feet; size of mesh, square, I inch; material, cotton, barked,30-thread;

pocket, length, 6 feet; pocket, size of mesh, sq uare, I inch; pocket material, cotton, barked,
21-thread; jacket, length, 6 feet; jacket, size of mesh, square,! inch; jacket material, cotton,
barked, 16-thread.

Float: Norwegian glass globe, diameter, 6 inches.

THE TANNER BEAM TRAWL NO.3.

This handy little trawl has the same general form as Nos. 1 and 2, and is espe
cially designed for boat service. It was first used in March, 1894, for the scientific
exploration of San Diego Bay, California, when it was so highly appreciated that it
was at once adopted as a part of the dredging outfit of the vessel. Its dimensions are
as follows:

Beam: Iron pipe, length, 3 feet 6 inches; diameter outside, It inch.
Bolts: Iron, square; diameter, t inch.
Runners: Iron, flat bar, It by t inch; length, 2 feet 7 inches; height, 1 foot 1 inch.
Weight of frame, 16 pounds.
Net: Material, cotton, barked, 21-thread; size of mesh, 1 inch square; length of net, 7 feet;

jacket material, cotton; thread, 24-6 stow, barked; size of mesh of jacket, t inch square;
length of jacket, 2 feet 6 inches.

Rope: Head, leech, lead ropes, and bridle, 9-thread manila; tow rope I5-thread manila.

The several parts of the frame are secured by close-fitting square bolts through
holes in the runners and flattened ends of the beam, set up with nuts. The legs of
the bridle are secured to the runners with light seizings, and the ends extended to
the tail Iashingvas in Nos. 1 and 2, for the purpose of recovering the net tail first, in
case the trawl is caught on the bottom and the bridle stops part.
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A float of cork is used upon the top of the net to extend its mouth. The pocket
is omitted to save weight.

THE BLAKE DEEP-SEA TRAWL.

The Blake Trawl (cut 64) is designed for deep-sea work, as its name implies,
and is not well adapted for use on the hard, sandy bottom usually encountered ill
shoal water, owing to the limited height of the beam and restricted sweep of the lead
rope. It is pr.retieally a double beam trawl with central beams, and lead ropes on both
sides, so that it is a matter of indifference how it lands.

This is a great advantage which all deep-sea explorers will appreciate after operat
ing the beam trawl, the successful use of which depends upon its being landed on the
bottom right side up, a feat which the expert will accomplish with rare exceptions,
even in the greatest depths; but the inexperienced explorer will frequently discover, to
his chagrin, that it has been dragging bottom side up and the haul is a practical failure
in consequence. The Blake trawl admits of a change of course in any direction and
to any extent while it is dragging on the bottom, providing the dredge rope is not
slackened sufficiently to allow it to kink. \

The disadvantage in the use of this trawl is the greater wash through its widely
distended mouth during the ascent, which is injurious to the more delicate forms, but
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CUT 64.-Blake deep-sea trawl frame.

this evil is largely compensated by the cheese-cloth lining and the protecting folds of
the net. Its dimensions are as follows:

Beams, front and rear: Material, iron pipe ; length, 10 feet; diameter outside, 2t inches; thickness
of metal, -Ar inch; holes in ends, t inch square.

Rnnners: Material, flat bar iron; width, 3 inches; thickness, t inch; length, 4 feet 6 inches;
height, 2 feet; holes for beams, t inch square; holes for lead rope, 1 inch diameter.

Bolts: Material, iron; size, t iuch square, with thread and nut; length, 3t inches; rear with flat
heads; front with eyes for bridle.

Weight of frame, 200 pounds.
Net; Material, cotton, barked, 30-thread; size of mesh, square, It inch; 'length, 20 feet.
Pooket: Material, ootton, barked, 21-thread; size of mesh, square, 1 inch; longth, 6 feet.
J aoket: Material, ootton, barked, 16-thread; size of mesh, square, t inch; length, 6 feet; lining,

cheese-cloth.
ROlle, manila; lead and leech ropes; ciroumferenoe, 2 inches; bridle, 3 Inches.
Float, Norwegian glass globe; diameter, 6 inches.

The space between the front and rear beams, and sometimes the inner surfaces
of the runners, are filled with netting tightly laced from side to side to increase the
lead into the mouth of the net; the former is of undoubted utility, as the upper lead
rope sags. nearly to the level of the rear beam, thus reducing the area of the opening
nearly one-half.
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To assemble the Blake deep-sea trawl, place the runners in position and secure the
beams to them with the bolts which are habitually kept in the holes in the beam ends;
those for the front one have heads terminating in eyes for the bridle, otherwise the
beams are interchangeable. Attach the net by seizing the lead ropes through holes
in the runners, leaving them with slack enough to sag to the beam; lace the leeches
to the rear ends of the runners, and adjust the drawstring in the lower end of the
pocket, leaving an opening about 2 feet in diameter.

Seize the bridle to the eyebolts on the runners, using from six to eight turns of
marline; gather in the eud of the jacket, the cheese-cloth lining, trawl net, and the
bridle legs, and pass the tail lashing. Hitch the mud bag- to the eyes in the bridle
legs, and attach as many trawl weights as required to frame and net, the number
being determined by the depth of water, nature of the bottom, strength of current,
and the state of the sea.

This trawl is the joint production of Commander O. D. Sigsbee, Professor Agassiz,
and officers of the Blake, on which vessel it was brought into successful operation.

MATERIAL FOR TRAWL NETS.

The webs from which nets are made for the beam trawl and the Tanner trawls,
Nos. 1 and 2, are of three sizes, ali barked. For body of net,30 thread, Linch mesh,
square, hanging 17 feet or 150 meshes deep; for pocket, 21 thread, Linch mesh, square,
hanging 6 feet or 54 meshes deep; for jacket, 16 thread, -rr-inch mesh, square, hanging
6 feet or ;1..08 meshes deep. For the Blake deep-sea trawl a larger mesh is used,
though the web remains the same in all other respects. It is 30-thread, Ilinch mesh,
square, hanging 17 feet or 100 meshes deep. The material for pockets and jackets is
the same as that described for beam trawl nets.

Material for the Tanner beam trawl net No.3 is 21-thread, Ldneh mesh, square,
and for the jacket, thread 24-6 stow, i-inch mesh, square.

The hang of a web is its natural form, with the meshes square, occupying the
same space in length and width. Sqnare measure is the length ofone side of the mesh,
and stretch measure is the total length of mesh when extended; hence the latter is
double the former. Stretch measure is in general use among net-makers.

Lead rope sinkers for trawl nets are oval in form, the larger size about 2 inches in
length, 1-rr inches in diameter, and a ~.inch hole through the center, while those for the
Tanner No.3 net are 1~ inch in length, il inch in diameter, and a tj-·inch hole.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING TRAWL NETS.

BEAM TRAWL AND TANNER 'fRAWL NO.1.

To make a net for the beam trawl or for the Tanner trawl No.1, cut from the web
50 feet, stretch measure, or 300 meshes; take 4 fathoms of 1~-ineh manila rope, whip
both ends, and middle it, also find the middle of one end of the web and hitch it to the
headrope with .l1 netting needle, working both ways from the center; make a small eye
in the headrope at each corner of the net, to serve as head cringlesj then continue
down the sides of the apron, stitching them to the same rope for a space of 4 feet 6
inches, taking up 45 meshes. There are 50 meshes in the apron, but the remaining 5
are left unroped for a purpose that will presently appear. The length of leech ropes,
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although giveu as 4: feet 6 inches, is intended to reach the lead rope at its hitches on
the rear of the runners.

To prepare the other end of the web for the lead rope, cut a sweep of 30 meshes
from it; whip the ends of a piece of 2·inch manila rope, 3~ fathoms in length, for the
lead rope; slip 18 or 22 sinkers on it, as it is intended for deep or shoal-water work;
middle it, and measure off 7 feet each way, marking the points permanently, thus indio
eating the length of the lead rope, 14 feet. Oommencing at the middle of rope and
web, hitch them together with a netting needle as before, distributing the sinkers
evenly along the former, then splice the leech ropes to it, commencing at the marks
and sticking the strands outward. .

The leech ropes should be spliced at the 4 feet 6 inches mark, thus leaving the 5
unroped meshes in a bight between the leech ropes and the lead rope, for without this
precaution the net will invariably give way at that point first. Now bend the net
temporarily to its frame and hoist it up until the web swings clear of the deck; then
let a man get into the bight of the web and move back and forth until he has found
the lowest point; cut it and stitch the sides together, beginning at the junction of
leech and lead ropes, working toward the tail of the net. This done, turn it inside out
and stitch the pocket on 12 feet and the jacket 6 feet from the lower end, or so that
the bottom of the latter and the tail of the net will hang evenly. Run a drawstring
through the lower meshes of the pocket, and seize the floatto the back of the net
above and a little forward of the lead rope.

A cheese-cloth lining is sometimes stitched to the jacket for deep-sea work, but
it is of doubtful utility, as the net usually brings up sufficient bottom soil to protect
delicate forms during the ascent of the trawl. If used, it should hang evenly with
the jacket and tail of the net, and extend not more than 2 feet above the lashing.
When completed the net may be unbent and stowed away until required for use.

Trawl nets have been kept in canvas bags, but the practice is not recommended.
They keep better in a bundle, tied as loosely as circumstances will admit.

NET POR THE TANNER TRAWL NO.2.

The No.2 nets are usually made in pairs in order to economize material, which is
the same in all respects as that used in the larger nets. Cut from the web a piece
containing 108 meshes, or 18 feet stretch measure, and another with 73 meshes, or 12
feet stretch measure; cut both in ·ha1f lengthwise and use one long and one short

. piece for each net.
Take 17 feet of l~·inch manila rope, whip both ends and middle it, also middle an

end of the longest web and hitch it to the rope with a netting needle, working each way
from the center; make a small eye in the head rope at each corner of the net to serve
as head cringles; then continue the roping down the sides of the apron 3 feet 6 inches,
01' sufficient length to reach from beam to lead rope without strain, taking up 32 of
the 35 meshes, the remaining 3 being left unroped,

Cut a sweep of 21 meshes from one end of the shorter web, take 14 feet of 2·inch
manila rope, whip the ends, middle it, measure 4 feet 9 inches each way, and mark the
points to indicate the length of the lead rope, 9 feet 6 inches; slip on 15 sinkers and
distribute them equally; then stitch the rope to the web, and splice the leech ropes to
the lead rope. The marks on both should be brought together, leaving the 3 unroped
meshes in a bight between them.
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Bend the net to its frame, trice it up, and stitch the sides together, turn it iuside
out and attach the pocket 9 feet and the jacket 3 feet from the lower end of the net.
The materials for pocket andjacket are the same as in the larger nets, but the latter
is only half the width, the other half being used for the second net of the pair. Run
a drawstriug through the lower meshes of the pocket and seize the float to the top of
the net over the lead rope.

NET FOR THE TANNER TRAWL NO.3.

The body of the net is made from the web used for pockets in the larger nets,
21·thread,l.inch mesh, square, hanging 54 meshes or 6 feet deep. Two pieces of 40
meshes each are cut from the web, and using D-thread manila the head and apron are
roped, the latter containing 20 meshes on leech ropes 26 inches in length. For the
.lead rope take 7 feet of 9-thread manila, whip tbe ends, middle it, measure 2 feet 3
I

inches each way, and mark the points to indicate its length,4 feet 6 inches; cut a
sweep of 10 meshes from one end of the second piece, stitch it to the lead rope, first
slipping on 8 sinkers weighing about :i pound each, and distributing them evenly
along its length. Splice the leech ropes into the lead rope, stitch the sides of the net,
and square the lower end. _

The jacket, 2 feet 6 inches in depth, composed of 24-6 thread stow, :i.inch mesh,
square, is next stitched on, and the float seized in place, the pocket being omitted to
save weight.

THE BLAKE DEEP-SEA TRAWL NET.

From the web, which is SO·thread cotton, lk·inch mesh, square, hanging 17 feet
or 100 meshes deep, cut 172 meshes, or 43 feet stretch measure; take about 31 feet of
2·inch manila rope, slip 13 sinkers on one end, then make three small eyes along its
length, the first 4 feet from the end, the second 10 feet 8 inches in the clear from the
first, and the third 2 feet from the second. Slip 13 sinkers over the other end of
the rope and make a fourth eye 10 feet 8 inches from the third; connect the ends with
a long splice, leaving 2 feet between the fourth and first eyes, thus forming the two
lead ropes 10 feet 8 inches, and two leech ropes 2 feet in length. The web, which is in
one piece, is prepared for roping by cutting a sweep of 6 meshes from the first
70; then, with an interval of 18 meshes, cut another sweep of 6 meshes within the
next 70, and, with a netting needle, hitch the first sweep to the first lead rope, taking
up 70 meshes, then 18 meshes as a leech; 70 on the second lead rope, and 18 on the
second leech. Commencing at the lead rope, lace the ends of the web together, then
turn the web inside out and attach the pocket and jacket, the former 12 feet and the
latter 6 feet from the tail of the trawl net.

Should a cheese-cloth lining be added, stitch it to the jacket so that it will not
extend more than 18 inches or at most 2 feet above the tail lashing.

The float is seized to the bight of a bridle the ends of which are lashed to the
sides of the net, between the upper and lower parts, in such a manner that it will
hang near the lead ropes, but can not float outside of them. Run a drawstring
through the lower meshes of the pocket.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The meshes are spaced wider on the lead ropes than on the leeches or ends, and
they should be spaced closer near the corners than in the middle sections, in order to
equalize the strain on different parts of the net.
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In selecting material for lead ropes, particularly for the Blake deep-sea trawl net,
Letter results will follow by using rope that has been a short time in service, as a
tackle fall for instance, until the extra turns are taken out of it and it has become
pliable and well set. Condemned running rigging has been used, but it is not recom
mended, owing to its uncertain strength. The practice of bending trawl nets to their
frames as soon as they are roped and tricing them up while the
side seams are being laced and pockets and jackets attached
is recommended, as the finished net invariably sets better when
so treated.

A trawl net should set very loosely on its frame when dry,
for if it fits snugly then its shrinkage when wet will be sufficient
in most cases to impair its usefulness.

Thee net length is given for head, leech, and lead ropes,
no allowance being made for shrinkage by wetting, as that
depends largely upon the rope used.

THE DREDGE.

The dredge iu ordinary use on shipboard is shown in cut
65. It is composed of a pair of beveled jaws flaring about 12
degrees and joined together by an iron stud at each end, which
is welded to the jaws. The net is laced through holes along
the back edges of the jaws, and protected from chafing on the
bottom py a canvas shield which is drawn over it and laced
through the same holes.

Iron arms serve as a bridle. One arm is a little shorter
than the other and is secured to the larger ODe by a seizing
which is intended to part whenever undue strain is brought
upon it, allowing the dredge to be drawn up by one arm, in
which position it would be most likely to free itself from an
obstruction. Its dimensions are as follows:

Jaws: Length, 2 feet; width,2t inches; opening between, 8 inches;
angle of 12 degrees.

Stud: Length, 6 inches; diameter, round iron, t inch.
Bridle: Diameter, round iron, t inch; weight of metal part, 26

pounds.
Net: Length, 3 feet 6 inches; size of mesh, square, 1 inch; material,

cotton, barked, 30-thread; jacket, length, 2 feet 6 inches; jacket,
size, of mesh, t inch; jacket material, cotton, barked, 16-thread;
bottom lining, cheese-cloth.

Shield: Length, 3 feet 8 inches; material, No.2 cotton canvas.

THE OHESTER RAKE DREDGE.

CUT 65.-The common
dredge.

This admirable instrument (cut 66) was devised by Oapt. H. C. Chester for the
purpose of collecting mollusca, annelids, crustacea, etc., which burrow beneath the
surface out of reach of any other apparatus in use on board vessels of the U. S. Pish
Commission. The rake is shackled to the dredge rope, and a Blake dredge secured
to eyebolts on the rear of its frame, follows it f1S it is dragged over the bottom, and
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picks up whatever it turns over with' its strong harrow-like teeth. Its dimensions
are as follows:

Frame: Length, 3 feet; depth of opening, 10 inches; width of
metal, 2~ inches; thickness of metal, ~-inch.

Teeth: Length, 7 inches; width of base, 2~ inches; thickness of
metal, base, i-inch.

Anns: Length of long arm, 3 feet 5 inches; length of short arm,
3 feet 3 inches; diameter, round iron, i-inch.

Weight, 79 pounds.

THE BLAKE DREDGE.

The ordinary dredge, having its jaws set at an angle,
naturally grips the bottom and will plow into it and bury
itself if the soil is light and soft. This is a necessary feature
on hard, sandy bottoms, but a serious detriment in the soft
ooze of th« deep sea. Various devices were resorted to by
Lieut. Commander Sigsbee on board the Blake, resulting in
his "improved dredge," known aboard the Albatross as the
Blake dredge (cut 67). The following description is from
Sigsbee's Deep-Sea Sounding and Dredging:

By reason of having flaring mouthpieces and a flexible body com
posed of the bag and shield, the old pattern dredge is almost sure to
plow deeply into yielding bottoms, Since the object sought in the
fashioning of the new dredge was to effect a skimming of the bottom
rather than a deep penetration therein, a very decided departure from
the form of the old dredge was necessary. The frame of the new is a
rectangular skeleton box made of wrought iron. The mouthpieces are
flat, beveled on the forward inner edges, perforated along the rear edges,
as on the old dredge, and riveted to the skeleton or bar iron portions
of the framework, in which position they are held parallel.

The rear of the upper and lower sides of the skeleton are connected
by three riveted braces. the whole framework being rigid. A tangle bar
of 'heavy wood, bar iron, or iron pipe, to carry the weights and tangles,

CUT 66.-Tbe Chester rake has seized to it three sister hooks, which are hooked severally around
dredge. the braces and moused. The arms are like those of the old dredge, one

arm being longer than the other. A netting bag and canvas shield, as
in the case of the old dredge, arc stitched with pliable wire to the dredge frame. A trap like that of
the trawl is fitted inside the main bag. The bottom of the main bag is stopped to the middle brace
at the rear of the frame. Each flap of the cnnvns shield is turned over and around its own side and
end of the skeleton frame, and stitched to its own part with stout twine, presenting a tolerably
smooth slidingsurface.,

The following. are the dimensions of the Blake dredge as used on board of the
Albatrose :

Jaws: Length, 4 feet; width, 6 inches; thickness of metal, i inch; distance of holes from edge, f
inch; distance between holes, 2 inches; depth or opening between jaws, 9 inches.

Skeleton frame: Length, including WIdth of jaws, 4 feet; diameter of round iron, ~ inch; diameter
of braces, i inch.

Long arm,length, 4 feet; short arm, length, 3 feet 9 inches.
Diameter of ronnd Iron, both arms, £ inch.
Weight of dredge and frame, 81 pounds.
Shield, cotton canvas, No.2.
Net: Length.b feet; size of mesh, square, 1 inch; material, cotton, barked, 3D-thread.
Jacket: Length,3 feet; size of' mesh, square, ! inch; material, cotton, barked, 16-thread.
Bottom lining, cheese-cloth.
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Nomenetaiure.

Ii. Bow.
b. Tangle bars,
c. Tangles.
d. Eyebolts.
e. Bolts and nnta.
,. Arm.
g. Eyebolt.
h. Slukor.
i, Dredge rope.
j. DI'ml;.{ing block.
k, Dredgfug UOOIl1.

THE TANGLES.

PLATE XXXIII.

Dimenriflns.
Bow (steel):

Dfnmeter, 11 Iuohea.
Width at eontor, a iuches.
'VilHh at ends, 2~ inehea,
'.rhick1l6S8 at ends, ~ Inch.
'I'hickueas at center, ainch.

'I'angle blU'. (irou):
Length, 5 feet.
wuu, 2! inobes,
'I'hicknoaa, ~ inch.
N umber of Iioles tor tangles, 5.
Diameter of holes, JI inch.

l,yeholts 1'01' tnngtes (irOll):. Diameter, i iueh.
'I'iiuglea (hemp) :LOllgth, 4 teet.
'l'augle hell1wts: 21·thrcad ratllue stutl'.
Arm (mihl .teel): Semielrcnlar, diameter, 1~f"et.

Witlth 01' metal. 2! Inches.
Thickness of metal, i\ inch.

Eyeholt(iron): Diameter of'metal.equure, JlllIch.
Sinker (oast iron):

Diameter. !l inches.
Weight, 150 pounds.
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BOAT DREDGE.

a

The boat dredge is essentially a miniature form of the ordinary ship's dredge
already described, and is designed for use from boats where it must be worked by
hand. Its dimensions are as follows:

Jaws: Length, 1 foot 7 inches; width,2t
inches; opening, 7t inches; angle, 12
degrees.

Stud: Length, 6t inches; diameter, round
iron, t inch.

Bridle': Diameter, round iron, t inch;
length, 1 foot 5 Inches.

Weight, 15 pounds.
Net: Length, 1 foot 8 inches; size of

mesh, square, l~tr Inch ; material, cot
ton, 3.thread, bottom double.

Shield: Length, 2 feet 8 inches; material,
No.3 cotton canvas.

THE OYSTER DREDGE.

The oyster dredge is of the ordi
nary commercial pattern used in
Chesapeake Bay. The rake is a fiat
bar of iron 6 feet in length with nnm
erous projecting' teeth. The bag is
composed of a network of wire links
and has a capacity of about 15
bushels. The dredge mouth is kept
open by an iron frame. This dredge
is used solely for the collection of
mollusca.

THE TANGLES.

The present form of tangles (plate
XXXIII) was devised by the writer in
1884 and they have since been used
on board the ..(1lbatro88 for collecting
on rocky bottoms, coral reefs, and
other foul ground, capturing a great
variety of specimens where no other
appliance can be made available, CUT 67.-The Blake dredge.

The bow a is made of spring-tempered steel and permits the bars to close with a
pressure of between 300 and 400 pounds applied to their extremities, so that the
apparatuswill pass between rocks or other obstructionswhich permit the passage of
the bow and sinker.

Each tangle is secured to its bar by a i inch eyebolt, which draws at a tension
of about 1,000 pounds, releasing its tangle when irretrievably fouled on the bottom
without endangering the. loss of the whole apparatus. The tangle bars are made
separate from the bow and attached by bolts and nuts at e to secure better stowage
and make the parts Iighter to handle. The semicircular arm/is intended to raise the
forward end of the tangle frame It few inches 011' the bottom; also to act as a shoe in
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dragging over rocks or other uneven surfaces. It is held in position by the eyebolt g,
which is square and fits snugly in square holes in the arm and bow.

The tangles are, in material, size, and structure, practically the same as the deck
swabs in general use on board ship.

THE TABLE SIEVE.

The table sieve, plate XXXIV, fig. 2, is an outgrowth of the cradle sieve, fig. 1,
which was formerly used for washing the contents of the dredge, the more bulky loads
of the trawl having been emptied on deck. The first table sieve was devised by Capt.
H. C. Chester and Prof. A. E. Verrill, and consisted of a rectangular table supporting
a fine sieve, and over it the hopper with its coarse wire netting. The canvas bottom and
chute were added by Mate James A. Smith, U. S. N., executive officer of the U. S. S.
Speedwell, while in the employ of the United States Fish Commission, about 1877.

To prepare the table sieve for use, place the sieve o in the frame a on cleats
provided for it a few inches above the canvas bottom d; then place the hopper in the
frame over the sieve and carry the chute e to a scupper.

The table legs are now made detachable, which materially reduces the space
required for stowage.

THE CRADLE SIEVE.

This sieve was devised by Prof. A. E. Verrill, in the early days of the United
States Fish Commission, for the purpose of rapidly washing out the mud brought up
by the dredge. It has woodeu ends, nearly semicircular in form, joined by narrow
strips which are let into the end pieces so as to present a smooth surface. A fine
netting is drawn over the surface, and supported by an outer netting of coarse mesh
secured firmly to the ends and side pieces. An inner sieve with coarse mesh rests on
and partially inside of the main sieve. It is intended to be hung over the vessel's
side by means of a rope bridle attached to iron straps on the end pieces.

THE STRAINER.

The strainer, fig. 3, was introduced on board the Albatross, in 1883, by Mr. James
E. Benedict, resident naturalist, for the purpose of straining all water used for washing
mud and ooze from specimens in the table sieve. By this means minute forms of
crustacea, annelids, foraminifera, etc., are recovered at small expense of time and labor.

Its construction is very simple. An oil barrel was cut down until it would slide
under the table sieve. Three iron drain-pipes are inserted in the side, one diagonally
over the other, and attached to them are three strainers, a, b, and c, made ofIiuen
scrim, through which the water is drained as it rises successively to the level of
each. The combined areas of the three are snfficient to carry off the water supplied
by the steam hose under ordinary circumstances. When it is to be used in connection
with the table sieve the long chute e is removed, and a short one about a foot in length
is substituted, the water being discharged directly into the strainer.

THE TANNER IMPROVED DREDGING QUADRANT.

The dredging quadrant (plate xxxv) in its original form was designed by the
writer as the most convenient and practical method of ascertaining the position of
trawl or dredge in deep-sea exploration by observing the angle of the dredge rope.
The present form is simply a refinement of the original.
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THE TANNER IMPROVED DREDGING QUADRANT.

FIG. 1. Instrument ready for use.
FIGS. 2. and 3. A sectional view.
FIG. 4. End view at D.
FIG. 5. Sectional view of the rod D, frame A, and spring E.

Nomenclature: A, Frame. B, Pendulum. C, Scale. D, Rod. E, Spring catch. P, Elliptical spring.
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The frame A is composed of two pieces of black walnut, or other suitable wood,
each 2 feet in length, 2 inches wide, and ~ inch thick, scored on their inner surfaces
to receive the rod, springs, and pendulum.

The back part of the frame has a semicircular projection, to which the scale C is
secured. The pendulum B is of brass, 4 inches in length, weighted with lead at its
lower end to insure prompt action. There is a disk at its upper extremity with a
milled surface, and it is suspended on friction bearings which allow it to swing freely.

The rod D has a knob on its outer end for convenienes in working, and to its inner
end is attached the elliptical spring F, composed of spring brass, which is intended to
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CUT G8.-The angle and scope of the dredge rope.

grip the milled head of the disk and hold the pendulum securely in place whenever
the notch in the rod D is freed from' the spring catch E. To release it from the em.
brace of the spring, press on the knob with the palm of the right hand until the notch
in the rod D is engaged by the slot in the spring catch E; the elliptical spring F is
thus distended, the friction removed from the disk, and the pendulum given unob.
structed movement.

The scale C is of brass, secured to the frame by brass.eorewsj it is graduated on
.both sides from 200 from the perpendicular to 900 or horizontal, so that it can be used
on either side of the vessel, whether backing or going ahead. A.. guard of round
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brass rod is secured inside of the scale to strengthen the frame and prevent its warp
ing, also to protect the pendulum point which swings between it and the scale.

To use the dredging quadrant grasp it in both hands, straight edge up, knob
to the right; see that the pendulum swings freely; then take a favorable position
(cut 68), cast the eye over the straight edge of the quadrant, inclining it to the angle
of the rope, at the same time sweeping it back and forth until they are parallel; then
lock the pendulum by pressing the spring catch E with the thumb of the right hand.
The angle of the rope from the perpendicular may then be read from the scale.

The following illustrative example explains the principle of the dredging quadrant
and its practical application:

Giventbe depth, 1,000 fathoms, and the angle 400, what is the scope of dredge
rope required to insure the landing of the trawl on the bottom1

Enter Table II, Bowditch, or any table for tbe solution of plane right triangles,
with 40° as a course, and find the depth, 1,000 fathoms, in the difference of lati
tude column (taking one-tenth of the amount), 100.4 being the nearest number.
Opposite to this, in the distance column, is 131, which being multiplied by 10 gives
1,310 fathoms, the hypotenuse of the right triangle we have constructed. As the rope
has a catenary curve it is necessary to make an allowance in order to insure the trawl
reaching and remaining on bottom. Experience teaches that about 200 fathoms is
sufficient with above depth and angle; therefore, with a scope of 1,5QO fathoms, and
the angle of the rope maintained between the limits of 35° and 40°, a successful haul
may be auticipated so far as the landing of the trawl on the bottom is concerned.

The speed at which it can be dragged varies from 2 to 2~ knots per hour, depend
ing upon the state of the sea, the currents, and the character of bottom. It can be
regulated after a little practice so as to confine the angle of dredge rope within the
limit of 5°; hence there is a wide margin as to its scope, which is governed largely by
the speed at which it is desired to drag the trawl or dredge over the bottom.

SURFACE AND INTERMEDIATE COLLECTING,

The surface tow net was among the first devices of the naturalist for collecting
minute animal and vegetable forms on the surface, and the same apparatus has been
used at intermediate depths, although its range was confined within narrow limits,
usually but a few fathoms, and even then it was not entirely satisfactory, as specimens
would naturally find their way into the net while it was being hauled to the surface,
the exact depth of their habitat remaining a mystery.

The ring of the surface tow net in common use is from 12 to 18 inches in diameter,
made of i-inch iron or brass rod. The best nets are of silk gauze, or bolting-cloth,
although they may be made of cheese-cloth or other suitable material, They are
usually towed with a small line either astern or over the side when the vessel is
moving slowly through the water.

The dip net has been in constant use on board the Albatross. Its ring resembles
that of the surface tow net, but is usually made of heavier wire, and it has a shank
which is inserted into a staff, preferably a bamboo pole of sufficient length. The net
is of silk bolting-cloth.

This device may be used at any time when the vessel is lying without headway
or moving very slowly through the water. Its greatest achievements have been in
connection with the electric light. At night, preferably from one to three hours after
dark, the vessel lying broadside to the wind and without headway, an ordinary
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Edisnn 50-candle incandescent lamp, attached to a properly insnlatedcable, is lowered
from the lee gangway, Gfeet or more from the ship's side, just sufficiently to keep it
submerged with the ordinary motions of the vessel.
Slow-moving forms which are floating on the surface
collect iu large numbers at the water line as the vessel
sags slowly to leeward and more active species gather
to feed upon them. As soon as the light is lowered,
the latter gather around it, as moths about a candle,
sometimes in great swarms, and it is then that the net
reaps its richest harvests..

Surface collecting has always been a marked fea
ture in the work of the A Ibatross, and improved methods
were sought from the first. The opportunities for this
line of investigation, without interfering with other
work, were unprecedented, as the net above described
could be used whenever the vessel was hove to for
sounding, eto., and the tow net was available from the
time the trawl was put over the rail until it was on
board again, from half an hour to six or eight hours
later. Observing this, it seemed that something might
be done to develop this field of inquiry, and various
devices were tried from time to time with greater or
less success until, on the 8th of May, 1885, the present
form of surface tow net, devised by the writer, was
first used and became a part of the regular scientific
outfit.

IMI'ROVED SURFAOE TOW NE1'.

The ring is of ~-inch galvanized iron, 4 feet 11
inches in diameter; the net has a ~-inch mesh, thread
24-6 stow, barked, 10 feet in length, same size through
out, and has a pocket of the same material 5 feet in
length, which is formed by turning in a portion of the
upper end of the net, thus doubling the material for
5 feet from the ring. A small cord is passed around
the net between the parts, and is included in the turns
of the lashing which secures the net to the ring. There
is a drawstring in the lower end of the pocket.

A mosquito-net lining is secured on the lower inside
portion of the net, and hangs a foot below it, in order
that it may have sufficient slack to insure the outer net
taking the strain of towing. An ordinary surface net
with 12·inch hoop and a silk-gauze bag, 20 inches in
length, is suspended in the mouth of the larger net
by four bridles of small stuff secured to the ring; it .~I
is intended to collect minute forms that might pass ~\ k.

through the coarser material of the large net. A 2~-inch . ~!V
manila rope bridle with four legs is secured at equal dis- CUT 69.-Irnproved surface tow net.

tances around the ring, and a 3·inch rope hitched through the bight is used for towing.
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In preparing the net for use it is advisable to lash the lining separately as near
the end as practicable and place it inside of the net, lashing the end of the latter in
such a manner that the former will rest entirely upon it, relieving the more delicate
material from the strain of towing; otherwise it will be ruined by the great volume of
water passed through it. It is towed from the swinging boom at about 2 knots per
hour, and, when the vessel is engaged solely in surface collecting, two nets are used
at the same time, one at each boom.

TOW NE'l'S FOR INTERMEDIATE DEPTHS.

A large tow net was devised by the writer, at the instance of Professor Baird, for
the purpose of taking fish at the surface and at intermediate depths. It was used for
the first time on May 8, 1883.

The ring was made of 1-inch round iron, and was 10 feet in diameter; the net,
I-inch mesh and 20 feet in length; the bridle had four legs, which were seized at equal
distances around the ring, and the steel-wire dredge rope was used as a tow line.

This apparatus was towed at various depths, from surface to bottom, at speeds
ranging from 2 to 7 knots per hour, but it failed utterly in so far as the capture of
pelagic forms was concerned; any fish which had sufficient celerity of movement to
escape a beam trawl would avoid this net. The trouble seemed to arise frOID its
"firing," for when used at night its tracks several fathoms below the surface could be
distinctly seen. On one occasion, when a school of mackerel was attacked with it
on a dark night, we could see the mass separate only a few feet in advance and then
promptly close again in its rear, and not one was caught. The school was so dense
that it seemed impossible to drag so large a net among them without catching one or
two at least; but after an hour or more of towing in every direction at varying speeds
from 1 to 8 knots, without the capture of a single specimen, we gave it up as a failure..

Surface tow nets attached to the dredge rope were used on board the Ohallenger
for intermediate collecting, but a knowledge of the depths at which the specimens
were secured was still lacking. The same practice was followed on board the Fish
Hawk until we improved upon it by adopting wing nets, which were attached to each
end of the trawl beam, and performed the functions of collectors from surface to
bottom, and thence to the surface again. They were like an ordinary surface tow net
with a pocket added. The material was cheese-cloth, and being much finer than any
portion of the trawl which they accompanied, they usually contained a miscellaneous
collection of small forms, many of which would not have been secured by any other
method in practice at that time. Of course, we had little knowledge of the depths at
which the various forms were secured. Such as were common to both wing net and
surface net were, in a general way, assigned to areas within the Influence of sunlight,
while those found in the wing nets alone were allotted to depths more profound.

THE TANNER INTERMEDIATE ~I.'OW NET, FIRST PATTERN.

This net (plate XXXVI) was improvised at sea from materials at hand after the
failure of other apparatus. Its purpose is to collect animal life from known inter
mediate depths, and although it has been superseded by a later pattern it is repro
duced as a guide to others who may wish to construct a similar net with the slender
resources usually available on shipboard.

The ring a is of brass, 2 feet 9 inches in diameter, with a four-legged bridle b,
. secured to eyes spaced at equal distances around it and shackled to the lower link of
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Nomenclature.

a. Ring, brass.
b. Bridle, ratline stuff'.
c. Lower bridle. 2·ineb manila.
d. Sinker. 60-pound sounding ehot,
e. Toggle, wood.
f. Blocks for drnwstl'ing, brass.
g. VV-eights for operating draw-string, lead.
h. Sinker, cast iron, with wrought links.
i. Frio tion clamp: frame, braas , tumbler, steel.
j. 'I'um blor,
k, Messenger, east.Iron.
I. Wrench. steel.

m. Tripping -Iiues, cod line, cotton or flax.
n. Net, cotton thread 24·6 stow barked, i·inch

mesh (square), ~.inch stretch measure;
first lining, mosquito net lower half;
second Hnfng, silk gauze lower quarter j

guide rings tor drawstj-ing, brass.
o, Drawstl'ing braided cord 01' Call line.
p. Lashing, cod line.

j

o

p

d

e

c 9

PLATE XXXVI.

9

THE TANNER INTERMEDIATE TOW NET, FIRST PATTERN.

}<'IO. 1. Apparatus ready to he sent down. The messenger k is also shown on the tow line, above the friction
clamp i.

FIG. 2. Enlarged view of messenger, showing scores in which tho lashings are placed to hold the two parts
together when it is sent down.

FIG. 3. Eularged view of sinker, with links and shackles, showing the manuel' of attaching the tow Iine and net.
FIG. 4. Side view of friction clamp 'i, with tumbler j and wrench 1.
]<'IG.5. End view of clamp i.
FIG. 6. Enlarged view of net, showing the lower part closed as follows: The messenger was sent down and its

impact overturned the tumbler, released the tripping lines, which a.lloweil the weights to fall, and by their weight
bring sulllcient straiu on the dmwstring to close the bag ItS shown.
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the sinker h. The dredge rope is shackled to the upper link and serves as a tow
line. The lower bridle c has two legs, each 10 feet in length, of 2·illCh manila rope,
the free ends seized to opposite sides of the ring and a (jO-poundsounding shot toggled
to the lower end as a sinker to insure the apparatus going down vertically. The net
n is cylindrical in form, 5~ feet long, the lower half lined with mosquito net and
the lower third with an additional lining of silk bolting-cloth. The tail lashing p
having been adjusted, one end is carried down and .made fast to the lower bridle at d
to keep the net in place while it is being lowered.

Four smau. brass rings are stitched to the net at equal iutervals, a few inches
below the upper edge of the silk lining, through which is rove a drawstring of braided
signal halyard stuff or soft white cod line, which makes a round turn, the ends being
finally passed in opposite directions through the same ring, rove through blocks on
the bridle legs and bent to the weights g, which weigh 14 pounds each. Two tripping
lines m, of cod line, with eyes in their upper ends, are hooked over the tumbler .i of the
friction clamp i; the other ends are passed down through leads on the ring a and bridle
legs c, and bent to the weights g, suspending them at the height of the drawstring
blocks, allowing the drawstring to hang loosely about the net and the latter to retain
its natural form while going down and until it is closed by the action of the messeng-er.

To use the net, prepare it as in fig. 1, lower it'vertically, from 20 to 25 fathoms
per minute, until it reaches the desired depth, and tow it from Ii to 2 knots per hour,
heaving in, veering and varying the speed, in order to maintain it at the proper depth,
which can be determined within a few fathoms by observing the angle of the towline
with the dredging quadrant.

To recover the net, stop and back until the towline is vertical, heaving in during
the operation -in order to maintain the net at the same depth at which it had been
towed; then send the messenger down to act on tumbler of friction clamp, release
tripping lines, and close lower part of net (fig. 6). l'he messenger is in two parts,
which are held on the towline by seizings of marline. It sinks from 100 to 110
fathoms pel' minute, and the impact can usually be felt by grasping the towline.
When the lower net is closed, steam ahead at the usual towing speed and heave in
at the rate of 25 to 28 fathoms pel" minute, according to the state of the sea.

The net has been used successfully in 1,700 fathoms, yet it was looked upon as a
makeshift. Its principal weakness was due to the action of the sinker d, which was
necessary in lowering, but caused the net to tow at such an angle that the useful
area of the ring was greatly reduced, whereas fully three-fourths of the area is
operative in the improved pattern.

THE i'ANNER INi'ERMEDIATE TOW NET, IMPROVED PAi'TERN.

This apparatus (plate XXXVII) is the same in principle as that already described,
and its function, the collection of animal life from known intermediate depths, is also
the same, but its efficiency and certainty of action are increased, and it is more easily
operated. Its frame is composed 'of brass pipe and fittiugs of commercial pattern,
carrying a net so arranged with drawstring', movable weights, tripping lines, friction
clamp, and messenger that its lower part can be closed at will.

General description.-The ring a is 2 feet 5 inches inside diameter" composed of
brass pipe 1-1~6 inch outside diameter, bent in a circular form, the ends joined by a
union. On the ring are four tees, two on each side, spaced 6 inches apart, and secured

F. G. B. 1896-24'
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in place. The half of the ring opposite the union is filled with lead, which gives it
a preponderance of about 10 pounds.

The arms b are of brass pfpe of the same diameter as that of the ring; the lower
ends are screwed into tees which move freely on the ring between those above
mentioned, the upper ends having a hinge joint held in place by the shackle pin.

The legs c, four ill number, are also of brass pipe, tt of an inch outside diameter
and 5 feet 5~ inches total length, with net length (from lower side of ring to apron) of
5 feet. The lap of legs over the apron is 4~ inches, and the upper ends screw 1 inch
into their respective tees.

The apron d is of sheet brass k inch thick, 18 inches in length; straight on the
upper edge, the lower part semicircular with a radius of 10 inches. It is secured to
the flattened extremities of the legs by two screwbolts e in each end, -{>If inch in
diameter and 2i inches in length. An oblong hole in the central upper part of the
apron is for the purpose of securing the tail of the net, in order to prevent its floating
up or becoming entangled while being lowered.

The functions of the apron are threefold: First, to afford rigid and secure fastenings
for the lower ends of the legs; second, by its form to aid in guiding the net down
vertically when lowering, and, finally, to give the apparatus a tendency to take a
horizontal position when towing.-thua increasing the area of collecting surface within
the ring. The heavy weights are all at or near the ring while the net is being lowered
and towed, and there is a preponderance of 70 pounds on one side of it, so placed as
to cause the apron to expose its flat surface to the water and greatly increase the
tendency of the light rear end to seek the level of the more ponderous weighted ring
whenever it is moving forward.

Blocks f, four in number, for operating the drawstring, are of brass, Ii inches in
length. Two of them are secured to a pair of legs by through bolts, riveted 2 feet 4
inches above the apron; the others are seized with wire to the tees holding the upper
ends of theother pair of legs, upon which the movable weights traverse.

The movable'U'eights U, of lead, two in number and weighing 30 pounds each, are
provided to put the required tension qn the drawstring when it is desired to close the
net. They are egg-shaped, 4 inches in diameter by 9 inches long, and have an inch
hole through the center; linch holes in lugs at their upper extremities furnish a
convenient method of attaching the drawstring and tripping lines.

The sinker h is of cast iron, 130 pounds weight, oblong in form, with projecting
links of wrought iron at each end, through which shackles for attaching tow net and
dredge rope pass. The sinker is used to facilitate lowering the net, and to prevent
kinking the steel dredge rope or tow line.

The friction clamp i is composed of brass and steel, the barrel of the former metal,
the eccentric tumbler k, sliding chocks, striking face, and adjusting screw of the latter.
A small steel wrench m is provided to work the adjusting screw.

The messenger 1 is of cast iron, 9 pounds' in weight, made in halves, with two
scores on the external surface for convenience in passing lashings. To use it, pass
the halves over the rope and take a few turns of a lashing. The hole in the messenger
is sufficiently large to allow it to pass freely over splices in the dredge rope.

The net n is i·inch square mesh; thread 24-6 stow, barked; it is seized to the
ring with seine twine, and hangs 5 feet 6 inches in length, the same size throughout.
It is lined with mosquito netting the whole length, and there is an inner lining of silk
gauze extending up 3 feet 6 inches from the lower end.. The outer netis iutended to
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take the strain in towing, the linings pressing llJgainst it on all sides and acting simply
as collectors. The lower end of the net is closed by a cod-line lashing p, which includes
the outer net and mosquito-net lining, the silk gauze or inner lining being secured
separately and placed inside of the others as an additional protection against wear
and tear. After the outer net is securely lashed, the ends of the same lashing are
taken through the hole in the apron and knotted, leaving about 6 inches slack to allow
for closing the net, shrinkage, etc. .

Six guide rings of b-inch brass wire and J-ineh diameter are secured at equal
intervals around the outer surface of the net n, to support the drawstring o. They
are placed about 2 inches above the blocks f on the legs c in order to allow the net
to close without bringing undue strain upon its upper body.

The drawstring 0 is a braided cord 13 feet in length and! inch diameter, used to
close the lower part of the net n after towing and before it is hoisted to the surface.
Ood line, or other material of the proper size, will answer the purpose, but braided cord
is preferred as less liable to kink while lying loosely during the process of lowering
and towing; moreover, it presents a smooth surface to the net, reducing the wear on
the web caused by repeated opening, closing, towing, and hoisting.

The tripping lines q, two in number, are of cod line, 9 feet 6 inches in length, with
7-inch loops or eyes on their upper ends. .

To assemble the apparatus: The ring being intact, with the arms lying side by side
across it, their lower ends attached to their respective tees, raise the arms and shackle
the sinker in place. Shackle the tow line, or dredge rope, to the other end of the
sinker, and suspend the ring at convenient height; screw the legs into their respec
tive sockets, which will be recognized by marks of a center punch, -:- -:-,:..~ ..;...;...;.... j

then place the apron in position and secure it by the screwbolts. The movable weights
g are carried on the pail' of legs nearest the weighted side of the ring, the lower
drawstring blocks being on the other pair farthest from it.

Seize the net to the ring, run the drawstring through the small rings on the body
of the net, taking a round turn and an overhand knot, then run the ends through the
lower and upper blocks and hitch them to the movable weights through holes in their
lugs; hitch the ends of the tripping lines through remaining holes in the lugs, place
the friction clamp on the rope, slip the loops over the lip of the tumbler, and slide the
clamp up the rope until the weights are suspended about 4 inches below the ring and
tighten the adjusting screw with the wrench, keeping the tumbler elevated and pressed
against the rope until the clamp grips it with sufficient force to hold it in place. It
should not be secured toe-firmly, as it is intended that it should slide down the rope
with the messenger after the impact of the latter has reversed the tumbler.

Having ascertained the point on the rope at which the clamp should be secured it
may thereafter be attached in the same place without further attention to the tripping,
lines, which may be hooked over the lip of the tumbler and the weights suspended at
the proper distance below the !'ings'fby simply taking in a trifle more or less at the hitch.

The length of tripping lines, 9 feet 6 inches, is intended to give sufficient drift for
the weights to close the net even if the clamp slips down the rope without the tumbler
having been capsized. A single weight will securely close the net if from any cause
the other fails to act.

To usc the net, having assembled it as directed, overhaul the drawstring until the
net hangs entirely free; bring the vessel to a dead stop and lower away at the rate of
25 fathoms per minute until the depth is reached. Then, having determined upon the
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angle at which it is to be towed, enter Table II, Bowditch Navigator, and find the
length of rope required to maintain the net at the proper depth and steam ahead
slowly, veering gently until the predetermined scope and angle are attained. 'I'he
latter can then be maintained with sufficient accuracy by frequent observations with
the dredging quadrant and properly regulating the speed.

A correction, to be subtracted from the figures taken from Table II, Bowditch, will
be required for the catenary curve, as the sinker and the net being afloat at an inter
mediate depth will sink more rapidly than the rope which is being dragged laterally
from 150 to 200 feet per minute through the water. It is quite impossible to give
an invariable rule for making this correction. It may be said, however, that the angle
of 400 has usually been adhered to on board the Albatross, which involves a speed of
2 knots per hour, approximately. Under these conditions a deduction of 8 fathoms
per 100 fathoms in depth may be made up to 500 fathoms; 9 fathoms per 100 between
500 and 1,000 fathoms; and 10 fathoms per 100 between 1,000 and 2,000 fathoms.

This approximate rule is applicable to the stated conditions only, but will serve as
a general guide until the explorer learns from experience the corrections required by
his own methods and apparatus.

ILLU8TnATIVI~ EXAMPI,l<:.

Depth at which the net is to be towed "" . __ . . 500 fathoms
Angle of the tow rope __ . __ .. 400
Length of rope required, 'I'able II, Bowditch. ..••.. .. . .. . 650 fathoms
Correction for catenary curve, .8 fathoms per 100 fathoms depth -40 fathoms

Length of tow rope required ... __ .. __ ..... __ ... __ .. __ ... __ .. 610 fathoms

To recover the net, having towed it a sufficient length of time, stop the engines
and back slowly until the tow rope hangs vertically, reeling in sufficient rope to main
tain the net at a uniform depth; send the messenger down and release the weights by
reversing the tumbler, when they will exert a sudden and sufficient force on the ends
of t)1e drawstring to securely close the lower part of the net.

The messenger sinks at the rate of 100 to 110 fathoms per minute, and its impact
can usually' be felt by grasping the rope, but this method is not always reliable, hence
it is advisable to use time intervals, allowing the safe limit of 100 fathoms per minute.

Having closed the lower bag, steam slowly ahead and reel in at the rate of 25 to
28 fathoms a minute until the net is on board. The upper portion from the mouth to
the drawstring remaining open, will usually be found to contain an assortment of
specimens collected on the way up.

A few turns of a lashing should be taken around the net immediately below the
drawstring as soon as possible after the apparatus reaches the deck and while it is
hanging vertically by the tow rope, to avoid the possibility of opening communication
with upper and lower compartments by the accidental slackening of the drawstring.
This done, the frame should be lowered gently on deck, the lashing removed from
the tail of the net and the parts turned back, leaving the inner or silk gauze lining
exposed; remove its lashing, carefully open the bag over a pan of prepared sea water
which has been carefully strained to remove any surface forms it might have contained,
and finally rinse the net in it to remove minute specimens adhering to its sides or
lodged in the numerous folds.

The contents of the lower bag. secured, the drawstring is removed, the upper bag
turned inside out into a tub of water, and the specimens secured by thorough rinsing,
after which the lashing is taken off and the net carefully washed, usually by towing
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a few minutes if the vessel should be moving slowly through the water; otherwise by
washing and repeated rinsings until all trace of life is destroyed. The last rinsing
should be in fresh water, and the frame should be wiped oft' to prevent oxidation.

If the apparatus is to be stowed away, remove the apron, unscrew the legs, and
hang the ring with net attached in a convenient place to dry. The tripping lines
and the drawstring should be hitched to arms or rings and dried. When ready to
store, reeve the drawstring in place, roll the net up snugly, and stop it with the ends
of the drawstring; remove the shackle pin and fold the arms across the ring, using
the tripping lines to hold them in place and to confine the net as far as possible within
the ring, thus making a snug and convenient package.

FISEING GEAR.

The codhand lines used aboard the Albatross
gear, and may be described as follows:

The material for hauling lines is received in
lengths of 25 fathoms and weighs 18 pounds per
dozen or 300 fathoms. A. full-length hand line is
composed of six 25·fathom lines spliced together.

. The Albatross has a few of these which are coiled
in tubs, while those of 50 and 75 fathoms are
carried on hand reels.

Tarred cotton, 10 to 14 pounds per dozen
'lengths of 25 fathoms each, is used for snoods.
There are two on each line secured to the swivel
on the bight, one leg 6 feet in length, the other
about 4 feet. Their lower ends are attached to
hook swivel slots either by a wall knot or by
splicing.

The gangings are composed of a single strand
of hemp line, about the size of the hauling line,
secured to the hooks by hitching the bights
around their shanks, then laying the two parts
together and making wall knots on the ends, by
which they are secured to the hook swivel slots.
No. 14 cod hooks are in general use on the trial
lines, although other sizes are used as occasion'
requires.

The following is a Iist :of the fishing lines
that are kept in readiness for use:

Sqnid Iines.
Whiting lines.
Ood hand lines, 2, 3, and '1 pound leads.
Red-snapper lines.
Bluefish lines, for trolling,
Sea-bass lines, style used in Southern States.'
Sea-bass lines, style used ?~ New York smackmeu,
Bluefish lines, for still bllltl1lg,
Shark lines.
Ood trawllincs.
Halibut trawl lines.
Halldock tl'awllinell.
Mnokerel hnnd lin es,

are a modification of the Georges

i

c

Nomenclature.

a.Sinker: Lead.
weight 5 1101mds.

b. Horso: Brass.
e, Hauling line:

Tarred cotton.
d. Swivel: Brass.

e. Snood swivel:
Brass.

/. Snoods: Tarred
cotton.

g. Hook swivel slot.
h. Ganglngs: Hemp

line.
i. Hand reel: Wood.

CUT 70.-00d hand
Iiue.
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The following miscellaneous apparatus is used in fishing:
Leads, gill net.
Molds, for sinkers.
Mold, for mackerel jigs.
Nippers, woolen.
Splicers, line, iron.
Swivels, snood.
Swivels, slot.
Slingding spreaders.
Tubs, trawl line.
Whale gnn.
Whale gun, bomb lance.

Hooks, ice.
Hurdy-gurdy, or patent trawl

roller.
.Jigs, mackerel.
Jigs, squid.
Knives, codfish bait.
Knives, codfish tbroating.
Knives, dory.
Knives, halibut bait.
Knives, mackerel splitting.
Knives, oyster.
Lance, shark killer.
Lance, whale.

TRAWL LINES.

The Albatross's trawl lines are practically the same as ·those used in the New
England fisheries. They have tarred cotton ground- lines, 300 fathomsto the tub, 18
pounds per dozen, and carry 300 No. 14 cod hooks. The buoy ropes are of 9 to 12

Anchors, Chester patent, net.
Anchors, Chester patent, trawl.
Buoys, hafibut trawl.
Buoys, keg.
Compasses, dory.
Fish forks.
Fish pew.
Floats, covered glass-Norwe-

gian.
Gaffs, deck, cod.
Gaffs, dory, cod.
Gaffs, iron, halibut.
Harpoons, assorted.

e

a

~::.--- -= -

I .•

"';";~:"~~;:~':'-'::~~.:~~.~:.~G":"'-:.. --..:..~

CUT 71.-Cod trawl line.
aGround line; b Hooka , e Anchor.; d Buoy ropes , c Outer buoy , fIuner buoy.

thread tarred manila; keg buoys, with staff and black ball or flag, are used, and the
moorings are 16-pound Chester-patent anchors.

The gangings are about 3 feet in length, and spaced 6 feet apart on the ground
line, to which they are attached by sticking them through a strand and knotting the
ends, or by a peculiar hitch known to fishermen, which is quickly made and will not slip.
The baited hooks are placed carefully outside of the coil of ground line in the tubs.

Two men are required to set a trawl line from a dory, one pulling as directed,
while the other throws the buoy overboard as soon as it is bent to the line, and pays
the latter out as fast as he can until he reaches the lower end, when he bends it and
the ground line to the anchor, throws it over, and pays out the line, hook by hook,
with a peculiar twist of the arm, which throws them clear.

The bottom end of one tub of line is bent to the upper end of the next until the
required length is reached, when the ground line and lower end of the buoy rope are
bent to the anchor, the latter thrown overboard, the rope paid out, and the buoy
bent and thrown into the water. A flag is usually carried on the staff of the inner
buoy, and a black ball on the outer one.

Two men are required to haul the trawl; one in the bow heaves the line in over a
patent roller fastened to gunwales of dory and worked with a crank, while the other,
standing just abaft him, removes fish from the hooks and coils the line in the tubs.
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GILL NETS.

The equipment includes a variety of gill nets which may be used as drift nets or
anchored either at the surface, at the bottom, or at intermediate depths. They all
have floats at the top of the net and sinkers at the bottom, the former having sufficient
buoyancy to support the net at the surface. In the event of its being set beneath the
surface extra weights are added, and its position at or above the bottom depends upon
the length of the anchor ropes. .

The following is a list of the gill nets furnished the Albatross.

Kinds and dimensions of Length. Depth. Size ot' Twine. Kinds and dimensions of Length. Depth. Size of Twine.gill nets. mesh. gill nets. mesh.
---- ------

Futh. Futh. Inchee, Futh. rea: Inches.
Trammel net (2) ....... 15 25 { 2 35-3 Shad gill net............ 50 4 45 35-3

I6 12~16 Do .................. 50 4 45 35-3
Mackerel gill net .••••• 30 2! 31 16-6 Cod:B1ll net ............. 100 2 7 4~10

Do ................. 30 25 3 16-6 0 .................. 100 2 8 40-10
Do ................. 30 2! 25 16-6 Herring gill net (2) ...•. 20 2! 2: 20-6

Menhaden gill net ..... 15 2 8! 16-6 Do .................. 20 2! 2, 20-6
Do ................. 15 2 2, 16-6 Red-snapper gill net (2) .. 50 3 9 .........

.. -.
These nets are not all carried at the same time, owing to lack of space. A few of

those most commonly used are retained, and others are taken when required.
The following nets are used for surface and shoal-water collecting:

Casting net: Diameter, 5t feet; mesh, 1t inches. Tub strainer nets: cheese-cloth, cotton.
Surface tow nets, small: Silk boltdng-cloth, Dip nets: Silk bolting-cloth.
Surface tow nets, large: Netting i-inch square Dip nets: Cheese-cloth, cotton,

mesh, tWine20-6, barked, and mosquito net lining. Scoop nets.
Wing nets: Cheese-cloth, cotton. Fyke net.

Seines are among the most useful apparatus for collecting. alongshore, and the
vessel is provided with the Baird collecting seine and the drag seine.

The Baird collecting seine was devised by the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird for the
use of naturalists in the collection of specimens along the margins of the sea, lakes,
and rivers. It was originally from 9 to 15 feet in length; very light; compact, easily
carried by one man and operated by two; but it has since been made in various sizes,
and much enlarged, even to 119 feet in length, The three sizes generally used will
be described. Stretch measure will be used to indicate the size of mesh.

The Baird seine No.1 is 15 feet in length and 3~feet in depth; the middle section
of 5 feet, including the bag, 4 feet long, is !.inch mesh; the wings, each 5 feet in
length, are ~.inch mesh. It has ordinary wooden floats and lead sinkers, about 9 ounces
to the foot on the middle section, decreasing gradually toward the extremities. A
wooden staff on each wing facilitates hauling.

The material of the net is the best quality of cotton seine twine, 20-6 barked.
The Baird seine No.2 is 25 feet in Iength and 4~ feet in depth; the middle section of

9 feet, including the bag, 6 feet in length, is ~.inch mesh; the wings are 8 feet long,
4 feet being linch, and the remaining 4 feet at the extremities Ldneh mesh. Twine,
floats, sinkers, and staves are the same as those used with No. 1.

The Baird seine No.3 is 45 feet in length and 6 feet ill depth. The middle section
of 15 feet, including the bag, 8 feet in length, is ~.inch mesh; the wings are each 15
feet long, the inner half ft-inch mesh, and 1 inch at the extremities. The twine,
floats, sinkers, staves, eto., are the same as on the smaller nets.

The drag seine is the largest collecting net used on board the Albatross. It is
150 feet in length, 20 feet deep in the bunt, and 2~·inch mesh. It is the ordinary 25·
fathom ship seine, fitted in the usual manner.
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NAVIGATION: APPARATUS AND METHODS.

The principal implements used in the navigation of the vessel comprise three
Negus and one Bliss & Creighton box chronometers, the latter being used as a hack;
also a comparing, watch. The Ritchie liquid compasses are used for standard,
steering, telltale, and boat service. The standard compass has an azimuth circle and
alidade, and another is fitted with tripod and circle. A pelorus is provided for taking
bearings of objects which can not be seen from the standard. The usual number of
sextants and octants are provided; also an artificial horizon.

T he Bliss and Walker taffrail logs are used to measure the vessel's speed through
the water, and tbe common hand-lead measures the depths within its capacity, while
the Tanner sounding machine, either alone or with the Bassnett atmospheric sounder,
or Sir William Thomson's tubes attached, is used in deeper waters. Both telescopic
and binocular marine glasses are provided, and for convenience in platting there is
a three-arm protractor, a Negus course-indicator, Sigsbee's parallel rulers, drawing
instruments, etc.

The chronometers are placed under a lounge in the chart room, the transporting
cases being screwed to a false bottom on the deck. In this position they are secure
from shocks, and the top of the lounge, opening and shutting on hinges, fits tightly
enough to prevent drafts of air or any great changes of temperature. The most pow
erful disturbing element on the rates of the chronometers has been the vibration of the
hull, caused by the dynamo engine, which is usually in operation from dark until 11
p. m. They appear to run equally well together while this vibration takes place every
day, and during any material interval that it does not take place at all; but an
interruption of either state of repose or vibration is almost invariably accompanied by
a change in the record differences in the daily comparison book, showing that their rates
are temporarily disturbed.

On reaching port the chronometers are rated as soon as possible by comparison
with the time obtained by telegraphic connection with some observatory clock; or,
when such connection is not possible, equal altitudes of the sun are taken, and the
errors corrected back if the discrepancy is greater than the probable limits of
personal and instrnmental errors of observation and platting.

The standard compa,ss is placed about 15 feet forward of the smokestack, on the
deckhouse, where it was located by a magnetic survey; it was found that in this
position the needle was least disturbed by the various magnetic forces exerted by the
metal of and in the ship; it is also in a convenient position for use, being handy for
taking bearings and under the eye of the officer of the deck when under way.

The standard compass is not compensated, and the local deviation is obtained by
swinging ship under steam, observing azimuths ,of the sun on every point, making
a circle with port helm, then with starboard, the mean of the results being accepted as
correct. The curve of deviations being platted upon a Napier diagram, a table of
magnetic courses is deduced for convenience in laying the ship's head.

The heeling error is obtained by listing the vessel to starboard and port and
observing azimuths of the sun as before.

In general terms it may be stated that the changes of deviations due to inclination
are such that when heeled to starboard the ship's head is thrown to windward, or
toward the higher side, when 011 any course in the northern semicircle; in the southern
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semicircle, when heeled to starboad, the ship's head is thrown to leeward, or toward
the lower side.s

When heeled to port the ship's head is thrown to leeward when on any course
between southeast and northwest through north, and to windward when on any course
to the southward of southeast and northwest. While building, the ship's head pointed
N. 29° 30' W; the ways were in latitude 390 44' N., longitude 750 33' W.

The sextants and. octants are of the ordinary type. One, the lunar sextant, has an
.attachment called the Tanner flexible staff, its purpose being to eliminate the nervous
tremor of the observer or the effect of wind upon the instrument when observing with
the artificial horizon.

It is an ordinary wooden staff, 2 feet 6 inches in length.not unlike a walking stick,
its upper end flattened on one side and. pierced. with a ~-inch hole, and a spiral spring
of phospher bronze is inserted between the severed parts, 8 inches from the head of the
staff, forming a flexible universal joint.

A brass plate with screw thread and thumbscrew is let into the back of the sextant
handle, and to mount the apparatus for use it is only necessary to connect staff and
handle by means of the thumbscrew.

i j i • , i

CUT 72.-The Tanner flexible staff.

A convenient position for observing is to sit on a camp stool, with elbows resting
on the knees, and the staff planted firmly on the ground, at an angle that will afford
the desired support and enable the observer to change the position of his instrument
at will through the flexion of the joint.

The staff should be made of-light material, in order to interfere as little as possible
with the handling and reading of the sextant.

The taffrail logs, both the Walker and Bliss, are excellent instruments when
properly cared for. The former is preferred when running steadily for a considerable
time at high speed, while the latter is more convenient for short distances at varying

.speeds when the fractions of a mile are required, and the necessity for hauling in
and putting out is of frequent occurrence, as in sounding and dredging. It is gooiJ..
practice for a vessel engaged in such work to keep one Walker log as a standard,
using it for no other purpose, as the propellers of working logs are always liable to
injury by coming in-contact with the stern of the vessel or being struck by sharks or
other fish.

The Bassnett atmospheric sounder used in connection with the Tanner sounding
machine for measuring depths within 100 fathoms, without changing the speed of the
vessel, is, when used intelligently and properly cared for, a very useful and almost
indispensable adjunct for coasting at night or in foggy weather.

It operates on the principle of the compression of a column of air proportioned
to the increase of pressure as it sinks beneath the surface. It is composed of a glass

• She has recently been supplied with compensetiug binnacles.
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tube inclosed within a shield of brass, in which appropriate slits expose portions of
the tube longitudinally. The upper end of the tube is air and water tight, and at
the lower end is a valve which turned in one direction admits water and prevents its
escape; thus the top of the column of water indicates the depth in fathoms, read from
a scale attached to the body of the sounder. A reverse movement of the valve
allows the water to escape, and it is only necessary to replace it in its former position
to prepare the apparatus for another cast.

The action of the sounder depends upon the valve being tight and this is assured
only by constant and intelligent care. It should be rinsed in fresh water, dried and
oiled after using, and requires frequent examination and adjustment to guard against
oxidation, and to see that the valve can be moved by hand, while it is sufficiently
tight to prevent leakage.

Si1' William Thomson's tubes have their interior surfaces coated with a chemical
preparation that becomes discolored upon contact with sea water, and the compres
sion of the column of air or the penetration of the column of water is measured on
the tube by a scale showing fathoms of depth. It works on the same principle as the
Bassnett tube, and is sometimes preferred because it has no valve to be cared for.
The disadvantage is that the number of soundings are limited to the supply of tubes,
which can not always be renewed when most needed.

No vessel should be considered seaworthy unless she carries some reliable appa
ratus for ascertaining the depth to 50 fathoms at least without slackening her speed.

The Rogers portable micrometer telescope is a very reliable and useful instrument.
A description and method of using it is to be found in the revised edition of Bowditch's
Navigator, page 177. A modification of that method was adopted on board the Alba,
tross, which required less computation and avoided the necessity of picking out each
time the log. cotangent of such a small angle. Lieutenant Bchr'oeder describes it as
follows:

The greatest angle this instrument can measure is 1,750 micrometer divisions, or about 1° 45/,
and it is seldom that an angle of over one-half or three-quarters of that is observed with it. In such
small angles the functions may be considered as proportional to the arcs, that is, the cotangent of the
angle measured is equal to the cotangent of one micrometer division divided by the number of those
divisions. Th~ log. cotangent of one division being accurately determined once for all, the rule for
finding the distance is simply to add that function to the logarithm of the heig9-t, and from the sum
subtract the logarithm of the number of divisions.

Example: A Iight-house 200 feet high is found to subtend an angle of 1,700microm.
eter divisions. The value of one division of the instrument on board the Albatross is
3".655, of which the log. cotangent is 4.7515377, or in practice 4.75154.

RIGOROUS METHOD.

3."655 X 1.700=6.213".5=1° 43/ 33".5.
200 feet. 00. log. 2.30103
1° 43' 33".5. 00 __ __ log. cot. 1. 52097

SHORT METHOD.

200 feet . __ :... log. 2.30103
1 M. D log. cot. 4.75154

7.05257
1. 700 M. D . log. 3.23045 6,637.4 feet _ . log. 3.82200

6,639.3 feet. ...... ...... .... .... log. 3.82212

The smaller the angle, the smaller of course will be the discrepancy.
For rapid work in a hydrographic surveyor reconnaissance, 10 feet is found to

be a convenient length of staff to handle, and the logarithm of 10 being 1.00000 makes
the computation all the easier. A board 10 inches broad, painted white, with a 2·inch
black stripe down the middle, will be found to be an easily distinguished target.
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THE BLISH DISTANCE-FINDER.

This is a simple and admirable little instrument devised by Lieut. John B. Blish,
United States Navy, and used on board the Albatross for several years, where it was
found particularly valuable when coasting at night or during stormy weather.

With the course and distance, and two bearings of a point of land, without com
putation or reference to books or charts, the distance-finder will give the distance of'
the point at the time of the first and second bearings, the distance to be run from the
second bearing to bring it abeam; also the distance at which it will be passed if the
course is maintained. Repeated observations will show whether the vessel is actually
maldngberconrse,

The distance-finder, as improvised and used on board the Albatross, is shown in
plate XXXVIII; fig. I is a plan, and fig. II a sectional view. Scales of degrees and
points are marked on the arc; 0 D, C E, and C F are scales of equal parts, which may
be used as miles or fractions of a mile. A and 13 are silk threads pivoted at C and
drawn under an elasticband which rests snugly in a groove surrounding the instru
ment, as shown in fig. II. The elastic band permits free movement of the threads of
silk, yet holds them in place when set. The vessel is supposed to be heading at all
times from C to E, hence all bearings are plotted in points. or degrees from E.

To use the distance-finder, take a bearing of a point, note the number of degrees
or points it bears from the ship's head, set the arm A, counting the degrees from E,
and note the reading of the log; steer the same course until the bearing of the point
has changed sufficiently to make a practicable angle, then take a second bearing, and
set the arm 13 on the number of degrees or points the object bears from the ship's
head, counting from E as before; also note the distance run between the first and
second bearings. With the distance by log, taken from the scale of equal parts 0 E
or C D on a pair of dividers, find G H between the arms A 13 parallel with 0 E.
Then G will be the position of the ship when the first bearing was taken, and H when
the second bearing was taken; the interval 0 G is the distance of the vessel from the
point when the first bearing was taken, 0 H the distance from the point when the
second bearing was taken, H I the distance to be run to bring the point abeam, and
o I the distance at which the vessel will pass the point.

If the vessel is to pass within 5 miles of the point, it will be found convenient to
have the divisions on the scale of equal parts represent half miles instead of miles.
In reading the scale fractions are estimated in tenths to correspond with the divisions
of the patent log.

EXAMPLJC:

. First bearing 300 from ship's head (or E).
Second bearing 650 from ship's head (or E) .
.Distance by log between first and second bearings, 8 miles.
Set the arm A on 300 for the first bearing, and the arm B on 650 for the second bearing.
Thus 8 miles, the distance run by log, equals G H.
C G, measured 011 scale of equal parts, equals 12.6 miles, the distance of point at first bearing.
C H equals 7 miles, the distance of the point at the second bearing.
II I equals 3 miles, the dis'tance to be run from the second bearing to bring the point abeam.
C I equals 6.3 miles, the distance the point will be from the vessel when it is abeam.

The intervals 0 I and H I are most used in practice, but should 0 G and 0 H be
required, they may be measured on the scale with dividers, or by grasping the arm A at
G, or the ~rm 13 at H, and carrying them to the scale. The distance-finder in use on
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board the Albatross was improvised by Ensign Henry B. Wilson, United States Navy.
The scales were marked with india ink on Irish linen writing paper, which was then
glued to a wooden back, and finally given several coats of shellac varnish to protect
it from moisture. Sewing silk was used for the arms, which were held in place by an
ordinary elastic band fitting closely in the groove, and a small round nail was used
for a pivot from which they worked. The left quadrant of the semicircle is used ill
'the description and example; the right one may be used in like manner by assuming
that the ship's head is in the direction of F instead of E.

The instrument is used as though the vessel was always on the line 0 E, steering
toward E, but in realityshe was at G when the first bearing was taken and at H
at the time of the second bearing, steering toward I on the line G H I, the pivot 0 being
the point on which both bearings were taken.

The distance-finder is constructed on the principle of Table 5 A, Bowditch
Navigator.
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CUT 73.-Caso I.

SUMNER'S METHOD.

In the navigation of the Albatross, and the location of dredging, sounding, and
other stations, Sumner's method of finding the position at sea is used in extenso. All
positions, however determined, are plotted as lines, and not points-the intersection
of two such lines, corrected for the intervening run and current, defining the exact
position. The lines of position consist of portions of circles of equal altitude of the
sun, moon, stars, and planets; parallels of latitude deduced from meridian or ex
meridian altitudes of the same bodies; lines of bearings of headlands or well-known
objects on shore; circles of equal distance from known objects, found by micrometer or
by their dipping below the horizon. Computations are made from forms and examples
to be found in Bowditch's Navigator. .
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CaseI.-On April 28,1883, single altitudes of the sun were observed at 6.43 a. m.,
8.47 a. m., and 10.23 a. m., a sounding being taken at the time of each sight. The
meridian altitude was observed at noon. The threetime-sights were worked out for
latitudes 350 20' N. and 350 30' N., placing the vessel respectively on. the lines AA,
BB, 00; and the meridian altitude placed her in latitude 350 31' 35/1, DD. From the
flrat sounding, ran 10 miles ESE. (mag.) to the second, where the temperature of the
surface water and the current showed that the edge of the Gulf Stream had been
reached. From the second to the third the drift in' trawling and current was estimated
at 3 knots NE. From the end of the third cast to noon the drift and current were
about 2 miles NNE. These being plotted, place the ship in the positions 1,2,3,4.

Case II.-While sounding at about 7 a. m., May 1, a meridian altitude of the moon
was observed, showing the latitude to be 36° 41' 05/1 N. At the same time a single
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CUT 74.-Case II.

altitude of the sun was observed and worked out for latitudes 360 30' and 36° 40'.
The ship was therefore at the intersection of the two lines thus found, AA, BE.
While trawling, two more sights of the sun.were taken, at 10.09 and 10.49; and being
worked out with the same latitudes as before, placed the ship on the lines 00, DD.
Finally a meridian altitude of the sun was observed, which placed the ship in latitude
360 43' 54" at noon, E E. The drift while trawling, until the last time sight, was to
NW;, 2-k t03 knots in all; and then, after the sight NW. byW. ~ W., 2! miles to noon.
No current noticeable. Plotting the track, the ship wasfouud to have been in the
positions 1, 2, 3, 4. .

Oase III.-At 3 and 5.45 p. m., August 1, single altitudes of the sun were observed
and worked out for latitudes 390 40' N. and 39° 50', giving lines AA and BB. At about
7.30 an altitude near meridian of *Antares was taken, which placed the ship at that
time on the parallel of 39° 39' 23/1, line 00. The drift in trawling during the afternoon
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was SW., and the distance estimated at 4 knots between the first and secondsights
and ito] knot from the second to the third. Plotting the track the ship was found
to have been in positions 1,2,3. No current observed.
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CUT 75.-Case III.

OTHER METHODS.

In addition to the above-mentioned methods, advantage is taken whenever
possible of the simple "four-point problem" of finding the distance from an object by
reading the taffrail log when it bears exactly four points off the bow, and again when
it bears exactly abeam, the distance from the object at the second bearing being equal
to the distance run between the two, plus or minus the current.

At each sounding the current is carefully estimated by noting the direction and
speed of the ship necessary to keep the sounding-wire vertical after the sinker has
passed below the surface drift. A fair guide is thus afforded as to what allowance
should be made in shaping the course to the next position, as well as in correcting the
run up to that point. Such help is particularly desirable when clouds by day or night
prevent taking frequent observations.
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DEEP-SEA EXPLORATION.

THE CONDUCT OF DEEP-SEA EXPLORATION.

383

6. Surface and intermediate collecting.
7. The use of trial lines.
8. Setting trawl lines.
9. Setting gill nets.

10. Current observations.

The economical use of material and forces at the disposal of the commander in
the conduct of extended deep-sea exploration assumes greater importance than is
usual in ordinary operations either on land or sea.

The relation of speed to the fnel supply and the amount of work to be accom
plished will be among the first considerations, and after he has decided upon the
daily coal consumption the best results will be obtained by-

1. Carrying sail whenever the wind serves.
2. Keeping the chief engineer informed regarding tho service to be required of the engines, and

giving due warning to tho engineer of the watch when approaching a station, and the probable
detention.

3. Having due regard to the fact that the .t1.lbatro88 has twin screws, capable of working inde
pendently or together, and that one engine will frequently perform the duty as well or better than
both when, as in sounding with light winds, it is desired to hold the vessel in position without gaining
headway or sternboard, or if very low speed is required, as in operating the trawl or dredge.

4. Using one engine only, whenever it will answer the purpose, will reduce the wcar and tear
and lighten the duties of the engineer of the watch, which are sufficiently t,rying at best when the
vessel is engaged in sounding or dredging.

The operations included in the full occupation of a station follow in .their natural
sequence:

1. Sounding, including surface and bottom
temperatures and water specimens.

2. Serial temperatures and specific gravities.
3. A haul of the trawl.
4. A han1 of the dredge.
5. A haul of the tangles.

SOUNDING.

Soundings are made under the direct supervision of the officer of the deck, who is
responsible for the prompt and systematic execution of the necessary evolutions and
accuracy of measurements. He should, before reaching a station, satisfy himself by
personal examination upon the followiug points:

1. 'fhat the crew of the sounding machine are at hand, and that each man understands his duties,
also the duties of every other member of the crew.

2. That there are no slack turns of wire on the reel, or, should lie discover any, have them run off
on a spare reel and properly rewound. Slack turns will never ocour with a properly drilled orew
except the reel collapses, a rare occurrence with the Navy reel.

3. That the stray line and its splice arc in good oondition. Should a defect be discovered too late
to renew the splice without delaying operations, substitute a Tunner link, whioh can be attached
to the wire in a moment and will answer the purpose until such time as a new stray line can be
spliced on.

4. That the belt is sound and in good working order, and that there is a spare one on the maohine.
If in doubt as to the reliability of the old one, cut it away and bring the spare one into use.

5. That the register is set at zero when the sinker is at the water's edge; the pointers seourely
fixed to their stems; that the spur wheel meshes properly in the worm wheel, and that all of its gearing
works freely.

6. That the friotion rope is in place and in good condition, and that the auxiliary brake is in
working order.
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7. That the Sigsbee sounding rod is in good order generally, swivel and tumbler working freely,
and the spring in the latter properly adjusted. That the two parts of the cylinder "are screwed
together tightly, the valve properly seated, and its spring in action.

8. That there is a supply of bailed sinkers in the racks Dear the sounding machine, and that the
sounding rod will pass through them freely.

9. That all moving parts of the machine, including the reeling engine, are properly oiled and
cared for.

10. That the deep-sea thermometer used for bottom temperature is in good order; that the column
breaks' promptly, propeller moves freely; that the instrument is properly cushioned by the rubber
gaskets and spiral springs which suspend it in its case, and that the clamp is in working order. The
Negretti & Zambra deep-sea thermometers are used on board the Albatross, and being delica te
menta they should be carefully treated in order to obtain the best results. They should be habitually
carried bulb down, with columns connected, and it is a good plan to keep them in a bucket of water
between stations, as it insures their safety and keeps them at a temperature approximating to that of
tbesurface water.

11. That the Sigsbee water specimen cu' is in good working order generally; and, if it is intended
to bring up a water specimen at the next station, that the interior of cup is clean and free from foreign
substances, valves adjusted, propeller and sleeve working freely, and the clamp in good condition.

12. That a quart or more of sperm oil in a suitable vessel is secured to the frame of the sounding
machine forward of the reel with sponge, waste, or other material for olltngthe wire.

13. That the wire clamp and guide are in their respective places.
14. That the portable incandescent lights are led out and hung in place if the next station is to 

be occupied at night:

The engineer of the watch should be warned half an hour at least before reaching
the station, and again five minutes before making the signal to stop the engines. The
necessary preparations should then be made on deck and the sounding crew sent to
their machine. Arriving at her station with calm weather and smooth sea, the vessel
is stopped without changing her course, but if it is blowing and a sea running she
would be turned stern to by putting the helm up, slowing down, and backing the lee
engine until the wind is on the quarter, then backing both until the vessel loses
headway, taking care not to get a sternboard. Once in position, it can usually be
maintained by slowly backing the lee engine.

If sounding in considerable and approximately known depths, it is not neces
sary to wait until the vessel is at a stand stern to sea; the sinker' may be started
down as soon as the wind is on the quarter and the wire brought up and down
during its descent. The Albatross frequently gained from 100 to 200 fathoms in this
manner.

The crew of the Sigsbee sounding machine is composed of three seamen and a
fireman, numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4; the officer of the deck and a recorder. Their
stations and duties are as follows:

PREPARING TO SOUND WITH THE SIGSBEE MACHINE.

When ordered to man the sounding machine (plate XXXIX), No.3 bends the stray
line to the sounding rod, No.4 places the sinker in the mounting rack on the left of the
machine forward of the grating, the former then hooks the bail over the tumbler of
the rod, lifts the shot from the rack, and swings It to the after end of the machine,
when No.2, who has shipped the' right crank, heaves in the slack line until the sinker
is suspended beneath the swivel pulley, where it is held by engaging the pawl on the
ratchet wheel.
, No.1 wipes the V groove on the reel, and when dry and free from oil adjusts the

friction rope and attends it. .
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STA'fIONS-WIRE GOING DOWN.

The officer of the deck having taken his station on the grating to the right and
abaft the machine, directs the sinker to be lowered a fathom below the surface of
the water, the auxiliary lead bent to the stray line, the thermometer clamped a
fathom above it, and the water-specimen cup a fathom above the latter, having first
satisfied himself that the iustrumeuts are in perfect order. When everything is in
readiness he directs the pawl to be thrown back, the crank unshipped, and gives the
order to lower away.

I No.1, standing forward of the machine and facing it, attends the friction rope and
makes the sounding as quickly as possible, having due regard for the safety of the
apparatus. As soon as the sinker reaches bottom, and No.2 has shipped his crank,
No.1 throws off' the friction rope, ships the left crank, and assists in heaving the
specimen cup clear of the bottom. .

No.2, on the right of' the machine and facing it, attends the auxiliary brake in
case of accident to the friction rope, 01' if the reel becomes unmanageable from allY

cause. AS soon as the .slnker strikes the bottom he ships the crank, heaves in a few
fathoms of wire, and, when it is ascertained that the sinker is detached, he unships
the crank, adjusts the dynamometer staff under the accumulator pulley, and assists
in putting on the belt. .

No.3, seated on the grating to the left and abaft the machine, attends the swivel
pulley, and, if the wire is accidentally slackened by the sinker unexpectedly striking'
bottom, grasps the bight and pulls it aft, taking' up .a fathom or more, which is often
sufficient to prevent kinking or flying 011' the reel. When the sinker is down, he feels
the wire to see whether it is detached, then assists No.2 in adjusting the dynamometer
staff.

No.4 stands forward and to the left. of the machine until he wishes to prepare the
engine for reeling in, when he moves about it, as occasion requires, keeping out of the
way of No. I.

In case the sinker fails to detach, the officer or No.3 pulls the bight of the wire
aft from the machine, then lets it g?, repeating the operation several times if necessary;
and, if it still fails to detach, Nos. 1 and 2 ship the cranks and heave the sinker clear of
the bottom, then carefully land it again, when the manipulation of the wire is repeated.

The sinker should not be landed on the bottom abruptly when trying to detach it,
for, as a rule, the trouble results from its having sunk deeply into the soft ooze.

STATIONS-WmE COMING UP.

No.1 stands on the left of the machine abreast of the reel (plate XL), und, with
sponge or rag, oils the wire as it comes ill. When the stray line is sighted, and
the reeling engine stopped, he throws the pawl into action, ships the crank, and assists
in reeling it in by hand.

No.2, standing on the right of the machine, guides the wire smoothly on the reel,
reports defective splices, nips, or kinks, and attends the auxiliary brake in case of
accident to the belt. When the stray line is sighted he ships the crank and heaves it
in by hand; then assists No.4 to remove the belt from the reel.

No.3, standing or sitting on the grating to the left and abaft the machine, attends
the swivel pulley leading the wire fairly into its score. He warns No.4 to stop the
reeling engine if he discovers anything unusual or suspicious on the wire as it is

F. c. n. 1896-25
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14. If the patent log is put over, note the time and
read it when vessel reaches her course..

15. Time for each 100 turns of wire coming in.
16. Time wire is all in.
17. Reading of deep-sea thermometer.
18. Maker's number of thermometer.
19. Thermometer correction.
~O. Corrected temperature.
21. Reading of patent log when last turn of wire

came in.
22. Character of bottom.
23. Note if water specimen was taken.
24. An~' unusual occurrence, such as fouling, kink

ing, running off the reel, or parting the wire;
slack turns; loss of the stray line; delay in
detaching the sinker; injury to or loss of
instruments; discovery of imperfect splices,
or detention from any cause.

coming in, also when he sights the stray line. He unclatnps the water-specimen cup
and thermometer, unbends the auxiliary lead, hitches the end of the stray line to the
fair-Ieader, and unships the dynamometer staff, He also delivers thebottom specimen
to a naturalist in the laboratory, washes the specimen cup, and returns it to its place
near the sounding machine.

No.4, stationed forward of machine, adjusts the belt, attends the belt-tightener,
and runs the reeling engine. Fixing his eye upon the dynamometer scale, he reels the
wire in as rapidly.as possible, keeping within the prescribed tension; and it requires a
dexterous manipulation of the throttle to regulate the speed according to the rapidly
varying strains. He reduces the speed of the reeling engine at 200 turns, and again at
100, to avoid jumping the thermometer and specimen cup out of the water, and, stop
ping when the stray line is sighted, he loosens the belt-tightener, throws of! the belt,
wipes up the oil about the engine, a.nd prepares it for the next cast.

The crew examine the stray line and its splice, the surface wire on the reel, and
all parts of the sounding machine, which they wipe carefully; the bearings are oiled,
deck around the machine cleaned up, and everything put ill place.

STATION AND DUTIES OF THE RECORDER.

He takes his place at the right of the machine where he can best observe the
readings of the register. He keeps a record of everything connected with the sound
ing, filling the blanks in the record book, and making such further entries as the
occasion reqnires. Having assured himself that the recording watch agrees with the
ship's clock, he will note:

1. The date, day of the month, and year.
.2. The serial number of the sounding.
3. The machine to be used, Sigsbee or Tanner.
4. The reel used, Sigsbee, Navy, or Tanner.
5. The kind of sinker used: A deep-sea lead, giv

ing its weight; a 35-pound or 60-pound shot.
6. Reading of the patent log, whe~ it is hauled

in after the vessel stops to sound.
7. Honr, minute, and second, the sinker starte

down.
8. The minutes and seconds for each 100 turns of

wire, as shown by the register.
9. The exact time the sinker strikes bottom.

10. The number of turns of wire out when the
sinker reaches. bottom.

11. Correction to be added to the number of turns
to get the depth in fathoms.

12. Depth in fathoms.
13. Time of starting to reel in the wire.

The speed of deep-sea sounding varies with the .meteorological conditions, char.
acter of vessel, apparatus, personnel, .and the purpose for which the soundings are
required. Time will be gained if the deep-sea thermometer can be dispensed with,
and a greater gain will follow by using a cup of less weight and cross- section where a
small bottom specimen will suffice.

Table I is taken from the original record of sounding No. 424, Hawaiian cable
survey, December 18,1891, and shows the rate of descent and ascent of the wire for
each 100 turns of the reel andmust not be mistaken for fathoms. The time intervals
were kept with the greatest care as a matter of record, not for the guidance or
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Sounding wire. "I
Going No. of IComing
down. turns. up.

M.S.
--I~

........ ......... 050

045 100 040

050 200 o 35

o 50 300 o 35

050 400 040

o 55 500 040

1 05 000 045
1 00 700 045

100 'SOO 045
1 05 900 o 50
1 05 1,000 050
1 10 1,100 055

I 10 1,200 o 55
1 10 1,800 1 00
1 15 1,400 100
1 15 1,500 055
120 1,000 1 05
120 1,700 105

1 25 1,800 1 05
1 '20 1,900 110

1 25 2,000 1 10
1 35 2,100 1 20

1 30 2,200 1 20
1 30 2,800 1 15

1 80 2,400 1 15
1 40 2,500 1 10
1 40 2,000 040
1 00 2,001 .........

instruction of the operator at the friction rope, who was an expert and at liberty
to take advantage of every favorable circumstance to accelerate the descent of the
sinker. The conditions of wind and sea, while not perfect, were favorable for rapid
work. A moderate northeast trade and small sea were accompanied by an occasional
long, rolling swell from a recent gale.

A careful analysis of Table I shows: TABLE 1.

1. That the time intervals were not seriously affected by wind or sea.
2. That the friction increased steadily with the length of wire out,

retarding the descent of the sinker proportionately.
3. /I'haf the operator felt the sounding shot- at intervals by slightly

increasing the friction until satisfied that there was no slack wire between
the reel and sinker. ,

4. That he maintainell the friction approximately equal to the weight
of submerged wire, as the reel stopped promptly when bottom was reached.
We know this because it required but 2 minutes and 5 seconds to ship the
cranks and heave the specimen cup clear of the bottom, adjust the belt, and
commence reeling in.

5. That the.prescrfbed limit of 120 pounds tension was closely followed
whilereeltng in. The friction is observed to diminish as the wire comes up,
but not with the regull/Jity of the increase during its descent, for the follow
ing reason:

6. The sounding was made with stern to wind' and sea, and the wire
maintuined in a vertical position without headway or stern board; but, as
soon as the sinker reached bottom, the vessel began to tnrn, with one pro
peller moving slowly, her way through the WItter being slight for a couple
of minutes, then gradually iuoreaaing until at 5 minutes she was on her
course, dragging the wire transversely through the water 2 or 3 minutes
nntil it trailed out astern, and from that time the friotion decreased regularly
until the 200 mark was reached, when the speed of the reeling engine was
checked; again at 100 turns it was slowed still more to prevent the sounding
cnp, thermometer, ete., "from jumping out of water, for by this time the vessel
was steaming at the rate of 7 or 8 knots.

The patent log was put over at the 2,000 mark, and during the 14
minutes consumed in reeling in the remaining wire the vessel steamed 1.4
knots on her course.

Table II is compiled from the-original records of six sound
ings, including No. 424, from which Table I was taken, and is
intended to illustrate the mean speed and uniformity of the
Albatross' soundings under normal conditions.

TABLE II.

Fathoms Time 1'0- Fathoms 'fotal deten- Total time
quired to oonsumed

Serial No. Date. Depth. per mfn. puton belt per min- tion for each In niak-utogoing and start ute com- fathom of in/( the
down. reeling in. ingnp. depth. sounding. I
---

Fathoms, h. m. B. h. m. B. h. m. B.

880.•.••••.•• · •• •· Deo. 14,1891 2,090 85.0 0 1 45 112.8 0 0 1.27 0 57 15

392......... ••·• .. Dee. 15, 1891 3,000 83.5 0 2 25' 100.4 0 0 1. 33 1 00 40

895...... •·•· .. • .. .....do ...... 3,030 75.7 0 2 00 92.5 0 0 1.49 1 15 00

401........ •• .. ••· Dec. 10, 1891 2,910 83.7 0 1 50 109 0 0 1. 84 1 03 25

405............... Doo. 17, 1891 3,034 88.8 0 8 20 82.8 0 0 1.51 1 10 20

424.............. • Dee. 18, 1891 2,825 80.2 0 2 05 112.2 0 0 1.27 1 00 00
---------------._-------------

Mean ...... a •• I •• • •• ••• .. • 2,918 88.1 0 2 14 ' 102.45 0 0 1.37 1 00 27
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~'AICING S:E)RIAL TEMPERA~'URES.

In order to guard against the loss of instruments, a large and strong temperature
wire is used. It is steel piano wire, No. 21 music, about 0.045 inch in diameter, or No.
17 American gauge; it is in a single length of 1,2~5 fathoms, wound on a Sigsbee
reel, and kept in a reel box iu readiness for use.

Serial temperatures when taken always follow a sounding, and if water speoimena
are required for specific gravities a specimen cup is clamped to the wire a fathom
above each thermometer. An assistant examines the thermometers and water-specimen
cups in the laboratory and places them in buckets or other convenient receptacles ill
readiness to be carried to the sounding machine.

Preparatory.-When the sounding is completed, No.1 guides the stray line on the
reel and secures the end to its own part, removes the left cap-square and assists in
dismountiug the sounding reel and mounting the temperature reel; then replaces the
cap-square, secures the roller guide in place, runs the end of the stray line over
the accumulator pulley and through the guide, and adjusts the friction rope.

No.2 reels in the stray line"unships the crank, removes the register and right
cap-square; assists in dismounting the sounding reel and mounting the temperature
reel; then replaces the cap-square and register, assists in securing the roller guide
and in reeving the eud of the stra,y line. He ships the crank and lowers the sinker a
fathom below the surface when ordered.

No. 3 brings the deep-sea thermometers and water-specimen cups, assists in
shifting the reels and in removing the fair-leader and swivel pulley. He bends a
deep-sea lead to the stray line for a sinker and suspends it by the pawl below the
roller guide, where it hangs quietly until it is lowered beneath the surface preparatory
to clamping on the first thermometer.

No.4 removes the fair-leader and swivel pulley and assists in shifting the reels and
replacing the cap-squares. A convenient method of mounting or dismounting a reel
is to use a small watch tackle from the main boom. If the boom is not available, lash
a handspike across the reel in line with its shaft and four men will readily lift it out
of its bearings or replace it, as the case may be.

S~'.A.~'IONS-INSTRUMENTS GOING DOWN.

No.1 attends the friction rope (plate XXXIX), following the same general rule as ill
sounding. He is given the stopping-places in succession, and should bring the wire to a
stand without jarring the instruments or bringing unnecessary strain on the wire itself.
When the last thermometer lias been lowered to its place and the pawl brought into
action, he removes the friction rope from the groove and prepares to oil the wire as
it comes in. .

No.2 passes the thermometers to the recorder, who notes their numbers, then to
the officer in charge. The water-specimen cups are passed directly to the officer. He
then stands in readiness to use the auxiliary brake.

No.3 receives the thermometers and water-specimen cups from the officer and
clamps them to the wire, as directed in sounding. When the last thermometer has
been lowered to its place, he brings the pawl into action. An interval of five minutes
is allowed for the last instrument of the series to take the temperature.

No.4 puts belt on, gets reeling engine in readiness, and ships ratchet crank on
driving shaft, where it is allowed to remain to assist in bringing the instruments
carefully to 'the point above the grating, where they are removed from the wire.
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STA'!'IONS-INSTRUMENTS COMING UP.

No.1 oils the temperature wire as it is wound on reel (plate XL), and passes water
specimen cups to an assistant in the scientific department, who eurus their contents
into specially prepared bottles. .

No.2 guides the wire fairly on the reel, receives the thermometers from the officer
in charge, holds them in position for the recorder to verify the reading, then engages
the propeller spindle and places them, bulb down, in a bucket or other secure place.

No.3 seats himself on the grating, watches the wire and reports the appearance
of instruments at the surface, also when they are in position to be conveniently
removed. He nnclamps the water-specimen cups and thermometers, passing the former
to No.1 and the latter to the officer in charge. He reports if instruments fail to act
through the fault of their mechanism, and when they are all in he unbends the sinker.

No.4 attends the throttle and reels the wire in, starting and stopping carefully
at the designated points to avoid jarring the thermometers. He watches the register
for the designated number at which he is to stop, giving heed also to the warning of
No.3 that the instruments have reached the surface.

The officer in charge directs when the sinker is to be lowered into the water and
the first thermometer clamped to the wire, for, unlike deep-sea sounding, it. should not
be lowered until the vessel is in position and at a stand..

He examines thermometers and water- specimen cups, as directed in sounding,
and passes them to No.3, observing that he does not fail to catch the bight of the
wire over the clamp screw to prevent slipping. This is quickly done by first engag
ing the upper jaw and throwing the frame forward until the wire slips easily over the
screw head, then bringing it back intoposition and engaging the lower jaw.

He receives the thermometers from No.3 as he unelamps them from the wire,
carefully reads the temperature with a reading lens, and passes them to No.2, who
holds them before the recorder's eye while he verifies the reading to degrees without
the use of a lens. . .

It has been found in practice that the officer may occasionally make a mistake in
the degrees when using the lens, but not in the decimals of a, degree, to which he
naturally gives the greatest consideration, while the recorder, observing without the
lens, quite as naturally gives his first attention to degrees.

DUTIES OF THE RECORDER.

In observing serial temperatures the recorder takes his station at the right of the
machine and-

1. Sees that the register is set at zero when the instruments first attachell are at the water's edge.
2. He informs the operator at the friction rope where each thermometer of thtl sertes is to be

attached to the wire.
3. He notes the maker's number of each thermometer before it is clamped to the temperature wire,

in order to identify it beyond question when making the final corrections.
4. If water specimens are taken for specific gruvittes, he notes the fact, also the depths at which

thcy were obtained. .
5. He reports the expiration of the interval allowed by ~he officer in charge for the last thermom

eter of the series to talco the temperature.
6, When the engineer stm'ts to reel in he informs him whore each Iustrumeut is attached.
7, He enters the officer's reading of each thermometer, calling back the figures distinctly, and

verifies it by personal inspection, giving special regard to the degrees. If the readings disagree he
calls the attention of the officer before he allows the thermometer to pass him.

8. He notes any apparent discrepancies iu the temperatures and the failure of thermometers to act.
9. He enters the corrections in the upproprtatc column and notes the corroded temperntures.

10. He fills the blanks in the record hook and makes such further entries as the occasion requires.
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The following table, taken from the original record, illustrates the method of
recording serial temperatures on board the Albatross. The observations followed a
deep-sea, sounding in which a depth of 2,022 fathoms was found, 42 minutes being
required to complete it; 6 minutes were consumed in shifting the reels; 22 minutes
in clamping the instruments to the temperature wire and veering 1,000 fathoms; 4
minutes were allowed for the last of the series to take the temperature, and 16 minutes
were required to reel in and detach the thermometers.

Serial temperatures.

Corrected I
Fathoms. Maker's 'I'empera- Oorreo- tempera. Remarks.number. ture, tlon. ture.

0 0 0

Surfaoe ... 4 ......... • .... •• .. 74 0 74 Apr. 18, 1891.
25 69473 65.4 ° 65.4 Latitude 20047' 15" N.
50 54815 59.3 -0.3 59 Longitude 1060 15' 30" W.

100 61755 M.6 0 54.6 Soundin~.
200 69485 50.2 -0.4 49.8 A.m.5 .5m.;up5h.47m.
300 66665 45 -0.2 44.8 Serial temperatures.
400 63919 42.2 ° 42.2 5 h. 53 m., down 6 h. 15 m,
500 66724 41 +0.1 41.1 6 b. 19 m.j up 6 b. 35 m,
600 63903 40 -0.2 39.8 Time sounding, 42 m,
700 69477 38.8 -0.1 38.7 Serial temperatures, 48 m.
800 69480 38 +0.1 38.1 Total, 1 h. 30 m,
900 51451 37.9 -0.3 37.6 D. s. thor. No,reW & -"J.. 1,000 66735 37.2 -0.2 37 Fahr, scale.

.. 2,022 j 66735 36 I ° I 36 H. C. F., recorder. '

946
921
896
848
754
659
565
470
377
281
188

t
94

Sur~

Bottom

The numbers in column of turns indicate where thermometers are to be attached
to correspond to depths in column of fathoms. The serial temperature observations
completed, the reels are changed again and the machine prepared for sounding.

A HAUL OF THE TRAWL.

The trawl follows sounding and serial temperatures iu natural order, and while
they were being taken the dredging boom would be rigged and topped up, the dredge
rope shackled to trawl, and the latter hoisted to boom end in readiness to be swung out.

Trawling and dredging are conducted by the commanding officer in person. He
determines the direction in which the trawl will be laid out and dragged, and has the
dredging boom rigged on what will be the weather or working side. IJI preparing
to cast the trawl he is influenced in his choice of the working side by attendant
conditions:

1. It is necessary that the dredge rope shall trend clear of the ship's side while towing; hence
the direction of the haul with reference to wind and current must be such that the vessel will either
make a true course or drift to leeward away from the rope.

2. He will follow the predetermined line of investigation as closely as practicable, and whenever
obliged to deviate from it will adopt a course that most nearly approximates to it.

3. '1'he most perplexing obstacle in the way of following a fixed line is often due to the contour
of the sea bottom. It is difficult to trawl successfully down a steep slope j hence it becomes necessary
to take the line of equal depths or to turn about and drag the trawl directly up the incline.

4. The direction and force of wind and current with reference to the line of investigation and
contour of the sea bottom bear directly upon the plan of operations and determine the working side
upon which the dredging boom ill to be rigged.

The- former practice of backing while casting the trawl and dragging it has 'been
abandoned on account of the limited control the commander had over the course, which
was always against the wind; for the natural tendency of a screw steamer is to bring
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her stern to the wind when backing, and this tendency becomes a fixed habit whenever
a trawl is dragging. On the other hand, the vessel is always under control when
steaming ahead, and may work with the wind from a point on the bow to right astern,
providing wind and current are in the same direction.

Starting ahead slowly, the trawl is swung out, lowered to the surface of the water,
and towed until the frame assumes a horizontal position, and the trawl net, the pocket,
the mud bag, and wing nets all trend aft and are seen to be clear.

When the vessel reaches her course under a speed of 2 to 3 knots, with the lee
engine only working, the order is given to lower away. The first few fathoms should
be veered with promptness and sufficient rapidity to insure sinking the trawl well
below the propeller, after which the commanding officer will prescribe the rate at
which it shall be veered and regulate the speed of the vessel. Under ordinary con
ditions it would be about 3 knots per hour, and the first 200 fathoms of dredge rope
would be veered at the rate of about 30 fathoms per minute.

The engineer at the dredging engine calls out each 100 fathoms, the recorder
notes the time and stands, watch in hand, ready to increase or check the rate of
veering, which is never allowed to exceed the prescribed limit.

By the constant use of the dredging quadrant the commander knows the angle
of the rope at all times during its descent and so regulates the speed of the vessel
and rate of paying out that the sinking of the trawl is facilitated, at the same time
guarding against its capsizing or the rope kinking, contingencies that inevitably
follow too rapid veering of the latter or too low speed of vessel.

DUEDGING TABLE No. 1.

th of 'I'lme re-
.An~le of .Anglo of .Allowanco

orofo quired to dredge rope dred~rope of dredgeulrer veer each wblle w lie rope for
~ven 100fl1thoms lowering drngglng catenaryt of of dredge trawl. trawl. curve.tor. rope.

--
lunn«, Minutes_ Deqre ... Deqrees, Fathoms.
200 3~ 60 {to 25
4.00 3~ 60 55 4.4.
700 3~ 60 52 50

,000 4. 55 50 60
,21\0 4. 50 4.4 90
,500 4. 50 4.0 110
,166 4. 50 40 206
,070 4. 45 35 250
,000 4. 40 35 350

----- -~._._-,-

Fatlunne, Knots. Fat
100 3
200 3
400 3
600 2i 1
800 2! 1

1,000 2~ 1
1,500 2! 2
2,000 2 2
3,000 2 4

Speed of Long
ship dredg

Depth of while req
water. lowering for a

trawl. !~~~

Absolute rules can not be laid down for lowering the beam trawl, as its rate of
descent varies with the conditions, which are rarely the same during two successive
casts and frequently change more than once in the same haul. Yet dredging table
No.1 shows approximately the method followed on board the Albatross, which, in the
light of experience, is considered safe practice under normal conditions.

The angles in this table are from the vertical. The speed at which the trawl is
dragged along the bottom is not given in the table. It is usually less than that in the
column for lowering, but is so variable that the safest plan is to maintain the angle
as nearly as possible by the use of the dredging quadrant, regulating the speed as
required, t'egardless of the actual progress of the vessel through the water.

The scope of dredge rope is given for ordinary practice, yet for rapid dragging
in comparatively shoal water three and even four times the depth is allowed.

The rate of' 3~ minutes per 100 fathoms for veering the dredge rope has been
maintained up to 2,000 fathoms or more, sometimes successfully, but it is funning on
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the verge of' the danger line where the slackening of the vessel's speed or other
unexpected occurrence might result in kinking it, capsizing the trawl, or fouling the
net. The dredge rope is to the beam trawl what the string is to the kite. Hence the
necessity for keeping a continuous strain on it while it is going down; otherwise it
will lose its balance and finally capsize, as would the kite with a slackened string.

The horizontal drag resulting from tension on the dredge rope and the mean track
of the trawl from surface to bottom is shown by the following data from Table 1 (p. 3m),
where the depth is 3,000 fathoms and length of rope 4,000 fathoms. The time occupied
in paying it ont is 2 hours and 32 minutes, or 152 minutes, during which the ship
moved through the water 6,375 fathoms, at a mean speed of 2.55 knots per' hour, or
42 fathoms per minute. The rope was paid out at the mean rate of 26.3 fathoms per
minute, with a resultant drag of 2,386 fathoms, a mean of 15.7 fathoms per minute
had the trawl remained' on the surface, but it sank at the mean rate of 1~.7 fathoms
per minute, increasing the drag 1,414 fathoms, or 9.3 fathoms per minute. Thns the
total horizontal drag was 3,800 fathoms, or a mean of 25 fathoms per minute.

The margin between the speed of ship and rate of veering rope grows broader as
greater depths are reached and the length of rope Increases, for the weight of the
latter accelerates the forward movement of the trawl and assists in steadying it.

A beam wind is most favorable for lowering and dragging it, as the vessel will
then drift well clear of the dredge rope and the speed is easily regulated, either with
the engines or by the use of sail. Hauls have been made in deep water under sail
alone when the conditions were favorable, thus economizing fuel and saving weal' and
tear of machinery.

If the vessel will not steer with the lee engine, as may happen under low speed,
drag of trawl, and unused propeller, it should be stopped and the weather one used
instead, as the drag will in a measure counteract the inclination of the vessel to fall
off. The weather engine would be used habitually only for the possibility of the rope
being caught in the propeller.

The requisite speed forlowering the trawl will be readily attained with the engines,
but with fair wind and current the lowest speed might be too great for dragging after
the trawl is landed on the bottom. In this case the engine may be stopped and the
vessel allowed to drift, the rate being increased, if desirable, by the use of sail.

It has been found necessary in exceptional cases to slowly back an engine to retard
the drift, and with an adverse wind and current it may be advisable to use both
engines turning slowly rather than drive one at high speed.

The angle of dredge rope and the strain on it, shown by the accumulator scale,
are watched very carefully after the trawl is lauded, and increasing strain is noted.
Should the increase be ~radual and not excessive, it is an indication that the trawl is
performing its function normally; but a sudden accession of 2,000 or 3,000 pounds
signifies that the trawl has either encountered some obstruction, or buried itself in
the soft ooze of the ocean bed.

Instant relief is afforded in either case, first from the dredging engine, which,
having its friction clutch properly adjusted, allows the drum to reverse and the rope
to run out until the strain is brought within the limit of safety, the vessel's headway
being stopped in the meantime.

The rope is then have short, the ship backing or steaming ahead slowly to relieve
the strain, and in this manner she is placed directly over the trawl. If the trouble is
due to its having caught on a ledge of rocks, or other ordinary obstruction, it Call
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usually be cleared by steaming slowly in the opposite direction from which it was
laid out. Should this maneuver fail after repeated trials, it is safe to conclude
that the trawl has buried. In this case the rope is hove in to the limit of safety, and
the vessel allowed to ride to it until the strain is partially relieved, then hove in again,
the operation beiug repeated until it is worked out of its bed. Then steaming slowly
ahead, a portion of the load is washed out through the meshes of the net, which is
finally hove up. .

If all efforts fail, as sometimes happens, a steadily increasing strain is put upon
the rope by going ahead, or backing, until the bridle stops part and the trawl comes
up tail first, or the rope is broken and the trawl and its attachmeuts lost.

An overload of stones, clay, or tenacious mud is perhaps the most trying, for the
net can not be relieved from its weight and must be hove up with the greatest care,
consuming much valuable time and, not infrequently, parting stops or rope just as it
reaches the surface.

The trawl is dragged from half an hour to an hour and a half in deep water and
becomes more or less filled with ooze, making it very heavy, hence it should be hove
up slowly at the start, and until a portion of it has strained out through the meshes
of' the net, the vessel retaining a little headway until the depth of water exceeds
the Ieugrh of submerged rope; otherwise the steady pull on it will soon tow the
vessel, and as she begine to move through the water the trawl will remain stationary,
possibly sinking more deeply into the soft bottom, and become overloaded, while fish
and other free-swimming forms that have not yet found their way beyond the pocket
may swim out of the mouth of the net.

The vessel should, under no circumstances, be allowed to shoot ahead and over
ride the rope, or slacken it sufficieutly to allow it to kink, as it is prone to do, or to
leave a bight lying on the bottom, for it will have to be dragged transversely through
the ooze, which is sometimes a serious matter. Should the engine be stopped after
trawling to windward, and the vessel be allowed to fall off with the rope trending out
from the weather side, as would seem, at first thought, the proper thing to do, she
will soon have the wind abaft the beam, lying at right angles to her former course
and directly athwart the rope. In this position the helm is ineffective, and the rope
can be hove in only as fast as the vessel drifts, for as often as it is exceeded the rope
will draw tightly under her bottom, whereas had she ronnded to and stopped with the
rope to leeward she would have gathered steerage way and held a course sufficiently
high to clear it until she had nearly reached the trawl, when she could have steamed
around it until the boom was again to windward. During boisterous weather it is
advisable to keep a little headway until the trawl is up. In the event of the sea
being too heavy to land it safely, the vessel uiay be brought stern to, as in sounding,
while the last 100 fathoms are coming in. She will then be in the best possible position
for handling it.

The speed at which a trawl should be hoisted varies with the character of service,
the depth of water, and state of the sea, the first consideration being to secure the
specimens in the best possible condition. A speed that is admissible in 100 or ~OO

fathoms would destroy a large portion of the haul if maintained from a depth of 2,000
fathoms, and a rate that would be practicable in smooth water would be destructive
in a heavy sea. It bas been customary on board the Alb(),tro88 to start very slowly
until the maximum strain is reached, then to run in about 25 fathoms per minute under
ordinary conditions, increasing the speed according to circuinstances, following in a
general way the rule giveu in dredging Table No. 1, for lowering the trawl.
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Dredging Table No.2 is taken from the original records of six hauls of the beam
trawl, and shows a fair average l>f the Albatross's work under ordinary conditionsr

DREDGJ:NG TABLE No.2.

IApproxi· IL~B'T'=

L'" '"",.,ITime
Timetraitl di~~ce

Time Large
Scope of per 100 er 100 beamr: Depth of dred"ge fathoms dra;g':,"u on thtw1was fathoms. tra~.J-

Nos. water. rope. lIoin g bottom. draMed coming Sl~~i= net.
own. up. beam

bottom. trawl.

Beam,
Station. Fathoma. Fathoms. M. S. H.M. S. Knots. M. S. trawl.

2565 2,069 3,000 3 42 1 18 so 3.0 3 06 L.B.T. I,i~ht.
2566 2,620 4,000 3 54 2 12 00 2.0 3 59 L.B.T.

o,~2570 1,813 , 2,700 3 36 1 13 30 1.0 3 451 L.B.T.2571 1,356 2,200 3 50 1 23 30 1.0 3 55 L.B.T. Do.
2572 1,769 2,800 4 00 0 55 40 0.5 4 54 L.B.T. Heavy.
2575 1,710 2,600 4 12 1 31 00 1.0 4 24 S.B.T. Ordinary.

The scope of dredge rope is greater than is given in Table 1, and serves to
illustrate some of the exceptions to the rule there given.

In No. 2565 the excess was allowed for the purpose of rapid towing, as will be
seen by the distance it was dragged. It was the first station occupied in the imme- .
diate neighborhood and it was assumed that the depth was practically uniform, but
the succeeding sounding showed that it had increased 551 fathoms and that the
trawl had kept the bottom but a short time. The rapid rate at which it was hove up
resulted from the light weight in the net at the start, which gave the impression
that it was a waterharil and no harm could come from recovering it rapidly. .A
variety of bottom forms found in the net was, however, sufficient evidence of its having
been on the botton.

In the next haul, No. 2566, allowance was made for increasing depth, and the
speed was reduced, the results showing that the calculations were sufficiently accurate
to secure an excellent haul.

In the two following hauls a liberal allowance of rope was given on account of
the uneven bottom and the results were normal, but in No. 2572 the trawl encountered
an elevation into which it cut, penetrating the covering of ooze and bringing up an
overload of gravel. .

During the haul No. 2574 the trawl encountered an obstruction from which it
could not be cleared and it was lost, hence the use of a small trawl at No. 2575. It
was handled with care, and hove up slowly to avoid injury to delicate specimens, as
'the net was intended for shoal water and did not afford as much protection as those
designed for deep-sea work.

'1'0 land the trawl on deck, hoist it to the boom end, when the bag will hang a little
above water, put a strap around it and hoist it inboard with the boom tackle, either
by hand or steam. .If it is found to have a heavy load when it reaches the surface,
suspend it for a moment, with the lead rope just out of water, ascertain its weight,
then run it up to the boom end, or put a running bowline around it and take part of the
weight with a tackle, and when it is up put a strap around it below the bowline and
hoist it on board with the tackle, assisted by the after boom guy if necessary. .

The critical moment in landing a heavily laden trawl is when the bag leaves
the water, for if it was near the limit of safety when submerged its increased weight
ill air might greatly exceed it. In the event of the load being too great to warrant
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an attempt to laud it, cut a slit iu the net and allow a portion of its contents to
escape. The small trawl net swings over the rail without the aid of strap and tackle.

To empty the trawl net, suspend it by the boom tackle, remove the mud bag, cast
off the tail lashing, and allow the contents to run easily into the table sieve; wash the
mud from the net with a hose, still holding it over the sieve that the specimens may
fall into it, then lower it on deck; secure the contents of the Wing nets by turning
them inside out and rinsing them in a bucket of water; examine the trawl net, remove
specimens that may adhere to it, repair rents, and prepare it for the next cast.

The mud in which the. specimens are imbedded is washed from the table sieve
with a steam hose, without nozzle, which affords an ample flow of water without force
enough to injure the specimens. After they have been secured, the sieve should be
thoroughly cleaned and the mud and water rinsed from the deck, in order to avoid
the possibilty of mixing the hauls. A single specimen, even, out of place may throw
discredit on the operations of a day.

The Blake deep-sea trawl is designed for use in great depths. It is operated
practically the same as a beam trawl, over which it has the following advantages:

1. It has a lead rope on each side, and is right side up whichever way it lands. It may turn
on its way down or while it is dragging without affectiug the haul. .

2. It may be lowered verttcally until near the bottom, providing the pocket is properly lashed
down and sufficient weight attached to tail of net to carry it down as rapidly as the frame will sink.

3. The course may be changed to any extent while lowering or dragging, providing the rope is
not slackened.

The disadvantages compared with the beam trawl are:
1. The small sweep of lead rope.
2. A larg-e volume of water rushes iuto the widely distended mouth during its ascent and injures

the delicate specimens whenever they are unproteoted by a covering of bottom soil in the bag. 'I'he :
faoility with which it is operated and its oertainty of action commend it for deep-water work, how
ever, in spite of its faults.

The recorder keeps a full record of the haul, making the following entries:

1. The kind of trawl used. 7. Load in trawl net-heavy, ordinary, or light.
2. Time of paying out each 100 fathoms of dredge 8. General oontents of the trawl net from his own

rope. observation, and such information as he can
3. Total length of dredge rope paid out. obtain from the naturalists.
4. Course and distance trawl is dragged on bottom. 9. Any matter of interest connected with the
5. Time the trawl is dragged. haul, as striking an obstruction, trawl bury-
6. Time required to heave up each 100 fathoms of ing in the bottom; loss or injury to rope,

dredge rope. trawl, or other apparatus.

A haul of the dredge follows in case the trawl encounters foul ground or it is
desired to collect mollusca or annelids that burrow in the bottom soil. It is operated
in the same general manner as the Blake deep-sea trawl, and was formerly used
instead of trawls for deep-sea work, but its scope is now confined to shoal water or
moderate depths. The recorder keeps the same record as for a haul of the trawl.

A haul of the tangles follows if the bottom is too foul for the successful operation
of trawl or dredge. The tangles are the simplest and most easilymanipulated of all
the various forms of apparatus for submarine collecting; they can be lowered verti
cally, if desired, more rapidly even than the dredge, and are expected to take their
chances on the roughest bottom except they become locked under projecting rocks in
such a manner that a reversal of directiou is required to release them. A variety of
forms are taken with the tangles, including starfish, sea-urchins, crinoids, corals, and
even fishes of considerable size. The samerecord is kept as in trawling and dredging.
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COLLEC1'ING FIWM INTERMEDIATE DEPTHS•

.A. haul of the Tanner intermediate tow net usually follows the trawl or dredge, as
the possible change of depth would not affect its use unless observations are required
near.the bottom; then it follows the sounding. .A. description of the apparatus and its
use will be found under the title of "Surface and intermediate collecting."

The recorder notes: /

1. Time reqnired to veer each 100 fathoms of rope.
2. The depth at which the net is towed.
3. The length of rope out and angle at which it is

towed.
4. Time and distance the net is towed.

5. Time of descent of messenger,
6. Time each 100 fathoms of rope was hove up.
7. General account of the contents of lower and

npper nets.
8. Anything of interest in connection with haul.

TRIAL LINES.

Cod and halibut trial lines are extensively used in the exploration of fishing
banks. 'I'hey are operated by the crew from the ship's rail as she drifts slowly over
the ground; if she drifts too rapidly, as she is liable to do in boisterous weather, her
stern is turned to the wind and the vessel is held in position with the propellers, as in
sounding. The use of trial lines from the rail is practically limited to depths within
70 fathoms. The fishery expert takes charge of the catch, examines every specimen,
and keeps a record of-

1. The numbers and species of fish taken.
2. Weight of each fish.
3. Their length and general dimensions.
4. Parasites found on them, external and internal.

5. Food-contents of stomach.
6. General physical condition of catch,
7. Relative abundance.
8. Bait and apparatus used.

He preserves a sufficient number of specimens from each station to show the
general condition of the various species of fish, their food (as shown by contCl~ts of
stomach), and examples of parasites which are found upon them.

The recorder notes the number of lines used in the trial, the numbers and species
of fish taken, the duration of the trial, and any further information obtainable.

Fishing trials from the rail with the vessel underway are limited to fifteen
minutes or half an hour, and if further examination is required it is customary to
anchor and send the boats out, or leave them to continue the trial while the ship
engages in other work in the vicinity.

THE USE OF TRAWL LINES.

Whenever an examination is extended beyond ordinary limits trawl lines con
taining from 300 to several thousand hooks are employed. They remain on the
bottom from an hour to half a day, the shorter interval being sufficient for codfish
and some other species, but not for halibut, which are slow at taking the hook. The
set is repeated as often as occasion requires.

The vessel remains by the trawl line, or works in the vicinity, according to
circumstances.

GILL NETS.

These nets are occasionally used at sea, and may properly be included in the
occupation of a station, though usually employed near land. They may be allowed to
drift with the current, or anchored at surface, bottom, or at intermediate depths.
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THE RECOGNITION OF MARINE DEPOSITS.
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Having long felt the need of some simple and practical, suggestions for the recog
nition of the various kinds of sea bottom, I appealed, through the good offices of the
United States Fish Commission, to Dr.•John Murray, of Edinburgh, Scotland, request
ing him to formulate such brief and practical rules as would enable the marine
surveyor to recognize the general character of deposits encountered in deep-sea
exploration. In response, he kindly contributed the following comprehensive descrip
tion of the various marine deposits, and methods of dietinguishing them:

The mnrine surveyor will render excellent service to science by carefully examining and pre
'serving for future study the samples of murine deposits brought up from various depths and positious
on the ocean's floor during sounding and tlredging operations. Reccnt invcstigations with reference
to the composition and distrilmtion of deep-sea deposits have led to Important generalizations in geol
ogy and physical geography It may be stated generally that the marine deposits foundin shallow and
deep water near shore are for the most part made up of mineral particles awl detrital matters washed
down from the dry land or torn away from coasts by the action of waves and currents, and hence
called ierriqenou» deposits.

all the other hand, marine deposits on the floor of the ocean at distances beyond 100 or 200
mileH from Iaudare for the most part made up of oalcareous and siliceons shells, secreted by organisms
in the surface waters, which huve fallen to the bottom; the mineral particles and clayey matter
associated with these shells appear likewise to have, for the most part, fallen from the surface and to
have been derl vod from floating" pumice and volcanic and other dust showers. These deposits are called
pelagic depo8its. There is a great variety ill these two greut classes of deposits, and in passing seawnnl
there is a gradual transition from the one to the other class. In those regions of the ocean toward
the Arcnic and Antarctic which are affected by floating ice the line of demarkation is further com
plicated by continental rock fragments and minerals being earried far to sea und deposited on areas of
the sea bed which would but for this 'circumstnnce be occupied by purely pelagto deposits. Phosphatic,
glauconitic, and calcareous concretions ale more or less characteristic of terrigenous deposits, while
manganese nodules, sharks' teeth, curbunos of cetaceans, cosmic (lust (magnetic spherules containing"
nuclei of native iron and nickel), and zeolitic crystals are sometimes abundant In pelagtc deposits.

In examiuing a sample of a marine deposit the surveyor should note its color and any eviJence of
stratification iuto different layers, as well us the size of' auy mineral or organic particles as observed
by the naked eye. If a portion of a sample' be shaken np in a bottle with abundance of water the
larger organic and mineral particles- can be separuted from the amorphous clayey and calcareous
matter by decantations. If, after the watcr is poured off the larger particles, they be treated with
a little spirits of wine and thcn a match be applied, the spirits of wine will burn away nnd leave
the II articles dry, so that they may be easily examined with a Ioup or low power of the microscope.
The calcareous particles are usually of a white color, anrl consist, for the most part, of Foraminifcra
(Globigel'il1a) or Pteropod shells. The former are more or less roundish in form and tho largest seldom
over one-thirtieth of an inch in diameter. The Pteropod shells are larger but much thinner than the
Foraminifera. In the very deepest deposits the Globigerlmc are all removed, apparently owing to
the, solvent power of the water through which they have fallen. At lesser depths the thinner
Pteropods disappear from the.deposits before the Globigerina; it is therefore important to note the
presence or absence of these two classes of shells in deep-sea depoaits. The siliceous organisms, such as
Diatoms and Rndiolnriana, are recognized by thoir transparent appearance and sharp, clean-cut edges.

If a portion of a sample be treated with dilute hydrochloric acid (1 part acid to 10 parts water)
all the calcareous particles may be removed, and the minerul particlea can thus bo more conveniently
exnmincd, By this process also a rough estimate muy be formed of the IInantity of curbonrete of lillie
in the sample, and this is one of the most important points in classif,v.ing' deposits. 'I'he particles of
quartz and felspars muking up the larger part of terrigenous deposits near laud are usnally rounded, or
can be recognized by their fractures and nrunsparen t appearance. The volcanic particles in pelag ic
deposits are usually of a darker color, with the exception of tile splintered fragments of pumice or
volcanic glass. Particles of peroxide of manganese, so frequon t iu the red clays and ether pelagic
deposits, can at once be recognized by treating with a small quantity of pure hydrochlorie acid in a
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white porcelain basin; the acid in a few moments dissolves the particles and passes away in a dark
col~red stream.

In preserving samples for examination in the laboratory at home, the best method is to place the,
sample as procured in a glass bottle and to add a small quantity of spirits of wine.

The various kinds of marine deposits belonging to the two great classes havebeen named from
the relative abundance and character of the organic or inorganic materials of which they are COIIl

posed. The following is the nomenclature adopted by Dr. John Murray, after an examination of the
samples procured in various regions of the ocean by the Challengel', the Tuscarora, the Albatross, and
other deep-sea expeditions:

{

Red clay; Radiolarian ooze; Diatom ooZO;}1. Pelagic deposits, formed in deep
I. Deep-sea deposits, bsyond 100 fath- Globigerina ooze; Pteropod oose, water far removed from .land.

oms. Blue mud; red mud , green mud; VOleaniCl
. mud; coral mud. 2. Terrigenous deposits, formed in

II. Shallow·waterdeposlts, between lOW,} Sands, gravels, muds, etc. deep and shallow water close to
water mark and 100fathoms.. land masses

III. Littoral deposits, between high and} Sands gravels muds etc "
low-water marks. I' ,.
The te~m "ooze" is applied only to pelagic deposits made up chiefly of the remains of organisms, the term "clay"

only to the red clay found in the deepest regions of the ocean, and the terms "mud" and "'sand" only to terrigenous deposits.

It is unnecessary to enter into details as regards the shallow-water deposits, but the following
notes on the deep-sea deposits, which term is applied to those from depths greater thanJ.OO fathoms,
may be appended:

6.70

4.77
.59

1.84

A. PELAGIC DEPOSITS.

1. Red clay.-This deposit is spread over the greater depths of the ocean remote from land, and
is the most widely distributed and probably the most characteristic of all deep-sea deposits. The
Cltallengl}1'took 70 samples in depths ranging from 2,225 to 3,950 fathoms, the averag~ depth being
2,730 fathoms. The Albatross investigations have shown that this deposit is spread over a wide area
in the northeastern Pacific. The amount of clayey mutter and the color vary greatly in different
samples, but red is the prevailing color, sometimes brick red, sometimes dark chocolate, sometimes
bluish or gray. The immediate upper layer is thin, watery, and often has a lighter color than the
deeper layers, which are much more dense.

The red clay is soft, plastic, and greasy to the touch. When dried it cakes into a hard, compact,
mass that can only be broken with the blow of a hammer. The hardened fragments assume a glazed
appearance and characteristic shining streak when rubbed briskly with the finger nail or any hard,
smooth body. In thegreater depths carbonate of lime may be almost, if not entirely, absent, while
in lesser depths it may rise to over 20 per cent, and is due principally to the remains of pelagic for
aminifera, with a few coccoliths or rhabdoliths and other minute calcareous fragments. The remains
of pelagic siliceous organisms are usually present, principally radiolarians and diatoms, along with
sponge spicules and arenaceous foraminifera.

The principal mineral particles in a red clay are fragments of pumice and the mineral species
usually found in its different varieties. There may be also fragments of basaltic glass, basalt, augite,
andesite, and palagonite arising from the decomposition of the basic volcanic glasses. The peroxides
of iron and manganese are found throughout the red clays in the form of minute grains or coatings.
When deposited as concretions around organic remains and other nuclei, they form manganese nodules.
In some red-clay areas thousands of sharks' teeth and earbones of cetaceans, more or less impregnated
or coated with manganese, have been dredged, and zeolitic crystals of secondary formation (phil
lipsite) and cosmic spherules are sometimes met with.

The origin of the red clay has been tho subject of much discussion. It is evidently not a residue
or ash derived from the solution of calcareous organisms, as supposed by Wyville Thomson, but ill
derived from the decomposition of aluminous silicates and rocks spread over the floor of the ocean.

Average compo8ition of the 'Challenger 8ample8 of red clay.
Carbonate of lime:

Pelagic foraminifera , .

g~~t;n:.~~'i~~~~~~~i.~i.f~.r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

Residue'
Siliceous organisms , . . . .. . • . .. •• 2.89
Minerals............................................................................. 5.56
Fine washings 85.35

-- 93.30

100
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4.91

The term"fine washings" is used to indicate the amorphous clayeJ' matter in a deposit left after
treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid.

2. Iiadiolarian. ooze.-This deposit resembles the red olay in most respects, but contains a much
larger number of radiolarian shells, skeletons, and spicules, together with sponge spicules and
frustules of diatoms. The Ohallengel' samples ranged iu depth from 2,350 to 4,475 fathoms, the
average being 2,894 fathouis. There is usually only a trace of carbonate of lime, though it may rise
to nearly 20 per cent, principally due to the remains of pelagic foraminifera, along with a few other
calcareous fragments. Manganese nodules, palagonitic fragmen ts, sbarks'feeth, enrbones of cetaceans,
eeolitlc crystals, and cosmic spherules have been found in nearly all the samples of radiolarian ooze.

Average composition oj the Ohallenger samples oj radiolarian ooze.

Carbonate of lime:

~i~!~~~Yfu~1i~;~~~~~~~~:::.:::.:::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::' 3:!!
Resi~1:!e: .

tl~:~a~:.~:~~~~~~~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 5t ~~
l!'ille washtngs " ". 39.88

-- 95.99

100

3. Diatom ooze.-This deposit when wet has a yellowish straw or cream 00101'. When dried it is
nearly pure white, resembling flour. Near land it may assume a bluish tinge. The surface layers
are. thin and watery, but the doeper ones are more dense and coherent, breaking up into laminated
fragments. It is soft and light to the touch when dried, taking the impress of the fingers and stioking
to thom like flne flour. Small samples appear quite homogeneous and uniform, but in all the Ohallengel'
soundings there were fragments of minerals and rooks, and gritty partioles oan generally be felt when
the substance is passed between the fingers. The Ohallenger samples varied in depth from 600 to 1,975
fathoms, the average depth being 1,477 fathoms. The principal part of the deposit is made up of the
dead frustules of diatoms, together with radiolarian remains, sponge spiculea, and their fragments.
The carbonate of lime varies from 2 to over 30 per cent, due principally to the dead shells of pelagio
foraminifera. The mineral particles vary greatly in nature, size, and abundance, sometimes voloanic
rocks and minerals, sometimes those of anclent and sedimentary formations predominating. This was
to be expected, for all the Ohallenger samples lie within the region of floating ioe in the southern
hemisphere.

Average compo~ition oj the Challenger samples oj diatom ooze.
Carbonate of lime:

Pelagio foraminifera....... . ... . . . . .•. .• 18.21
Bottom-Ilvmg foraminifera. ",........ 1. 60
Other organisms " .. . 3. 15

-- 22.96
Residue:

~li~:~a~:.~~~~~.i~~~.:::::.;::'.::::::::.;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.::::::::: 1k~g
Fille washings 20.44__ 77.0'

100

4. Globigm'ina ooze.-This deposit is whito, milky yellow, rose, brown, or grayish, depending on
the nature of the Inorganic substunces mixed with the foraminifera shells•. The prevailing 00101' is
milky white or rose-color far from land, and dirty white, blue, or gray near land, When there
is a ,considerable quantity of detrital matter from rivers in the deposit. It is flue-grained and
homogeneous. In tropioal regions many of the foraminifera are visible to the naked eye, while in
temperate regions the form of the organisms is, as a rule, indistinguishable without the aid of' a lens.
When dried a globlgerina ooze is usually pulverulent, but some specimens with a low peroentage of
carbonate of lime cohere slightly. The Ohallenger samples ranged in depth from 400 to 2,925 fathoms,
the average depth being 2J002 fathoms. In addition to the pelagic foraminifera many other organisms
contribute to the oarbonate of lime in a globigerina ooze, some living in the surface waters, others at
the bottom of the sea. Among the former are pelagic mollusks (pteropods and heteropods) and pelagio
calcareous algre (ooooospheres and rhabdospheres with their broken parts, oooooliths and rhabdolrths),
and among the latter are remains of mollusca, echinoderms, annelids, corals, polyzoa, and bottom
living foraminifera. 'I'he percentage of carbonate of lime varies. from 30 to nearly 100 per cent, the
estimated percentage due to the presence of tho dead shells of pelagio foraminifera alone being USUally
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64.47

70.25

about 50 per cent of the whole deposit. The siliceous remains of radiolarians, diatoms, and sllonge
spicules are nearly always present, but usually in small q ncuti ty. In the purest samples of
globigerina ooze miueml purticles are exceedingly rare, and consist for the most part of a few minnte
fragments of feldspar, augi te or hornblende, magnetite, volcanic glass, sometimes more or less altered,
with which are associated a small quantity of clayey matter and. the oxides of iron and manganese.
In the Iose pure samples the mineral particles become 1II0ro uuuierous, feldspar, angite, olivine,
hornblende, and more rarely mica, brouzite, actinolite, ehromite, glauconite, quartz, and cosnne.dust
being met with. The terms pulviuullna ooze, orbulina ooze, and lJiloculina ooze Iiuvo arisen through
n misoonccption, tho samples examined having been passed through sieves and only the larger parbicles
1.lreserve(l. They are all reully. globigerina oozes.

Average eompoBition of the Ohallenger samplc« oj globigerina ooze.
Carbonate of limo:

ti~~~:)!}t{5f:r~~;:::i:)~~I:~~~::::.::::::::::::.::::.::.::.:.::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 5~: ~i
Reaidue :

Silteeoua nr~aniRmR .« ••• _0_ " _ __.. _ __ 1. 64
Minerals __ . 3.3:1
Fino wushings _ _ ,. __ _ 0. __ 0 _0 ••• 0 ••••• _ •• 0 ••• 30.56

35.53

1UO

5. Pteropod ooze.-1'his deposit resembles the globlgorlna ooze in nearly all particulars, differing
mainly in the greater abundance of the shells cfpelug'io mo.llnska (pteropods aIHIheteropods principally),
w hich aomettmes makes up -<Ivel' 30 per cen t of the deposl t. 111 oceanic regions the deposit approuches in
coustttutlou a globigerina ooze, being, however, more Jriablo and granular und Iess homogeneous and
uniform from the prosence of these larger shells, but tho nrineral pnrtfcles are the same' as in a globi
gerina ooze from tbe same region". Near tbe coast line the pteropod deposits resemble the terrigenolls
deposits in the large number of shore materials l11Hl organisms which enter into their composition, or
fragments from coral reefs and calcareous organisms frorn shallow water may muke llP a large part of
the deposit. Tho Challenqer samples range in depth from 390 to 1,525 futhoms, the average depth bolng
1,04<1 fathoms. 1'110 percentage of carbonate of lime varies from over 50 to nearly 100 per cent, prinol
pally due to shells of pelug!o forumiuifera and pelagic mcllusks. The remains of siliceous organisms
are usually present in small quantity. Somethnos, however, they may make np nearly 20 per cent of
the whole deposit. They are priucipally sponge spicules, radiolarians, diatoms, along with a few casts
of foraminifera and urenaceous foraminifera. Mineral particles, principally magnetite, augite, feldspar,
hornblende, otc., make up from about 1 to 10 per cent.

Average eo'lltpoBiti0iJ oj the Challenger samples ojpteropod ooze.
Carbonate of lime:

~~~~~J!~~i2~~~~.i~:i~·~~~':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~: ~~
Residue .

Sil.iceous organisme __ . . . 2. 89
MineraI8...... 2.85
Fiue washinga , 15.01

20,75

100
B. TERRlG1~NOVS Dl~POSI'I'S.

6. Blue 'lItud.-This name has been adopted for the deposits most frequently met with in thodeeper
waters surrounding continental land, and in all inclosed or partially inclosed seas more or less out off
from free communication with the open ocean. The materials of which the blue muds are prlncipully
composed are derived from the dlsintegration of continental lund, and are very complex in character.
\Vlten collected thiR deposit is blue or slate-colored, with an upper red or brown layor which had been in
immediate contact with the water. The blue color is due to organic matter and sulphide of iron in a
flue state of division, and these mnds have, as a rule. When tuken from tbo.souuding tube, It smell rrf
sulphuretted hydrogen.

The red or brown color of the thin watery upper layer is evidently due to the presence of ferric
oxide or ferric hydrate, but as the deposit accumulates this oxide 'is transformed into sulphide and
ferrous oxide in the presence of organic matter in the underlying layers. When dried the deposit
becomes gray or brown, owing to the oxidation of the sulphide of iron. Sometimes the samples are
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homogeneous; at other times the aspect is heterogeneous, owing to the presence of large fragments of
rocks and ahcl.ls nnd small frngmouts of calcareous orguuisms, When wet thedeposlt may bo plastic
and behave like a true cluy, but as a rule these muds maybe described rather as earthy than as clayey.
The Challenger samples ranged in depth from 125 to 2,800 fathom«, tho average depth being 1,411
fathoms. The percentage of carbonate of lillie vuries from a mere trace to over 30 per cent, consisting
mainly of pelagic and bot.tom-Il ving foraminifera ulong with other culcareous fragments.

The shells of llela).(ic species of foraminifera, which make up so large a part of a globigerina
ooze, are not abundaut nor universally dlstrtbuted in the blne. muds, the remains of shallow-water or
lJottom-li ving organisms predominating in mauy cases. The remains of siliceons organisms are usually
present in small quantity, eometluies making up 15 per cent of the whole deposit, and consist of diu
tOllls, radiolurluus, sponge spicules, arenaceous fornmiuiforu, und casts of the calcareous organisms in
gl:tnconite or some allied silicate. The mineral particles are mostly derl verl fro III 1he udjucent lands,
lind consisb largely of the fraguieuts and minerals of the various rocks forming the continents. The
size of the mineral and rock particles varies much with the position; they are as a rule larger near
the shore and smaller as the deep sea is approached, except iu those regions uffccted by Iloabiug ice.
More than half of the deposit is in llllllly casos marlo up of tho minerul IJ:lrticle"" consisting largely of'
rounded grainH of quartz, along wi th particles of older crystalline or schtsto-crystalltnc rocks, quartzite,
sandstoucs, and limestones. Among minerals, besides '1uartz, are ort.hocluso and plagiocluse, green
hornblende, uugitc, mica, epidote, etc. j glauconite can not be considered ohuructertstie of blue muds,
but is to be found in nearly all of them, though in limited quautiuy compared with the green muds.

Averaqe composition of the Oluiileuqer SmnlJlcs of blue 'JImd.

Residue:
Siliceous organisms . _ _.....•...... _ _.............• _ _'. 3.27
Minomls , , 22.48
:Fine washings , " 61. 77

Carbonat~ o~ Ilme , ..
Pelngic toraminiferu . _ _ _ _ _ 0 •••••••••••• _.

lJ~l~~~n~~~~~~~Il~~l:~l~~i.l:i.f~:~.::: .. ::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
7.52
1. 75
3.21

12.48

32.28

87.52

100

7. Red 1I!/trl.,-Along the Bruziliun coast of South America the torrigouous deposit", offshore are
different from the deposits fouud in similar poait.ious along other continents in that they are all of a
red-brown or red-hrick color, apparently due to tho large quantity of ocherons matter carried into the
ocean by the Amazon, Orinoco, and other Sonth Amorlcun rivers, and distribnted by oceanic ourreuta
along these conets. Similar red deposits are formed ill the Yellow Soa oft' the Chinese coast near the
month of the Yang tse Kiang. Although organic mattera are probably liS abundant as in the deposits
along other coasts, still they do not seerri to be sufficient to reduce the whole of the peroxide of iron

, to the state of protoxide, nor does sulphide of Iron.accumulate here as in the 1..11110 mulls.
It is a remnrkublo fact that there is llO trace of the green-colored glauconitic casts of foram

inifera and other calcareous organisms, nor of any of the glaucouito grains which usually accompany
these casts in other terrigenous deposits. There are a few spicules of sfliceous sponges, but trustules
of diatoms aud the remains of radiolarians 111'0 exccediugly rare or wholly absent. In other respects
this deposit resembles a blue mud, The Cltallellge1' samples vurled in depth from 120 to 1,200 fathoms,
the average depth being G28 fathoms. The perccutuge of carbonate of lime vnrios from 5 to GO per
cent, apparently dependhig more ou proximi ty to tho mouths of rivers than on depths, The shells of
pelagic aud bottom-living foraminifera are the most abundant of the calcareous orgauisms. The
iniueral parbiclea range from 10 to 25 per cent, quartz being the moet auundaut.

Avcra!lc cOlllposition of the Challengcl' samples of red. mud.

Carbouate of lime:

~;~~~~~~'~~~ll~if~~~~~iIiif~I:';'::.~:: ~ '.::'::.::.:..;.t:':..: ' ':.:::::: '.":::,':..::::::: 1~: ~~
Other orgunieins , , 15.51

67.72

100
F. U. B. 1896-26
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8. Green mud and 8and.-In their composition, origin, and distribntion these deposits resemble' in
many respects the blue and red muds. Their chief characteristic is the presence of a greater or less
abundance of glauconitic grains and glauconitic casts of the calcareous organisms. These muds lIud
sands are almost always developed along bold and exposed coasts, where no very large rivers pour
their detrital matters into the sea. They contain, as a rnle, many remains of calcareous organisms,
mineral particles from the continental rocks, and a considerable quantity of clayey matter, although
fine clayey or detrital mattcr appears always to be less abundant than in a characteristic blue mud.
Along coasts where these deposits are laid down pelagic conditions appear to approach much nearer
to the shores than where blue muds prevail, ItS, for iustance, on the Agulhas Bank and off the Atlantic
coast of the southern United States; to such an extent is this the case that, were it not for the presence
of glauconite and the nature of the mineral particles, many of the green muds might equally well be
called globigerina oozes.

The green sands differ from the green muds chiefly in being more 'granular in appearance, owing
to the relatdvclysmall quantity of amorphous matter present, and are usually found in shallower
water. The average depth of the Challenger samples of green mud is 513 fathoms, and of green sand
44.9 fathoms, the range of both classes being usually from 100 to 900 fathoms. The percentage of car
bonate of lime varies to a great extent, the average being 25 in the muds and 50 in the sands, pelagic
and bottom-living foraminifera being the priucipal eonstdtueuts, The percentage of siliceous organ.
isms may be as high as 50, usually higher in the muds than in the sands, and they are principally
glauconitic casts of calcareous organisms along with diatoms, radiolarians, sponge spicules, and
arenaceous foraminifera. The mineral particles usually make up a large part of the deposit, sometimes
nearly 80 per cent, the grains of glauconite being the most characteristic, along with quartz, felspar,
magnetite, hornblende, augite, etc., and fragments of continental rocks. In the green sands there are
frequently nodules and small concretions of phosphate of lime.

Average composition of the Challenger samples of green mud and f/rcen sand.

74.48 50.22

100 100--J

Green sand,

I0""0='" 0' H...Pelagic foram iniferu .
Bottem.Hving foraminifera .
Other organisms ..

Itesi(~~e: .

~i~::~:.~~~~~~~~r~~~:::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fine washings .

Green mud.

14.59
2.04
7.99

25.52
13.67
27.11
3B.70

21
15
13.78

8
30
12.22

40.78

9. Volcanio nuul and sand.-Around oceanic islands of volcanic origin the deposits consist in a
large measure of the rocks and minerals arising from the disintegration of the volcanic rocks of the
islands. Near shore, withm the region of wave action, these are largely sands composed of volcanic
material and the fragments of calcareous organisms which vary much in size. In deeper water, further
from the islands, the mineral particles become less abundant and smaller, while pelagic organisms,
such as foraminifera, and ptcropodshella, coccoliths, and rhabdoliths, increase in number so that the
deposit assumes the character of a mud in which there is a considerable quantity of clayey and
calcareous matter, light gray, brown, or black in color, and of an earthy rather than a clayey character.
These deposits may be found along any coast where volcanic .rooks prevail, but they are character
istically developed around the volcanic islands of the great ocean basins. In general appearance and
composi tion they present great variety, depending on position, depth, and the organic remains that take
part in their formation, their chief characteristic being the relative abundance of volcanic materials.

The Challenf/OI' samples of volcanic mud range in depth from 260 to 2,800 fatlioms, the average
depth being 1,033 fathoms; the samples of volcanic saud range from 100 to 420 fatlioms, the average
depth being 243 fathoms. The amount of carbonate of lime varies greatly, sometimes rising to 70
per cent, principnlly due to the remains of pelagic and bottom-living foraminifera. Siliceous
organlsms are rare, always under 5 per cent, consisting of radiolaria, sponge spicules, diatoms, and
arenaceous foraminifera; true glauconitic casts and grains are absent. The mineral particles make
up a considerable portion of the deposit, sometimes rising to 80 per cent; the most characteristic are
sanidine, plagioclases, augite, hornblende, rhombic pyroxenes, olivine, and mag-netite. Among the
lnpilli the most frequent are those belonging to the basaltic and audeaitac series of rocks, especially
those belonging to the vitreous varieties, and they are often decomposed into pulagouitdc matter,
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Average COntlJ08ition of the Challenger 8arnples of l'olcarl'ic rnud and volcanic sand.

28.79

_ Volcllnic BnntI'1

13
3.80

11.90

[; I v~'"W,'"'",.

car1pcl:~~;~;~=inlferar>; : •••••••..•••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••• 1 '10. 50
Bottom-Ilvfng foraminifer« _.............................. 2. X2
Other organisms :....... 7.17

Residue: 20.40

~H~:~~:.o.~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fine washings .

1. 82 1. 40
40.82 60
36.87 9.81 £J
~~---_7~

100 100

10. Coral mudand Band.-Just as arouud voloanio islands the deposits are principally made up of
the debris from volcanic rocks, so oft' coral islands and coral reefs the deposits are chiefly made up of
the fragments of organisms living in tho shallow waters and ou the reefs, such as calcareous ulgro,
corals, mollnsks, polyzou, anuclids, echinoderms, and foraminifera. Those fl'agmcllts form a coarse
sand or ~ravel in the shallower waters, but beyond the limits of wave action there is a fiue mud,
cousisting priucipally of trlturuted particles of calcareous matter. With greater depth aud increaeing
distance from the land, pteropod and heteropod shells, as well as pelagic foraminifcra, make up more
and more of the deposit, till the coral muds and sands pass finally into a pteropod or globigerina ooze,
in which reef fragments can with difficulty be recognized.

The ChallclIgllt, samples of coral mud ranged in depth from 140 to 1,820 fathoms, tho average being
740 fathoms. The samples of coral sand were aU in depths less than 300 fathoms, the average
being 176 fathoms. The percentage of carbonate of lime is very high, in some cases over 90 per cent,
principally due to the remains of pelagic and bottom-living fomminiferu, though the remains of other
calcareous organisms derived from the reefs are much more abundant than in auy of the other types
of deep-sea deposits. Siliceous organisms are more abundant in the sands than in the muds, owing
to the smaller quantity of minute clayey and calcareous amorphous matter, consisting of sponge
spicules, diatoms,and radiolaria. Mineral particles are rare in both varieties, consisting of feldspar,
R~~ ..

AI'(waf/O composition of tho Challenger samples of oorul mnui and coral Band.

Coral mud.

I""."....","'".Pelagic foramlnifsra - .
Bottom-living foraminifera ..
Other organisms ..

Residue:

~\~:~.:J:.~~~~~!~~I~~:::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fine wuehfuga '" .

31. 27
14,64
3.0.62

1. 36
1

12.11

85.53

14.47

100-1

Coral sand.

30.25
20
30.59

86.84
5
3.75
4.41 I

13.16 I

100-1
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LIBRARY.

The ship's library contains over 400. volumes, under the headings of natural
history, scientific, publications of the U. S. Fish Oommissiou, National Museum, ami
Smithsonian Institution, navigation and nautical astronomy, steam, history, biography,
etc. It is the intention to provide such works as will' be useful ill an branches of
investigation carried on by the vessel, text-books and professional works required by
the officers, besides a few standard volumes of history and biography,

PREPARATION AND PRESERVATION OF SPECIMENS.

The methods followed on board the Albatross will be briefly described; and the
location and arrangement of the laboratories with the facilities they offer fur the work
of the naturalist will be referred to again, more in detail, in order to give a better
understandiug of the descriptions that follow.

They are located near the middle body of the vessel, at the point of least motion,
forward of and free from the heat of the furnaces and vibration of the engines, where the
naturalist may safely leave specimens and apparatus lying on tables and about the decks
at times when in other parts of the vessel they would require to be carefully secured,

The upper laboratory, in the deck house, 14 feet in length, 12 feet 6 inches wide,
and 7 feet 3 inches high, has a large skylight overhead, two windows, and one door on
each side, and a door communicating with the stateroom of the resident naturalist.
A small chemical laboratory occupies one corner of the forward end, nearly the
whole after bulkhead being covered by a book case in which an extensive professional
library is kept, while in the center of the room stands a table about 5 feet square,
around which four persons may seat themselves, each having at his right hand a th-r
of drawers conveniently arranged w ithiu frumes which form the legs of the table.

A false cover, surrounded with a 3-iuch ledge, water-tight, is used at sea to
prevent specimens, etc., from sliding oft' in heavy weather; also to prevent the
dripping of muddy water on deck. Over a lead-lined sink are faucets fOL' water and
alcohol, both leading from tanks, and above them, attached to the bulkhead, are two
small aquaria, with water connections, used for the study of marine life. An ample
supply of natural light and ventilation by day awl an abundance of electric light at
night combine to make it an admirable operating room.

The lower laboratory is OIl the main deck directly beneath the upper one, its only
means of access being by a stairway leading down from that aparturent, It occupies
a space of 20 feet fore and aft, and extends entirely across the vessel. It receives
light and natural ventilation from three large air ports OIL each side and two movable
deck lights 12 inches in diameter; it has also the means of artificial ventilation and
electric lights. The forward bulkhead is covered with specimen cases of sufficient
capacity to hold the glass jars and bottles filled during an ordinary trip, and there are
appropriate lockers for copper tanks in which the larger forms are preserved. Work
tables are ranged along the sides, a chemical table with appropriate lockers and
drawers OIL the after bulkhead, a photographic dark room with a large lead-lined sink
and running water on the port side, and on the starboard side a medical dispensary.

The arrangement of the specimen case is simple and convenient. Its face is
composed of a row of wire paneled doors about 2 feet (j inches wide and 4 feet high, each
having independent fastenings.•Opening a door, from three to six sliding drawers,
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2 feet 6 inches square and () inches. high, are seen, one above the other, resting
upon cleats. The drawers are filled with empty glase jars anrl bottles preparatory
to a cruise; when required for use a drawer is withdrawn and is carried to the
operating room, where it remains until the bottles are filled, when it is returned to its
appropriate place in the case. Following this system the losses by breakage, even in
the worst weather, are reduced to the minimum.

Copper tanks for alcoholic specimens are of three standard sizes-4, 8, and 16
gallons; special tanks are of any size or shape desired. They are carefully made of
heavy material, thoroughly tinned inside, and closed with circular covers as large as
the dimensions of the tanks will allow; they are without hinges, being secured by
four thumbscrews, working through small projections placed at equal distances
around the circumference of the covers. The joints are made on rubber gaskets. Tho
tanks are furnished to the ship in wooden transporting eases having strong irou
handles and hinges, the envel'S being secured by padlocks. 'I'hecases contain four
4-gallon, two 8-gallon, or one lU-gallon tank each, and, the tanks fitting snugly, it is only
necessary to lock the cases to prepare them for shipment.

The laboratory storeroom is under the lower laboratory and can be entered only
from the latter. Specimen cases of the laboratory are duplicated in the storeroom,
which has also conveniently arranged lockers and bins for the safe carriage of alcohol
in barrels or tanks and the storage of specimens of all descriptions, including the
supplies and varied apparatus belonging to the scientific department. It is lighted by
electricity, ventilated artdfleially, and, in case of fire, can be instantly closed from
above and filled with steam. 'file storeroom receives little or no heat from the flreroom,
as large coal bunkers lie between.

LABORATORY OUTFIT.

A complete schedule is considered unnecessary, but the following partial list of
urticlea included ill the scientific outfit will enable the reader to form a general idea
of the appliances used in the laboratories of the Albatross :

Acids, picric, chromic, etc.
Alcohol, barrels and tanks.
Alum.
Antimony.
Anvil.
Arsenic.
Axes.
Hags, rubher.
Blast, sand.
Boxea.uests, assorted.
Boxes, sma.ll, usaorted papen,
Bottles, glass, ussorted.
Bnckets.
Camera Iucidu.
Camera, photogruplric, with ac-

cessories.
Chisels, cold.
Ch isels, mortising.
Clay for mnk iug cnsts.
Cloth, bolting, silk.
Cloth, cotton, cheese.
Cntters, wire.
Dippers, glllvlllli7;cd irl!lJ.
Dippers, galvmll~l'll Iron, fino

wire- cloth hot.tom.
Diehes, nssortod, glass nml ",u·'.h

enwnre.
Drills, twist, assorted.
Envelopes, letter and note.

Partial list. of labora/m'!! Oll-/jit.

Filter.
Forceps.
Gun, whale,
Hunuuers, blacksmith.
Hammers, riveting.
Hatchets.
Harpoons.
Hydrometer, glass, for alcohol.
•Jars, glass, with corks, eight

Bi~es.

Jars, frnit, glass, pint, quart, 2
quart,

Jars, butter, glass, 2-POlllHl, ,1-
pound.

Knives, cartilage.
Knives, dissecting.
Knives, oyster. .
Lamps, electric, haud, uurl suh-

marine.
Lance, born II.
Microscopo, wi th nceessorios.
Nets, surface, silk bclmug-cloth.
Nets, tnb strnillOl', Jlnen scrim.
Paper, English white f.issuc.
Paper, mauiln,
Paper, letter and note.
Paper, straw.
Pails, WOOllen.
Pans, large, galvanized iron.

Pans, marbleized, assorted.
Pistols, collecting.
Plaster, for modele nud casts.
Potash.
Presser, cork.
Ringe, brass, surface net.
lUngs, galvanized iron, surface

net. .
Rule, common 2-foot.
Rule, mill imeter,
IWle, .3:& caliber.
Shntguna, 12 bore.
Sliotguns, 10 bore.
Scissors.
Sieves, assorted.
Shears.
Shovels, common.
Hpades, common.
Spades, trenching,
Still, copper.
Syringes,llypollermie.
Tanks, eoppcr, alcoholic spec}.

men.
Tools, earpenter's chest.
Tubs, wash, large size.
Vials, homeopathie, assorted.
Vise, beuch.
Vise, hand.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM.

The metric' system is in general use by naturalists for the measurement
of fish and other forms. A meter is the standard of linear measure, It is
the ten-millionth part of a quadrant of the meridian, or 39.370 inches. A
meter equals 10 decimeters, 100 centimeters, and 1,000 millimeters.

The accompanying scale of English inches and millimeters furnishes
a convenient method of comparison and conversion, one into the other.

GENERAL REMARKS ON PRESERVATION OF SPECIMENS.
co

ID

The data from which the following description of the methods of
preserving specimens obtained by the collecting apparatus is compiled
were kindly furnished by Messrs. James E. Benedict, of the Smithsonian
Institution, and C. H. Townsend, resident naturalist of the Albatross. I
have also quoted freely from' Bulletin No. 39 of the National Museum.

The chief object of the deep-sea investigator is to obtain accurate
II)

information regarding life in the waters of the ocean and the physical
conditions under which it exists, rather than the discovery of new and
wonderful forms, each successful haul of trawl or dredge being made to
do its part.

In operating the collecting apparatus and before it reaches the
surface, the officers of the ship have given the station a serial number,

~ located it astronomically, and recorded its physical conditions, the depth
of water, character of the bottom, temperature of the air, surface, and
bottom, specific gravity, currents, etc., and when the specimens are identf
fled and described their names will ever after be linked with that particular
station. Hence one's best work, or that of other investigators, will be dis
credited or worse by carelessness on the part of those having charge of
the handling and preservation of specimens. A label giving a wrong
station number, a trawl net not well shaken out and picked over, speci
mens carelessly left in the corners of the table sieve or on deck, where
they may become mixed with the contents of a subsequent haul at another
station, will falsify the record, perchance beyond the possibility of eorreo
tion. If there is a doubt as to the station to whieha specimen belongs,
give it the date and any other available information, but no attempt should
be made to supply a station number by guesswork. No label at all is
better than a false record.

The contents of the trawl having been landed in the table sieve
(plate XXXIV), the net should be carefully examined for hydroids, corals,
or other delicate forms that are often found entangled in the meshes, cling
ing to the web, or caught on the frame, .and in this seemingly accidental
way valuable specimens may be taken in good condition that would be
liable to serious damage if imbedded in the mud and general contents
of a haul.

The fish found in the table sieve are picked out and placed in buckets
or tubs of clean water; the invertebrates are assorted in a general way
into pans, dishes, or sieves; the deck 11Ose, without nozzle, is used to wash

CUT76.-Comparative scale of Ilnear the mud through the grated bottom of the table sieve,
measure, inches and millimeters. care being taken not to injure the specimens. It is
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turned aside from time to time while the more delicate forms are picked from the
surface of the mass or from the meshes of the sieve.

After the specimens resulting from the haul are gathered from net and sieve they
are taken to the laboratory for assorting and preservation, a process usually quite
simple, yet requiring experience and good judgment.

Alcohol is the preserving medium heretofore in general use. To insure its
successful application, most specimens require to be first placed in a weak solution
which, as it permeates the tissues, should be changed to stronger, thus completing
the preserving process before they have time to soften and decay. An alcoholic
mixture of 75 per cent is regarded as sufficient for the permanent preservation of
well-cured specimens, although some require a stronger fluid, while others are equally
well preserved in a weaker solntion.

The necessity for a weak preliminary bath is illustrated in the case of a large fish
of firm texture, which if thrown into strong, warm alcohol will quickly harden on
the exterior, thu~ excluding the preserving fluid from the inner tissues and causing
them to soften and decay. On the other hand, if it is subjected to a weak mixture of
35 to 50 per cent of cool alcohol, the fluid will penetrate the whole structure, after
which the strength may be safely increased as desired.

The condition of alcoholic specimens collected in hot climates depends to a certain
degree upon the temperature of the preservative when it is applied, a fact which has
riot always been given due consideration. The simple reduction of the alcoholic
mixture by the addition of water raises its temperature from 100 to 200, which, added
to the constant heat of the surrounding atmosphere, greatly increases the difficulties
attending the process of preservation.

Mr. James E. Benedict, when resident naturalist of the A lbatross, adopted the plan
of cooling alcoholic mixtures actually in use in the tropics by surrounding the tanks
with ice, and as a further precaution he placed very delicate specimens in the cold
room while they were absorbing the preservative, the cooling process being attended
with excellent results.

TO PRESERVE FISH.

Wash them in clean water, and if more than half a pound in weight make an
incision on the right side, just above the middle of the belly, to admit alcohol freely
into the body cavity-the position of the cut leaves the left side intact in case a drawing
or photograph should be required-then lay them out in dishes or pans of weak alcohol.
After soaking a sufficient timer use the hypodermic syringe freely, if the body cavity
bas not been cut, injecting 95 per cent alcohol; then wipe carefullyvwrap them in
cheese-cloth, and pack them in jars or tanks containing alcohol of sufficient strength to
maintain it permanently at 75 per cent. The soft and spongy tissues of deep-sea fish are
rapidly permeated by the preserving fluid, and if full-strength alcohol is injected into
the intestinal canal and body cavity it will rarely be necessary to make an incision.

Specimens designed for exhibition should be hardened slowly and retained in a
natural position during the process, which may easily be done by secnring them to a
woven-wire screen of about half an inch mesh, seizing soft pine blocks under the
expanded fins. In the preparation of specimens for this purpose it is well to remember
that the nearer the temperature of the alcoholic solution approaches to 40° F. (the
point at which decay of animal tissue is arrested) the weaker the first bath may be
made, 25 per cent or even less being allowable, thus advantageously prolonging the
hardening process, which in any event can not be delayed more than a few hours.
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In placingspecimens in jars or bottles while they are flexible, care should be taken
that the receptacles arc large enough to permit of theirremoval after thehardening
process is complete, otherwise one or the other will be injured, and it is needless to say
a11 experienced person will invariably sacrifice the jar.

It is common practice to use, for the first bath, old alcohol that has become too
weak for other purposes.

THE PRESERVATION OF CRUSTACEA.

To preserve crabs, kill them in a dish of weak alcohol, placing a few in .at a time
lest they tear each others legs ott' in their struggles. When they become quiet, place
them on separate pieces of cheese-cloth, backs down, fold the legs as naturally as
possible, wrap them up, and tie the packages with soft twine. If any of the legs have
become detached, as sometimes happens, place them in their natural position and wrap
them up with the specimen. Inject large crabs with \)5 per cent alcohol.

Wrappings may be dispensed with if desired in the case of small crabs, and it is
always admissible when only a single specimen is placed in a bottle, yet it is good
practice and but little trouble to wrap them in tissue paper, and if they are prepared
in this manuel' the receptacle may be filled with specimens and 80 per cent alcohol
turned upon them.

The various species of shrimp and aU the coarser crustaceans may be treated
practically the same as the crabs; only the larger forms require injecting..

TIm PRESERVATION OF MOLLUSCA.

All mollusks may be preserved in alcohol, although it is unnecessary in the case
of shells that are to be cleaned and dried. The animals may be killed with weak
alcohol or hot water, and the soft parts removed with hooks or forceps.

Aseidlans, octopods, and all of the naked soft-bodied mollusks are preserved in
alcohol, first receiving a weak bath, the larger forms only requiring to be injected.
Specimens of this class should he separately wrapped in cheese-cloth and protected
from contact with the metal of the tank or each other by a liberal distribution of
excelsior, tissue paper, or other'suitable material. The tanks should ]1Ot be more
than half fllled until the alcoholic solution permeating the mass has reached a strength
of 75 per cent; they may then be filled, providing the specimens will not be injured by
their own weight.

THE PRESERVATION OF EOHINODERMS.

Starfish and sea-urchins may be preserved in alcohol or dried; in either case a
weak alcohol bath is desirable, as it expels a disproportionate amount of water,
improves the condition of the specimens, and shortens the process of drying should
they be preserved in that manner.

The tanks may .be entirely filled with the ordinary .hard-shelled sea-urchins,
using 95 per cent alcohol, but the soft-shelled species require a cheese-cloth wrapping
and excelsior protection in the tanks. Hard and firm starfish, like most of the deep
sea species, may be removed from the first bath, piled one upon the other to make
convenient packages, wrapped in cheese-doth, and placed in tanks with 75 per cent
alcohol, where they will keep indefinitely.

The shoal-water species are usually soft, thickly covered with slime, ana much
distorted when they reach the laboratory. In this case place them in water while yet
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alive, and as soon as they have filled out transfer them quickly to weak alcohol and
adjust their arms during the process of hardening. If they are to be dried, place them
in a solution of arsenate uf soda for a few minutes after t,hey are removed from the
first bath to project them from the attacks -of insects. If they are to be preserved in
alcohol, retnove the slime with a brush, make them up in packages wrapped with
cheese-cloth, and treat them as deep-sea starfish. They are sometimes dipped in hot
water in preparation for drying, but the alcohol bath is to be preferred.

Holothurians should be kept in a weak bath 'three or four hours, then injected,
wrapped in cheese cloth, placed in tanks containing 90 per cent alcohol, and protected
from pressure by excelsior.

Crinoids, actinians, small corals, etc., may be treated in the manner above
described for starfish and holothurians, Large corals, too bulky to be preserved in
alcohol, are cured with- great difficulty on board ship, yet they may be safely and
conveniently transported by first banging them up until the water is drained from
them, the process being accelerated by spraying the specimen with old alcohol, then
packed in common salt, using a barrel or box as most convenient, taking care to pack
the salt snugly around the branches to give them proper support.

The coral should be surrounded with a sufficient quantity of the preservative to
absorb all of its moisture without forming brine. If salt is uot available, clean, dry
saud may be substituted, providing it is excluded from the delicate septa by wrapping
the specimen ill cheese-cloth or other suitable material. Large sponges may be
prepared and transported in the same manner.

Other invertebrates are usually preserved in alcoholic mixtures, although some
may be dried. Jelly-fish should be hardened in a saturated solution of picric acid,
subjected .to l1 preliminary bath in weak alcohol, wrapped separately in cheese-cloth,
placed in alcohol of no per cent, and surrounded with excelsior to protect them from
pressure. Another simple and effective method of protecting delicate, soft-bodied
forms from undue pressure in tanks is to place them ill thin wooden packing-boxes,
in which boles are cut to allow free circulation of alcohol.

'l'HE OOLLECTION AND PRESERVATION OF MINU'I'E FORMS.

Our remarks have thus far been confined to forms of sufficient size to be readily
seen and picked out singly from the mass in the table sieve, yet there are in every
successful haul of dredge or trawl a multitude of minute invertebrates demanding
the careful attention of the collector.

The process of washing the mud from the specimens through the meshe.s of the
table sieve into the tub strainer (plate XXXIV) has already been described. When it
has been relieved of its contents the strainer bags will contain more or less mud,
foranainifera, shells, and other light matter, while the heavier material has settled to
the bottom of the tub, the final disposal of which depends upon the time the collector
is able to devote to it.

A very satisfactory examination may be made by first turning the contents of the
strainer bags, four or five quarts at a time, into a small tub partially filled with water,
stirring the contents with 11 rapid, whirling motion until the soft, light forms float to
the surface, when it is strained into another tub through a 20-mesh sieve, the contents
of the latter being placed in a pan of water, repeating the operation until all the mud
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in the tub strainer has been washed. The water and sediment thus collected in the
small tubs and pans are then agitated and strained as before until the residue, com
posed of minute animal forms, free from mud, is placed on a 40cmesh sieve, and the
latter set an inch or more above the mesh into a dish of weak alcohol, partially
floating the specimens, where it is allowed to remain half an hour, then tr~nsferred to
a stronger solution for an hour, when the mass may be placed in bottles or jars with
80 per cent alcohol. The receptacles should be kept at hand for a day or two and
occasionally turned over to loosen the mass and insure its being properly cured, after
which it may be packed away with safety.

Jars or bottles should not be more than one-third filled with material of this
character, which may be said to include shrimp, all kinds of millute crustacea, worms,
and, in fact, all forms, surface and deep-sea, that are liable to mat down in the jar.
Striking objects or very delicate forms should be put separately into vials.

Fomminifera, may be preserved by drying or in alcohol; in the llfi;ter case place
it in jars with 95 per cent alcohol, turning it over occasionally for a day or two. The
jar should not be more than half full of material. If to he dried, place in weak
alcohol for a few hours, stirring the mass frequently, then spread it ill pans or trays
to dry.

Surface and intermediate collecting, including apparatus and methods, have been
described on page 369 to the point where the specimens are removed from the nets to
buckets or pans of water. The latter is then strained through a sieve of 40 mesh,
which, with the specimens retained on it, is placed in a dish containing a saturated
solution of picric acid for half an hour, when the larger and more striking specimens
may be picked out and the remainder placed in bottles or jars containing 80 per cent
alcohol.

FORMALIN.

This liquid has recently been introduced as a preservative; and although it has
not been in use long enough to thoroughly establish its value and limitations, it has
already proved itself a useful adjunct and bids fair to rival alcohol for many purposes.
It is cheaper than alcohol, is not inflammable or explosive, and is put up in I-pound
(about 1 pint) bottles of convenient form for transportation, a couple of bottles capable
of making from 2 to 10 gallons of preservative being easily carried in a hand bag.
Its great value for fieldwork is already acknowledged, and it is generally conceded
by collectors that it is unexcelled as a medium for preserving soft-bodied forms.

MI'. James E. Benedict, of the Smithsonian Iustltution, has specimens of fish in a
good state of preservation, both in texture and color, that were cured more than a
year ago in a solution of 1 part of formalin to 40 parts of water.

Prof. B. W. Evermann, of the United States Fish Commission, has fish and other
forms that have been preserved a yearand a half in 3 parts of formalin to 40 parts of
water, all in excellent condition.

Should there be a doubt as to the continued safety of formalin specimens cured
in the field, alcohol may be added to the solution after they reach the laboratory, or
they may be transferred to alcohol, the two preservatives seemingly working together
to their mutual advantage. Formalin does not freeze, although the solution used as a
preservative Will; freezing may, however, be avoided by adding a sufficient quantity
of alcohol.
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LABELS.

The importance of properly labeling specimens has already been referred to and
must be apparent to all collectors. The ship's name, date, and serial number of the
station is usually considered sufficient, further information being recorded under the
corresponding number in the naturalist's journal.

If labels with properly printed headings aloe not at hand it is better to write them
with a soft lead pencil on unglazed paper rather than use ordinary ink, which is liable
to fade in alcohol. A small metal label, on which the serial number is stamped, is
used on board the Albatross for labeling deep-sea fish and other forms. There is a
hole in one end through which the seizing is passed with which to attach it to tho
specimen. The serial number is usually sufficient identification, yet the addition of an
initial letter, or other arbitrary symbol for each vessel, would enable one to place the
specimen on sight without the necessity of referring to the records.

BRIEF DIRECTIONS AS TO COLLECTING BIRDS.

Guns.-The best gun for general collecting is a 12'gauge double- barreled shotgun,
with 2S inch barrels. Each guu should be furnished with an auxiliary barrel, .32
caliber, for collectiug small specimens. A .22-caliber breech-loading pistol, with
IS·inch barrel, is much used on board the Albatross. A .32·caliber rifle will be found
useful in collecting the larger birds.

Ammunition.-Only the best powder should be used, black powder for the 12-gauge,
American wood powder, D grade, for .3~ caliber, and E for .22 caliber. -Shot for the
12-gauge gun, Nos. 4 and 3; for the auxiliary barrel and pistol, Nos. 12 and 8.

For skinning birds a pocket knife, or scalpel, a pair of sharp-pointed scissors, a pair
of bone-cutters, and spring forceps are all the tools necessary. A needle and thread
will be required if the skius are to be stuffed. Raw cotton is best for filling the skin.
Arsenic is the best preservative, and the skin should be covered with it before stuffing
or packing.

A game bag or fishing creel will be found convenient for carrying birds while
collecting. The specimen when shot should be picked up by the feet, to prevent the
blood from soiling the plumage; remove blood clots from the bill and shot-holes,
sprinkle moist feathers with corn-meal, sand, or other absorbent, push a plug of cotton
well down its throat, and place it, head down, in a cornucopia of thick brown paper,
which may then be placed in the creel. These precautions are taken for the purpose
of securing the specimen with its plumage in the best possible condition, free from
blood or other liquids. To kill a wounded bird squeeze it under the wings with
thumb and finger until it dies from suffocation. If the bird is of large size, hold it
firmly by the feet, or between the knees, and plunge a knife into its breast, reaching
the heart if possible, then hold it by the feet until the blood has drained from its
mouth, when it may be prepared for transportation practically as above described
for small birds. Specimens should be skinned as soon as possible, though in cold
weather or when ice is plentiful it Illay be delayed a reasonable time.

Birds were skinned on board the Albatross 011 the operating table in the upper
laboratory; in the center of the table was placed a box of arsenic and a small brush,
a box of corn-meal, or other-absorbent, and a basiu of water. At the side of each
operator were skinning tools, a roll of cotton, a towel, sponge, needle and thread,
labels, pencil, and a ball of twine.
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Few measurements were taken as a rule, except in the case of a new species or
some peculiarity ill form. The coloring of bills, legs, feet, etc., was noted. 'I'he
girth of the specimen was taken by wrapping a strip of paper around the body over
the wings, and pinning it like ,a band, then slipping it off toward the tail and using
it as a guide in stuffing the skin in order to retain the original size of the bird.

The process of skinning was much the same as that in general use among col
lectors, and may be briefly described as follows: Make an incision through the _skin
from the breast-bone to the anus, taking care not to soil the feathers or mutilate tlw
sexual organs, Separate the skin on one side to the knee, expose the tlilglr, thrust the
knee up on the abdomen, and loosen the skin around it until you cau, with scissors
or knife, separate the joint and muscles. Repeat the operation 011 the other side;
loosen the skin about the base of the tail, and cut through U;c vertebrre at the last
joint, taking care not to sever the bases of the quills; invert tIle skin and loosen it
from the body. Loosen the skin from the first bone of the wings, and cut through
the middle of it, or separate it from the body through the joint and draw the skin
over the neck until the skull is exposed.

Detach the delicnte membrane of the ear from its cavity in the skull without cut
ting or tearing it; then, by means oftlw thumbnails, loosen the skill from other parts
of the head up to the eyes, taking care not to lacerate the balls. Scoop out the eyes,
and, by making one cut on each side of tbe head, through the small hou« conuecting
the base of the lower jaw with the skull, another across the roof of the mouth behind
the base of the upper mandible and between the jaws of the lower, and a fourth
through the skull behind the orbits and parallel to the roof of the mouth, you will
have freed the skull from all accompanying brain and muscle. Should anything still
remaiu remove it separately. In making the first two cuts do not sever the small
bono.extending from the base of the upper mandible to tile base of' the lower jawbone.
Invert the skin of the head to the base of the bill, and dean off all the muscle and fat
from the head and skin of the neck. Corn-meal should be used freely betweell tIle
skin and carcass during the process of skinning. Skin the wings down to the wrist
joints, detaching the roots of the larger feathers with the thumb or finger nails,
removing the muscles from t he bones but leaving the latter; or, make an incision on
the under side along the bone, removing the flesh through the opening thus made.
The latter method is preferable with hwge birds.

Skin the legs down to the lower joint of the thigh, remove the flesh from the bone,
remove the muscle and fat, including the oil gland, fWIIl the base of the tail, but do
not cut the roots of the feathers. To prevent stretching d uriug the process of skinning,
handle the skin as close as possible to the point of adhesion, a stretched skin being
unsatisfactory in every respect; keep the feathers separate from the fleshy parts to
prevent soiling the plumage and apply a, suitable absorbent whenever a bloody or
fatty surface is exposed.

Woodpeckers, ducks, etc., have the bead so much larger than the neck that it is
impossible to skin over it; in such eases cut the neck off before the skull is reached,
turn the skin right Ride out, make an incision from the top of the head down to the
base of the skull, and skin the head through the opening; stitch the incision togethel·
either before or after the specimen IH1S b~en stuffed. Some birds have very tender
skins that adhere to the rump or lower part of the back so closely that it is diflicult
to separate them; in such cases a little delay ill skinning will facilitate the operation.
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Birds having a white plumage very compact on the lower parts may be skinned
through an incision along the side just under the wing, or on the back.

To poison the skin turn it wrongside out, lay it in the box containing the poison,
and apply arsenic freely with brush, or other convenient method, taking care that it
reaches every part of the head, particularly the base of the bill, about the wing, and
leg bones and the base of the tail. After the poisoning is completed shake the skin
over the box to detach loose powder. .

The essential points in cleaning a bird skin are to never let the blood dry on
the feathers; al ways use the absorbent immediately after washing, freeing it from the
feathers before it dries.

To stu.ff a bird skin, fill the holes from which the eyeballs were removed with well
rounded and elastic wads of cotton immediately after the skin is poisoned and while
it is reversed; then form a roll of cotton around a knitting needle or other slender
steel wire and insert it into the neck until the end can be grasped through the bill;
withdraw the wire and push the end of the roll back from the mouth, so that when it
is closed the cotton will not be exposed. If preferred, the end of the roll may be
pushed into the skull cavity instead of the throat and the latter filled through the
mouth; the latter method is preferable when the natural pose of the' head is at a
considerable angle with the neck. Next make up a soft oval wad or roll of cotton
the size of the natural body, insert one end beneath the neck roll, which is raised and
held up for the purpose, then work the wad into place by carefully pulling the skin
over, taking a stitch or two to close the incision. The leg bones of large and medium
sized birds should be wrapped with cotton in order to fill out the thighs to their
proper shape. .

Birds with long necks-or tender skins should have the stuffing wrapped around
wires or sticks to strengthen them; if sticks are used the blunt anterior ends may be
forced into the cavity of the skull; if wire is used it should be sharpened at both
ends, one being forced through the anterior part of the head, the other through the
root of the tail.

To shape or make up a specimen, lay it on its back on a thin sheet of raw cottoII

sufficiently large to inclose the skin when wrapped around it; fluff up the feathers
under the wings, place the thumb and finger beneath them and geutly press the sides
together, as one would squeeze a wounded bird to kill it. When the body has thus
been brought to its natural shape, bring the wings up against the sides in their normal
position, allowing the side feathers to layover them, and adjust the wing tips beneath
the tail; lay the feet in a natural position, adjust the tail feathers and plumage
wherever required, then roll carefully in the cotton in such a manuel' as to assist
m retaming the contour previously given to the specimen. See that the bill is
properly closed, either by a turn of a seizing, a stitch through the nostrils and
around the lower mandible, or by twisting the cotton envelope around it. It is good
practice to close the bill as soon as the neck has been stuffed.

The sex of a specimen should be determined by dissection, and when the generative
organs have been destroyed by shot, or otherwise, omit the sex mark and substitute
a query. If the organs are uninjured the sex- may be readily ascertained, after the
specimen is skinned, by making an incision in the side near the vertebrm and exposing
the inner surface of the small of the back, where they will-be found attached nearly
on a line with the last ribs. The testicles of the male will be recognized as two
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spheroidal or ellipsoidal whitish bodies, varying with the season and species from the
size of a pin head to that of a hazelnut. The ovaries of the female, consisting of a
flattened mass of spheres, variable in size with the season, will be found in the same
region. A magnifying glass is useful in determining the sex of very small birds,
particularly the young, in which the organs are but partially developed.

. To prepare rough skeletons of birds, remove the skin and clean the bones, taking
care to avoid injuring the delicate parts. The tools required are simply a knife and a
pair of scissors.

The following points require special attention: Birds' wings terminate in very
small, pointed bones, corresponding to the thumb of mammals, hidden in a tuft of
feathers on the bend of the wing, which it is well to leave undisturbed, as well as the
two or three outermost wing feathers, so as to avoid the risk of removing any of these
small bones with the skin. Other parts requiring attention are the slender points on
the under side of the neck vertebras, those projecting backward from the ribs, and the
last bone of the tail; if the tendons of the legs, wings, under side of the neck, and along
the sides of the back, become ossified, as they sometimes do, it is not advisable to
tear them off. In some birds the neck and back can be left untouched, as the muscles
will dry up and a thin coat of arsenical soap will serve to keep out the insects which
would otherwise attack these places. The hyoid bones', which support the tongue
and are attached to the windpipe, should be saved, as also the windpipe itself :whenever,
as in many ducks, it has bony structures developed in part of its length. .

In mauy birds, especially birds of prey, there is a ring of bones surrounding the
pupil of the eye, hence it is safer not to remove the eyeball, but to simply puncture it
to allow the escape of the fluid contents. The brain should be carefully removed.

Oormorants have a small bone attached to the back of the skull, and iu auks and
many similar birds there is a small bone at the elbow. Sometimes there is a little
bone at the hinder angle of the lower jaw, so that it is a good rule not to trim a bird's
skull too closely, A favorite method of collecting small birds for skeletonizing is to
make an incision in the lower part of the abdomen and place them in 30 per cent
alcohol. ,

NOTES ON SKINNING AND PRESERVING SKINS OF MAMMALS.

To skin small mammals a median line incision from the lower neck to the tail,
through which the body is removed, is sufficient, while for large ones branch incisions
along the inner surfaces of the legs to the feet are usually necessary. Leg bones are
detached close to the body, and the skull separated from the neck, the tail bones are
removed, the leg bones thoroughly cleaned of flesh, and the eyes and brain removed
from the skull.

The brain is best removed through the largo foramen, with a wire hook. In
skinning the head care is taken not to injure the lips 'and eyelids, and the skull, after
being cleaned, is kept separate from the skin. The skins of mammals of all sizes are
thoroughly cleaned of flesh, and in small specimens the raw sides are dusted with
arsenic, lightly filled with cotton, carefnlly shaped, and laid away to dry.

The skins of large mammals are disposed of on shipboard to the best advantage
by salting thoroughly on the flesh side and rolling into a tight bundle and stowing in
a barrel, with plenty of damp salt to cover it. If many such skins are to be cared
for, they are placed as soon as cleaned in a barrel of very strong brine, which sets the
hair on both sides, and keeps them pliable for the taxidermist who finally receives them.
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The division of small mammals includes everything up to the size of the fox. Deer
and bear skins are salted and air-dried. Thick-skinned animals, such as seals, are
kept in damp salt or brine. All skins require prompt treatment in the tropics and
should be examined occasionally in all climates.

PREPARATION OF ROUGH SKELETONS.

In the preparation of rough skeletons of mammals it is important to know the'
correct name of every animal and whenever it is unknown its skin should be taken
off and kept as a means of identification. If an animal is shot, some of its bones are '
liable to be broken and such may be allowed to pass, but when it has been beaten to
death, fracturing skull and limb bones generally, the animal had better be thrown
away at once. If the skull alone is broken, select if possible another of the same size
and send both with the body, and when convenient send with a broken leg another of
the same size, but on no account throwaway the fractured limb.

If an animal is rare, the skin should be carefully taken off and preserved; other
wise remove it roughly and disembowel the specimen, taking care not to cut into the
breast-bone, especially the disk- shaped piece of cartilage in which it ends. Animals
destined for skeletons should on no account be split up the breast as though they were
being dressed for market. '

Detach the legs from the body and remove the flesh, taking care in so doing not
to remove the collar bone or kneepan with the meat. In the cat family the collar-bone
is very small, and lies loose in the flesh, between the shoulder blade and front end of
the breast-bone. The collar-bone of weasels is very minute and difficult to find, but
climbing and burrowing animals usually have this bone well developed, uniting the
shoulder-blade with the breast-bone. Deer, antelope, and seals have no collar-bone.

In small quadrupeds it will usually be unnecessary to detach the legs, but if con
venience in roughing out or packing renders this desirable, cut the collar-bone loose
from the breast-bone and leave it fastened to the shoulder-blade.

~rbe legs being finished, disjoint and clean the skull. Be careful in removing the
eyes not to thrust the point of the knife through the thin portion of the skull back of
them, and in deer, antelope, or other ruminants take care not to break through the thin
bone back of the upper teeth; also be careful not to cut off any projections of bone.

In cleaning the ribs, avoid cutting the cartilages joining them to the breast-bone,
and, when the tail is reached, look out for a few little bones projecting downwards
from the first few vertebrre, Fold the legs snugly along the body, or, if they have
been detached, tie them together with the skull on the under side, as much as possible
within the chest cavity; also turu down the tail and tie it upon itself. If there are
any loose bones or splinters from a broken bone tie them up in a rag and fasten them
to one of the long bones. Hang the skeleton up to dry, avoiding the hot sun or the
heat of a fire if possible.

In the case of small skeletons that are likely' to be some time in transit, it is
desirable to give a thin coat of arsenical soap or other insect poison to preserve them
from attack. The breast-bones of large animals should also be poisoned.

Embracing the upper part of the windpipe and connecting it with the base of the
skull is a series of bones known as the hyoid apparatus, which should be carefully
saved. There are usually small bones, termed sesamoids, imbedded in the tendons,
where they play over the under sides of the toes, and on this account the tendons
should never be cut off close to the bone.
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There are often one or two small bones on the back lower portion of the thigh
bone; these should be left in place. -In preparing the skeletons of rabbits, particular
attention should be given to the shoulder-blade, as this has a slender projection at the
lower end, which extends some distance backward.

The male organ of many quadrupeds, as the raccoon, is provided with a bone. As
it is difficult to say when this mayor may not be present, it should always be looked
for, and when fount} left attached to the hip bones.

The skeletons of porpoises, blackfisli, etc., are very easily prepared, but one or two
points, such as the slender cheek-bones and the pelvic-bones, or rudimentary hind
limbs, require special care. The pelvic-bones are so small and so deeply imbedded in
the flesh that they are too often thrown away. It frequently happens that the last rib
lies loose in the flesh, with its upper end several inches from the back-bone. This
should always be looked for. There are no bones in the sides of the tail or flukes nor
'in the back fin, and they can be cut off close to the body and thrown away. The
hyoid is largely developed ill most cetaceans, and will be found firmly attached to the
base of the skull.

The tools required for making rough skeletons are a knife, scissors, and a few
steel scrapers.

To rough out a turtle it is usually necessary to remove the under shell, although
some species may be roughed out without detaching it. In sea turtles, and a few
others the plastron can be cut loose by taking a little time to the operation, but in the
more solidly built tortoises and most fresh-water turtles it is necessary to saw through
the bono. The interior of the body being exposed, it is a comparatively easy matter
to cut away the flesh, Usually this can be done without disjolnting any of the legs,
and it is better, especially in small specimens, to have them attached to the body.
Do not cut into any bones, as they are frequently soft and easily damaged.

Snakes require very little care ill their preparation after the skin has been
removed, but in the larger serpents rudimentary hind legs are present and should be
carefully preserved. Externally the legs appeal' as two little claws situated on either
side of the vent; internally they are slender bones, about an inch and a half in length,
loosely attached to the ribs.

Do not try to skin through the mouth, but make a long cut on the underside and
skin either way from it. '

Fishes vary so much in structure that definite instructions for preparing their
skeletons call not be given, yet a few general remarks may be of service. Most
species have two rows of ribs. Use the knife slowly and carefully, as the edge will
often give notice of an unsuspected bone, especially about the head, where there is a
chain of bones eucircling the eye, and the eyeball itself is often a bony cup.

Occasionally there are two or three bones attached to the back p~rt of the head,
and a patch of flesh (In the cheek is. about all that can safely be removed. When the
skeleton is hung up to dry, place bits of wood between the gills to allow free circulation
of air.

Ordinarily it is better for the co11ector to preserve fishes in alcohol and not attempt
to prepare skeletons. The same may be said regarding most small mammals, reptiles,
and birds.

The naturalists of the Albatross found useful auxiliaries for the preparation of
certaiu classes of small skeletons in the amphipod crustaceans commonly called
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" sea fleas," found in the shoal waters of nearly every sea and particularly abundant
in Alaska, The specimen was first prepared by removing the skin and loose flesh,
then tied in a small net and lowered over the ship's side, where it was allowed to
hang just clear of the bottom. It would be discovered immediately and myriads of
active little helpers would go to work, a few hours' time being all they required to
clean the bones of every particle of flesh. They would eat bones and all if sufflcieut
time was allowed them, but they like the soft parts best, and a little watchfulness on
the part of the collector will insure a successful roughing out without injury to the
skeleton.

In packing be sure that the skeleton is dry, particularly if it is a small one. In
the case of a larger one it does not matter so much.

If it is the size of a deer, it should be disjointed, severing the back-bone just
behind the ribs, in order to make a compact buudle, III larger specimens the back
bone may be cut into several sections, and the leg-bones separated at each joint. In
the event of still smaller packages being required, the breast-bone may be separated
from the ribs by cutting through the cartilage just below the end of each rib, when
the latter may be detached frOID the back-bone, and thus dismantled a good-sized
skeleton can be packed in a small box or barrel. -

Straw, hay, or excelsior is the best packing material, Kelp, gulf weed, and all
salt marsh or sea grasses should be avoided.. In case of large skeletons salt may be
sprinkled on the bones when it is impracticable to dry them, and tile skeletons of
seals, porpoises, etc., may be packed in salt. .

The tag or label should be no larger than required; it should be sufficiently
strong to withstand frequent handling, and a metal eyelet at one end will add much to
its security. It should be legibly marked with the following data: The number,
definite locality, date, yeaI', month, and day; sex, using the ordmary signs (; for
male and ~ for female, and name of the collector. Other iuformatdon is better given
in the field book. 'I'he label should be tied with a square knot, to one leg, and the
ends cut to not more than an iueh in length; cotton aail-twine makes a sate and COil

venieut seizing. Skins require drying before they are packed for shipment orplaced
in a storeroom, unless the latter is sufficiently warm and dry; it is not good practice
to dry by artificial heat. Skins are liable to be attacked by insects about the bill,
feet, shafts of wing, and tail feathers, etc., and any good insect poison may be used
as a preventive.

The field notes of a collector should be full and explicit, as they determine largely
. the value of the specimen. They should be written in a book, on one side of the pagl',
and should include observations on the habits, etc., of the various species, the localities
they frequent, thei!' food, and generally their life-history. He should catalogue his
specimens, beginning with No.1, numbering them serially as taken, ill order to avoid
duplication, making sure also that the numbers on label and catalogue correspond.

l!'. o. B. 18UU-27
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BLANK FORMS OF RECORDS.

The following blank forms of records kept on board the Albatross will be found
useful not only as a basis for making similar forms" but as reminders of the valuable
information that can be given, in tabulated form, 011 board of seagoing vessels by
the expenditure of very Iit.tle time and labor. It will be observed that some of the
data are repeated on two or more forms. 'I'his method admits of the subdivision of
reports, all complete in themselves, and made out on sheets of ordinary anrl con veuient
size.

Blank forms from the United States Hydrographic Office, and from other branches
of the United States Government, are not included, as they are furnished to vessels

, by the Department requiring special information. •
All hydrographic or other information obtained by the Albatros« that is useful

for making or correcting charts, or sailing directions, is furnished to the United States
Hydrographic Otlice and United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Blank JlafJI!H uf Huunding Mill dTI,dfli7l9 rceortl. book,

----,----_._---_ -------_.__ .

No : Date .
............... , Machiuo. ' Reel. .
'rums Cor. + Depth .
Shot or le'I(1. '" ,
Bottom .. _._ __ ....•.•. _
Bottom temperature u. uu .• __ PUB' _. __ ••••.• __ .

No. of thormorneter _u •••••••••. Cor .
Corrected ternperat.ure . .. __ . __ .. __ _. h· ••••

Air............. Surface Drift ..
Trawl or dredge ..

Sounding wire. Dredge rope.

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
asoo
3400
B500
3000
3700
B800
3900
4000

, Dredge rOl'e.
Turns. - ~.m --~---

Down. Up.

Sounding wiro,

Down. Up.

Up.Down.
TUfUS.

Up.Down.

o
100
200
300

, 400
500
1i00
700
800
900

1000
1100
1200
WOO
1400
1500
lUOO
1700
1800
1900
2000
'2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2l1HO

----"-------_..----_. --!._-_-!-_--

snurxr, 'l'EMPEHA'l'lJlmS.
- _____m ____m __u __ •• - .. ----~-------

Depth. TOJllp. No. ofthor, Cor. Cor. 'I'emp,

25
50

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

1000

-
HEMARKS.
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NavigafQ1"B repQ1't-Sl/lItr1l«!'y of the 1Il0Vement8 of the .AlbatroBBfor the year,

------ ---~-_.~~---------

Date. Movements. Distance. Object.

Mile •.

419

The above table g ivee the nnrnbor of days tho YOSBol was at sea <luring the y-cur , also the distanco runnnd tho object
of each trip.

Record of hydro!/raphic soundinq«,

-------1-

Serfal
No. Dato.

Poaitdon.

__ IDopt1l.

'I'erupernturo.
l'imc of ---_.- - - Character of -_.__.-----------.- Enatr-u-

oi~:i~~~~,day. bottom.
A" I Snr- In tto

mont used.
Lat.N. Long.W,

~~i~",=--~---- --~-- ------- ---------
0 ,

" 0 , " Ji'1nll. OF. OF. D If. Lb •.

-----

Record of temperatures 1I1ld spccific gml'itics.

I

"-----------

I .... ol ....
IH~ I f Je" e c S.l:':

I ,d
~~ ~ to"i<' " t'ok k f-<~"'" . .;:

.~ "'
Timoof "ol " ~ ~ bO€ t I>~

Date. Statinn, Lut,N, l Long, W. Dopth. ... " ... ,.;
~~day. 00 S ' ".~ «~a,.bil

t·;; $ ... " t·§~~ O' 0'">:',,-"1 ~ S~~~I S ..,,,
.... '-!

i3Po" a " '-'".","'- " lilr.!£~ " ~~-

" <-< <-< iE-l Po
U1 U1

---- --_.--- --- .•._'-~- -----------
0 ,

" 0 ,
" Ji''llloS. of. o Ir. Q c.

Record of serial temperatures-

Duto.

Position.

Serial I----...-~~
No,

Lat,N, Long. 'V.

Temperature (,legroo. F.),

Churaoterof
bottom.

o I II o , "



Record of meteorological observations.

Temperature. I
Position at meridian. Barometer.

,
Air: Dry Air: Wet I Water at IDate. bulb. ,bulb. surface. Weather. Direction and force of winds. Rainfall.

!
Lat.N. Long. W. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. I

------ ,--,

"
, . 0

I
0 , 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0

:

Meteorological and cruising record. North Pacific and Bering Sea.

Remarks.

State of
sea.

Drift.

Towed I Time
at a tow-

depth. ing.

I
State of the weather. I Force and direction of winds.

I

Record of Tanner intermediate tow-net stations.

Long. W.

Temperature.
Barometer.

--,--

1----,----1----,----1 Water at
aurface,

Position.

Lat.N.

i Knots.o 1/ I

Time.

o f 1/

Date.

Date.

Serial
No.

o I 11 0111 Fa/h. ;}Cin. Fa/h.



Record of dredging a1/dtrawling stations.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN rms TABLE: m., mud: s., sand; g., gravel; CO.,coral; sh., shells; p .. pehbles : sp., specka ; C., clay; st., atones, r., rock, bk., black; wh., white,
yl., yel~ow; gy., gray; bu., blue; ~k:, dark; It.,ligb~; gl!" green; br., brown: hrd., hard; sft., soft; fne., fine; ors., coarse; brk., broken; lrg., larg;~; sml., small; rky., roo!<y,;
stk .. st'cky; oz.., ooze; for., foramlDlfera: glob., globigerfna, L. .B, T .. large bsam-trawl, S. B. T., small beam·trawl, Tgl. bar, tangle-bar , Bl, dr., Blake dredge; Sh. dr., Ship 8
dredge. , .

Instrument
usedI

, Drift (mag.)

Di t· i Dis

Wind

t·D
Character of bottom,Depth

I~osition _ \. Temperatures

I L t. NIL W.A \ Snr.' Bot·
Tune.

a long I If. face tom. i rree Ion orce. reo Ion ~ tance ;
- ---- --::-..-j OF. i 'F. ~I,....; I \---1

0'" I I i Mile... ,

I I

II I I I
I

I
,
i

I i I

i
Serial! Dat...
N°·1

Record of fishing staticne.

Bait used.

.

Nature of bottom.

Record of trial hne fishing for cod

Serial NoDate Position II I L th! No_ 'I No -r; • I .. IR . IA I'Depth ! eng iof lines of cod ",,"\.an~e ID .0..verage ange In . verage
Lat. N. Long W. , 1 oftrla!.1 used. taken weigbt. weight. length. I length \

------1----.,.--1-
0
- - ,-, 0'" Fath<Y11tS. ,------------

'

1

1-M-.,-.n-I'--·-I\---II-p-o-u-n-d-.-\ Pound. I InChes! Inch .. \------.,..

I \ I \ I \ \

i Positaon.
I

Character of hottom.1 I Length IDate \ Serial No Depth. I Bottom I Instrument used Food fishes taken.
Lat.N. Long.W. I I

teurp, Iof time.

I-\ ---- I I0 , t, 0 .- Fathom. 0 hr8_m
I

I I
\I I I I



Record of jislnug stations, Atlantic and G"lf Coasts..

RemarksKelp.

Character of
bottom.

Position.

o

Time.

Record of ani1l1allije, driftsrood, kelp, etc., obserred from. deck of Albatross at sea.

FROM PORT TOWNSE:ND, WASH., FOR UNALASKA, ALASKA.

I MeridJan POSition·I_~-~-.~-~l:~·! Fur. Iii Whales II Auks. Cor. IDUCks.11 Gulis. II .,. Guille. :\: Petrels. \ POffins.1 Terns. ! uriflt.

1

Date. 1 I [" iter. I sears, morants. I' I mots. : I woot .

_I Lo< N I'"'" w, i~i!-t.~~:-I_' __ I\_----!-I--I--I--i-I-I\----I---
I Iii I I------'----------------

Date.

1----------;---1 J
51
~)

1 tE 1
Lat.N ILong.W. - i

';:1

I §-
A

------- -------------)--1------
o , " 1
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